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Preface

This book is intended as a reference for designers and users of sensors and sensor systems,

and as a source of inspiration and a trigger for new ideas. For a major part, it is based on

material used in the multidisciplinary “Smart Sensor Systems” course, which has been held

annually at Delft University of Technology since 1995. The goals of this course are to present

the basic principles of smart sensor systems to a broad, multidisciplinary audience, to develop

a common language and scientific background to discuss the challenges associated with the

design of such systems, and to facilitate mutual cooperation. In this way, we hope to contribute

to the continuous expansion of the community of people advancing the exciting field of smart

sensor systems.

As diverse and widespread as smart sensors may be today, research and development in

this field is far from complete. It is driven by the continuous demand for lower cost, size

and power consumption, and for higher performance and greater reliability. Moreover, new

sensing principles and technologies are continuously emerging, and so significant effort is

required to bring them to maturity. Often, this process involves more than just improving the

performance of the transducer concerned. The system around the transducer plays an equally

important, if not a more important, role. This system includes the electronics that interface

with the transducer, the package that protects the transducer from the environment, and the

calibration procedure that ensures that a certain performance specification is met.

This book focuses on these important system aspects, and, in particular, on the design of

smart sensor systems, in which sensors and electronics are combined in a single package

or even on a single chip to provide improved functionality, performance and reliability. In

a previous book entitled “Smart Sensor Systems,” the basics of such systems were covered.

This book complements this prior publication by covering a number of emerging sensing

technologies and applications, as well as discussing, in more detail, the system aspects of

smart sensor design.

The book opens by discussing the exciting possibilities afforded by the combination

of sensors and electronics: the accurate processing of small sensor signals (Chapter 1),

the adoption of self-calibration techniques (Chapter 2), and the integration of precision

instrumentation amplifiers (Chapter 3). This is followed by a discussion of a number of sensor

systems in which system aspects play a key role: sensing of physical and chemical parameters

by means of impedance measurement (Chapter 4); low-power angular-rate sensing using

feedback and background-calibration techniques (Chapter 5); sensor systems for the detection

of biomolecules, such as DNA (Chapter 6); optical sensor systems-on-a-chip in the form of

CMOS image sensors (Chapter 7); and smart sensors capable of interfacing with the human
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nervous system (Chapter 8). Finally, the book also describes emerging technologies for the

generation and storage of energy, since these are the key to realizing truly autonomous sensor

systems (Chapter 9).

During the course of writing this text, we have been assisted by many people. We gratefully

acknowledge the feedback and suggestions provided by our reviewers: Reinoud Wolffenbuttel

of Delft University of Technology, Michael Kraft of the Fraunhofer Institute for Microelec-

tronic Circuits and Systems, Michiel Vellekoop of the University of Bremen, Jan Bosiers

of Teledyne DALSA, Firat Yazicioglu of imec, and the authors who also acted as review-
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1
Smart Sensor Design*

Kofi Makinwa
Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory, Delft University of Technology,
Delft, The Netherlands

1.1 Introduction

Sensors have become a ubiquitous part of today’s world. Modern cars employ tens of sensors,
ranging from simple position sensors to multi-axis MEMS accelerometers and gyroscopes.
These sensors enhance engine performance and reliability, ensure compliance with environ-
mental standards, and increase occupant comfort and safety. In another example, modern
homes contain several sensors, ranging from simple thermostats to infrared motion sensors
and thermal gas flow sensors. However, the best example of the ubiquity of sensors is proba-
bly the mobile phone, which has evolved from a simple communications device into a veritable
sensor platform. Amodern mobile phone will typically contain several sensors: a touch sensor,
a microphone, one or two image sensors, inertial sensors, magnetic sensors, and environmental
sensors for temperature, pressure and even humidity. Together with a GPS receiver for posi-
tion location, these sensors greatly enhance ease of use and have extended the utility of mobile
phones far beyond their original role as portable telephones.
Today, most of the sensors in a mobile phone, as well as most sensors intended for con-

sumer applications, are made from silicon. This is mainly because silicon sensors can be
mass-produced at low cost by exploiting the large manufacturing base established by the
semiconductor industry. Another important motivation is the fact that the electronic circuitry
required to bias a sensor and condition its output can be readily realized on the same substrate
or, at least, in the same package. It also helps that semiconductor-grade silicon is a highly pure
material with well-defined physical properties, some of which can be tuned by doping, and
which can be precisely machined at the nanometer scale.
Silicon is a versatile material, one that exhibits a wide range of physical phenomena and so

can be used to realize many different kinds of sensors [1]. For example, magnetic fields can

∗
This chapter is an expanded and updated version of [7].

Smart Sensor Systems: Emerging Technologies and Applications, First Edition.
Edited by Gerard Meijer, Michiel Pertijs and Kofi Makinwa.
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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be sensed via the Hall effect, temperature differences can be sensed via the Seebeck effect,

mechanical strain can be sensed via the piezo-resistive effect and light can be sensed via the

photo-electric effect. In addition, measurands that do not directly interact with silicon can

often be indirectly sensed with the help of silicon-compatible materials. For example, humidity

can be sensed by measuring the dielectric constant of a hygroscopic polymer [2], while gas

concentration can be sensed by measuring the resistance of a suitably adsorbing metal oxide

[3]. It should be noted that although silicon sensors may not achieve best-in-class performance,

their utility and increasing popularity stems from their small size, low cost and the ease-of-use

conferred by their co-integrated electronic circuitry.

Sensors aremost useful when they are part of a larger system that is capable of processing and

acting upon the information that they provide. This information must therefore be transmitted

to the rest of the system in a robust and standardized manner. However, since sensors typically

output weak analog signals, this task must be performed by additional electronic circuitry.

Such interface electronics is best located close to the sensor, to minimize interference and

avoid transmission losses. When they are both located in the same package, the combination

of sensor and interface electronics is what we shall refer to as a smart sensor [4].
In addition to providing a robust signal to the outside world, the interface electronics of a

smart sensor can be used to perform traditional signal processing functions such as filtering,

linearization and compression. But it can also be used to increase the sensor’s reliability

by implementing self-test and even self-calibration functionality (as will be discussed in

Chapter 2). A recent trend is towards sensor fusion, in which the outputs of multiple sensors

in a package are combined to generate a more reliable output. For example, the outputs of

gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetic sensors can be combined to obtain robust position

estimates, thus enabling mobile devices with indoor navigational capability.

This chapter discusses the design of smart sensor systems, in general, and the design of

smart sensors in standard integrated circuit (CMOS) technology, in particular. Examples will

be given of the design of state-of-the-art CMOS smart sensors for the measurement of tem-

perature, wind velocity and magnetic field. Although the use of standard CMOS technology

constrains the performance of the actual sensors, it minimizes cost, and as will be shown, the

performance of the overall sensor system can often be significantly improved with the help of

the co-integrated interface electronics.

1.2 Smart Sensors

A smart sensor is a system-in-package in which a sensor and dedicated interface electronics

are realized. It may consist of a single chip, as is the case with smart temperature sensors,

image sensors and magnetic field sensors. However, in cases when the sensor cannot be

implemented in the same technology as the interface electronics, a two-chip solution is

required. Since this also decouples the production yield of the circuit from that of the sensor,

a two-chip solution is often more cost effective, even in cases where the sensor could be

co-integrated with the electronics. Examples of two-chip sensors are mechanical sensors,

such as MEMS accelerometers, gyroscopes and microphones, whose manufacture requires

the use of micro-machining technology.

Since silicon chips, and especially their connections to the outside world, are rather fragile,

smart sensors must be protected by some kind of packaging. The design of an appropriate
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package can be quite challenging since it must satisfy two conflicting requirements: allowing

the sensor to interact with the measurand, while protecting it (and its interface electronics)

from environmental damage. In the case of temperature and magnetic sensors, more or less

standard integrated circuit packages can be employed. Standard packaging can also be used

for inertial sensors, provided that a capping die or layer is used to protect their moving parts.

In general, however, most sensors require custom packaging, which significantly increases

their cost and usually involves a compromise between performance and robustness.

As has been noted earlier, silicon sensors are not necessarily best-in-class. However, the

co-integrated interface electronics can be used to improve the performance of the overall sys-

tem, either by operating the sensor in an optimal mode or by compensating for some of its

non-idealities. This requires a good knowledge of the sensor’s characteristics. For example,

electronic circuitry can be used to incorporate MEMS inertial sensors in an electro-mechanical

feedback loop, which, in general, results in improved linearity and wider bandwidth [5]. An

example of such a system will be presented in Chapter 5, which describes the use of feedback

and compensation circuits to enhance the performance of a MEMS gyroscope. Knowledge

of the sensor’s characteristics is also necessary to compensate for its cross-sensitivities, for

example, to ambient temperature and packaging stress. The design of a smart sensor thus

involves the optimization of an entire system and is, therefore, an exercise in system design.

1.2.1 Interface Electronics

To communicate with the outside world, the output of a smart sensor should prefer-

ably be a digital signal, although duty-cycle or frequency modulated signals are also

microprocessor-compatible and so are sometimes used. The current trend in smart sensor

design is to digitize the sensor’s output as early as possible, and then to perform any additional

signal conditioning, such as filtering, linearization, cross-sensitivity compensation and so on,

in the digital domain. This approach facilitates the interconnection of several sensors via a

digital bus, and takes advantage of the flexibility and ever-increasing digital signal processing

capability of integrated circuitry. A similar trend can be observed in radio receivers, whose

ADCs are moving closer and closer to the antenna, and which are thus employing more and

more digital signal processing [6].

However, most sensors output low-level analog signals. This is especially true of silicon

sensors such as thermopiles, Hall plates and piezo-resistive strain gauges, whose outputs con-

tain information at the microvolt level. One reason for this is the nature of the transduction

mechanisms available in silicon. Another is that their small size limits the amount of energy

that they can extract from their environment. While this is a desirable feature in a sensor, which

should not disturb, that is, extract energy from, the physical process that it observes, it makes

the design of transparent interface electronics quite challenging. Great care must be taken to

ensure that circuit non-idealities, such as thermal noise and offset, do not limit the performance

of a smart sensor.

A further design challenge arises from the fact that the signal bandwidth of most sensors

includes DC. As a result, the design of transparent interface electronics, especially in today’s

mainstream CMOS technology, involves a constant battle against random error sources such

as drift and 1∕f noise, as well as against systematic errors caused by component mismatch,

charge injection and leakage currents.
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Fortunately, most sensors are quite slow compared to the switching speed of transistors,

and so dynamic error correction techniques, which essentially trade speed or bandwidth

for precision, can be used to correct for systematic errors [7]. As the term “dynamic”

implies, these techniques act continuously to reduce such errors, and so also mitigate the

effects of low-frequency random errors due to drift and 1∕f noise. In general, dynamic error

correction techniques can be divided into two categories: sample-and-correct techniques and

modulate-and-filter techniques.

An example of a sample-and-correct technique is auto-zeroing (Figure 1.1), in which the

input of an amplifier is periodically shorted, while its output is fed to an offset-canceling inte-

grator [8]. During normal operation the integrator’s input is disconnected, thus freezing its

output and canceling the amplifier’s instantaneous offset (and 1∕f noise). The main drawback

of auto-zeroing is that the need to short-circuit the amplifier’s input reduces its availabil-

ity. However, this can be circumvented by using two, alternately auto-zeroed, amplifiers in

a so-called ping-pong configuration [9].

An alternative way to reduce amplifier offset is known as chopping, and it is an example of

a modulate-and-filter technique. The input signal is modulated by a square-wave, amplified

and then demodulated [8]. As shown in Figure 1.2, this sequence of operations modulates the

amplifier’s offset (and 1∕f noise) to the chopping frequency fch,which facilitates their removal

by a low-pass (averaging) filter. However, the filter also limits the amplifier’s useful bandwidth.

This drawback can be circumvented by the use of chopper-stabilized amplifiers in which a

chopper amplifier is used to improve the low frequency characteristics of a wide-band main
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Figure 1.1 Simplified block diagram of an auto-zeroed amplifier
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Figure 1.2 Simplified diagram of a chopper amplifier
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Figure 1.3 Simplified diagram of a sigma-delta modulator

amplifier [10]. The design of precision amplifiers based on various combinations of chopping

and auto-zeroing will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

High-resolution analog-to-digital conversion can be achieved by employing a technique

known as sigma-delta (or delta-sigma) modulation, in which a low-pass filter, an ADC and

a DAC are combined to form a feedback loop [11]. As shown in Figure 1.3, the ADC’s quan-

tization error (which can be usefully modeled as random noise) will then be high-pass filtered

when it is referred to the input of the loop. This noise-shaping property of the loop allows a

sigma-delta modulator to achieve very high resolution in a narrow bandwidth. The quantiza-

tion noise outside this bandwidth can then be removed by a succeeding digital low-pass filter

(not shown in Figure 1.3). By combining various dynamic error correction techniques with

sigma-delta modulation, ADCs with more than 20-bit resolution and 18-bit linearity have been

realized [12, 13].

1.2.2 Calibration and Trimming

Like all sensors, the accuracy of a smart sensor can only be evaluated by calibrating it against

a known standard, after which its systematic inaccuracy is known. This can then be reduced in

a subsequent trimming operation. The main limitation on the sensor’s accuracy then becomes

its stability over time. Trimming is a powerful technique, which can be used to correct for

many errors resulting from manufacturing tolerances and process spread. However, in sensors

intended for high-volume production, it should be seen as a method of last resort, since the

associated calibration requires extra test equipment and takes up costly production time. These

topics will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

1.3 A Smart Temperature Sensor

In this section, the design of a high-accuracy temperature sensor in standard CMOS will be

described [14]. The sensing element is the substrate bipolar junction transistor that is avail-

able in all CMOS processes. However, it is a parasitic device, whose characteristics exhibit

significant process spread. As a result, the resulting temperature sensor must be trimmed in

order to achieve inaccuracies less than ±2∘C.
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1.3.1 Operating Principle

The base-emitter voltage VBE of a bipolar junction transistor is given by:

VBE = kT
q

ln
IC
IS

(1.1)

where IC is its collector current and IS is a process-dependent parameter which also depends on
the transistor’s size. As shown in Figure 1.4, VBE is a near-linear function of temperature with
a slope of approximately −2mV∕∘C. A voltage that is proportional-to-absolute-temperature
(PTAT) can then be obtained by measuring the difference between the base-emitter voltages
of two, nominally identical, bipolar junction transistors Q1,2 biased at a 1 : p current ratio:

ΔVBE = kT
q

ln p. (1.2)

If the current ratio p is well defined, ΔVBE will be an accurate function of absolute tempera-
ture, since it does not depend on IS or any other process-dependent parameters. However, it is
a small signal, with a sensitivity of about 140 μV/K (for p = 5), which means that low-offset
interface electronics is required.
In order to digitize ΔVBE, a reference voltage is also required. As shown in Figures 1.4 and

1.5, a so-called band-gap reference voltage VREF (∼1.2V) can be obtained by combining VBE
with a scaled version ofΔVBE.Both voltages can then be applied to an ADC, which determines
their temperature-dependent ratio 𝜇∶

𝜇 =
𝛼ΔVBE

VBE + 𝛼ΔVBE
=
VPTAT
VREF

. (1.3)

Assuming that the interface electronics is ideal, the sensor’s main source of error will be the
effect of process spread on VBE.As discussed in [4] in Chapter 7, [16] and shown in Figure 1.5,
this only affects the slope of VBE, while the extrapolated value of VBE at 0K, known as VBE0,
remains the same. This means that the effect of process spread can be corrected for by cali-
brating the sensor at room temperature and then adding a PTAT correction voltage to VBE, for
instance by trimming the current I2 in the Figure 1.4 circuit. This will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2.

1.3.2 Interface Electronics

A simplified block diagram of the sensor’s interface electronics is shown in Figure 1.6. It is
based on a second-order single-bit sigma-delta modulator, which converts ΔVBE and VBE into

+
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–
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α
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Figure 1.4 Simplified circuit diagram of the CMOS smart temperature sensor
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Figure 1.6 Simplified circuit diagram of the CMOS smart temperature sensor

a temperature-dependent bitstream bs. The modulator employs a charge-balancing scheme in

which its input is either VBE or 𝛼ΔVBE depending on the instantaneous value of the bitstream.

It can be shown [14, 16], that the resulting bitstream average is exactly equal to 𝜇, as given by
(3). So in contrast to the scheme shown in Figure 1.4, an explicit reference voltage Vref does
not need to be generated, which simplifies the required circuitry. The scale factor 𝛼(= 16) is
established by appropriately sizing the sampling capacitors at the input of the modulator.

To achieve the targeted inaccuracy of 0.1∘C, the errors introduced by the interface electronics
should all be reduced to the 0.01∘C level. This means, for instance, that the modulator’s offset

should be less than 2 μV, while the bias current ratio p = 5 and the scale factor 𝛼 should be

accurate to within about 100 ppm. Dynamic error correction techniques were used to achieve

this level of accuracy, since the manufacturing tolerance of a typical CMOS process mean that

the best-case component mismatch is only about 0.1%.

Figure 1.6 also shows how a technique known as dynamic element matching (DEM) was

used to obtain an accurate 1:5 bias current ratio. Via a set of switches, one of six nominally

equal current sources I1−6 is connected to Q1, while the others are connected to Q2. This
leads to six possible connections, each of which may result in an inaccurate ΔVBE due to the

mismatch between the current sources. The average value of ΔVBE, however, is much more

accurate, because the mismatch errors cancel out [4, Chapter 7; 15]. The required averag-

ing can conveniently be performed by the same digital filter that suppresses the sigma-delta
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modulator’s quantization noise. A similar DEM scheme was used to average out errors due to

mismatch in the sampling capacitors of the modulator.

The modulator’s input-referred offset was reduced by the use of correlated double sampling

(a technique very similar to auto-zeroing) in the first integrator [8, 17]. Since this did not reduce

the offset sufficiently, the entire modulator was also chopped, which ensures that its residual

offset is well below the 2 μV level.

As shown in Figure 1.6, the sensor was trimmed by adjusting the bias current of transistorQ3

with the help of a 10-bit current DAC, consisting of a digital first-order sigma-delta modulator

whose output modulates one of the bias current sources. The DAC covers the expected trim-

ming range with a resolution of 0.01∘C. Since the bitstream output of the DAC may interfere

with the bitstream output of the main modulator, the timing of the DAC, as well as that of the

other DEM schemes, was synchronized to the main modulator’s bit-stream [18].

The resulting sensor consumes 190 μW and achieves an inaccuracy of ±0.1∘C over the mil-

itary temperature range (−55∘C to 125∘C) after a single room-temperature trim. This level of

accuracy still represents the state-of-the-art for CMOS temperature sensors [19].

1.3.3 Recent Work

Recent work has focused on simplifying the sensor’s calibration, as well as reducing its power

dissipation. Calibrating a temperature sensor with the help of a reference sensor can be a

time-consuming and hence expensive process, since achieving the necessary thermal equi-

librium between the sensors can take several minutes. By regarding ΔVBE as a sufficiently

accurate measure of temperature, and then digitizing it with respect to an accurate external
voltage reference, the sensor can be voltage-calibrated in less than a second with an inaccu-

racy of less than 0.1∘C [20]. Increasing the sensor’s efficiency was achieved by using a more

efficient two-step ADC that combines a coarse step, based on binary search, followed by a

fine step, based on sigma-delta modulation [21]. Over the military temperature range (−55∘C
to 125∘C), the resulting sensor achieves an inaccuracy of ±0.15∘C after voltage calibration,

which is only slightly less than the state-of-the-art. However, it dissipates only 5 μW, which is

nearly 40x less than its predecessor [14].

1.4 A Smart Wind Sensor

In this section, the design of a smart wind sensor is described, that is, a solid-state sensor

that measures wind speed and direction with no moving parts [22]. The sensor makes use

of the fact that wind passing above a heated object will cool it asymmetrically. Wind speed

and direction can then be determined by measuring the resulting temperature gradient. If the

object is a chip, it can be heated by passing current through resistors, while the wind-induced

temperature gradient can be sensed by integrated thermopiles.

1.4.1 Operating Principle

As shown in Figure 1.7, the flow of air over a heated disc will cool it non-uniformly. The

result is a temperature gradient δT between any two points located symmetrically around the
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Figure 1.7 Operating principle of the wind sensor

center of the disk. The magnitude of δT is proportional to the square-root of flow speed, while

its direction is aligned with that of the flow. Thus, by measuring δT , both wind speed and

direction can be determined [23, 24].

Although heaters and temperature sensors can be readily integrated on a standard CMOS

chip, the requirement that it must sense a flow-induced temperature gradient precludes the use

of standard packages. Instead, as shown in Figure 1.7, the chip is glued to the underside of

a thin ceramic disc, while the airflow is passed over the other side. This simple and robust

packaging solution ensures that the chip is in good thermal contact with the flow. The disc is

then mounted in an aerodynamic housing, which ensures that the wind sensor is only sensitive

to the horizontal components of the wind [23].

As shown in Figure 1.8, four heaters and four p + ∕Al thermopiles are realized on the sensor

chip. The thermopiles are configured to measure orthogonal components of the flow-induced

temperature gradient. Since silicon is a good thermal conductor, these are quite small: in the

order of a few tenths of a degree. As a result, the output of the thermopiles is at the microvolt

level. In a first-generation sensor, these signals were digitized by precision off-chip electronics,
and the results used to compute wind speed and direction. The resulting errors in the computed

wind speed and direction are typically less than 5% and 3∘ respectively [25].

Due to manufacturing tolerances, the assembled wind sensor must be calibrated and

trimmed. This is because, in general, the chip will not be located exactly in the center of

the disc, and so the hot-spot on the disc may not be centered on the chip. The result is

a flow-dependent thermal offset, which can be much larger than the actual flow-induced

temperature differences. This offset can be cancelled by trimming the power dissipated in

the four heaters, so as to center the heat distribution on the chip [26]. The sensor is then

calibrated in a wind tunnel. The resulting data is stored in a non-volatile memory, and used

to compensate for the effects of any residual offset and gain errors. However, the whole

procedure is time consuming and adds significantly to the sensor’s cost.

To circumvent these problems, the smart wind sensor was operated in an alternative mode:

the temperature-balance mode [27, 28]. In this mode, the flow-induced temperature gradient

is continuously canceled by dynamically adjusting the power dissipated in the heaters. This

automatically centers the heat distribution on the chip, and as a result, any thermal offset

becomes a well-defined function of flow speed. Moreover, the heater power does not need

to be manually trimmed. Flow speed and direction can then be computed from the differential

heat power required to cancel each component of the flow-induced temperature gradient [29].
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Figure 1.8 Schematic layout of the wind sensor

This approach also simplifies the interface electronics, which now has the much easier task of
digitizing the relatively large signals (several tens of milliwatts) applied to the heaters instead
of the microvolt-level outputs of the thermopiles.

1.4.2 Interface Electronics

The block diagram of the smart wind-sensor chip is shown in Figure 1.9. It consists of three
thermal sigma-delta modulators, two of which are arranged to cancel the north-south δTns and
east-west δTe𝑤 components of any on-chip temperature gradient [22]. Their bitstream outputs
are then a digital representation of the differential heating powers δPns and δPe𝑤 required
to cancel the two components δTns and δTe𝑤 respectively. The heat pulses generated by the
modulators are low-pass filtered by the sensor’s thermal capacitance, and thus the sensor itself
functions as the modulators’ loop filter. So in addition to the flow sensor, each modulator only
requires the implementation of a clocked comparator, which leads to a very compact architec-
ture. Since the thermopile’s output is at the microvolt level, the comparator was auto-zeroed
to reduce its offset [22, 29].
A third thermal sigma-delta modulator maintains the sensor at a constant temperature

(the overheat ΔT ∼ 10∘C) above ambient temperature. In this mode, the magnitude of δP
will be proportional to the square-root of wind speed [23]. The temperature of the chip
Tchip is measured by a substrate PNP transistor at the center of the chip, while an external
transistor measures ambient temperature Tamb (Figure 1.9). As in the smart temperature
sensor, these transistors are biased at two different collector currents, in order to generate a
voltage proportional to the overheat. By using an auto-zeroed comparator and well-matched
current sources, the error in the overheat due to process spread will be limited to about ±1∘C.
Although this error will alter the sensor’s sensitivity, its effect is also taken into account by
the sensor’s calibration.
After calibration, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, the smart sensor was

tested in a wind tunnel at wind speeds ranging from 1m/s to 25m/s. The errors in the com-
puted speed and direction were less than 4% and 2∘, which are slightly less than those of an
earlier wind sensorwithout on-chip interface electronics [23–25]. Due to the compact interface
architecture, this was achieved with no increase in chip area.
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Figure 1.9 Block diagram of the smart wind sensor

1.4.3 Recent Work

Recent work has focused on simplifying the sensor’s construction and reducing its power
dissipation. In [30], the sensor was operated in a so-called constant power mode, in which its
overheat was not regulated, thus eliminating the need for the external temperature sensor and
the associated overheat control loop. As a result, the heater power can be drastically reduced,
since no guard-band needs to be maintained to accommodate errors in the overheat control
loop. To maintain resolution at such decreased heater power levels, the in-band quantization
noise of the thermal sigma-delta modulators was reduced by connecting an electrical filter (an
integrator) in series with the sensor’s thermal filter. The lower bound on heater power dissipa-
tion was then found to be set by the integrator’s residual offset. In [31], this was reduced by
the application of system-level chopping. The resulting wind sensor dissipates only 25mW,
16x less than that of [22], while achieving the same accuracy after calibration, that is, less than
4% and 2∘ error in wind speed and direction, respectively.

1.5 A Smart Hall Sensor

In this section, the design of a smart magnetic field sensor intended for compass applications
is described [32]. The sensor is based on the Hall effect, that is, the fact that if a plate carrying
current along one axis is exposed to a magnetic field, a voltage will be induced across its
transverse axis. The magnitude of this Hall voltage is proportional to the current through the
plate and to the normal component of the magnetic field [4, Chapter 9; 33].

1.5.1 Operating Principle

In a CMOS process, a Hall plate will usually consist of an n-well layer, resulting in a sensitivity
of about 100V/AT. At a typical bias current of 1mA, the earth’s 50 μT (max) magnetic field
will then result in a Hall voltage of only 5 μV. Accurately digitizing such a small voltage
presents a significant interfacing challenge.
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Furthermore, silicon Hall plates exhibit considerable offset (5mT to 50mT) due to

mechanical stress, doping variations and lithographic errors. Although this is much larger

than the earth’s magnetic field, this would not be a major problem in itself since magnetic

compasses are usually calibrated to compensate for the presence of nearby ferromagnetic

materials. The main problem in a compass application is offset drift, which will result in a

time-varying angular error.

The offset of a Hall plate can be reduced to the 10 μT level by the spinning current method;

in which the Hall plate’s bias current is spatially rotated while its output is averaged in time

[34]. This also reduces drift, but not sufficiently for a compass application, especially in the

presence of the mechanical stress caused by low-cost plastic packaging. Offset and drift can

also be reduced by orthogonally coupling two or more Hall plates [23]. The smart sensor

described here uses the spinning current technique and four orthogonally-coupled Hall plates

to achieve the smallest possible offset and drift.

Packaging presents another challenge, since standard IC packages typically contain trace

amounts of ferromagnetic materials, which may distort the magnetic field around the sensor.

To avoid such errors, a custom package which is free of ferromagnetic materials has been

developed [35]. It is designed so that an electronic compass can be made by mounting three

sensors both vertically (as shown in Figure 1.10) and horizontally on a PCB.

1.5.2 Interface Electronics

The block diagram of the sensor’s interface electronics is shown in Figure 1.11. It consists

of a voltage-to-current converter (VIC), whose output is digitized by a first-order sigma-delta

modulator. The output of the modulator is averaged over an entire spinning-current cycle by an

up/down counter, and the result is transmitted to the outside world via a RS-232∕SPI∕μWIRE

compatible serial interface.

Due to their offset, the output of the four Hall plates can be as high as 50mV during the

various phases of a spinning cycle. The average value, however, is much smaller and is less

than 50 nV under zero field conditions. The interface electronics should, therefore, have an

input-referred offset of less than 50 nV and a linear dynamic range of about 120 dB, which is

quite challenging.

To achieve this level of linearity, the VIC consists of two opamps (Figure 1.12), each with

a DC gain of over 120 dB, which generate its output current by applying the output voltage

of the Hall plates across a resistor. A so-called nested chopping scheme was used to reduce

its offset to the desired 50 nV level [36]. As shown in Figure 1.9, the VIC is first chopped by

epoxy
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Figure 1.10 Custom-packaged smart Hall sensor
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a pair of “fast” choppers driven by the 12.5 kHz ClkChop signal. The residual offset (due to

spikes associated with the operation of the input choppers) was further reduced by creating a

dead-band [37]. This was implemented via the EnCM signal (a 1ms pulse), which connects

the VIC output to a reference voltage CMref after every ClkChop transition, while simultane-

ously opening the output switches. To reduce the input-referred offset even further, the entire

front-end is chopped at about 10Hz by periodically inverting the polarity of the Hall plate’s

bias current and simultaneously inverting the sign of the modulator’s bitstream.

The result is a sensor with an offset of 4 μT, an offset temperature coefficient of only 8 nT/K

and an offset drift of less than 0.25 μT even after aggressive thermal cycling [38]. In a compass

application, this offset drift corresponds to an angular error of less then 0.5∘. To date, this

represents the best offset performance reported for a CMOS Hall sensor.

1.5.3 Recent Work

Standard (horizontal) Hall sensors are only sensitive tomagnetic fields normal to the chip’s sur-

face. A 3D magnetic compass then requires three orthogonally-oriented chips. An alternative

is to combine horizontal and so-called vertical Hall plates on a single chip [40], but the latter

have much higher offset and so are not suited for compass applications. Recently, single-chip
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3D sensors based on thin-film integrated magnetic concentrators have been developed. These
concentrators bend in-plane magnetic field components towards the perpendicular where they
can be sensed by horizontal Hall sensors [41, 42].
Another recent development is the co-integration of auxiliary stress and temperature sensors

with Hall sensors. The information provided by these auxiliary sensors can then be used to
compensate for the cross-sensitivity of the Hall sensors to temperature changes and packaging
stress [4, Chapter 9; 43, 44].

1.6 Conclusions

The designs described above show that, at least for integrated temperature, flow and magnetic
sensors, it is possible to design transparent interface electronics in standard CMOS. Compared
to electronic circuits, most sensors are quite slow, whichmeans that the effects of typical circuit
non-idealities such as offset, gain error and 1∕f noise, can be reduced to negligible levels by
dynamic error correction techniques such as auto-zeroing, chopping, DEM, switched-capacitor
filtering and sigma-delta modulation.
For example, by using various combinations of auto-zeroing and chopping, amplifiers with

input-referred offsets of less than 100 nV can be realized, which, for input levels of a few
volts, corresponds to a 24-bit DC dynamic range. Also, by using DEM, current and voltage
ratios, that is, gain factors, can be defined to better than 100 ppm accuracy. Finally, ADCs
based on sigma-delta modulators can be used to flexibly trade-off resolution for bandwidth,
and are capable of achieving up to 22-bit resolution in bandwidths of a few tens of Hertz. As
an added bonus, the notches in the frequency response of their decimation filters can be used
to completely suppress the AC residuals produced by chopping and DEM.
So what can we do with all this precision? It can be used to realize novel sensors based on

transduction mechanisms that result in very small, and previously undetectable, signals. One
example is the implementation of temperature sensors based on the well-defined thermal diffu-
sivity of bulk silicon, which require the detection of the small temperature variations created
by the diffusion of heat pulses through a chip [39]. In existing smart sensors, precision can
be traded off against other performance criteria, such as chip area and power dissipation. For
example, since DEMmitigates the effects of component mismatch, larger initial mismatch can
be tolerated, which means that smaller components can be used. Similarly, since chopping sup-
presses 1∕f noise, a given signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained at lower power consumption.
The design of smart sensor systems involves meeting the engineering challenge associated

with the design of accurate, reliable systems using inaccurate, low-cost components. Due
to the wide variety of sensing principles, packaging methods and circuit techniques that can
be used to realize such systems, their design is more of an art than a science. The dynamic
techniques described above have been shown to be of great value in meeting this challenge,
and will undoubtedly continue to be of use as we further master the art of designing smart
sensor systems.
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2.1 Introduction

Smart sensors acquire information about a non-electrical quantity of interest (the measurand)

and convert this information to a useful electrical output signal. In order to do so, they com-

bine a sensing element and the associated interface electronics on a single chip or in a single

package. The sensing element performs the conversion from the non-electrical domain of the

measurand to an electrical signal, while the interface electronics further process this signal to

produce an output that can readily be used in a measurement or control system. Errors intro-

duced in these steps affect the performance and reliability of the overall system. Therefore, it

is very important to determine how large these errors are. The process of doing so is generally

referred to as calibration, and is the topic of this chapter.

Calibration is of interest both to manufacturers of smart sensors and to their customers. Man-

ufacturers need optimized calibration procedures to guarantee the desired level of accuracy at

minimum cost. Users need at least a basic understanding of these procedures to be able to

correctly interpret the specifications of a sensor, including their limited validity, and to be able

to evaluate when re-calibration is required.

The more smart sensors become plug-and-play devices with standardized interfaces, the

more the issues associated with calibration are shielded from the user. Users of conventional

(non-smart) sensors typically need to obtain calibration coefficients from the manufacturer to

be able to interpret the output signal of the sensor. In modern smart sensors, in contrast, such

coefficients are often programmed into the sensor, and a corrected output signal is provided to

the user. While this makes the use of such sensors easier, it also reduces the user’s awareness

of the calibration, and its limitations.
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In the first part of this chapter, the basics of calibration will be reviewed, and the specifics

of smart sensor calibration will be discussed. This discussion will be illustrated using the

example of a smart temperature sensor. In the second part of the chapter, the possibility of

making self-calibrating smart sensors will be explored. It will be shown that, while complete

self-calibration is impossible, a significant reduction in the required calibration efforts can be

obtained by employing additional co-integrated sensors and/or actuators. This will be illus-

trated using two detailed examples: a smart magnetic field sensor, and a smart wind sensor.

The chapter concludes with a summary and a discussion of future trends.

2.2 Calibration of Smart Sensors

2.2.1 Calibration Terminology

In many measurement and instrumentation systems, sensors are required that measure a

quantity of interest with a known, objective level of accuracy. A fever thermometer, for

instance, is expected to measure body temperature to within ±0.1∘C. In order to verify how

accurate a given thermometer is, one can compare its reading with that of a more accurate

thermometer. Alternatively, one can submerge the thermometer in ice water or boiling

water, and see whether it correctly indicates 0∘C or 100∘C. These procedures are essentially
calibration procedures [1, 2].
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines calibration as follows [3]:

Calibration is the operation that, under specified conditions, in a first step, estab-

lishes a relation between the quantity values with measurement uncertainties pro-

vided by measurement standards and corresponding indications with associated

measurement uncertainties and, in a second step, uses this information to establish

a relation for obtaining a measurement result from an indication.

These standards are maintained by national standard laboratories, such as the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the USA, the National Physical Laboratory

(NPL) in the UK, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Germany and the

Dutch Metrology Institute VSL. These laboratories have implemented so-called primary

reference standards, which define the highest level of accuracy achievable in the measurement

of a given physical quantity. For temperature measurement, for instance, the primary reference

standards are specially-designed platinum resistance thermometers that are used to interpolate

between the so-called fixed points of the International Temperature Scale (ITS-90) [4]. These

fixed points are the professional equivalents of the ice water and boiling water mentioned

above. An example is the triple point of water, which defines 0.01∘C, or 273.16K.
Primary reference standards are used to calibrate the secondary reference standards found in

standards laboratories. These, in turn, are used to calibrate the working standards with which

the accuracy of measuring instruments or sensors is determined. A calibration procedure thus

establishes a documented chain of comparisons leading from the sensor or instrument being

calibrated, via instruments of increasing accuracy, to an international standard. This makes the

readings of a sensor or instrument traceable [3]:
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Traceability is the property of a measurement result whereby the result can be

related to a reference through a documented unbroken chain of calibrations, each

contributing to the measurement uncertainty.

For conventional (non-smart) sensors, the result of a calibration is typically used by the user

to perform a correction on the measurement results obtained with sensor [3]:

A correction is a modification applied to the result of a measurement to compen-

sate for a systematic effect.

Note that according to these definitions, neither calibration nor correction involves adjustment
of sensors or instruments to correct for errors. This may be somewhat confusing, because the

word calibration is often used with this meaning in literature. Instead, here, we will follow the

ISO terminology [3]:

Adjustment is the set of operations carried out on a measuring system so that it

provides prescribed indications corresponding to given values of a quantity to be

measured.

Typical examples of adjustments are offset and gain adjustments. Often, after an adjustment,

recalibration is required to ensure that the measuring system, instrument or sensor that has

been adjusted now performs within its specifications.

Conventional sensors are often not adjusted after calibration. Instead, the user is responsible

for applying the appropriate corrections to the measurement results. As will be explained in

more detail later in this chapter, it is a unique property of smart sensors that they take away at
least part of this burden from the user, in the sense that they store the required correction data

internally, or even in the sense that they perform the correction internally, so that the whole

process of calibration and correction becomes transparent to the user. This necessarily involves

some form of adjustment to the smart sensor after calibration, although this adjustment can be

a ‘mild’ form of adjustment that does not involve making changes to the sensor element, but

only to the interface electronics, for example, to store an offset- or gain-correction coefficient.

2.2.2 Limited Validity of a Calibration

It is important to realize that a calibration procedure can never cover all conditions under which

a sensor can potentially be used. In fact, the conditions of use are never exactly identical to

the calibration conditions. Therefore, the accuracy found under calibration conditions is not

necessarily the accuracy that will be obtained during the actual application of the sensor. This

is, first of all, due to the fact that a calibration procedure can never cover the whole range of

measurand values that a sensor can be exposed to. The calibration is necessarily restricted to a

limited number of points. Usually, it is fairly safe to make interpolations between such points.

Making extrapolations, however, can be more dangerous.

A second reason why the accuracy of a sensor in an application may differ from that found

during calibration is that the operating conditions during use are not necessarily the same as
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during calibration. Ideally, a sensor should be sensitive only to the measurand, but in practice,

it will also exhibit some degree of cross-sensitivity to other quantities, such as operating tem-

perature, humidity, supply voltage, mechanical stress and interference. Such cross-sensitivities

affect the accuracy of the sensor’s output.

Finally, a sensor’s accuracy will also degrade after calibration as a result of ageing. The rate

of such degradation is typically related to the frequency of use, mechanical wear, exposure

to dirt or dust, temperature changes, or humidity, but degradation can even occur if a sensor

is kept on the shelf [1]. A sensor manufacturer will typically perform an accelerated ageing

experiment on samples of a sensor to obtain an estimate of how fast the accuracy degrades.

Such an experiment may consist of exposing a group of sensors to a large number of tem-

perature cycles, or exposing them to high temperature and humidity for a long period of time.

Based on the results, extra margin is included in the accuracy specification, along with an indi-

cation of how long this specification is valid, or how much degradation can be expected over

time. In any case, re-calibration will be needed after a certain time.

2.2.3 Specifics of Smart Sensor Calibration

A calibration procedure, according to the definition given in Section 2.2.1, provides informa-

tion about the accuracy of a sensor. This information is typically provided in the form of a

calibration report that states the measured output of the sensor under calibration conditions,

along with the associated measurement uncertainty. Such a report provides the user with a

means of interpreting the readings of the sensor in relation to international standards.

Consider, as an example, the calibration of a thermistor, which is a sensor whose resistance

changes with temperature [4]. This typically involves exposing the thermistor to a number of

well-defined temperatures distributed across the temperature range of interest, and measur-

ing its resistance. The actual temperature is measured using an accurate, traceable reference

thermometer that is carefully kept at the same temperature as the thermistor, for instance by

immersing the two in awell-stirred liquid bath. Based on the resulting list of temperatures (with

uncertainty) and measured resistances (again with uncertainty), an equation can describe the

relationship between the sensor’s temperature and its resistance. The parameters of such an

equation are sometimes referred to as calibration coefficients. All this information goes into a

report, based on which a user can calculate temperature from measured resistance.

A smart sensor is typically used somewhat differently. Rather than relying on the user to

interpret its output signal andmake corrections based on a calibration report, it ideally provides

a readily interpretable digital output signal [5]. In other words, the translation of the output of

the sensor (the resistance of the thermistor) to the value of the measurand (temperature) should

take place inside the smart sensor, and is performed by the sensor’s interface electronics. This

implies that the results of a calibration procedure have to be treated differently. Rather than

being passed on to the user of the sensor, they should be stored, in some form, inside the sensor.

2.2.4 Storing Calibration Data in the Sensor

There are various ways in which calibration data can be stored inside a smart sensor. A first

way is to use the electronic equivalent of a calibration report: a so-called transducer electronic

datasheet (TEDS). Smart sensors that comply with the IEEE 1451 smart sensor standard store
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such a datasheet in non-volatile memory inside the sensor (Figure 2.1) [6, 7]. Even if the user is

still required to post-process the sensor’s readings based on the calibration data contained in the

TEDS, he or she does not have to worry anymore about keeping sensors and their calibration

data together. The calibration data are obtained from the sensor itself via the same interface that

is also used to obtain the sensor readings. This makes it much easier to replace or re-calibrate

such a smart sensor, as there is no longer a need to separately update the associated calibration

data. Especially in systems with many sensors, this is a substantial improvement, as it reduces

the risk of misinterpretation of sensor readings due to the use of the wrong calibration data.

A second way of storing calibration data inside a smart sensor goes a bit further: not

only is the data stored in non-volatile memory inside the sensor, it is also used to perform

the correction internally [8]. As a result, the sensor becomes truly plug-and-play: no more

post-processing is needed. The internal correction can be implemented in various ways,

for instance by digitally processing the sensor reading based on the calibration data, or

by performing a correction in the analog domain (Figure 2.2). The latter often requires a

relatively simple offset or gain adjustment, and is often referred to as ‘trimming’.

A traditional way of making an analog adjustment is laser trimming, a technique that is

frequently used in precision analog integrated circuits (e.g. low-offset amplifiers or bandgap

references), and that can also be used in the analog readout electronics of smart sensors. It

consists of adjusting the value of a resistor by making cuts in it using a laser beam. Typically,

this resistor defines the offset or gain of the circuit, which can thus be fine-tuned by means of

the laser. Tolerances down to 0.01% can be achieved using this trimming technique [9].

Laser-trimming is a procedure that needs to be performed before packaging, which implies

that any errors introduced by the packaging procedure cannot be corrected for. A related
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technique that can be applied after packaging is the adjustment of polysilicon resistors by
passing current pulses through them [10]. The local heating associated with these pulses results
in a permanent decrease of the resistor value, and thus an associated permanent adjustment of
the transfer function of the circuit in which the resistor is applied.
Sensors realized in CMOS technology, in which high-quality switches and digital circuits

can easily be realized, are usually adjusted, or trimmed, by programming a digital non-volatile
memory that drives either analog switches or digital correction circuitry. Such digital
non-volatile memory can either be erasable or non-erasable. Erasable non-volatile memory is
particularly of use when re-calibration is to be performed during the lifetime of a sensor.
The two most common non-erasable digital non-volatile memory techniques are zener zap-

ping and fusible links:

• Zener zapping (Figure 2.3) changes a zener diode, which initially acts as an open-circuit, to
a short circuit. This is done by bringing it in avalanche mode by means of a programming
pulse, which destroys the junction and creates a reliable metallic connection [11]. Relatively
high programming voltages (>6V) are required to bring the diode into avalanche mode.
These voltages have to be processed with special care to avoid breakdown of other junctions.

• Fusible links consist of a metal or polysilicon connection that can be physically destroyed
by passing a large current through it [12]. An initial short-circuit is thus converted to an
open-circuit. An advantage compared to zener zapping is that low-voltage pulses can be
used (<7V), which are below the junction-breakdown voltage of most CMOS devices.
Fusible links may, however, be less reliable than zener zapping, because metal regrowth
can (partially) restore the connection. Links can also be broken by cutting them with a laser
beam [12]. This simplifies the circuitry, but again has the disadvantage that it cannot be
performed after packaging.

Most erasable non-volatile memories are based on floating-gate technology [13]: the threshold
of aMOS transistor is altered by storing charge on an extra floating polysilicon gate in between
the selection gate of the transistor and its channel. In the case of EPROM (Electrically
Programmable Read-Only Memory), programming consists of injection of hot-electrons from
the drain into the floating gate as a result of a high voltage being applied to the selection gate.
This charge can be released by exposing the chip to ultraviolet light. In the case of EEPROM
(Electrically Erasable PROM) and so-called flash EPROM, the charge on the floating gate
can be removed electrically by means of tunneling through a thin oxide layer.

programming
pulse

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3 Zener zapping: (a) circuit diagram, and micrograph of a zener diode (b) before and (c) after

zapping. Photograph: Wil Straver, reproduced by permission of Smartec BV
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2.2.5 Calibration in the Production Process

There are several ways to include calibration and adjustment steps in the production process of
smart sensors. Most smart sensors are produced in a standard IC production flow augmented

with pre- and/or post-processing steps to manufacture the sensor element. This implies that

many of the production steps are wafer-level batch-processing steps. In many cases, only the

packaging of the individual sensors, after dicing of the wafers, is a non-batch processing step.
To take advantage of the batch processing, calibration and adjustment can be performed at

wafer-level, that is, before dicing and packaging. In some cases, all sensors on a wafer can

be simultaneously exposed to the same well-defined calibration conditions. An example is

the calibration of smart temperature sensors using a temperature-stabilized wafer chuck [14].
An advantage of this parallel approach is that the time and costs associated with creating the

calibration conditions are shared by many sensors. An important disadvantage, on the other

hand, is that additional errors introduced by dicing and packaging are not taken into account.
Many smart temperature sensors, for instance, exhibit a so-called packaging shift when they

are encapsulated in a plastic package. When calibration and adjustment have been performed

at wafer-level, this packaging shift limits the accuracy of the sensors after packaging [15–17].

In many cases, calibration and adjustment are performed at the end of the production line,
that is, after packaging, because the package is required for the sensor to properly operate.

While the cost benefit of wafer-level parallel processing is lost, this approach makes it possible

to correct for individual errors including packaging shifts. The range of suitable non-volatile

memory techniques is then restricted to those techniques that do not require direct access to
the die.

A possible consequence of batch processing is that sensors from the same batch will have

similar errors. If the mean error of a batch is significant compared to the variation of the error

within the batch, as illustrated in Figure 2.4a, batch calibration is an option. This consists of
calibrating a limited number of samples from a production batch (either before or after pack-

aging) to estimate the mean error of that batch. Based on this estimate, the same correction is

then applied to all sensors from the batch (Figure 2.4b). This technique can result in significant
cost savings, since the number of sensors that need to undergo an actual calibration procedure

is strongly reduced.

If the costs of adjusting every individual sensor are significant, for instance because of the

associated production time, or because of the extensions to the IC process required to realize
non-volatile memory, binning may be an interesting alternative. Binning implies that the sen-

sors are not adjusted, but sorted into various accuracy bins based on the results of the calibration

procedure (Figure 2.5). Sensors with large errors, for instance, end up in a ‘low accuracy’ bin,

Error
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Error
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Figure 2.4 Error distribution (a) before and (b) after batch calibration
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Figure 2.5 Production flow in case of (a) trimming and (b) binning

while sensors with small errors are sorted into a ‘high accuracy’ bin. Whether this approach

is economically attractive depends mainly on whether the error distribution of the production

process matches the market demand for the various accuracy grades.

2.2.6 Opportunities for Smart Sensor Calibration

In a smart sensor, the sensor and its readout electronics are combined on a single chip, or

in a single package. This combination creates interesting opportunities that go beyond the

mere advantage of integration density [5, 18]. Small, sensitive sensor signals can be locally

amplified and digitized, making it easier to read out the sensor in the presence of parasitics,

and to transport the associated information without degradation in the presence of interference.

Moreover, the fact that sensor and electronics are so close to each other may enable new sensor

readout approaches.

In the context of calibration, a substantial advantage of the availability of local signal pro-

cessing is that the correction of sensor readings can be performed locally, as discussed earlier

in this chapter. A further opportunity is that some sensors can perform self-testing, so as to

warn the user in case the sensor is no longer in a condition under which the calibration data

are valid, and its corrected readings as a result are no longer within the accuracy specifica-

tions. This can be a cue for the user that the sensor needs to be replaced or re-calibrated. A

final opportunity, which will be explored in more detail in Section 2.3, is to make sensors that

are (partially) self-calibrating.

2.2.7 Case Study: A Smart Temperature Sensor

To illustrate the principles discussed in the previous sections, we will now take a look at the

calibration of a smart temperature sensor. This smart sensor, which has been introduced in
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Chapter 1 and is described in detail in [14, 19], is manufactured in standard CMOS technology,

and provides a digital output that can be directly interpreted as a temperature reading in degrees

Celsius. For completeness, first, its operating principle will be briefly summarized here.

Figure 2.6 shows a simplified block diagram of the smart temperature sensor. It produces a

temperature reading by digitizing the ratio of a voltage that is proportional to absolute tempera-

ture, VPTAT , and a temperature-independent reference voltage, VREF.Both of these voltages are
generated on-chip using bipolar transistors [14]. The voltage VPTAT is obtained by amplifying

the difference ΔVBE between the base-emitter voltages of two bipolar transistors Q1,2 biased

at a 1∶p current ratio (see Figure 2.7). It can be shown that this voltage hardly spreads due

to fabrication tolerances, provided that the amplification and biasing are performed accurately

[14]. To achieve this, as discussed in Chapter 1, precision circuit techniques such as dynamic

offset cancellation and dynamic element matching are applied in this design. The reference

voltage VREF is formed by adding VPTAT to the base-emitter voltage VBE of a third transistor

Q3. The negative temperature dependence of VBE is then compensated for by the positive tem-

perature dependence of VPTAT , resulting in a reference voltage that is nominally temperature

independent (Figure 2.7). In contrast with VPTAT , VBE, and hence VREF , suffers from consider-

able fabrication tolerances. As a result, this temperature sensor needs to be trimmed to obtain

accuracies better than ±2∘C. In order to obtain the information required for trimming, the

sensor is calibrated during production.

Smart temperature sensors are usually calibrated by comparing them with a traceable refer-

ence thermometer of known accuracy [4, 14]. To save production costs, this is typically done

at only one temperature. It can be done either at wafer-level, or after packaging.
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Figure 2.6 Block diagram of the smart temperature sensor [19]
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When calibrating at wafer-level, the temperature of a complete wafer, which may contain

thousands of sensors, is stabilized and measured using a number of reference thermometers

(e.g. thermistors or platinum resistors) mounted in the wafer chuck. A wafer prober then steps

over the wafer, making contact to the bondpads of each of the sensor chips. It usually performs

some electrical tests, takes a temperature reading from the chip, and then trims it to adjust its

reading. The time required to stabilize the temperature of the whole wafer may be significant,

but it is shared by many sensors.

An important limitation of wafer-level calibration lies in the fact that the subsequent dicing

and packaging can introduce temperature errors, which are mainly due to mechanical stress

[15]. When a chip is packaged in plastic without a stress-relieving cover layer, packaging

shifts of up to ±0.5∘C can occur. Therefore, calibration and trimming have to take place after

packaging if high accuracy is to be combined with low-cost packaging.

Calibration after packaging requires that every individual packaged sensor is brought to the

same temperature as a reference thermometer. This typically means that the two are brought in

good thermal contact by means of a thermally conducting medium, such as a liquid bath or a

metal block. Some stabilization time will be needed, since the sensor will not be at the desired

temperature when it enters the calibration setup. For inaccuracies in the order of ±0.1∘C, this
time will be much longer (minutes) than the time spent on electrical tests (less than a second),

due to the thermal time-constants involved. Unlike in the case of wafer-level calibration, this

costly stabilization time is now associated with a single sensor, or at best with a handful of

sensors that are stabilized together, and, as a result, dominates the total production costs.

Figure 2.8a shows the temperature error of 20 samples of the smart temperature sensor that

were individually calibrated against a platinum thermometer and then trimmed. This calibra-

tion was performed at room temperature after packaging. The resulting temperature error is

state-of-the-art: less than ±0.1∘C for all sensors, over the full military temperature range from

−55∘C to 125∘C [19, 20]. This high accuracy, however, comes at the cost of a time-consuming

calibration procedure.

Figure 2.8b shows the temperature error that is achieved in the case of batch calibration:

all sensors are trimmed based on an estimate of the average error of the production batch
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(see Figure 2.4). The resulting error after trimming is less than ±0.25∘C over the military

range. For applications in which this moderate accuracy is acceptable, this and other indirect

calibration approaches can significantly reduce the production costs [21].

2.3 Self-Calibration

2.3.1 Limitations of Self-Calibration

Given that smart sensors offer the opportunity to co-integrate intelligence with the sensor, it is

interesting to investigate if thus self-calibrating smart sensors can be made. Clearly, referring

to the definition of calibration given in Section 2.2.1, complete self-calibration is impossible

to achieve: after all, a proper calibration establishes the relation between the readings of a

sensor and international standards, and without a comparison to a reference external to the

sensor, such a relation cannot be found. However, if we stretch the term self-calibration a bit,

some interesting constructions are possible in which a ‘partial’ calibration is performed by the

sensor itself, for instance by calibrating the sensor element against a co-integrated actuator.

Such self-calibration techniques are the topic of this section. While they cannot completely

take the place of an actual calibration, theymay reduce the number of calibration points needed

to obtain a given level of accuracy, or extend the time between (re)calibrations.

2.3.2 Self-Calibration by Combining Multiple Sensors

It is sometimes possible to obtainmore accurate measurement results by combining the outputs

of multiple sensors. In this section, three techniques based on this principle will be discussed:

compensation for cross-sensitivity, differential sensing, and background calibration.

Cross-sensitivity compensation − The principle of cross-sensitivity compensation is illus-

trated in Figure 2.9, which shows a main sensor (sensor 1) that is not only sensitive to a desired

measurand X, but also to an interfering quantity C. An additional sensor is used to sense C so

as to be able to correct the main sensor’s output for its dependency on C.
The effectiveness of this approach depends on how reproducible the first sensor’s cross-

sensitivity to C is. For instance, if this cross-sensitivity varies substantially with time, the

improvement that can be obtained may be limited. In the case of a sensor with a well-defined

cross-sensitivity, the addition of an extra sensor may substantially increase the overall

performance.

sensor 2 

X sensor 1 

Y2(C)

Y1(X,C)

correction

C

Y(X)

Figure 2.9 Compensation for cross-sensitivity by means of an additional sensor that senses an inter-

fering quantity C
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An example of this approach is the correction of a pressure sensor’s cross-sensitivity

to temperature using a co-integrated temperature sensor. A CMOS smart pressure sensor

based on this principle is described in [22]. In this design, a micro-machined piezo-resistive

pressure sensor and a temperature sensor based on bipolar transistors are co-integrated with

readout electronics on a single CMOS chip. During a calibration procedure, the non-linear

temperature-dependent offset and sensitivity of the pressure sensor are stored in an on-chip

lookup table. During operation, this information is used to adjust the pressure sensor’s read-

ings based on the measured temperature. Thus, the pressure sensor’s temperature coefficient

is reduced from 1315 ppm∕∘C to 86 ppm∕∘C.
Magnetic field sensors based on the Hall effect also suffer from cross-sensitivity to temper-

ature. Moreover, they are also sensitive to the mechanical stress exerted by a plastic package

on the sensor die [23]. While errors induced by such stress can be compensated for based on a

production calibration, the errors associated with the drift of stress cannot. Such drift may be

caused, for instance, by the absorption of moisture in the package during the sensor’s lifetime.

In [24], an integrated magnetic field sensor is described in which a Hall sensor is combined

with a temperature sensor and a stress sensor to compensate for such drift. The outputs of

all three sensors are digitized, after which the drift is determined by comparing the measured

stress with the initial stress, which was measured during a production calibration procedure

and stored in an on-chip EEPROM. The measured magnetic flux density is then compensated

for this drift. Thus, the drift in magnetic sensitivity is reduced from several percent to less than

±0.5%. Note that an alternative self-calibration approach for Hall sensors will be discussed in
detail in Section 2.3.4.

A variation of the cross-sensitivity compensation approach is applied in the self-calibrating

electrochemical gas sensor described in [25]. Electrochemical gas sensors, which are used

to measure the concentration of gases like oxygen and carbon monoxide, are very sensitive

to drift in their catalytic surface area. Because of the resulting variation in sensitivity and

response time, they typically need to be recalibrated every few weeks. This problem can be

mitigated by deriving the surface area from the electrical impedance of the sensing electrode

measured during operation. This indirectly measured surface area can be used to correct the

sensor’s readings. Thus, initial drift-induced errors as large as 50% have been reduced to less

than 10%.

Differential sensing − Figure 2.10a shows an alternative way of compensating for cross-

sensitivity: two identical sensors are used, which are arranged in such a way that they

detect the same measurand, but with opposite sign. Both sensors are cross-sensitive to a

(a) (b)
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R4(X,C)
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+ −

−

Figure 2.10 (a) Compensation for cross-sensitivity by means of two identical sensors, exposed to

measurands of opposite sign; (b) implementation of this principle in a Wheatstone bridge
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quantity C. Provided that C introduces an additive error in the sensors’ outputs (i.e. provided
that the cross-sensitivity is independent of the value of the measurand X), this error can be
compensated for by taking the difference between the outputs. This compensation is only

effective to the extent that the sensors are matched, and to the extent that they are equally
exposed to C. While such matching is never perfect, often an order-of-magnitude reduction
in overall cross-sensitivity is feasible. An additional advantage of differential sensing is that
it also compensates for offset and even-order non-linearity of the sensors, again to the extent
that these properties match.
A classic example of the approach shown in Figure 2.10a is the compensation of resistive

sensors (for instance strain gauges) for temperature cross-sensitivity by incorporating them in
aWheatstone bridge, as shown in Figure 2.10b. Four resistors R1−4 are all sensitive to the mea-
surand X (e.g. strain): resistors R1 and R4 increase, while R2 and R3 decrease with increasing
values of X. Thus, changes in X cause an unbalance in the bridge, which results in a change in
the differential output voltage Vout. Changes in the interfering quantity C (e.g. temperature), in
contrast, will not change the balance in the bridge, and therefore will not affect Vout, provided
that all resistors are equally cross-sensitive to the interfering quantity C.
This technique is used, for example, to compensate for the temperature cross-sensitivity in

integrated pressure sensors in which a micro-machined membrane is exposed to a pressure
difference, and the resulting deflection is measured by means of piezoresistors integrated in
the membrane [26]. The desired difference in the sign of their response is obtained by using
resistors with different orientations (e.g. perpendicular vs. parallel to the edge of the mem-
brane). Another, more recent, example of the use differential sensing to compensate for the
temperature cross-sensitivity of a micro-machined accelerometer can be found in [27].
Of course, not all types of sensors can be arranged such that they detect X with opposite

signs. In cases where this is not possible, it might be possible to shield one of the sensors from
the measurand instead. As illustrated in Figure 2.11, the output of that sensor will then only
be a function of the interfering quantity C, while the ‘main’ sensor is still a function of both X
and C. Compensation can again be achieved by taking the difference between the two outputs.

This compensation principle has been used, for instance, to reduce the temperature
cross-sensitivity of surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors [28]. SAW sensors can be used to
measure the concentration of gaseous chemical compounds in a carrier gas. These compounds
change the acoustic velocity in a chemically sensitive layer deposited on the SAW device. This
change is detected as a change in propagation delay between a piezo-electric acoustic actuator
and a sensor. If the actuator and sensor are incorporated in a delay-line oscillator, changes
in gas concentration can be detected as changes in the oscillation frequency. Unfortunately,
the acoustic velocity is also a function of temperature. A first-order compensation of this
temperature-dependence can be obtained by using two SAW devices: one chemically-sensitive

sensor 2

X sensor 1
Y1(X,C)

C

0
Y2(0,C)

Y(X)+
−

Figure 2.11 Compensation for cross-sensitivity by means of two identical sensors, only one of which

is exposed to the measurand
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Figure 2.12 Combining two different sensors to improve performance

device, and a reference device without a chemically-sensitive layer. Assuming that both will

depend on temperature in the same way, the temperature dependency can be cancelled by

measuring the difference in propagation delay, or the difference in oscillation frequency. Note

that an alternative self-calibration approach for SAW sensors (temperature stabilization) will

be discussed in Section 2.3.7.

Background calibration − A final way in which a combination of multiple sensors can be

used to improve performance and reduce calibration needs is shown in Figure 2.12. Here, both

sensors are sensitive to the same measurand, but they have substantially different properties.

For instance, one may be intrinsically more accurate than the other, but also much slower.

In that case, the slow and accurate sensor can be used to background calibrate the fast and

inaccurate sensor. This entails that the low-frequency content at the output of the fast sensor is

compared to that at the output of the slow sensor. From this comparison, the correction required

for the fast sensor’s response can be derived. Thus, the combination of the two sensors yields

a fast and accurate measurement system.

An example of this approach is the background calibration of a resistive temperature detector

(RTD) by means of a Johnson noise thermometer [29]. RTDs provide a fast way of measuring

temperature, but are subject to drift, in particular when they are applied in harsh environments.

Johnson noise thermometers, in contrast, are insensitive to drift, because they are based on a

first-principles way of measuring temperature: the fact that the noise of a resistor is propor-

tional to absolute temperature [30]. Johnson noise thermometers are relatively slow, because of

the long measurement time needed to accurately estimate the noise power. When used for the

background calibration of an RTD, however, this slow response is not a problem, because the

real-time temperature information is provided by the RTD. The Johnson noise thermometer

only calibrates the average temperature measured by the RTD to correct for drift. In prac-

tice, a single resistor can be used both as RTD and as a sensitive device of the Johnson noise

thermometer [29].

2.3.3 Self-Calibrating Sensactors

A self-calibration approach that comes close to literally integrating a conventional calibration

setup inside a smart sensor is shown in Figure 2.13. This figure shows an example of a so-called

‘sensactor’: the combination of a sensor and an actuator. The actuator generates a calibration

signal XREF , which is added to the external measurand XEXT at the input of the sensor. At the

output of the sensor, its response YREF to the reference signal is separated out and compared

with the response that is expected based on the signal that was applied to the actuator. Based on
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Figure 2.13 Block diagram of a self-calibrating sensactor

the result of this comparison, the sensor’s response YEXT to the external signal is corrected for

any errors introduced by the sensor.

This approach only works under two conditions. First, an accurate actuator needs to be

available, since the overall accuracy of the system will be at best as good as that of the actu-

ator. This approach therefore makes most sense if it is more feasible to realize an accurate

actuator than an accurate sensor for the quantity of interest. Second, it has to be possible to

distinguish between the sensor’s response to the calibration signal generated by the actuator,

and its response to the external measurand. This can be done, for instance, by modulating

the calibration signal, so that it occupies a different part of the frequency spectrum than the

external measurand, and can be separated out by means of filtering or synchronous detection.

Sometimes, the excitation signal can be generated in an indirect way. In a self-calibrating

inertial sensor, for instance, the actuator is not likely to generate acceleration or rotation.

Instead, it may exert an (electrostatic) force on the sensor’s proof mass similar to the force

that an external acceleration or rotation would produce. A recent example of this can be found

in [31], which describes a gyroscope in which the effect of the Coriolis force is mimicked by

the application of a rotating excitation to the device’s drive and sense modes.

2.3.4 Case Study: A Smart Magnetic Field Sensor

This section describes an example of a self-calibrating sensactor for measurement of magnetic

fields. The basic principle used is the Hall effect, which is illustrated in Figure 2.14: when a cur-

rent IBIAS is passed through a plate of conductive or semiconductive material, while the plate is

exposed to an external magnetic field, a voltage develops across the plate transverse to the cur-

rent flow [23]. This so-called Hall voltage VH is proportional to IBIAS and to the magnetic flux

density BEXT , and can thus be used to sense the flux density. The sensitivity of such Hall sen-

sors, however, is typically not verywell-defined, and is for instance a strong function of temper-

ature. Oneway of compensating for this cross-sensitivity is co-integrating a temperature sensor

(see Section 2.3.2), which can be used, for instance, to adjust IBIAS in a temperature-dependent

fashion so as to obtain a temperature-independent overall sensitivity [23, 24].

An interesting alternative approach, which can in principle eliminate any sensitivity errors

of the Hall sensor, is shown in Figure 2.15a: a magnetic sensactor is created by co-integrating

a coil around the Hall sensor [32–34]. A reference current IREF passed through this coil will
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Figure 2.15 (a) Sensactor consisting of a Hall plate and a coil; (b) measured cross-sensitivity to

temperature with and without self-calibration [32]

generate a magnetic field BREF that adds to the external magnetic field. The measured Hall

voltage, as a result, will be proportional to the sum of these two fields. If we now modulate or

pulse the reference current, so as to be able to separate the response to the reference field from

the response to the external field, we can construct a self-calibrating magnetic sensactor, in

accordance with Figure 2.13. Experimental results (Figure 2.15b) show that this can indeed be

done [32]: with self-calibration, the sensitivity is no longer determined by the Hall plate, but

by the coil, and, in consequence, the cross-sensitivity to temperature is reduced from 0.18%/K

to less than 0.01%/K.

This principle is taken several steps further in the self-calibrating Hall sensor for current

measurement described in [33]. A block diagram of this CMOS chip is shown in Figure 2.16.

In this design, the Hall plate is biased by a square-wave modulated current. Thus, the direction

of the current flow in the Hall plate is periodically reversed. This is an implementation of the

so-called spinning-current principle [23], which allows offsets in the Hall plate and the readout

amplifier A to be distinguished from the Hall plate’s response to a magnetic field. As a result

of the bias-current modulation, the latter will give rise to a modulated component in the Hall

voltage, while the offsets give rise to a DC component. With an appropriate demodulation

scheme, these two components can be separated.

The bias current of the integrated coil is also square-wave modulated, at half of the frequency

used for the sensor biasing. Thus, the Hall plate’s response to the reference fieldBREF generated
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Figure 2.16 Block diagram of a Hall sensactor that self-calibrates offset and sensitivity errors [33]

by the coil can be distinguished from its response to the external field BEXT , and from the

offsets in the system. The corresponding three components of the amplified Hall voltage are

detected by three demodulators. The offset component VOFFSET is fed back to the amplifier

A. This negative feedback loop prevents the output of the amplifier from being overloaded by

the offsets, which are typically much larger than the signal of interest. The component VREF ,
which corresponds to the reference field, is a measure of the Hall plate’s sensitivity and is used

to adjust the amplitude of the modulated bias current, so as to obtain a well-defined desired

sensitivity. The component associated with the external field, finally, is low-pass filtered to

eliminate spurious modulated components. The result is a voltage proportional to the external

magnetic field with very small offset and gain errors. For instance, the measured gain drift

with temperature for this design was only 30 ppm∕∘C, more than an order-of-magnitude less

than the typical uncompensated drift of 500 ppm∕∘C [33].

2.3.5 Null-Balancing Sensactors

The self-calibrating sensactors described in the previous section perform a feed-forward cor-

rection: the error detected by the calibration system is used to correct the reading of the sensor.

It is also possible to incorporate a sensor and an actuator in a feedback loop. This results in a

system as shown in Figure 2.17. In this system, an amplifier with gain A drives the actuator

sensor S

actuator E

+

−
XEXT

XACT

A Y

Figure 2.17 Block diagram of a null-balancing sensactor
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so as to null the input of the sensor. This is why this configuration is often referred to as a

null-balancing system.

Assuming that the amplifier gain A is high enough, and that the feedback loop is stable, the

output XACT of the actuator will be equal to the external measurand XEXT . Assuming that the

transfer E of the actuator is well-defined, its input, which is also the overall output Y , will be
a good measure of XEXT :

Y = S ⋅ A
1 + S ⋅ A ⋅ E

XEXT ≅ 1

E
XEXT (S ⋅ A ⋅ E >> 1) (2.1)

Just like in the self-calibrating system of Figure 2.13, the overall accuracy of the system is no

longer defined by the sensor, but by the actuator. Therefore, this null-balancing approach is

particularly useful if an accurate actuator can be made for the quantity of interest.

The feedback approach of Figure 2.17 differs considerably from the feed-forward approach

of Figure 2.13 in how the sensor is operated. In the feed-forward approach, the sensor is

exposed to the superposition of the measurand and a calibration signal. In order to be able

to separate these signals at the sensor’s output, it generally has to process them in a linear

fashion. In the feedback approach, in contrast, the sensor’s input is reduced to zero by the

feedback loop. This means that gain errors and non-linearity of the sensor no longer have any

impact. Moreover, the bandwidth can be extended beyond that of the sensor. This comes at the

cost of potential stability issues associated with the feedback loop.

Null balancing is widely used in inertial sensors, such as accelerometers and gyroscopes,

where the approach is often referred to as force feedback [35]. Typical accelerometers employ

a mechanical proof mass suspended above a substrate by springs. Acceleration of the substrate

results in displacement of the proof mass, which is detected, for instance, by means of capac-

itive or piezo-resistive sensing. In the case of force feedback, in contrast, the proof mass is

kept in place by means of a feedback loop that senses the displacement and applies a restoring

force to the proof mass, for instance by means of electrostatic actuation. Thus, the accelerom-

eter becomes insensitive to variations in the mechanical spring constants and the sensitivity of

the displacement sensor. Moreover, its bandwidth can extend beyond that of the mechanical

structure. If the force feedback is implemented by means of a delta-sigma modulator architec-

ture, resulting in an electro-mechanical delta-sigma modulator, a direct digital output can be

obtained [35, 36]. Chapter 5 introduces an advanced version of the use of force feedback in a

gyroscope and shows how it enables a wider bandwidth than an open-loop architecture.

Another example of the application of null balancing can be found in thermal rms-to-dc

converters [37]. To measure the true root-mean-square (rms) value of an electrical input sig-

nal, thermal rms-to-dc converters measure the temperature rise associated with the power that

this signal dissipates in a resistor. Typically, the resistor is mounted on a thermally-isolated

structure, such as a micro-machined membrane on a chip, so as to obtain a substantial tem-

perature rise. The converter reported in [37] employs two such membranes, each containing

a polysilicon resistor and a bipolar transistor used as temperature sensor. The resistor on one

membrane is driven by the input signal, while that on the other membrane is driven by a feed-

back amplifier. This amplifier keeps the temperature of the two membranes, as sensed by the

bipolar transistors, equal. The dc voltage at the output of the amplifier then equals the rms

value of the input signal. The transfer function of this system is independent of that of the

transistor temperature sensors, provided the two bipolar transistors match.
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2.3.6 Case Study: A Smart Wind Sensor

This section describes an example of a null-balancing sensactor: a smart wind sensor [38, 39].

This sensor has been introduced in Chapter 1. Its operating will be briefly summarized using

the schematic diagram shown in Figure 2.18a. It consists of a CMOS chip which is bonded to

a thin ceramic disc to protect it from direct contact with the airflow. The chip contains four

heaters, four thermopiles, and interface circuitry. By heating the chip, a hot spot is created on

the surface of the disc. Airflow will cool the disc asymmetrically, moving the hotspot away

from the center and inducing a temperature difference in the chip. This can be measured by

means of the thermopiles, and from their outputs, flow speed and direction can be derived.

Rather than allowing the wind to create a temperature difference, however, the heaters and

thermopile are incorporated in a feedback loop so as to null the temperature difference. In

this so-called temperature-balance mode, the heaters are driven asymmetrically so as to drive

the output of the thermopiles to zero. Wind speed and direction can then be derived from the

asymmetry in the power dissipated in the heaters.

Figure 2.18b shows how this asymmetry in North-South direction is directly digitized by

using a clocked feedback loop called a thermal sigma-delta modulator. An identical modulator

(not shown) is used for the East-West direction. In these modulators, the thermopiles are read

out using a comparator, rather than using an amplifier. This comparator detects the sign of the

thermopile voltage, and determines thus whether the North or the South side of the chip is

hotter. The comparator’s output is then turned into a sequence of bits (1’s and 0’s) by means

of a clocked flip-flop, and this bitstream and its inverse drive the heaters. The heaters are thus

periodically switched fully on or fully off, depending on whether they are on the cold or the

hot side of the chip. Because the system is clocked at a much faster rate than that of typical

flow-induced temperature variations, the heaters will provide an average power difference that
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Figure 2.18 (a) Schematic diagram of the smart wind sensor; (b) block diagram of one of the thermal

sigma-delta modulators [38, 39]
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cancels the flow-induced temperature gradient. It is also possible to incorporate an electrical
integrator in the feedback loop to obtain more aggressive averaging of the heat pulses (or, in
sigma-delta terminology, high-order noise shaping) [40]. Information about the wind speed
can then easily be derived by counting the fraction of 1’s in the bitstream.
Just like in a continuous null-balancing loop, the sensitivity of this thermal sigma-delta

modulator is fully determined by the actuators (the heaters), and not by the sensors (the ther-
mopiles). This makes the smart wind sensor insensitive to production tolerances in the sensitiv-
ity of the thermopiles. An evenmore important advantage of the null-balancing approach is that
it automatically cancels temperature gradients resulting from thermal asymmetry in the sen-
sor’s package. In a first-generation of the wind sensor, which did not use null-balancing, these
gradients had to be removed by manual trimming. In the smart wind sensor, this expensive pro-
cedure is no longer needed: the sensor can now be automatically calibrated, and correction can
be implemented in the digital post-processing of the bitstreams. After this procedure, errors in
wind speed and direction are less than ±5% and ±3∘, respectively, for wind speeds between
1m/s and 25m/s. Thus, the form of self-calibration applied in this sensor does not eliminate
the need for calibration, but it greatly simplifies the calibration and correction procedure, thus
substantially reducing the sensor’s production costs.

2.3.7 Other Self-Calibration Approaches

Various other approaches of realizing a self-calibrating sensactor can be envisioned, depending
of course on the availability of a suitable actuator. Two approaches will be discussed in this
section: auto-zeroing and stabilization.

Auto-zeroing − If an actuator is available by means of which the sensor’s input can be mod-
ulated, a system can be made that can autonomously calibrate out offset errors. This concept
is shown in Figure 2.19. The actuator in this case plays the role of a switch or multiplexer
in the (non-electrical) domain of the measurand, and prevents the sensor from being exposed
to the measurand during auto-zeroing. Thus, the sensor’s response Y(0) in the absence of an
input signal can be measured and subtracted from subsequent measurements. This is similar
to the auto-zeroing and chopping techniques often used to eliminate offset errors in electronic
circuits [41]. If the modulation is performed fast enough, it can also be applied to eliminate
any low-frequency noise that the sensor may have, such as flicker noise.
The applicability of this technique to a given sensor depends on the availability of a suitable

modulating actuator. The classical example of such an actuator is the optical chopper: a slotted
rotating disc placed in front of an optical detector that periodically interrupts the incident
light. Using MEMS technology, a micro-machined equivalent of this can be realized in the
form of an electrostatically-actuated comb drive which displaces a film over an integrated

modulating
actuator

sensor
X Y(X)
0

control

Y(0)

Figure 2.19 Smart sensor that uses auto-zeroing to eliminate offset errors
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photodiode to give alternating transmission and blocking of the impinging light [42]. Thus,
the signal of interest can be separated from the low-frequency noise of the photodiode and its
readout circuitry.
Also for magnetic field sensors a modulating actuator can be realized, in the form of a ring of

ferromagnetic material that encloses the sensor [43]. This material normally acts as a magnetic
shield and prevents an external field from reaching the sensor, so that the sensor’s offset can
be measured. When the ferromagnetic material is driven into magnetic saturation, by sending
a large enough current through windings around the ring, its permeability drops and it loses
its shielding property, allowing the sensor to measure the external field.
Even if an explicit actuator that modulates the input signal is not available, the auto-zeroing

technique can sometimes still be applied. In the self-calibrating capacitive fingerprint sensor
described in [44], for example, it is essentially the human user of the sensor who acts as the
‘actuator’ by placing his or her finger on the sensor. This fingerprint sensor captures the topog-
raphy of a finger by means of an array of pixels, each of which measures the small capacitance
between a sensor plate in the detector and the finger placed on top of the sensor. Dirt that accu-
mulates on top of the sensor surface affects this capacitance, and therefore degrades the quality
of the captured fingerprint image. Tomitigate this problem, a self-calibration scheme is applied
when there is no finger on the sensor. Every pixel is equippedwith a programmable capacitance
that is adjusted during self-calibration so as to make the output signals of all pixels equal. Thus,
any capacitance associated with dirt is compensated for by the programmable capacitances,
and will not give rise to a visible pattern in a subsequently captured fingerprint image.

Three-signal auto-calibration − For linear systems, the auto-zeroing technique can be
extended to correct for both offset and gain errors if an appropriate reference input XREF can
be generated. The system then performs three successive measurements: the sensor’s response
Y(X) to the physical input X, its response Y(0) in the absence of an input, and its response
Y(XREF) to the reference input. By combining these three measurements, additive and
multiplicative errors of the sensor and its readout circuit can be corrected for. This approach
is referred to as the three-signal auto-calibration technique [45]. In most implementations of
this technique, however, the multiplexing takes place in the electrical domain, which means
that errors of the sensor’s readout circuit can be corrected, but errors in the transfer function
of the sensor itself are not corrected. However, if suitable actuators are available that can
implement the multiplexing and generation of a reference input in the non-electrical domain
of the measurand, the three-signal approach can, in principle, also correct for offset and gain
errors introduced by the sensor.

Stabilization − An actuator can sometimes also be used to create a stable environment for a
sensor to operate in, thus improving its accuracy and reducing calibration needs. This principle
is illustrated in Figure 2.20. A sensor that is cross-sensitive to a parameter C is placed in an
environment in which C is regulated by means of an additional sensor and an actuator in a
feedback loop. This feedback loop is similar to that found in a null-balancing sensactor (see
Figure 2.17), except that the parameter of interest is not necessarily regulated to zero, but to
some suitable value Cstab. Variations in the external value C will be suppressed by the loop
gain in the feedback loop, so that effectively the cross-sensitivity of the main sensor’s output
Y1 to C will be reduced by a factor equal to this same loop gain. The output Y2 of the feedback
amplifier A, incidentally, can be used as a measure of C, should that information be of interest.
An example of this technique is the use of a heater and a temperature sensor to stabi-

lize a sensor’s temperature. Typically, a temperature beyond the ambient temperature range
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Figure 2.20 Creating a stabilized operating environment for a sensor by means of an additional sensor

and an actuator in a feedback loop

of the sensor is chosen, because efficient cooling is very difficult to realize on chip. Thus,
a temperature-stabilized micro-oven is realized, inside of which the sensor is operated at a
fixed, well-defined temperature. Such an ovenized sensor is shielded from ambient temperature
variations, reducing the need to take cross-sensitivity for such variations into account in the
calibration procedure, or to compensate for such cross-sensitivity. Note that the block dia-
gram of such an oversized sensor is slightly different from that shown in Figure 2.20, because
the heater does not produce a temperature that adds to the ambient temperature. Instead, it
produces a heat flux that determines the temperature inside the micro-oven via the thermal
resistance from the micro-oven to the ambient.
Temperature stabilization can be applied, for example, to reduce the temperature

cross-sensitivity of surface acoustic wave (SAW) gas sensors [46, 47]. As discussed in
Section 2.3.2, a first-order compensation of this cross-sensitivity can be obtained by using the
temperature-dependence of a SAW device without a chemically sensitive layer to cancel that
of a chemically sensitive device. However, since these devices will never match perfectly,
a residual temperature dependency will remain. This can be eliminated by stabilizing the
temperature of the SAW device. In the design described in [46], this is done using an
integrated smart temperature sensor and an aluminum heater. These are encapsulated in good
thermal contact with the SAW device in a package that provides thermal insulation from the
environment. The temperature sensor and heater are incorporated in a control loop which
stabilizes the temperature of the SAW sensor to within ±0.01∘C of a set-point temperature
that is programmable between 40∘C and 120∘C. Thus, the SAW sensor can be operated at
a temperature at which its sensitivity or response time is optimal, without being affected by
variations in ambient temperature.

2.4 Summary and Future Trends

2.4.1 Summary

Calibration is, in short, the procedure of establishing the accuracy of a sensor. A proper cali-
bration procedure ensures that readings of a sensor can be traced to international standards, and
enables correction of these readings when necessary. Smart sensors ideally perform this correc-
tion internally, so as to provide a readily interpretable output signal. Calibration and correction
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data are therefore stored inside the sensor in non-volatile memory, for instance in the form of a
transducer electronic datasheet (TEDS). While the costs associated with calibration are often a
substantial component in the production costs of smart sensors, they can sometimes be reduced
by techniques such as wafer-level calibration, batch calibration, and binning.
Self-calibration is a term that is used for a variety of techniques that improve the accuracy

of a sensor by adding intelligence to it. A first form of self-calibration is the co-integration of
additional sensors, for instance to compensate for cross-sensitivity. If an accurate actuator can
be fabricated, it can be used to generate a reference signal on a chip, for instance to calibrate
the sensor’s sensitivity. It is then the actuator, rather than the sensor, that determines the overall
accuracy. This is also the case in a null-balancing configuration, in which an actuator is used
in a feedback loop to null the sensor’s input. An important advantage of this approach is that
errors in the sensitivity and linearity of the sensor are attenuated by the loop gain. Amodulating
actuator can be used to periodically shield the sensor from the input signal, so as to be able to
measure and subtract its offset error and low-frequency noise. An actuator incorporated in a
feedback loop with an additional sensor, finally, can be used to create a stabilized environment
for a sensor to operate in. Thus, optimized operating conditions for the sensor can be realized,
shielding it from ambient variations. While such self-calibration techniques can never take the
place of an actual calibration procedure, which is needed for traceability, they can reduce the
number of calibration points needed, and extend the time between (re)calibrations.

2.4.2 Future Trends

Calibration is essential to the field of instrumentation and measurement. While it is a relatively
old discipline, it is by no means static. A continuous drive for cost reduction as well as an
increasing demand for higher performance leads to the development of more efficient and
effective calibration procedures.
A challenge that has received a lot of attention in the past, and will continue to do so in the

future, is maintaining traceability and consistency in a sensor market that becomes more and
more global. The sensors in a modern measurement system can originate from manufacturers
all over the world. In spite of this, their specifications are expected to be consistent, and trace-
able to common international standards. Moreover, when several smart sensors have to work
together in such a system, standardization of interfaces, communication protocols and calibra-
tion data formats is essential. Therefore, such standardization, for instance in the context of
the IEEE 1451 Standard, can be expected to receive continued attention in the future.
Smart sensors will likely be applied at a much larger scale in the future than today. In appli-

cations such as body-area networks, environmental monitoring, structural health monitoring,
and automotive sensor systems, large numbers of sensors will be applied, which in some cases
will be wireless and autonomous. In such applications, the traditional approach of keeping
calibration data separate from the sensor is no longer a reliable solution, nor economically or
logistically feasible. Sensors will have to become more modular, so that they can easily be
interchanged or replaced when necessary.
Self-calibration techniques can be expected to become more important in the future, given

their potential for cost reduction and performance improvements. An important challenge will
be to develop better self-calibration schemes. Since the more or less obvious approaches have
been explored by now, this will require substantial creativity and out-of-the-box thinking.
Inspiration can be found, perhaps, in nature, considering the amazing capabilities of some
natural sensor systems, such as our own senses.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of techniques that achieve low offset, low noise, and high accu-

racy in CMOS operational amplifiers and instrumentation amplifiers. These techniques are

essential for the accurate amplification of small sensor output voltages. It will be shown how

auto-zero and chopper techniques can be used, both separately and in combination with each

other, to achieve offset voltages lower than 1 μV. Frequency-compensation techniques will be

described that result in straight first-order roll-off frequency characteristics in the multi-path

architectures of chopper-stabilized amplifiers. Thus, these amplifiers can be used in combina-

tion with standard feedback networks.

The combination of an accurate voltage gain Av, a low input offset voltage Vos and a high

common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is not easily implemented [1]. The closest type of

amplifier that can achieve low offset and high CMRR is the operational amplifier (OpAmp).

But the gain of an OpAmp is not well defined. it is normally so high that feedback around the

OpAmp is needed to produce an accurate result [1]. This configuration is depicted in Figure 3.1.

The feedback network connects the input common-mode (CM) voltage to the output CM

voltage, and thus potentially destroys the CMRR, as will be explained in more detail in

Section 3.3. Therefore, other ways have to be found to combine an accurate voltage gain, a

low offset, and a high CMRR.

Ideally, the combination of accurate gain, low offset voltage Vos, and high common-mode

rejection ratio is found in instrumentation amplifiers (InstAmps). But they are more difficult

to implement than operational amplifiers. A general symbol for an instrumentation amplifier

is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Instrumentation Amplifier (Vid ≠ 0, Iid = 0, Vod = AvVid, CMRR = High)

The sections of this chapter discuss the following aspects of the design of InstAmps:

• Applications of InstAmps (Section 3.2).

• Three-OpAmp InstAmps (Section 3.3).

• Current-Feedback InstAmps (Section 3.4).

• Auto-zeroed OpAmps and InstAmps (Section 3.5).

• Chopper OpAmps and InstAmps (Section 3.6).

• Chopper-Stabilized OpAmps and InstAmps (Section 3.7).

• OpAmps and InstAmps that combine chopper stabilization and auto-zeroing (Section 3.8).

3.2 Applications of Instrumentation Amplifiers

All applications of InstAmps require the combination of accurate gain and high CMRR. A

first application example is a general one: to overcome a ground loop. This occurs when we

want to transfer a voltage signal referred to a different ground potential VsRef than that of the

destination potential VoRef . This situation is depicted in Figure 3.3.

This is the case, for instance, when an instrument has to interface a sensor, like a thermocou-

ple, that is connected to a remote ground [2]. The small output voltage of the thermocouple

requires a low offset voltage of the amplifier, while the remote ground can have a large potential

difference with respect to the ground of the sensing instrument. This requires a high CMRR.

A second common application is the interfacing of the small differential output voltage

VBd of a sensor bridge superimposed on a large common-mode voltage VBCM, as shown

in Figure 3.4 [3]. Accuracy and low offset of the measurement is of high priority in this

application.
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Figure 3.4 Instrumentation amplifier for the readout of a sensor bridge

A third application example is monitoring of the voltage VRsd across a current-sense resistor

Rs in the supply lines of battery-powered systems, like cell phones and laptops (see Figure 3.5)

[4]. Power management and battery life makes this application rapidly more important.

A high dynamic range is required for the current-sense application, given the desire to mea-

sure both high and low supply currents reasonably accurately without dissipating significant

power across the sense resistor at high currents. This implies that small sense resistors have

to be used, with an associated small voltage drop. As a result, the InstAmp or “current-sense”

amplifier needs to have a low offset voltage under high CM input voltages. The CM input volt-

age range may even extend far above the supply voltage, or in other cases, needs to include

both supply rails. This thoroughly complicates the design of the InstAmp.

A final application example is sensing of differences in voltages of skin electrodes for mea-

suring an ECG, EEG, or EMG of a person (see Figure 3.6) [5, 6]. These differential voltages

are in the order of 100 μV to 1mV in the presence of mains-operated equipment inducing CM

voltages on the order of 10V to 100V. A high CMRR and patient safety (e.g., low leakage

into the InstAmp) are main requirements here.

3.3 Three-OpAmp Instrumentation Amplifiers

The most common approach to an InstAmp is the three-OpAmp topology as shown in

Figure 3.7 [1].
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The actual InstAmp consists of an OpAmp combined with a feedback network consisting

of a resistor bridge R11, R12, R13 and R14. If the bridge is in balance, the gain for differential

signals is:

Ad = –R12∕R11 ≈ –R14∕R13 (3.1)

To achieve a high input impedance, buffer amplifiers OA2 and OA3 have been placed in front

of the bridge resistors. These amplifiers are connected in a non-inverting gain configuration

with resistors R21, R22, and R23. They thus provide an additional gain of:

Ad2 = (R22 + R23)∕R21 (3.2)

The total voltage gain is:

AV = –(R22 + R23)R12∕(R11R21) (3.3)

The main problem of the three-OpAmp approach is its limited CMRR. In this topology, the

CMRR depends on the matching of the feedback bridge resistors (see [1]):

CMRR = (R∕ΔR)AV (3.4)

in which ΔR∕R is the relative error in one of the bridge resistors with respect to its ideal value

if the bridge were balanced. For instance, for resistor R11, this relative error equals:

ΔR11∕R11 = R11 − R14∕(R12R13) (3.5)

With a relative error of 0.1%, a typical value for well-matched on-chip resistors, the CMRR

is therefore limited to 1000 AV.

Another shortcoming of the three-OpAmp approach is that the input CM range does not

extend to the supply rails. This is the consequence of the feedback connection from the output

of buffer amplifiers OA2 and OA3 to their respective inputs. Only when a level shift is built-in

at the positive input nodes of these amplifiers, for example, by means of a source follower

or emitter follower, one of the rail voltages can be reached [7]. However, this comes at the

expense of increased noise and offset.

3.4 Current-Feedback Instrumentation Amplifiers

The best way to achieve a high CMRR is to convert the differential input signal Vid into a

type of signal that is insensitive to the CM voltage ViCM. Such a signal could be a magnetic

signal in a transformer, or an optical signal between a light-emitting and light-sensing diode.

But when we stay in the electrical domain, a current can also be used, if we can make it suffi-

ciently insensitive for the CM voltage. For an integrated circuit this last method is preferable.

Current-feedback InstAmps make use of this principle. They convert the differential input

voltage Vid into a current and compare this current with the current from the conversion of the

feedback part Vfb of the output voltage Vo [8]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

The first voltage-to-current converter Gm21 converts the differential input voltage Vid into a

first current. The second converter Gm22 converts the feedback output signal Vfb into a second

current. Both currents are subtracted and compared by a control amplifier Gm1 that drives the
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output voltage. A resistive divider R2, R1 determines the fraction Vfb of the output voltage Vo

that is fed back. In consequence, the gain of the whole amplifier will be:

AV = (Gm21∕Gm22)(R2 + R1)∕R1 (3.6)

Often it is difficult to obtain an accurately-defined ratio of transconductancesGm21 andGm22,
unless we make them equal. In that case the gain of the amplifier simplifies to:

AV = (R2 + R1)∕R1,while∶ Gm21 = Gm22 (3.7)

The CMRR is now not determined by matching of feedback elements, but exclusively by

the ratio of the Gm and small parasitic conductances. As a result, much larger CMRRs can be

obtained than those of three-OpAmp instrumentation amplifiers.

To ensure stability of the feedback loop, the InstAmp is Miller compensated by means of

capacitors CM11 and CM12.
A simple example of a transistor-level implementation of a current-feedback InstAmp is

given in Figure 3.9.

The input and feedback VI converters are as simple as possible. They can be degenerated to

increase the differential input voltage range if needed. Their intrinsic linearity is rather poor

and their transconductance not very well-defined. Nevertheless, good overall linearity and gain

accuracy can be obtained, as only mismatch between the transfer functions of the VI converters
affects the output voltage. The input CM voltage range may include the negative supply-rail

voltage VSN. This allows the output voltage Vo being referenced to VSN. The input stages are
followed by folded cascodes loaded by a current mirror. The push-pull output transistors are

biased in class-AB by a class-AB mesh composed fromM39 and M40 and proper bias voltages

VB5 and VB6. See Figure 9.4.6 in [1].

A general symbol for a current-feedback InstAmp is given in Figure 3.10. It shows that inside

the InstAmp there are two Gm stages: one for the input Gmi and one for the feedback Gmfb.
It is interesting that the output as well as the input has a high CMRR. This means that we can

connect the output reference voltage VoRef terminal to any voltage. An example of this is shown

in Figure 3.11. The voltage across the measuring resistor RM and the current through RM are
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Figure 3.9 Simple circuit-diagram of a current-feedback instrumentation amplifier
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Figure 3.10 Symbol for a current-feedback instrumentation amplifier

not influenced by the voltage on VoRef . Hence, we obtain a voltage controlled current source

at the VoRef terminal. The whole topology of Figure 3.11 acts as an accurate general-purpose

V − I converter with a transconductance of 1∕RM. Hence Io = Vid∕RM.

3.5 Auto-Zero OpAmps and InstAmps

In Section 3.2 we have seen several applications that need low offset. Auto-zeroing and chop-

ping are the main tools to obtain low offset [9]. In this section we start with auto-zeroing.
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Figure 3.11 Universal voltage-to-current converter with a current-feedback instrumentation amplifier
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Figure 3.12 Switched-cap auto-zero OpAmp. Vos = 100 μV

Firstly, we will apply auto-zeroing to an OpAmp in order to reduce its offset. Of the many

ways to implement auto-zeroing, we first examine the simple method with switched capacitors

at the input, as shown in Figure 3.12.

The auto-zero OpAmp consists of an auto-zeroing input stage Gm2 with input CM control

and a Miller-compensated output stage Gm1.
Auto-zeroing has two phases. In phase 1, the forward path is broken, and the output ofGm2 is

fed back, so that its offset appears at its input. The auto-zero capacitors CAZ21 and CAZ22 store

this offset voltage as their inputs are short-circuited together. In phase 2, Gm2 is inserted back

into the signal path, and the auto-zero capacitors are connected to the input. The offset voltage

stored on these capacitors now compensates for the offset of Gm2. Thus, the input-referred

offset of the OpAmp is strongly reduced in phase 2.

An improved auto-zero topology with capacitors at output is shown in Figure 3.13.

When the switches S21 and S22 short-circuit the input, and the auto-zero switches S23 and S24
are in auto-zero position, the output current of Gm2 charges the capacitors C31 and C32 at its

output until the correction amplifier Gm3 compensates this current. The output common-mode

voltage of Gm2 is controlled at its output.

The advantage of this topology is that the capacitors can store a larger voltage than in the

preceding case. This is achieved by makingGm3 smaller thanGm2, so that an amplified version
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Figure 3.14 Noise densities with and without auto-zeroing

of the input-referred offset voltage appears across the auto-zeroing capacitors. As a result,

smaller capacitors can be used for the same kT∕C noise and charge injection errors. The offset

of Gm3 is not of interest because it is automatically taken into account in the voltage stored on

the auto-zeroing capacitors.

Very important is that the auto-zero action removes not only offset but also 1∕f noise. This
comes at the expense of extra noise Vnaz generated in the frequency range below 2fAZ due to

noise folding back from the bandwidth fBW of the local auto-zero feedback loop [9]. This is

depicted in Figure 3.14. This increased noise can be mitigated by combining auto-zeroing with

chopping, so as to modulate the increased noise away from DC [10, 11].

Vnaz = Vn(white) (fBW∕faz)1∕2 (3.8)

A problem is that the auto-zero OpAmp has no continuous-time transfer: the signal path is

periodically interrupted to perform the auto-zeroing. This means that when the output has to

follow a ramp, a staircase with steps at the clock frequency is the result. Moreover, the noise is

multiplied by a factor
√
2, as the amplifier is only used half of the time effectively. To overcome

these problems the Ping-Pong auto-zero concept of Figure 3.15 has been invented [12].

In Figure 3.15 two auto-zero input stages Gm21 and Gm22 alternately are connected between

the input and the output stage in order to obtain a continuous-time solution. The stage that is
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Figure 3.16 Ping-pong-pang auto-zero InstAmp. Vos = 100 μV

not connected gets time to auto-zero itself. This allows the OpAmp to be generally used in

continuous-time feedback configurations.

We can extend the principle of ping-pong to ping-pong-pang in order to obtain a suitable

current-feedback InstAmp topology, as shown in Figure 3.16 [13].

In Figure 3.16 three auto-zero input stages G213, G223 and G233 are used. Sequentially, two

stages are connected to the output stage Gm1, while one stage is in auto-zero mode. In this

way a continuous-time InstAmp is created while its offset and 1∕f noise is strongly reduced

by auto-zeroing.

Offset reduction is limited by parasitic capacitors of capacitors and switches. When the input

switches change from auto-zero mode to transfer mode and vice versa, parasitic capacitors
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to ground are charged and discharged. Any unbalance in this process will change the offset
voltage stored on the AZ capacitors. Storing an amplified offset on an intermediate node, as
shown in Figure 3.13, would therefore be preferable.
In practice the offset can maximally be reduced by a factor on the order of 100 to 500 with

auto-zeroing, reducing a 10mV offset to 100 μV to 20 μV.
It is very interesting to see that the use of AZ also drastically increases the CMRR, since

finite CMRR is equivalent to a common-mode dependent offset voltage, which is reduced by
the AZ function.

3.6 Chopper OpAmps and InstAmps

Before we discuss the chopper InstAmp we will look at a chopper OpAmp [14]. Such an
OpAmp is depicted in Figure 3.17.
The choppers Ch2 and Ch1 alternately reverse the polarity of the signals through the input

stage Gm2. This means that the input voltage Vid will appear as a continuous-time current at
the output. But the input offset voltage Vos2 appears as a square wave current, superimposed
on the output, as shown in Figure 3.18.
If the OpAmp is placed in a feedback application, the input voltage will consist of a residual

offset voltage with a low-pass filtered square wave ripple on top of it.
In the input-referred noise spectrum, the offset and 1∕f noise are now shifted to the clock

frequency fcl, as shown in Figure 3.19.
The residual offset hasmainly two origins. Firstly, non-50% duty cycle in the chopper clocks.

If we suppose a 6𝜎 input offset of 10mV and an asymmetry in the duty cycle of 10−4, the
resulting offset is 1 μV. Secondly, imbalance of parasitic capacitors in the choppers also gives
rise to residual offset. These parasitic capacitors are shown in Figure 3.20.
Suppose that chopper Ch1 (in between the input- and output stage) has only the capacitors

Cp11 and Cp12 around transistor M1. The capacitor Cp12 produces alternating positive and neg-
ative current spikes at the output of the chopper Ch1. This does not contribute to the offset.
However, capacitor Cp11 produces similar alternating spike currents at the input of chopper
Ch1.When going to the output, these spike currents are rectified by the chopper Ch1.
The rectified spikes represent an average DC current, which, when referred to the input,

translates into residual offset voltage. Fortunately, the chopper is balanced. Hence, charge
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Figure 3.17 Chopper OpAmp with continuous-time transfer. Vos =∼10 μV,Vrip =∼10mV
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injection from the clock in one transistor cancels that of another. But every imbalance in layout

or transistor mismatch will cause a net offset.

For chopper Ch2 at the input, the capacitorCp22 injects alternating current spikes on the clock

edges. These spikes are translated in rectified input voltage spikes across the series impedances

of the chopper and the input signal source. Also these rectified spikes go to the output as a net

offset. Practical offset voltage to below 1 μV can be obtained if the choppers, their clock lines,

and the signal lines are carefully balanced in the layout. A common practice is to lay out the

clock lines as coaxial cables on the chip.

In our quest for low offset, noise and ripple, we see two contradictory effects. On one hand,

the higher the clock frequency, the smaller the ripple at the output and the lower the residual

1/f noise. On the other hand, we see a higher residual offset caused by non-50% duty cycle

and charge injection at higher clock frequencies. This contradiction can be relieved by using

two choppers in series for each original chopper in a so-called nested-chopper configuration

[15], as shown in Figure 3.21.

The inner choppers Ch211 and Ch11 can be clocked at a frequency 10-times higher than the

1/f noise corner to overcome 1∕f noise and ripple, while the outer choppers C221 and C12

are clocked at a frequency 10 times lower than the 1∕f noise corner to take away the residual

offset by the charge injection of the inner choppers. Using this architecture, offset voltages

as low as 0.1 μV can be obtained [15]. But a small (∼100 μV) filtered input-referred ripple

at ClH still remains due to the original offset, and an even smaller ripple at ClL due to charge

injection of Ch11.
Another way to reduce the ripple is to combine an auto-zeroed amplifier in a ping-pong

fashion with a chopper amplifier in order to obtain a low-ripple continuous-time signal transfer

[10]. The block diagram is shown in Figure 3.22.

The choppers Ch1 and Ch2 chop the signal alternately positively and negatively through the

whole set of two ping-pong auto-zeroing amplifiersGm21 andGm22. The switches S211 through
S222 and S213 through S224 sequentially switch the amplifiers Gm21 and Gm22 in a transfer or

auto-zero mode in a full clock cycle.
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Figure 3.21 Nested-chopper operational amplifier with better compromise between 1/f noise, ripple,

and offset. Vos =∼0.1 μV,Vrip =∼100 μV
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Figure 3.23 Noise in an operational chopper amplifier with ping-pong auto-zero input stages

The capacitors C311 through C322 differentially store the auto-zero correction voltages. The
transconductances Gm31 and Gm32 correct the amplifiers Gm21 and Gm22 for their offsets,
respectively. The auto-zero switches S213 through S224 switch the outputs of Gm21 and Gm22

between the stored voltages on the auto-zero capacitors and the input offset voltage of the

output stage. This causes some extra charge injection. An offset of 3 μV and an input referred
ripple on the order of 10 μV can be obtained [10]. The noise of the auto-zero amplifier is now
up-converted by the choppers to the clock frequency, which keeps the low frequencies cleaner,
as shown in Figure 3.23.
An advantage of the ping-pong continuous-time topology is the simplicity of the frequency

compensation. It is restricted to one set of Miller-compensation capacitors.
A chopper instrumentation amplifier can be constructed if we use two input stages Gm21

and Gm22, each preceeded by a chopper, Ch21 and Ch21, respectively. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.24.
The gain Av is:

Av = ((R1 + R2)∕R2)(Gm21∕Gm22) (3.9)

The accuracy of the instrumentation amplifier fully depends on the matching ofG21 andG22.
Even with an ordinary differential pair in weak inversion, and well-matched tail currents, an
accuracy better than 1% can easily be achieved without trimming.
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Figure 3.24 Chopper instrumentation amplifier. Vos =∼20 μV,Vrip =∼20mV

The CMRR is also strongly increased by the chopper function for frequencies below the

clock frequency. Easily 60 dB can be added to the CMRR by chopping. The improvement

is limited, firstly, by any deviation in the duty cycle of the chopper clocks from 50%, and

secondly, by unequal modulation of the charge injection spikes in the choppers as a function

of the CM voltage. The resulting offset can be as low as 20 μV and an input-referred ripple of

20mV, These numbers are roughly twice as high as those of a chopper OpAmp, which results

from the fact that there are two parallel input stages.

To improve the offset and ripple, we may also apply the nested-chopper [15] principle to

the chopper instrumentation amplifier, as shown in Figure 3.25. Thus, a better compromise of

chopper ripple and 1/f noise on one hand and residual offset on the other hand can be achieved
(as explained with Figure 3.23). An offset on the order of 0.2 μV can be achieved and a residual

ripple on the order of 200 μV.

3.7 Chopper-Stabilized OpAmps and InstAmps

The output ripple from a chopper amplifier invites us to search for ways to reduce it. The

chopper-stabilized amplifier is one of the best approaches [9]. A basic chopper-stabilized

OpAmp topology is shown in Figure 3.26.

The basic OpAmp is composed of two stages Gm1 and Gm2. The output stage Gm1 is Miller

compensated by CM11 and CM12. The input stage Gm2 forms the ‘high-frequency’ path. The

CM level at the output of Gm2 is controlled at VCMo2.
The input stage Gm2 offset Vos2 is taken into account. When the OpAmp is placed in a feed-

back loop, this offset appears at the input. This input error voltage Vid is now measured and

corrected by the chopper amplifier’s low-frequency high-gain path. This path starts with an

input chopper Ch2 that translates the input error voltage Vid into a square wave. The sense

amplifier Gm5 produces a square-wave output current proportional to Vid together with a DC
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Figure 3.26 Chopper-stabilized operational amplifier with multipath hybrid-nested Miller compensa-

tion. Vos =∼10 μV,Vrip =∼100 μV

output current due to its own DC offset Vos5. The chopper Ch1 chops the square-wave current
back to a DC error current, while the DC offset current is changed into a square-wave current.

The square-wave current due to offset Gm5 is filtered out by integrator Gm4, while the DC

current as a function of the input error voltage Vid is integrated and strongly amplified by the

DC gain of the integratorGm4. Finally the integrated error voltage is added through Gm3 to the

output current of the input amplifier Gm2. It should be noted that the output CM levels of Gm5

and Gm4 have to be controlled to their CM levels VCMo5 and VCMo4, respectively.
We have now obtained a two-path amplifier: a high-frequency low-gain path through Gm2,

and a low-frequency high-gain path through Gm5, Gm4, and Gm3. The offset can only be

reduced to the extent that the high-gain path has a higher gain than the low-gain path.
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Figure 3.27 Amplitude characteristic of a chopper-stabilized amplifier with and without hybrid-nested

Miller capacitors CM31 and CM32

One of the old struggles with chopper-stabilization is that the two poles in the gain path lead

to a second-order 6 dB-per-octave role-off, as shown in Figure 3.27. This leads to instability

when large feedback factors are used (i.e. at high closed-loop gains).

This problem can be solved in practice by applying the principle of hybrid nesting as

described in [16, 1]. To that end we connect two hybrid-nested Miller capacitors CM31 and

CM32 from the final output to the input of the integrator GM4.
If we choose the bandwidth of the two-stage Miller-compensated high-frequency amplifier

path equal to the bandwidth of the four-stage hybrid-nested Miller loop, the overall frequency

characteristic becomes straight from very low frequencies to the unity-gain bandwidth of the

OpAmp. Therefore we choose Gm2∕CM11,12 = Gm5∕CM31,32. The result is a classical one-pole
frequency roll-off, as shown in Figure 3.27.

The low-frequency behavior, and thus the residual offset of the whole amplifier, is deter-

mined by that of the chopped high-gain path. That means that we have to carefully balance

the parasitic capacitors Cp11 and Cp22 of the choppers Ch1 and Ch2 and their lay-out. Also a

non-50% duty cycle of the chopper clocks contributes to residual offset. If the asymmetry in

the duty cycle is 10−4, and the 6𝜎 offset of the chopper amplifier is 10mV, an offset of 1 μV
remains.

There is one more source of offset we have to watch for. That is caused by a combination of

the parasitic capacitorCp5 between the outputs ofGm5 and the offset Vos4 of the integrator built

using Gm4. The chopper Ch3 chops this offset voltage back and forth on Cp5, while it rectifies
the associated current spikes into a DC current Ip5 at the input of the integrator equal to:

Ip5 = 4Vos4Cp5fcl (3.10)

This current cannot be distinguished from the DC output current of the chopper sense ampli-

fier, which is also present at the input of the integrator. As a result, it causes an equivalent input

offset Vosi of:

Vosi = Ip5∕Gm5 = 4 Vos4Cp5fcl∕Gm5 (3.11)
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This offset is smaller than 1 μV only if we take measures to make Cp5 small, that is, in the

order of 0.1 pF. We can always chopper-stabilize the integrator amplifier to further reduce this

offset component.

The input-referred ripple has now been reduced by a factor of 100 from a square wave

of about 10mV in the chopper amplifier into a triangular wave of about 50 μV in the

chopper-stabilized amplifier. If we want to decrease the ripple further, we can auto-zero the

chopper amplifier [17], as shown in Figure 3.28.

We now have a combination of a chopper-stabilized amplifier in which the chopper ampli-

fier is auto-zeroed. In this way the ripple can further be reduced to the 1 μV level. The noise

spectrum of such an amplifier is shown in Figure 3.29.

An interesting alternative way to reduce the ripple is using a sample-and-hold after the inte-

gration [18], as shown in Figure 3.30.

In this design two passive integrators have been connected as a ping-pong sample and hold

with C41, C42, and CH. The design is simple and elegant and has an offset of 3 μV, while the
ripple is on the order of 20 μV.
Next, these blocks are integrated into an instrumentation amplifier. To this end, the

chopper-stabilized OpAmp must be transformed into a current-feedback InstAmp architecture

[4]. The circuit is shown in Figure 3.31.
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The InstAmp has a high-frequency path through Gm21 and Gm22 and a low-frequency

high-gain path through Gm51 and Gm52. The latter not only determines the offset and CMRR,

but also sets the gain accuracy at low frequencies.

The gain AVL at low frequencies is:

AVL = (Gm51∕Gm52)(R2∕(R1 + R2)), (3.12)

and that at high frequencies is:

AVH = (Gm21∕Gm22)(R1∕(R1 + R2)). (3.13)

An offset in the order of 20 μV and a ripple of 200 μV can be obtained. The offset and ripple

are roughly a factor 2 larger than in the OpAmp case because we have two input stages in

parallel in both the high- and low-frequency path. The noise is
√
2 times larger than in the

OpAmp case.

If we want to further reduce offset and ripple the chopper amplifiers can be auto-zeroed as

in the OpAmp case [4]. The resulting block diagram is shown in Figure 3.32.

This topology may result in an input-referred offset voltage lower than 2 μV and a ripple

lower than 2 μV.
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3.8 Chopper-Stabilized and AZ Chopper OpAmps and InstAmps

The smooth continuous-time chopper amplifier is the best approach to low offset. However,

a 0.01% asymmetry in the duty cycle of the chopper clock multiplied by an initial 6𝜎 offset

voltage of 10mV of the first stage of a CMOS amplifier presents a lower limit to the residual

offset on the order of 1 μV. Moreover, the main disadvantage of the chopper amplifier is the

chopper-induced square wave ripple, which referred to the input is equal to the initial offset

on the order of 10mV at 6𝜎. Hence, the ripple and offset of the input amplifier must be further

reduced.

The next step of improvement is the chopper-stabilized chopper amplifier [19], which com-

bines the low offset of a chopper-stabilized amplifier with full chopping of the whole amplifier.

The topology is shown in Figure 3.33.

If an amplifier has a high loop gain, the differential input voltage becomes zero, except for

the input offset voltage. This means in the case of the chopper-stabilized chopper amplifier of

Figure 3.33 that the right-hand side of chopper Ch2 sees Vos2. Hence, the left-hand input side

carries a square wave voltage equal to Vos2. This allows us to directly connect the correction

amplifierGm5 to the input without extra chopper. The chopper-stabilizer loop has already been

discussed in the previous section (see Figure 3.26). However, there are major differences.

The first stage of the main amplifier now determines the noise at low frequencies, while

the correction loop determines the ripple at the clock frequency. Further, the hybrid nested

capacitors CM31 and CM32 are not connected anymore to the input of the integrator, but to the

input of chopper Ch3, in order to maintain continuous negative feedback in the loop including

Ch1 [16].

This means that the parasitic capacitor Cp5, at the output of the sense amplifier, is now

increased with the series connection of CM31 and CM32. To avoid the extra offset of this par-

asitic capacitor in combination with Vos4 of the integrator, either the offset Vos4 has to be

reduced, or CM31 and CM32 can be connected through the folded cascode at the output of

Gm5. Thirdly, the parasitic capacitor Cp2 before chopper Ch1 is now charged and discharged
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Figure 3.33 Chopper-stabilized chopper OpAmp with multipath hybrid-nested Miller compensation.

Vos =∼1 μV,Vrip =∼50 μV
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to the offset voltage Vos1 of the output stage Gm1. This causes spikes at the output through

the first set of Miller capacitors CM11 and CM12 at the size of Vos1Cp2∕CM1, while CM1 =
CM11CM12∕(CM11 + CM12). Therefore, the parasitic capacitor Cp2 at the output of Gm2 and

Gm3 needs to be small.

The offset of Gm5 causes a triangular ripple at the output of the integrator and a saw-tooth

like ripple through Ch1 at the output. This can be eliminated if the offset of the sense amplifier

Gm5 is auto-zeroed, similar to the chopper-stabilized amplifier of Figure 3.28. To further reduce

the offset caused by the parasitic capacitor Cp5 in combination with the offset of the integrator

amplifier Gm4 this amplifier can also be auto-zeroed by an extra loop around it [19]. These

features are shown in Figure 3.34. In this way an offset of 0.1 μV can be achieved with a ripple

lower than 2 μV. Nanosecond chopper spikes of several mV can be observed at the input and

output.

A chopper-stabilized chopper instrumentation amplifier appears when the high- and

low-frequency amplifier paths are doubled [20] according to Figure 3.35. In contrast to the

chopper-stabilized InstAmp of Section 3.7, the gain in a chopper InstAmp is not set by the

ratio of Gm51 and Gm52 of the correction loop, but by the ratio of Gm21 and Gm22 of the main

amplifier in cooperation with the feedback network.

Av = Gm21(R1 + R2)∕Gm22R1 (3.14)

The gain is not determined by the ratio of the transconductances Gm51 and Gm52 of the sense

amplifiers because their influence is shifted by the choppers around the main amplifier to the
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Figure 3.35 Chopper-stabilized chopper InstAmp with multipath hybrid-nested Miller compensation.

Vos = 2 μV,Vrip =∼200 μV

clock frequency.Gm52 is sensing the feedback ripple as a result of the offset ofGm21 andGm22.
The output current of Gm52 is rectified by chopper Ch3 and amplified by the integrator Gm4

and coupled by Gm3 to the output of Gm21 and Gm22 in order to compensate the ripple due

to offset in the main chopper path. The feedback signal-dependant part at the input of Gm52

is compensated for by the signal-dependant part at the input of Gm51. Therefore the signal

does not interfere with the offset cancellation. The offset of the correction amplifiers Gm51

and Gm52 is chopped into a square wave by chopper Ch3. The integrator does not amplify this

square wave, but reduces it to a small triangular wave. Referred to the input it has to pass

chopper Ch21. This means that the shape now becomes a small saw-tooth at the double clock

frequency.

The next step to reduce the saw-tooth ripple is to auto-zero the sense stages Gm51 and Gm52

[20]. This is shown in Figure 3.36.

The most important residual offset contribution in the chopper-stabilized chopper instru-

mentation amplifier comes from the combination of the parasitic capacitance Cp5 at the output

of Gm5 in combination of the offset voltage Vos4 at the input of Gm4, (see Figure 3.26). This is
particularly important as the hybrid nested Miller capacitors CM31 and CM32 are connected in

parallel to the parasitic capacitor Cp5 at the output of G5. To further reduce this offset compo-

nent also Gm4 is auto-zeroed too, as shown in Figure 3.36. In this way the final offset can be

reduced to values well below 0.2 μV with a ripple lower than 2 μV.
It has to be kept in mind that the voltage gain of the correction loop Gm5, Gm4, Gm3 must be

taken 104 times larger than the voltage gain of Gm2 in order to reduce its offset to 0.4 μV and

ripple from 10mV to a level of 10 μV.
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auto-zero Gm5 and Gm4. Vos = 0.2 μV,Vrip =∼2 μV

Table 3.1 Summary of offset voltage Vos and ripple voltage Vrip that can be obtained.

AZ = Auto-Zeroing, N = Nested, ChSt = Chopper-Stabilized, Ch = Chopping

OpAmps Vos Vrip InstAmps Vos Vrip

AZ 20–100 μV AZ 20–100 μV
Chopper 10 μV 10mV Chopper 20 μV 20mV

N Chopper 0.1 μV 100 μV N Chopper 0.2 μV 200 μV
ChSt 10 μV 100 μV ChSt 20 μV 200 μV
ChSt + AZ 1 μV 1 μV ChSt + AZ 2 μV 2 μV
Ch + ChSt 1 μV 100 μV Ch + ChSt 2 μV 200 μV
Ch + ChSt + AZ 0.1 μV 1 μV Ch + ChSt + AZ 0.2 μV 2 μV

3.9 Summary and Future Directions

Table 3.1 gives an overview of the offset and noise of the OpAmps and InstAmps described in

Sections 3.5 to 3.8.

Chopping generally can reduce offset by a factor of 10,000. But the amplitude of the ripple

stays at the same order of magnitude as the initial offset without other measures. Auto-zeroing

reduces the offset by a factor of 100 to 500, depending whether the AZ store capacitors are

placed at the input or at the output. Similar improvements in CMRR can be obtained. Further

improvement can be obtained when we combine chopping and auto-zeroing.
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Future work in the field of precision instrumentation amplifiers will include the improvement

of gain accuracy, which in many cases limits the precision once the offset-cancellation tech-

niques discussed in this chapter are applied. Extending the input common-mode voltage range

is also of interest, first to the supply rails and then also beyond. Finally, since in many cases the

output of an instrumentation amplifier is input to an ADC, it is also interesting to explore the

possibilities of embedding instrumentation-amplifier functionality into the front-end of ADCs.

This will lead to precision instrumentation ADCs that can directly interface with sensors that

are currently read out using instrumentation amplifiers. Many of the techniques discussed in

this chapter will be applicable in this area.
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4.1 Introduction

Impedance sensors can be defined as being a set of electrodes which can be used to measure
electrical properties of materials or structures. Once these properties are known, it appears
that the features of measurements performed with such sensors depend for a large part on the
properties of the material or structure to be characterized and only partly on the characteris-
tics of the electrodes. The electrical properties of the sensor in its application can be modeled
with passive elements in equivalent electrical circuits. The challenging task for the designer is
to make such a sensor system sensitive for the measurands and to obtain immunity for other
parameters. In this chapter, we consider impedance sensors to be sensors in a certain measure-
ment environment, and that in the electric model presentation of this setup there is at least one
resistive or one reactive component of interest which has to be measured. Impedance sensors
can be found in a very wide range of applications. For instance, they are used to measure the
following quantities:

• Mechanical quantities, such as displacement, speed and acceleration, the quantities of which
can be measured with capacitive [1–3] inductive or resistive sensors (this book Chapter 5).
In this chapter such sensors are considered sub-sets of impedance sensors.
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• Physical quantities, such as relative humidity, which can be measured with capacitive

sensors.

• Chemical activity of micro-organisms in food products, which can be monitored by

selectively measuring certain resistive and capacitive components of impedances [4, 5].

• Water content of soil, which can be measured by determining the capacitive component of

impedance/admittance [6, 7].

• Blood viscosity, which can be monitored in-vivo by measuring electrical impedance param-

eters with excitation signals at specific frequencies [8, 9].

In all of these sensors, certain electrical properties of the sensing elements are modulated by

the physical or chemical signals to be measured. Note that in some applications, the electrical

properties of the material to be characterized are modulated by the measurand, while in other
sensors, such as the first example, the geometry of the electrode structure is modulated. The

electrode structures are optimized to achieve the best performance for the desired signals and

immunity to possible cross effects and interference.

To measure impedance components, at least two electrodes are required. An AC or DC

excitation signal (voltage or current) is supplied over or through a pair of electrodes and

the resulting current through, or voltage at, the sensor terminals is measured. Often, sinu-
soidal excitation signals are chosen. An attractive property of using a sinusoidal excitation
signal is that in linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, all resulting currents and voltages in

the circuit are also sinusoidal, and hence Fourier transforms can be applied.1 This makes it

easy to characterize each signal with just two parameters: amplitude and phase. In this case,

impedance is a complex ratio Z(j𝜔) between the complex voltage and the complex current,
with frequency-dependent magnitude and phase. The real part of an impedance is referred to

as its resistive part, while the imaginary part is called the reactive part.

In its simplest form, an impedance sensor is implemented with just two electrodes

(Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b)). With a single measurement two parameters are found: magnitude

and phase. Consequently, with a single measurement, it is possible to find both the reactive

part and the resistive part of an impedance. To improve the accuracy, vector-impedance

analyzers measure these parts across a frequency range of interest. To reduce the influence

of parasitic impedances associated with connecting cables and multiplexers, often four

electrodes (two ports) are used (Figures 4.1(c) and (d)). Such measurements are often referred

to as two-port methods [1].
Oftentimes, the impedance of practical sensors is more complex than can be represented by

a two-parameter model. The sensor can then be modeled using an equivalent lumped-element

model containing a larger number of elements (Figure 4.2). The values of these elements can

be determined experimentally by applying measurements at different well-chosen frequencies.

As an alternative to using sinusoidal excitation signals, other waveforms can be chosen, such

as square-wave signals. In this chapter the capabilities and limitations of these non-sinusoidal

signals will be addressed. When using such excitation signals, Laplace transforms can be

applied to simplify the analysis. The impedance is then defined as the ratio Z(s) between
Laplace-transformed voltages and currents, respectively. The design of a good sensor system

should start with an evaluation and characterization of the physical behavior of the material or

structure under investigation. In an initial design stage, often a vector-impedance analyzer is

1 This is the case in, for instance, electrical circuits which only contain passive voltage-independent components, such
as resistors, capacitors, inductors and transformers.
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Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) With a single port with two terminals, two parameters can be found in a single

impedance measurement. (c) and (d) With two-port measurements the effects of parasitic impedances Zs
and Zp of the connectingwires can be eliminated.Method (c) is applied for a low-ohmic sensor impedance
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Figure 4.2 An impedance network with more than two elements

used to characterize the impedance sensor in its natural environment. In this way, it is possible

tomeasure the impedance over a wide range of frequencies [10]. Bymatching the experimental

results with the characteristics of a suitable lumped-element model, the specific parameters

can be found. It is easy to assume that such an instrument with a set of electrodes is also suit-
able for use as an off-the-shelf sensor system. Unfortunately, this is often not true, because

such a system would be too expensive, too heavy and not suited for, for instance, industrial

on-line use.

To develop a simpler, more efficient instrument, a dedicated measurement technique should

be found or developed. In general, when designing a sensor system, the main problems are not

due to electronic issues but to physical ones. For instance, without much preliminary study,

one might assume that measuring the electrical impedance over a very wide frequency range

using an expensive instrument will provide sufficient information for the best design. However,

soon it will be obvious that it is not easy or even possible to interpret the huge amount of

information generated, and that it is difficult to find the relevant details. Moreover, it may be

possible that the set of electrodes and its connection are not suited for the actual sensor task,

thereby degrading the value of the measurements. This turns the sensor design into a search

for a needle in a hay stack, without the assurance that there is a needle at all.

In this chapter, we will introduce a number of examples of impedance sensors designed for

special applications. Using a series of case studies, we will evaluate the physical problems

and the corresponding electrical ones together and provide practical solutions. The proposed

solutions have been evaluated experimentally at the physical and electronic level.
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The examples concern the following applications:

• interface circuits for capacitive sensors employing square-wave excitation signals;

• detection of micro-organisms in milk;

• detection of water content in soil;

• a blood analysis system in which viscosity information is derived from the results of

impedance measurements.

4.2 Capacitive-Sensor Interfaces Employing Square-Wave
Excitation Signals

4.2.1 Measurement of Single Elements

An impedance measurement with sinusoidal signals enables the measurement of a real and a

reactive component in a single measurement. When measuring impedances that consist of just

one type of element – for instance, resistance, capacitance or inductance – it should be possible

to simplify the measurement. Such a simplification can be achieved by using square-wave

excitation signals instead of sinusoidal signals.

Over the last decades, it has been shown that with square-wave excitation signals, even

with simple electronics, single sensor elements can be measured with high accuracy [11–15].

For instance, in [15] an integrated circuit, which is called a universal transducer interface

(UTI), is presented that is capable of measuring capacitors, resistors and resistive bridges

at low and moderate speeds with high accuracy. The voltage-to-period converter (VPC) in

this chip consists of a relaxation oscillator (Figure 4.3(a)) the basic principle of which shows

some similarity with the simple circuit to be discussed in Section 4.2.2. The front-end is a

sensor-specific circuit which for capacitive sensors consists of a low-noise charge amplifier

called a capacitance-to-voltage converter (CVC). Furthermore, the front-end contains a mul-

tiplexer (MUX) which is used to select one of a number of capacitors to be measured. In the

UTI chip the capacitor Cf , which is connected in the feedback loop of the amplifier (CVC), is

integrated on-chip. However, a modified circuit will be discussed in Section 4.2.3 which uses

an external feedback capacitor.

In this interface a number of advanced measurement techniques have been implemented,

such as auto-calibration, advanced chopping, two-port measurement and synchronous detec-

tion [1]. In its fastest mode, the acquisition time amounts to about 10ms [16]. For more details

about circuit diagrams, properties, features and applications of this interface, the reader is

referred to [1, 17].

In the next sections, it will be shown how with both an application-specific dedicated design,

and the use of the same basic concepts applied in the UTI, a very high system performance can

be obtained with respect to energy efficiency, speed and resolution, and immunity to parasitic

capacitances.

4.2.2 Energy-Efficient Interfaces Based on Period Modulation

The energy-efficient interfaces discussed in this section have been designed for wireless sen-

sors in which, for instance, on-chip capacitive sensing elements are used.
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In wireless sensors, given the limited amount of energy available, it is important to minimize

energy consumption (see also this book, Chapter 9). As a first step, energy can be saved by

putting the sensor system into sleep mode during those periods of time when no measurements

are required. As a next step, the energy consumption per measurement can be minimized. To

compare the energy efficiency of different sensor interfaces, Pertijs and Tan [18, 19] proposed

a Figure of Merit (FOM) that is equal to the one used for ADCs, normalizing the power con-

sumption P of an interface with respect to its effective number of bits (ENOB) and the time

Tmeas needed for a measurement, according to the equation:

FOM =
PTmeas

2ENOB
=

Emeas

2ENOB
, (4.1)

where Emeas is the energy required to perform a measurement. This FOM thus expresses the

energy efficiency of a sensor interface in terms of the energy required per conversion step.

For the circuit in Figure 4.3(c), a first step to reduce the power consumption can be achieved

by omitting the front-end amplifier. In the particular application of Relative Humidity (RH)

sensors [18, 20], this was possible because the values of the parasitic capacitances of the

on-chip sensing elements were low. Further power reduction could be obtained by redesigning

(a)

(b)

Toff Tref Tx

Tcycle

MUX

CVC

A B

VPC Divider

Control unit

SF1 SF0 FS0 FS0 PD

OutD

C

B

External control signal

Cx

Cf

Cref

Figure 4.3 (a) Block diagram of the UTI system. (b) Period-modulated output signal of the UTI chip.

Each time interval contains information about the sensing element selected by the MUX and connected

to the input [17]
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Figure 4.4 (a) Operating principle of the period-modulator-based capacitive-sensor interface.

(b) Time-modulated output signal Vint of the integrator and some control signals

the modulator (the charge-to-period converter). To explain this, we will briefly discuss the

basic principles of the modulator (Figure 4.4).2

During phase ϕ1 of a pair of two-phase, non-overlapping clock signals, the sensor capacitor

Cx is connected between the supply voltage Vdd and a mid-supply common-mode reference

Vcm. During the subsequent phase ϕ2, it is connected between Vss and the virtual ground of an

active integrator which is also biased at Vcm. As a result, a charge VddCx is transferred to the

integration capacitorCint, causing the output voltageVint of the integrator to step up. A constant

integration current Iint then removes the charge fromCint, bringingVint back to its original level.
A comparator at the output of the integrator detects the moment when this happens. The time

interval Tmsm between the start of phase ϕ2 and this moment is then proportional to Cx:

Tmsm =
Vdd

Iint
Cx. (4.2)

This time interval can thus be used as a measure of Cx and can be digitized by counting its

duration in terms of clock cycles of a faster reference clock. This digitization can be easily per-

formed, for instance, by a counter in a microcontroller, leading to a digital output proportional

to Cx [17]. Note that in this type of modulator we are not concerned with the exact waveforms

of the voltages, since the signals are in the charge and in the time domain. Due to various circuit

non-idealities, such as comparator delay, supply-voltage variations, switch-charge injection,

component tolerances and their temperature dependencies, the relation between Tmsm and Cx

is affected by offset and gain errors. While some of these non-idealities, such as compara-

tor delay, could be mitigated at the expense of increased energy consumption, the present

design employs simple, energy-efficient building blocks and removes the errors by means of

auto-calibration [1]. A further step in reducing energy consumption is to employ a simple cas-

coded telescopic OTA in the integrator, as opposed to the more current-hungry opamp used

in previous designs [1]. This can only be done if the output swing is kept within the limited

range of this telescopic topology. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the output swing of the OTA is

directly proportional to the ratio of Cx and Cint,which implies that the swing could be reduced

by increasing Cint. This, however, would come at the cost of an increased die size. Instead,

2 A detailed description of the circuit principles can be found in [17] G. C. M. Meijer and X. Li, “Universal Asyn-
chronous Sensor Interfaces,” in Smart Sensor Systems: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2008, pp. 279–311.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Use of a negative feedback loop to limit the OTA’s output swing. (b) Time-modulated

output signal Vint of the integrator and some control signals

we employ a negative feedback loop, shown in Figure 4.5(a), that controls the charge transfer

between Cx and Cint in such a way as to limit the swing at the OTA’s output (see also [17],

Section 10.3.2).

This negative feedback loop works as follows. Rather than hard-switching Cx to Vss in phase

ϕ2, it is driven by the output of an amplifier OTAF operating at a current well below that of the

main OTA. As soon as OTAF detects that Vint exceeds a maximum level Vb, it limits the current

to Iint, keeping Vint constant. This continues until the drive-side of Cx has almost reached Vss,
at which point Vint ramps down to the comparator’s threshold level. Note again, that in this

type of modulator we are concerned not with the wave shapes, but with the charge loss. Since

no charge is lost during this entire operation, the total amount of charge transferred from Cx to

the integrator is not affected by the feedback loop. Thus, the capacitance-to-time conversion

remains the same, that is, Equation (4.2) still holds.

This approach enables the use of a telescopic OTA without the need for a large Cint. It comes

at the cost, however, of a reduced ability to handle parasitic capacitors: in the presence of large

parasitic capacitors around the sensor capacitor, the period modulator may fail to oscillate, or

the negative feedback loop can become unstable. The associated trade-offs are discussed in

detail in [21, 22]. The prototype discussed here was designed to handle parasitic capacitances

of at most five times Cx. Figure 4.6 show a complete transistor-level circuit diagram of the

interface.

Experimental results show that the interface achieves 15-bit resolution and 12-bit linearity

within a measurement time of 7.6ms for sensor capacitances up to 6.8 pF, while consuming

64 μA from a 3.3V power supply. This corresponds to an energy per measurement of 1.6 μJ
and a FOM of only 49 pJ/step. The energy efficiency of this interface is much better than that

of previous designs based on period modulation [18].

4.2.3 Measurement of Capacitive Sensors with High Speed
and High Resolution

In mechanical control systems with mechanical actuators in the forward part and sensors in

the feedback part, capacitive sensors are often used to measure position, speed or acceleration.
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Figure 4.6 Complete transistor-level circuit diagram of the interface

For stability reasons, the acquisition time of these sensors should be much shorter than the time

constants of the mechanical actuator. Even with acquisition times shorter than 1ms, a high

resolution is still required. When power dissipation is not a main issue, it is possible to realize

very fast sensor systems with a high resolution. In an experimental setup similar to the one of

Figure 4.3 [23], a front-end employing high-performance off-the-shelf components was used to

measure a capacitor of 2.2 pF within a time frame of 200 μs with an inaccuracy less than 10−4.
Based on the same principles, Heidary developed an integrated-circuit prototype for a flex-

ible interface designed to measure capacitors with a wide choice of capacitance and speed

ranges [24]. The interface circuit shows a lot of similarity with that of Figure 4.3. However,

the circuit has been improved with respect to its noise performance by optimizing the noise

performance of the front-end circuit. Furthermore, in this circuit the feedback capacitor in the

capacitance-to-voltage converter (CVC) is accessible for the end user, so that with an off-chip

capacitor the dynamic range of the circuit can be optimized, which improves the resolution by

a factor one to ten. This interface is suited for capacitive sensors with values up to 220 pF. The

measurement time can be set over a wide range from about 50ms to 100 μs, corresponding to
data-acquisition rates from 20 samples/s up to even 10,000 samples/s. For slow measurements

the accuracy can be very high. For instance, when averaging the measurement results over a

time frame of 10 s, a capacitor in the 1 pF range can be measured with an absolute resolution as

good as 0.5 aF, while in the 10 pF range and for a parasitic capacitance up to 680 pF, the mea-

sured non-linearity error is less than 5 × 10−5. On the other hand, for very fast measurements

with a data-acquisition rate of 10,000 samples/s, a resolution of 13 bits per measurement is

still achieved. These features have been achieved with a chip using 3 mm2 of silicon area and

5mW of power dissipation.

Last but not least, in [25] Xia et al. presented a capacitance-to-digital converter in which

the so-called zoom-in technique is used. This technique involves removing the offset of the

capacitive sensors so that the full dynamic range can be used to change the capacitance in the

range of interest. The reported power consumption is less than 15mW.With a conversion time

of 20 μs, a resolution of 17 bits and a FOM of 2.2 pJ/step, this design shows huge potential for

capacitive sensors used in high-speed, high-resolution applications.
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4.2.4 Measurement of Grounded Capacitors: Feed-Forward
Active Guarding

In many sensor systems, the sensing elements are external elements to be connected by the end
user, using shielded wires. Sensor interfaces such as those described in the previous sections
have been designed for floating capacitive sensor elements, that is, elements with terminals not
connected to ground. Using the technique called two-port measurement [1], the basic principle
of which is shown in Figure 4.1(d), such elements can be read by interface circuits with a high
immunity to stray capacitances to ground.
However, safety reasons and/or operating limitations might require one of the terminals of

a sensing element to be grounded. This is the case, for instance, when measuring the level of
a conductive liquid in a grounded metallic container with a capacitive sensor [26]. When this
happens with high-impedance sensing elements, such as capacitive sensors, the parasitic cable
capacitances are in parallel with the sensing element, which can cause huge errors and reduced
reliability. For such sensors a common way to reduce the effects of shunting parasitic capac-
itances is to apply active shielding (Figure 4.7) [27]. In Figure 4.7, Cp1 and Cp2 represent the
capacitance between the core conductors of a coaxial cable with its shield and the capacitance
of the shield to ground, respectively. The active shielding amplifier senses the potential of the
shielded wire and replicates this voltage at the shield and guard electrodes. Active guarding
and active shielding are well-known techniques which are also applied in many other types of
impedance sensors (see, for instance, Section 4.5.3).
A problemwith this technique concerns the use of the buffer amplifier because of the applied

positive feedback [26], which can yield instability problems. We will show that when using
capacitive sensors with square-wave excitation signals it is often not necessary to measure the
voltage of the sensing element, because ultimately this voltage will be equal to the excitation
signal. Knowing this in advance, instead of using feedback, it is possible to use feed-forward
active guarding. This technique prevents instability problems and introduces more design free-
dom to increase the accuracy. However, one should realize that the successful application of
feed-forward active guarding is limited to cases in which precise knowledge about the signal
on the guarded wires is available beforehand.
Figure 4.8(a) shows a front-end circuit that employs feed-forward active guarding to convert

a sensor capacitance Cx accurately into a voltage Vout [28]. This front-end circuit is used as
a capacitance-to-voltage converter (CVC) in a period-modulation-based measurement system
such as that shown in Figure 4.3. To understand how this circuit works, we first assume that
cable capacitances Cp1 and Cp2 are zero and that the operational amplifier A1 and the switches
are ideal. During time interval T1 (Figure 4.8(b)), S1 is ON, which sets Vout to Vdd∕2. At the

Cx
RC

oscillator

circuit

Cp2

Cp1

×1

Active shielding

amplifier

Sensor capacitance

Connection cable

Figure 4.7 Active shielding to reduce the effect of cable capacitance. Reproduced by permission of the

Institute of Physics
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same time, via S3, the top electrode (node A) of the sensor capacitance Cx is connected to
ground. During time interval T2, Cx is connected to the negative input of the amplifier. As a
consequence, a charge CxVdd∕2 will be pumped into Cf , which results in a jump CxVdd∕(2Cf)
in the output voltage Vout, giving an output voltage proportional to the sensor capacitance.
In the voltage-to-period converter (VPC) (Figure 4.3), this output voltage is sampled with a
sampling capacitor and converted into the time domain in a process similar to that described for
the circuit in Figure 4.4. Similarly, for the time intervals T3 and T4, the inverted output voltage
Vout is generated (Figure 4.8(b)). This is achieved by using different values for the control
signals 𝜑3 and 𝜑4 for the switches S3 and S4. The use of the signal inversion yields chopping,
which helps to reduce the effects of amplifier offset, low-frequency noise and interference.
During time intervals T5 –T8 this process is repeated in the inverted order. This helps to make
the chopping even more effective [1].
So far this circuit is identical to the oscillator in the UTI circuit in Figure 4.3. To understand

how the principle of active feed-forward is realized we just have to consider a few small details:
in the setup in Figure 4.8(a), the voltage at node A has one of three well-known values: 0V,
Vdd, and Vdd∕2. Knowing this in advance, without using feedback, we can apply the same
voltage to the shielding conductor, which in Figure 4.8(a) is indicated as point B. This reduces
the voltage over Cp1 and thus its overall effect. Furthermore, Cp2 has no effect at all. Finally,
it should also be noted that transient effects, which will occur due to small time differences
in the operation of the switches, will not have much effect. This is because the output voltage
Vout is sampled at the end of a time interval that is so long that transients have already died
out. Because the feed-forward principle is used, the effect of cable parasitic capacitances can
be eliminated without any instability problems.
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The complete interface has been designed and implemented as an integrated circuit, using

standard 0.7 μm CMOS technology. Experimental results show that, for a sensor capacitance

down to 10 pF, shielded connection cables up to 30 meters with a parasitic capacitance of

3 nF can be handled with an absolute error of less than 0.3 pF (Figure 4.9). The measured

non-linearity of the interface amounts to only 3 × 10−4 even for 30 meters of cable. In this

case, with a measurement time of 40ms, a resolution of 16 bits is obtained.

4.3 Dedicated Measurement Systems: Detection of Micro-Organisms

4.3.1 Characterization of Conductance Changes Due to Metabolism

In the previous section the focus was mainly on sensors with a capacitance as the measurand,

with capacitive and resistive parasitic components. In other types of sensors, such as conduc-

tance sensors, conductance or resistance is the measurand, in the presence of capacitive or

resistive parasitic components. These parasitic effects can be caused by the need to insulate

electrodes. For instance, in some conductance sensors, insulation of electrodes is needed to

prevent corrosion, while in others this is done to avoid safety risks. In the case discussed in

this section, the electrodes are insulated to measure the conductance of packed food products

from the outside, thereby checking the sterility without opening the food containers.

Commercial sterile, aseptically-filled UHT3 milk can be spoiled by the germination and

subsequent growth of bacterial spores that have survived the heat treatment. Additionally,

post-processing contamination with spores or vegetative bacterial cells can spoil the product.

When using classical sterility-testing techniques, the low probability and low concentration of

(post-processing) contamination requires large quantities of the packaged product to be tested.

In [29, 30], sterility testingwith a thermalmethod is described. The attractive benefit of thermal

3 UHT means: processed at Ultra-High Temperatures. This is done in a very short time, to kill not only the microor-
ganisms but also the spores.
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detection is that it is possible to find a wide range of micro-organisms. On the other hand, a

main drawback of thermal detection is that the temperature of the food has to be continuously

monitored over a long period of up to four days. In contrast to this, non-invasive detection by

means of conductance measurement can be performed in less than a second.4

In food products, as bacteria grow and multiply, they break down nutrients and excrete

metabolic products. This often causes a change in the electrical conductivity of the product.

The use of external electrodes for measuring the conductance of food in packaging enables

the detection of bacterial growth without damaging the product or its packaging [4]. As an

example, Figure 4.10(a) depicts a plastic bottle containing milk that is blow-molded from

high-density polyethylene, and a pair of external electrodes. The electrodes are insulated

from the milk by the polyethylene packaging. Figure 4.10(b) shows the equivalent electric

circuit of the measured impedance. Resistor Rfood represents the reciprocal value of the food
conductance, which is the measurand. For the microbiological experiment, an automated

sterility-testing system was built (Figure 4.11). At an early stage of system development,

conductivity was measured with an HP 4192A Impedance Analyzer. Furthermore, the system

contained a metal box with controlled temperature, holding up to six plastic bottles and six

pairs of external copper electrodes used to measure the conductivity changes of the milk. An

HP 3488A Switch/Control Unit selected the pairs of electrodes one-by-one to be connected

to the Impedance Analyzer. The equipment was controlled by a PC with an HPIB card in

a LabVIEW programming environment. All experiments were carried out in the frequency

range from 1MHz to 5MHz, which is a high enough frequency to eliminate the influence

of the capacitance C1,2 of the bottles and low enough to disregard the influence of the milk

capacitanceCmilk.One of the bottles was designated as the reference bottle. At the start of each
experiment, the conductivity of the other bottles was zeroedwith respect to the reference bottle.

Electrode 2

(a)

(b)

Electrode 1

Sealed

capsule

Rmilk

Rc1C1

Rc2C2

Cmilk

electrode 1

electrode 2

Figure 4.10 (a) Plastic bottle with two external electrodes for non-destructive sterility testing.

(b) Equivalent circuit diagram of the measured impedance

4 It should be noted that this is only possible after a certain incubation time during which the spores and bacteria grow
and multiply. Thus, shortly after packaging, detection is not yet possible.
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Figure 4.11 Testing system to perform microbiological experiments for non-invasive conductivity

measurements of UHF milk in plastic bottles. Each bottle is equipped with a pair of external electrodes
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Figure 4.12 Resistance changes in the UHF milk after inoculation with (a) Salmonella ATCC 13311

and (b) Escherichia coli ATCC11775

Figure 4.12 shows the measured change ΔRfood after the milk was inoculated with the bac-

teria Salmonella ATCC 13311 and Escherichia coli ATCC11775 [5]. The horizontal scale

represents the time in hours after inoculation. Not all bacteria caused a change in resistance. For

instance, the growth of Serratia marcescensATCC 13880 did not influence the resistance at all.

Resistance changes caused by germination and subsequent growth of spores of B. cereus
(strains ATCC 11778 and MN0089) and B. subtilis (MN0226) were minor, though detectable.

These measurements demonstrate that an effective sensor system for the detection of

micro-organisms can be made using a vector impedance analyzer. However, such an approach

will yield a setup which is too complex and too expensive for general use as sensor systems. In

the next section, it will be shown how food conductance can be measured with simple circuits.
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4.3.2 Impedance Measurements with a Relaxation Oscillator

For the frequency range around 5MHz, the equivalent circuit diagram of the measured

impedance (Figure 4.10(b)) can be simplified to that of just a series connection consisting

of a resistor Rx and a capacitor Cx. Simple relaxation oscillators such as those discussed in
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Figure 4.13 Relaxation oscillator for measuring Rx and Cx with autocalibration for offset and scale
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Section 4.2 can be only used to measure a single capacitor. However, with the modified circuit
in Figure 4.13, the circuit configuration can be changed to one of four versions [31]. As will be
explained, with this circuit both components Rx andCx can be measured, while autocalibration
eliminates the effects of offset and scale parameters of the circuit. Operational amplifier
U2 (Figure 4.13) is operated in its linear region as a linear amplifier. The output signal of
comparator U1 is HIGH or LOW. The total circuit works as an relaxation oscillator with a
period-modulated square-wave signal [17]. With the four switches 1-4, four configurations
Conf1-Conf4 for the relaxation oscillator are obtained, which are shown in Figure 4.14. The
corresponding period lengths Ti(i = 1, .., 4) amount to, respectively [31]:

T1 = 2

(
C1U1

I
− 2td

)
, (4.3)

T2 = 2

(
CxU1

I
+ 2td

)
, (4.4)

T3 = 2

(
C1U1

I
− 2RxCx + 2td

)
, (4.5)

and
T4 = 4td. (4.6)

Configurations 4 and 1 are used to determine the time delay td of the comparator, and the
multiplicative transfer parameter for the case that Rx and Cx are not connected. In configura-
tions 2 and 3, the components Rx and Cx are connected, but in different ways, which results in
two different equations (4) and (5). With the four measured periods T1 ÷ T4 the values of Cx
and Rx are found to be:

Cx = C1

T2 − T4
T1 − T4

, (4.7)
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and

Rx =
(T1 − T3)

4

1

Cx
= 1

4C1

(T1 − T3)(T1 − T4)
(T2 − T4)

. (4.8)

To verify the performance of the interface circuit, measurements were performed with dis-

crete components with values in the range of the values found for the bottles of milk. For

configurations 2 and 3, the frequencies reached 5.5MHz, while for configuration 4, 34MHz

was obtained. Figure 4.15 shows some of the measured values of Cx and Rx versus the nominal

resistor value for an unchanged capacitor Cx of 220 pF. More details can be found in [31].

4.4 Dedicated Measurement Systems: Water-Content Measurements

4.4.1 Background

Another application of impedance-sensor systems can be found in water-content measure-

ments in agricultural and horticultural settings. In these sectors, artificial soil is widely used

to grow crops instead of using natural soil. In order to optimize a crop-growing process, the

amount of water and nutrients must be precisely controlled. To avoid environmental problems

and to lower production costs, over-fertilization and excessive use of water must be prevented.

Some well-known techniques used to determine water content and nutrient concentration are

based on admittance-measurement methods [6]. Nutrient concentration and water content are

calculated from the measured values of electrical conductivity and capacitance, respectively.

To perform suchmeasurements, long pairs of rod-shaped electrodes (Figure 4.16) are placed in

the artificial soil. Depending on the amount of water, nutrients, andwater temperature, the elec-

trical conductivity in artificial soil can increase up to 2 S/m. In order to extract the capacitive

component, sinusoidal signals with frequencies above 10MHz are often applied. However,

when the electrical conductivity 𝜎 is high (𝜎 ≥ 0.3 S∕m), the use of long electrode pairs in

combination with the use of high signal frequencies gives rise to physical problems that make

it difficult to extract the capacitive component accurately. In [7], it is shown that these prob-

lems mainly concern the occurrence of the skin effect, the proximity effect, and the presence

of parasitic inductances. To reduce the effect of these non-idealities, a probe with a special

electrode structure was developed. As will be discussed, with such electrodes the capacitive

admittance component can be accurately measured for water conductivity 𝜎 up to 2 S/m.

4.4.2 Capacitance Versus Water Content

The complex value of the permittivity 𝜀 of a material can be written as:

𝜀 = 𝜀′ − j𝜀′′. (4.9)

The real part of the permittivity 𝜀′ is related to the ability to polarize in an electric field

and the imaginary part 𝜀′′ is related to the energy loss. From an electrical point of view, the

admittance between the two electrodes in a salty solution can be modeled as a conductor G in

parallel with a capacitor C (Figure 4.17(a)) [6, 32], where it holds that:

G = 𝜔 𝜀′′
1

K
, (4.10)
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Figure 4.16 Test with a conventional measurement setup: for easy and reliable testing; the artificial

soil has been replaced with salty water
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Figure 4.17 Electrical models: (a) for a salty solution and (b) for rod-shaped electrodes in a salty

solution, when polarization effects are neglected

and

C = 𝜀′
1

K
. (4.11)

In these equations, 𝜔 is the angular frequency and K is the so-called cell-constant, which is

a measure for the distance between the electrodes and the electrode areas. For air, 𝜀′ ≈ 𝜀0 =
8.854 × 10−12 F∕m, where 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space. For different types of soil, 𝜀′

can have values even up to 14𝜀0. For water, the permittivity 𝜀′water is very high, and amounts
to 𝜀′water = 80𝜀0. This high permittivity enables easy detection of the water content, which is

quantified as the relative amount of water 𝜃. In our measurements we derived the water content
of artificial soil from the measured capacitance C, which is a component of the measured
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admittance. This was done with linear interpolation between the values of the capacitance for

0% water (Cair) and the capacitance for 100% water (Cwater) using the equation:

𝜃 =
C − Cair

Cwater − Cair

, (4.12)

where

Cwater = 𝜀′water
1

K
. (4.13)

4.4.3 Skin and Proximity Effects

To measure the capacitive component in the presence of a high shunting conductance, the
signal frequency should be as high as possible. However, at high signal frequencies, a number

of undesired physical effects pop up, such as the appearance of a series inductance Lpar that
depends on the area of the current loop, parasitic capacitances Cpar, and the occurrence of skin
and proximity effects. The skin effect refers to the phenomenon where, at high frequencies,

the main part of a current flows along the surface of a conductor [33, 34]. The depth 𝛿 of the
skin, where the amplitude is attenuated to e−1 (37%), equals:

𝛿 =
√

2

𝜔 𝜇 𝜎
, (4.14)

where 𝜔 = 2πf , 𝜎 is the conductivity of the conductor and 𝜇 is the permeability of the conduc-

tor. The skin effect also occurs in salty solutions.With setups like the one shown in Figure 4.15,
this poses the problem that the current between the two electrodes will only flow along the
surface of the liquid, preventing the water content over a representative volume from being
measured. Table 4.1 shows the calculated skin depth 𝛿, according to Equation 4.14, for a signal
frequency f = 20MHz and for different conductivities of the salty solutions. From Table 4.1
it can be concluded that with rods of 6 cm in length, at 𝜎 ≥ 0.94 S∕m, the attenuation at the
end of the rods is too large. The so-called proximity effect [34] has the same origin as the
skin effect, but it occurs on the plane perpendicular to the electrode axis. Both the skin and the

proximity effects can be understood as phenomena that tend to cause current loops to minimize
their area at higher frequencies.
The effects of parasitic inductance Lpar and capacitances Cpar (Figure 4.17(b)) can be

reduced by proper design and calibration. To reduce the magnitudes of the skin effect and
the proximity effect, as well as series inductance, a special probe with small-sized electrodes
has been designed (Figure 4.18) [6, 7]. The reduction of the electrode length to a size far

Table 4.1 The skin depth 𝛿, for
a signal frequency f = 20MHz,
for different liquid conductivities

𝜎 [S/m] 𝛿 [cm]

0.05 50

0.26 22

1.05 11

2.0 8
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Figure 4.18 Prototype probe with a small-sized electrodes pair

below the skin depth 𝛿 resulted in a much more uniform current distribution along the length
of the electrodes. Moreover, a significant reduction in the value of the parasitic inductance
was obtained. Electrodes (Figure 4.18) with a length of 10mm were fixed at the surface of
an insulating rod with a diameter of 7mm. The connections of the electrodes to the Agilent
4294A precision impedance analyzer were made with a thin 1mm thick coaxial cable. The
value of the cable capacitance was subtracted from the measured capacitance. To measure
over a wider region than the local environment of an electrode set, the probe can be equipped
with a number of electrode pairs distributed across its length.
Experimental investigations were performed with both the setup in Figure 4.16 and with the

small probe shown in Figure 4.18 [6, 7]. To simplify those measurements, with the setup in
Figure 4.16, the effects of water-content changes on impedance were imitated by varying the
insertion depths in water for different salinity levels. The frequency of the sinusoidal excitation
signal was 20 MHz.
It appeared that with an imitated water content of 60%, increasing the water conductivity

from 0.05 S/m to 1 S/m resulted in an error in the measurement of the capacitive component
of more than 10%. This error sharply increased for higher conductivities. For salinity greater
than 1 S/m, with the long rod-shape electrodes no reliable capacitance measurements were
possible.
For the measurements with the setup in Figure 4.18, the effect of water-content changes

on impedance was imitated using water-ethanol mixtures. These experiments showed a linear
decrease in the capacitance with decreasingwater content. In addition to this, experiments were
performedwith the probe in water with different salt concentrations. The results of these exper-
iments, which are depicted in Table 4.2, show that increasing the water salinity to conductivity
levels even up to 2 S/m hardly influences the value of the measured capacitance.
In horticulture, often water with a conductivity > 0.5 S∕m is used, while water content is

often larger than 50%. It was concluded that for such applications, the use of long rod-shaped
electrodes is no longer feasible, and that the use of a series of small electrodes which can
measure in a small local environment should yield better results.
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4.4.4 Dedicated Interface System for Water-Content Measurements

The measurements reported earlier were performed with an Agilent 4294A impedance ana-

lyzer, which is a precision laboratory instrument. For future use in an industrial environment,

a dedicated interface circuit for measuring water content with the probe shown in Figure 4.18,

has been developed. For this probe, with water content varying from 10% to 90%, and use of

the conductivity range in Table 4.2, the target range for Cx ran from 1 pF up to 30 pF, and for

the shunting resistance Rx from 22Ω up to 1 kΩ.
Figure 4.19 shows a block diagram of the developed interface. The applied concept is sim-

ilar to what is commonly used in RLC measurement instruments [32]. The principle applied

is to measure the voltage UZx across the unknown impedance Zx, and the current Iz passing

Table 4.2 The measured

capacitance C using a

small-sized electrode pair at

different specific conductivities

of the solution at T = 23.6∘C

𝜎 [S/m] C [pF]

0.06 13.1

0.27 13.0

0.95 13.1

2.06 13.2

OA1
-

+ OA2
-

+

IADDS1

DDS2 A/D

Micro

controller

PC

Gain-Phase Detector

Zx

Ri

B

A

UM

UP

LPF

LPF

BB AA

DD CC

B1 B2 B3

Cc2

Uzx

URi

Cc1

IZ

Figure 4.19 Block diagram of the measurement interface
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through it. In order not to disturb the DC biasing of the amplifiers, impedance Zx is separated
from the interface circuit by coupling capacitors Cc1 and Cc2. For our application, Zx can be

modeled with an equivalent capacitance Cx and a shunting conductor Gx (Figure 4.17(a)).

The current Iz is measured with an I-U converter which consists of opamp OA2 and feed-

back resistor Ri. If the amplifier’s input current is negligible, then Iz = URi∕Ri. The unity-gain
buffer amplifiers B1 − B3 are there as a preventative measure to make the measurement less

sensitive to the parasitic capacitances of the multiplexer and wiring. The multiplexer, sequen-

tially selects the voltages UZx and URi which are amplified with instrumentation amplifier IA.

The output voltage of this amplifier is connected to input terminal A of a Gain-Phase Detector

(type AD8302).

Two Direct-Digital-Synthesizer (DDS) chips (type AD9951), designated as DDS1 and

DDS2, are controlled via a microcontroller to generate 20MHz sinusoidal signals. The

output signal of DDS1 is “cleaned” by a Low Past Filter and provides the excitation voltage

across the unknown measurand Zx, whereas the filtered output signal of DDS2 provides the

reference signal (input B) for the Gain-Phase Detector. Using two DDS chips instead of one

is important for applying the proposed calibration procedure, which will be explained below

in this section. The Gain-Phase Detector AD8302 provides two DC output voltages which

represent the magnitude and the phase of the input signal at node A with respect to that at

input B, respectively.

The measurement of voltage UZx resulted in the two DC output voltages UM,Zx and UP,Zx,
for which it holds that:

UM,Zx = UslpM log

(
ÛDDS2

AIAÛZx

)
, (4.15)

and

UP,Zx = UslpP(𝜑DDS2
− 𝜑Zx), (4.16)

whereUslpM andUP,Zx, are what [35] refers to as the voltage slope and the phase slope with the

units V/decade and V/degree, respectively. Furthermore, ÛDDS2 and 𝜑DDS2 are the amplitude

and phase of the output signal of DDS2, respectively; 𝜑Zx is the phase of UZx; and AIA is the

gain of the instrumentation amplifier. A similar measurement was performed for the voltage

URi over the resistor Ri, which resulted in two DC output voltages UM,Ri and UP,Ri of the

Gain-Phase Detector.

From (4.15) and (4.16) and the similar equations for the voltages UM,Ri and UP,Ri, the mag-

nitude and the phase of the measured unknown impedance Zm can be found according to the

following equations: |Zm| = Ri10
1

UslpM
(UM,Ri−UM,Zx)

, (4.17)

and

𝜑m = 1

UslpP

(UP,Ri − UP,Zx). (4.18)

The DC output voltages of the Gain-Phase Detector AD8302 were sampled with a 16-bit

Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter (ADS8325). The sampled data were transferred via

a microcontroller to a Personal Computer, and the impedance |Zm| and phase 𝜑m were

calculated using (4.17) and (4.18), respectively.
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The Gain-Phase Detector AD8302 has gain and phase errors [35]. Since the effects of
these errors cannot be eliminated by the ratiometric measurement of Z = U∕I, they have
to be compensated for by other means. To compensate for the gain error, the two DDS
chips are programmed to generate signals with different amplitudes. During calibration, the
output signal of DDS1 (UDDS1) is directly connected to input A of the Gain-Phase Detector
AD8302. This is repeated for different amplitude ratios UDDS2∕UDDS1 and the results are
linear-least-square fitted to find an accurate value for the gain slope UslpM of the Gain-Phase
detector. A similar calibration method is applied to calibrate the phase output.
In addition to calibrating the Gain-Phase Detector AD8302, open/short compensation is

applied, which compensates for the effects of parasitic shunt and series impedances in the
measurement setup. Depending on the impedance values, the implemented calibration and
compensation techniques reduce the error in the measurement significantly. Experiments with
the presented interface system have been performed on calibrated discrete components. Results
show that for Cx = 33 pF a shunting resistor Rx as low as 22 Ω causes an error in the capaci-
tance Cx measurement amounting to less than 1 pF (3%). When measuring the parallel resis-
tance Rx at a full-scale range of 1 kΩ, the error is less than 1.1%. Finally, experiments with
water-ethanol mixtures show that the interface system is suitable for measuring water-volume
fractions with a relative error of less than 1.5%.
This case study on a dedicated sensor system for water-content measurements has shown

why physical reasons may make it necessary to perform measurements at higher frequen-
cies, and how these higher frequencies can create new physical problems related to skin and
proximity effects, and parasitic inductance. Moreover, it has shown the challenges for the
electronic-circuit designer, and how he or she can improve the accuracy of the electronics
by calibration and compensation techniques.

4.5 Dedicated Measurement Systems: A Characterization System
for Blood Impedance

4.5.1 Characteristics of Blood and Electrical Models

This section concerns impedance measurements in blood and describes the development of an
in-vivo, real-time diagnostic system for hematology and cardiology. The main achievement of
this system is the ability of the system to monitor in-vivo blood rheological (flow-dynamical)
properties and especially whole-blood viscosity, which is derived from measured impedances.
It will be shown that in this system, the measurement frequencies are much lower than those
found in water-content measurements, which simplifies the design problem. However, blood
appears to be a much more complex medium than salty water, which gives rise to new chal-
lenges, which are even greater for sensors intended for in-vivo applications.
To understand the main requirements of the sensor system, we will briefly describe the main

functions of blood flow and the main electrical properties of blood. Blood is an emulsion that
is mainly composed of plasma and of red blood cells (Figure 4.20). While circulating through
the body, blood performs three basic functions – transportation, regulation and protection:

• Transport of oxygen from the lungs to body tissues (arterial circuit); transport of nutri-
ents, hormones, and enzymes through the body (arterial circuit); and transport of the waste
products for eventual removal from the body (venous circuit).
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• Regulation of body temperature by adjusting the flow to the skin for optimal heat exchange;

regulation of pH through the distribution of buffers; regulation of the renal control of the

amount of water and electrolytes.

• Protection against harmful substances by circulating white blood cells, proteins and anti-

bodies as an immune-system response to inflammation areas. Additionally, blood contains

a subtle balance of clotting substances to prevent bleeding, and lytic substances to prevent

clotting.

Whole-blood (natural-blood) viscosity has a significant clinical relevance. The viscosity of

blood is intrinsically resistant to flow, which arises from frictional interactions between plasma

proteins and blood cells as blood flows through vessels. Red blood cells (RBCs), being themain

constituent of the cellular phase of blood, greatly influencewhole blood viscosity. At low shear,

blood cells aggregate, which induces a sharp increase in viscosity (Figure 4.21), while at high

shear, blood cells disaggregate, deform and align in the direction of the flow. In addition to the

plasma

buffy coat

red cells

plasma (55% of total volume)

91% water

  7% blood proteins

  2% others

cells (45% of total volume)

Figure 4.20 Composition of blood
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Figure 4.21 Viscosity versus shear rate. Curve “a” is theoretical and represents Newtonian liquid.

Curves “b” and “c” show measured values for blood with hematocrits of 46% and 31%, respectively
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presence of RBCs, the viscosity is affected by temperature, and by the deformability of the cells

[36, 37]. Liquids with a flow-dependent viscosity, such as blood, are called “non-Newtonian”.

An increase in blood viscosity at a low shear rate, which indicates increased RBC aggre-

gation, is associated with a thrombotic risk. Furthermore, increased RBC aggregation is also

a good marker for inflammatory activity, because due to the presence of inflammatory pro-

teins, blood becomes “stickier” [8, 38]. Therefore, the acquisition of viscosity data can be

helpful to detect the likelihood of thrombosis and level of inflammatory activity. Increased

RBC aggregation is also a good marker for inflammatory activity.

It appears that there is a strong correlation between electrical characteristics of blood and its

viscosity [39]. For instance, both viscosity and electrical impedance increase with a decreas-

ing shear rate and increasing hematocrit. Hematocrit is the relative volume concentration of

the red blood cells with respect to the total volume. The relation between the flow (rheologi-

cal) parameters of blood and the electrical parameters is complex. Therefore, using electrical

parameters to measure rheological ones requires a good understanding of the nature of their

mutual correlation. A detailed study in this field is presented in the PhD thesis of B. Iliev [9],

and is briefly summarized below.

RBCs resemble biconcave disks, 7 μm in diameter and about 2 μm thick. Almost the entire

weight of an RBC consists of hemoglobin which is enveloped by a thin cell membrane (plasma

membrane) [40, 41]. Hemoglobin itself is a globular protein. Its ability to combine with oxygen

defines the main role of RBCs, that is, to transport oxygen from the lungs to body tissue. The

cell membrane is electrically inert. It is very thin, which results in high specific electrical

membrane capacitance, in the order of 0.8 μF.cm−2 to 1 μF.cm−2 [42].
At low frequencies, the blood impedance can be characterized by the electrical resistance

of the plasma around the RBCs. The RBC content has a low resistance. However, this con-

tent does not contribute to current conductance at low frequencies, because of the insulating

cell membrane. At higher frequencies, the reactive impedance of the cell wall will decrease,

which reduces the electrical impedance of blood. With further increasing frequencies, the

blood impedance will further drop to a value that is a mixture of the resistances of plasma

and RBC intracellular fluid.

This electrical behavior can be modeled with the three-element “macro-model” shown

in Figure 4.22(a). In this model, Rp represents the macro effect of plasma resistance, Cm

is cell-membrane capacitance and Ri is the hemoglobin resistance. In [43], it is shown

that for very high frequencies other effects such as water capacitance will also influence

blood impedance. At low frequencies (f < 20 kHz), when using electrodes to measure

blood impedance, the so-called polarization impedances Ze have to be taken into account

(Figure 4.22(b)) [43]. These polarization impedances are rather complex, which can compli-

cate impedance measurements significantly. Fortunately, polarization effects are only relevant

for the low-frequency range. For the intermediate frequency range, used for indirect viscosity

measurements, these can be ignored, so that the simple three-element model in Figure 4.22 is

sufficient. Because of the non-Newtonian behavior of blood, the values of the three elements

are shear-rate dependent. Therefore, impedance measurements should be synchronized with

the T-wave of the heartbeat. Moreover, in in-vivo measurement systems, the measurements

should be fast enough to yield results that are valid for the instantaneous shear rate.

In the next section we will firstly present the technical details of the in-vivo blood-analysis
system. Then, in Section 4.5.3, the correlation between the electrical parameters and the
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Figure 4.22 (a) Three-element model of blood and (b) electrical model of blood and together with the

polarization impedances of four electrodes

rheological (flow) parameters will be discussed, while the relation between shear rate, flow

and viscosity will be discussed in more detail.

4.5.2 In-vivo Blood Analysis System

The blood-analysis system (Figure 4.23), called HemoCard Vision® [9], consists of a central

venous catheter, interface electronics, processing software and a computer. Figure 4.24 shows

a screenshot of the computer monitor during a measurement.

As a result of the direct measurement and/or additional data post-processing, the system

derives a set of results that consists of:

• hematocrit (the relative volume concentration of red blood cells), derived from the plasma

resistance Rp;
• blood viscosity, derived from the cell membrane capacitance Cm;
• intracardiac ECG (electrocardiograph) in the heart;

• core body temperature.

In [43], it is shown that for impedance measurements at intermediate frequencies

(20 kHz < f < 2 MHz) the simple two-electrode method will perform as well as a more

complex four-electrode measurement.

This is valid for experimental in-vitro work in a laboratory, where it is possible to check

the condition of the electrodes and to clean them when necessary. Unfortunately, with in-vivo
settings it is not so easy to observe the electrode conditions. When experiments run over a

longer time, growth of biolayers (Figure 4.25) give rise to a sharp increase in the contact

impedance. To overcome this, the tip of the catheter was coated with heparin, which is a mate-

rial with anticoagulant properties which were indeed effective in preventing the growth of
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Figure 4.23 HemoCardVision
®
blood-analysis system: electronic part of the system and central venous

catheter. Reproduced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V

Figure 4.24 HemoCard Vision blood analysis-system: data plotted on the computer screen. Repro-

duced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V

Heparin-coated catheter

Uncoated catheter

Figure 4.25 A biolayer-free, heparin-coated catheter, and an uncoated catheter encapsulated by a bio-

layer after being implanted for five days. Reproduced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V
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biolayers (Figure 4.25) [9]. To reduce sensitivity to residual effects of biolayers and other

contamination thus improving the reliability, four-electrode measurements are preferred to the

simpler two-electrode measurements.5

Figure 4.26 shows a block diagram of the designed electronic interface [9]. The sensors

indicated in the top-right part of the diagram represent the four ring-shaped electrodes at the

tip of the catheter (Figure 4.25). The impedance Zb is the one to be measured. To find Zb, two
quantities are measured simultaneously: the voltage across the inner terminals, and the current

through Zb, which equals the current through coax 1.

Triaxes 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 4.26) are very thin coaxial cables which connect sensor rings

and electronics. These cables consist of one inner conductor and two concentric conductive

shields. The inner conductors are connected to the electrode rings. The middle conductors

(the first shields) are used for active guarding and are connected to the outputs of unity-gain

amplifiers A1, A2 and A3, which are buffer amplifiers with a high input impedance. In this

way, the effect of parasitic capacitances between the inner conductors and the first shields is

significantly reduced. The outer shields are connected to ground and are needed to prevent

signals from being emitted into the environment. The resistor Rt is a thermistor in the catheter

tip which is used to measure temperature. A sinusoidal excitation voltage is generated with

a digital signal generator DDS and filter F1. The buffered differential voltage of A2, A3 is

amplified by A4. Filters F2 and F3 separate the signals in a high-frequency component used

for impedance measurement, and in a low-frequency component used to measure the ECG.

Sensors
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Figure 4.26 Block diagram of the interface electronics of the HemoCard Vision® blood-analysis

system. Reproduced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V

5 The better results achieved by the four-electrode measurements can be understood as the fundamental advantage of
using two-port (four-wire) measurements [1] instead of one-port (two-wire) measurements.
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Figure 4.27 (a) Catheter extrusion profile (all sizes are in millimeters), (b) photograph. Reproduced by

permission of Martil Instruments B.V

The output signal of filter F3 (for impedance measurement) is processed in amplitude detector
F5, which, after low-pass filtering, results in a DC voltage that is converted into a digital signal

with a 16-bit AD converter.
The excitation current is converted into a voltage by the I-V converter, which has a low

input impedance. This voltage is also filtered, and its detected amplitude is converted into a
digital signal by a second 16-bit AD converter. These measurements are performed at three

frequencies: 100 kHz, 625 kHz and 1.25MHz, respectively. Only the amplitude, and not the
phase information, is used6 to calculate the parameters Rp, Cm and Ri. The microcontroller

takes care of digital processing and provides an RS232 output interface (Figure 4.27). For
further details the reader is referred to [9].

4.5.3 Experimental Results

For the initial tests, an in-vitromeasurement setup was developed. The in-vitro setup consisted
of a main tube (Figure 4.28) into which the catheter was inserted, a centrifugal pump with a
built-in ultrasonic flowmeter, and a heat exchanger for temperature control. The main tube and

the setup is optimized to work with flow rates between 0.1 l/min and 1 l/min, so that low shear
conditions can be achieved with a Reynolds number Re < 100. A cone at the entrance of the

main tube (left side) prevents a jet flow from forming. The shear rate varies proportionally with
the flow. Simulations with the Fluid Dynamics Analysis Package (FIDAP) were performed to

ensure that the right shear rates are obtained at the location of the catheter. The shear rate
varies from 0.2 s−1 to 2 s−1. It was found that with these flow conditions, the occurrence of

blood-cell aggregation corresponds to that during the in-vivo measurements performed at the
lowest shear conditions in the right atrium (see the remark at the end of this section).

6 The phase errors are significantly greater than the gain errors, and are due to the presence of a thin biolayer that forms
on the electrodes and the polarization impedance. Both behave like a phase element (imperfect capacitor). Therefore,
only the modulus of the impedance is used.
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Figure 4.28 Main tube of the in-vitro setup. Reproduced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V
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Figure 4.29 The resistance Rp measured with the in-vitro setup: (a) Rp versus T measured at shear

rate of 1 s−1; (b) Rp versus Ht and the least-squares-fitting curve, as measured at 37 ∘C. Reproduced by

permission of Martil Instruments B.V

Figure 4.29 shows the values of the plasma resistance Rp measured with the in-vitro setup. It
was found that Rp is a very accurate measure for the hematocrit, provided that the temperature
coefficient of the specific blood-plasma resistance is taken into account.
Figure 4.30 shows themeasured value ofCm versus blood viscosity. In this case, the viscosity

𝜂 was measured with a Contraves LS30 viscometer using whole-blood samples and testing
them at appropriate shear rates [9]. The least-square fitting curve can be expressed as:

Cm = 𝛼 ln
𝜂

𝜂0
+ 𝛽, (4.19)

or

𝜂 = 𝜂0e
1
𝛼
(Cm−𝛽), (4.20)

where 𝛼 = 0.1544 nF∕cm, 𝛽 = −0.1025 nF∕cm, and 𝜂0 = 1 mPa.s. For further experimental
results, the reader is referred to [9]. The HemoCard Vision® system was successfully used in
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Figure 4.30 The capacitance Cm versus whole-blood viscosity and the least-squares fitting curve.

Reproduced by permission of Martil Instruments B.V

a limited in-vivo human pilot study to monitor recipients of stem-cell transplants (HSCT) after
certain therapies. In this case, the system continuously registered core-body temperature, heart
rate, hematocrit and whole-blood viscosity, while using Equation (4.20) to calculate viscos-
ity [9]. Unfortunately, because of the limitations and variations in the specific circumstances
of this study, the results were too complex to discuss in this book. For further reading, the
interested reader is referred to [9].

4.6 Conclusions

The physical and chemical properties of materials and structures can be derived from electrical
characteristics that can be measured with impedance sensors. Because these characteristics
tend to be cross-sensitive tomany other parameters beyond the properties of interest, the design
of such sensor systems requires careful characterization and modeling of the measurement
conditions and the actual environment. In this chapter, various case studies have shown how
the main problems can be understood and can often be solved using dedicated measurement
techniques and design approaches. These case studies are as follows:

Case study 1 concerns sensor elements the electrical behavior of which can be characterized
by a single electrical measurand, such as capacitance or resistance. Such sensor elements
are applied in, for instance, mechanical sensors to measure position, displacement, speed
and acceleration, or other physical sensors to measure relative humidity. The resistance or
capacitance of single elements can be measured with simple circuits using square-wave
excitation signals. In addition to their simplicity, such interfaces can offer the attractive
features of having a low power dissipation and high accuracy. It has been shown that parasitic
physical effects can cause accuracy and reliability problems. These problems can often be
mitigated or eliminated by using appropriate measurement techniques, such as two-port
methods, the fast-discharge technique, or active guarding.

Case study 2 concerns the detection of bacterial growth in packed food products, and specif-
ically testing the sterility of UHF milk. The electrical properties of milk can simply be
characterized by a conductance and a capacitance. Bacterial growth affects the conduc-
tance parameters. For a properly chosen frequency range, the capacitance parameter can
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be neglected, which simplifies the measurement problem. In the case of the non-invasive

measurement of packed food products, the wall of the package will introduce a series capac-

itance. By using sinusoidal excitation signals and measuring the phase and magnitude,

a reactive and a resistive parameter – for instance, a capacitance or a resistance – can be

found in a single measurement. It has been shown that, even with simple relaxation oscil-

lators, capacitance and conductance can be measured, while eliminating the effects of the

offset and gain parameters of the interface circuit. This can be implemented by doing four

measurements in four different relaxation-oscillator configurations.

Case study 3 concerns the detection of the water content in soil. In this application the liquid

to be characterized has both a strong conductance component and a capacitive one, both

of which depend on various physical and chemical effects. While the admittance compo-

nent depends on both water content and mineral concentration, the capacitance component

primarily depends on water content, while being less sensitive for mineral concentration.

Therefore, the capacitance is a good indicator of water content. To measure this capacitance

accurately enough in the presence of a rather low shunting resistance, sinusoidal signals with

a relatively high frequency should be used, that is, beyond 20MHz. To reduce the influence

of the skin effect and the proximity effect, a small measurement probe should be used. Con-

sequently, when the mineral concentrations are high, the detection volume is small. To cover

a larger volume, a cluster of sensors can be used. A prototype interface circuit has been dis-

cussed. With this circuit, a capacitance of 33 pF can be measured with an error of only 1 pF

(3%) in the presence of a shunting resistance of as low as 22 Ω.
Case study 4 concerns impedance measurement in human blood. Blood is a complex material

because it is an emulsion of conductive material (plasma) and blood cells with a dielec-

tric wall and conductive contents. Due to the aggregation (clustering) of red blood cells,

blood is a non-Newtonian liquid, which means that its viscosity depends on the shear rate.

With a set of measurements at a number of well-chosen frequencies, it is possible to mea-

sure capacitive and resistive components of blood from which important parameters such

as blood viscosity and hematocrit (volume concentration of red blood cells) can be derived.

In the case of in-vivo measurements, these measurements are performed in a fraction of a

cardiac cycle and synchronized with the T-wave in the cardiac cycle. Experimental results

of in-vitro measurements have been reported. A limited pilot study with in-vivo testing has

been successfully performed.
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5.1 Introduction

Inexpensive MEMS gyroscopes are enabling a wide range of automotive and consumer

applications. Examples include image stabilization in cameras, game consoles, and improving

vehicle handling on challenging terrain. Many of these applications impose very stringent

requirements on power dissipation. For continued expansion into new applications it is

imperative to reduce power consumption of present devices by an order-of-magnitude.

Gyroscopes infer angular rate from measuring the Coriolis force exerted on a vibrating or

rotating mass. For typical designs and inputs, this signal is extremely small, requiring ultralow

noise pickup electronic circuits. This low noise requirement directly translates into excessive

power dissipation.

This chapter describes a solution that exploits mechanical signal amplification using a tech-

nique called mode-matching. The electronic circuit continuously senses the resonance fre-

quency of the mechanical sense element and electrically tunes it to maximize the output signal.

A new and robust feedback controller is used to accurately control the scaling factor and

bandwidth of the gyroscope while at the same time guaranteeing stability in the presence of

undesired parasitic resonances.

5.2 Power-Efficient Coriolis Sensing

After a brief review of the basic operating principle of vibratory gyroscopes, this section

explores opportunities for improving the power efficiency of the readout interface, identifying
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mode-matching as a potential means to reduce power dissipation by orders of magnitude from
the levels set by traditional vibratory gyroscopes.

5.2.1 Review of Vibratory Gyroscopes

Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic operating principles of vibratory gyroscopes. A proof mass
suspended by springs to a frame is maintained in a steady-state oscillatory motion along the
drive axis. Rotation of the frame in the plane formed by the drive and sense axes produces,
along the sense axis, a Coriolis acceleration that is proportional to the product of the drive
velocity and the angular rate. If we express the drive oscillation as xd = xd0 cos(𝜔dt) where
xd0 and 𝜔d are respectively the amplitude and angular frequency of the drive oscillation, then
the Coriolis acceleration due to an angular rate Ω is

ac = 2 Ω ẋd

= −2 Ω 𝜔d xd0
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟

ac0

sin(𝜔dt) (5.1)

where ac0 is the amplitude of the oscillatory Coriolis acceleration. The angular rate Ω is
inferred from measuring the Coriolis acceleration ac.
To first order, each axis of a vibratory gyroscope is a second-order system. Vacuum pack-

aging results in highly under-damped resonance modes. The resonance mode along the drive
axis is referred to as the drive mode and the one along the sense axis is referred to as the sense
mode. The two resonance frequencies are usually mismatched intentionally. Figure 5.2 shows
a schematic illustration of the frequency response along the drive and sense axes. The drive
oscillation normally occurs at the drive resonance frequency to benefit from the amplification
by the quality factor of the drive mode. Consequently, the Coriolis acceleration is also centered
at the drive resonance.

5.2.2 Electronic Interface

Figure 5.3 shows a simple generalized model of a gyroscope with the electronic interface
necessary to produce the final output. An oscillator establishes the above mentioned drive
oscillation at the drive resonance frequency, and the Coriolis readout interface detects and

Frame
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Sense

Axis

Drive

Axis

xs

xd

Figure 5.1 Vibratory gyroscope operating principle
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Figure 5.3 Simplified model of gyroscope with the necessary electronic interface

amplifies the Coriolis acceleration. A demodulator demodulates the angular rate signal from

the Coriolis acceleration, and a low-pass filter removes, from the final output, artifacts of the

demodulation and other unwanted signals outside the desired frequency band.

The high quality factors achievable with vacuum packaging greatly relax the oscillator power

requirements. The demodulator and low-pass filter contribute marginally to the overall inter-

face power dissipation since they handle already amplified signals and thus are not noise

limited. This leaves the readout interface which detects Coriolis accelerations with extremely

high precision as the dominant source of power dissipation. Many applications require a dig-

ital output resulting in additional power dissipation in the analog-to-digital conversion. The

readout interface, therefore, holds the key to substantial reductions in the overall electronic

interface power dissipation.

5.2.3 Readout Interface

The readout interface senses the Coriolis acceleration indirectly by detecting the motion the

Coriolis acceleration induces on the proof mass along the sense axis. The induced motion is

oscillatory and is of the form xs = xs0 sin(𝜔dt + 𝜙s) where xs0 is the amplitude of the motion

and 𝜙s is the phase lag of the sense axis response at the drive frequency. The motion is detected
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by measuring the capacitance between the proof mass and fixed electrodes. The capacitance

varies with, and is thus a good indicator of, displacement. Capacitive sensing is attractive for

low cost inertial sensors because it is compatible withmost fabrication processes and the capac-

itive interface can be easily used for force actuation. The capacitance is normally implemented

with transverse comb fingers for maximum displacement-to-capacitance sensitivity which is

advantageous for maximizing the overall sensitivity of the sensing element.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the most basic readout interface consisting of the sensing element and a

position sense front-end amplifier. A simple suspension with four beams that are compliant in

both the drive and sense directions is shown; in practice, more elaborate solutions that enable

the independent optimization of the drive and sense modes are preferred [1, 2]. The front-end

amplifier converts the differential capacitance between the proof mass and the fixed electrodes

into voltage or current. Unfortunately, the amplifier’s output will, invariably, be corrupted by

electronic noise which we model by an equivalent source in series with the input of the ampli-

fier. This noise limits the displacement resolution of the front-end and directly impacts the

power dissipation of the overall interface.

A key performance metric for any sensor is the minimum detectable signal. For vibratory

gyroscopes, the fundamental limit is set by (1) the Brownian motion of the gas surrounding

the proof mass and (2) the thermal noise of the circuit elements comprising the readout

interface. For maximum performance (resolution), the Brownian motion should dominate the

system noise floor to preserve the intrinsic performance of the sensing element, but often and

especially in systems that are operated in vacuum, circuit noise dominates over Brownian

noise. In such cases, reducing the minimum detectable signal within a given bandwidth by

a factor of two requires a proportional reduction in the standard deviation of the circuit noise

within the same bandwidth which, in turn, requires a four-fold increase in device currents.

Improving the angular rate resolution without the associated increase in power dissipation is

thus a major challenge.

Since, due to manufacturing tolerances, the drive and sense springs are imperfectly

orthogonal, some of the drive oscillation leaks directly into the sense axis, resulting in

large undesired sense axis oscillatory motion that is in quadrature with the desired Coriolis

acceleration induced motion. The demodulation signal from the oscillator circuit normally

has substantial phase noise which the so called quadrature error can mix down reciprocally,

Coriolis
Acceleration

Drive
Motion

Electronic
Noise

Output

Front-End

Sense Element

Figure 5.4 Basic Coriolis readout interface (drive details omitted)
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raising the overall interface noise floor beyond that set by the front-end. Fortunately, most but

not all of the quadrature error can be nulled using special quadrature nulling electrodes [3].

The residual error can be rejected during the demodulation process by using an appropriately

phased demodulation signal since the error is in quadrature with the desired signal. Achieving

a high degree of rejection requires a well defined phase relationship between the quadrature

error and the drive oscillation from which the demodulation signal is normally derived.

Ensuring that the phase relationship is well defined is the second significant challenge for the

readout interface.

There is also the Coriolis offset which comes from leakage of the drive force into the sense

axis due to misalignment of the drive combs. This error is minimized by vacuum packaging

since the increased quality factors enable the use of smaller drive forces which result in smaller

forces feeding through to the sense axis [4].

Other challenges include obtaining a wide enough signal bandwidth and ensuring that the

overall gain (scale factor) is stable over fabrication tolerances and ambient variations. A wide

bandwidth is necessary especially in control applications such as vehicle stability control

where sensors with minimum phase lag are required.

5.2.4 Improving Readout Interface Power Efficiency

In a vibratory gyroscope, rotation is converted to Coriolis acceleration that is detected by

measuring the consequent motion of the proof mass. A “rate grade” resolution of 0.1∘∕s∕
√
Hz

translates into a displacement resolution on the order of 100 fm∕
√
Hz in typical gyroscope

designs. Current state-of-the art interfaces resolve 60 fm∕
√
Hz while dissipating 30 mW

[2]. Applications such as image stabilization in cameras and vehicle stability control require

an order of magnitude better angular rate resolution for similar or lower power dissipation.

Unfortunately, power dissipation in a noise limited readout interface is, to first order, inversely

proportional to the square of the displacement resolution. Thus, while 0.01∘∕s∕
√
Hz can

be achieved through traditional means by simply resolving 10 fm∕
√
Hz, the 1 W of power

required makes such a noise floor impractical in the target applications. Essentially, the

readout interface power efficiency must be improved to enable the use of high-resolution

angular rate sensors in power constrained applications. Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) passively requires increasing the sensing element’s angular rate-to-sense motion

sensitivity (Δxs0∕ΔΩ) so that the same angular rate produces a larger sense motion amplitude.

The angular rate-to-sense motion sensitivity can be expressed as the product of two factors:

Δxs0
ΔΩ

=
(Δac0

ΔΩ

)(Δxs0
Δac0

)
. (5.2)

The first factor is the angular rate-to-Coriolis acceleration sensitivity which indicates the

amplitude of the Coriolis acceleration produced by a given angular rate. This factor is

normally maximized by a large drive oscillation amplitude. The second factor is the Coriolis

acceleration-to-sense motion sensitivity which indicates the sense motion amplitude resulting

from a given Coriolis acceleration amplitude. The drive and sense resonance frequencies are

normally mismatched either by design or due to fabrication tolerances and ambient variations.

However, if they were perfectly matched, the Coriolis acceleration would be centered at the

sense mode frequency, and because of the consequent amplification by the sense mode quality
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factor, the same Coriolis acceleration, and consequently the same angular rate, would produce

a much larger sense motion [5]. Continuing with the previous example and assuming a ten

fold increase in Coriolis acceleration-to-sense motion sensitivity, an angular rate resolution of

0.01∘∕s∕
√
Hz would require a displacement resolution on the order of 100 fm∕

√
Hz rather

than the more stringent 10 fm∕
√
Hz, which translates into two orders of magnitude power

dissipation reduction over the original example.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we propose to exploit the free mechanical amplifica-

tion provided by the sense resonance to greatly relax the noise requirements, and therefore

substantially reduce the power dissipation, of the readout interface.

5.2.5 Exploiting the Sense Resonance

Matching the drive and sense modes, or so-called mode-matching, increases sense displace-

ments by the sense mode quality factor and thereby relaxes the noise requirements of the

front-end, but also brings several problems, chief among which are an extremely narrow sense

bandwidth due to the high quality factor, and increased gain variation and phase uncertainty

due to fabrication tolerances and ambient variations. The bandwidth is given by

fBW =
fs
2Qs

(5.3)

where fs and Qs are the frequency and quality factor of the sense resonance. With

mode-matching, the frequency of the sense resonance is equal to that of the drive. The

drive frequency and sense mode quality factor, typically on the order of 15 kHz and 1000

respectively, result in bandwidths on the order of 7.5 Hz which is in stark contrast to the 50 Hz

required by automotive and consumer applications. The 7.5 Hz 3-dB bandwidth is moreover

poorly controlled due to the normally substantial variation of the quality factor with the

ambient. The variation of quality factor also results in gain variation. Figure 5.5 illustrates this

problem. Also, the invariably limited accuracy and bandwidth of any practical mode-matching

scheme will result in a small residual frequency mismatch. Especially considering the process

and ambient variations of the residual mismatch, the very abrupt phase change near the

sense resonance results in substantial phase uncertainty which exacerbates the task of

rejecting quadrature error. Figure 5.6 illustrates this problem. Due to these difficulties, many

gyroscope implementations avoid mode-matching and instead operate away from the sense

resonance, obtaining a larger bandwidth and better defined gain and phase at the expense of

sensitivity [4, 6]. A practical readout interface exploiting the sense resonance must overcome

the problems arising from mode-matching in a way that neither interferes with gyroscope

performance nor negates the power advantage derived from mode-matching.

Feedback is widely used in electronics to obtain precise characteristics, for example precise

gains, from imprecise elements. It has been used in sensors to improve bandwidth, dynamic

range, linearity, and drift [7, 8]. Especially in high-Q vibratory gyroscopes with matched

modes, feedback is imperative to ensure proper operation. Figure 5.7 shows the sensing ele-

ment enclosed in a force feedback loop. A compensator and a force transducer are added to the

basic open-loop interface to form a closed-loop interface. Based on the motion sensed by the

front-end, the compensator produces an estimate of the Coriolis force which the force trans-

ducer applies with opposite polarity on the proof mass to null the sense motion. Perfect nulling
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Figure 5.6 Gain and phase variation with residual mismatch

of the proof mass motion implies that the feedback force is exactly equal and opposite to the

Coriolis force. While this is impossible to achieve over all frequencies, in practice, adequate

nulling is possible within a limited frequency band where the force feedback open-loop gain is

sufficiently high.Within that frequency band, the output of the closed-loop interface is an accu-

rate representation of the Coriolis acceleration. Figure 5.8 compares the frequency responses
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Figure 5.8 Illustrative example of sensor and closed-loop frequency responses

of the open-loop sensor and that of a closed-loop interface that has a high open-loop gain over

a frequency range that extends beyond the resonance of the sensing element. Electronic cir-

cuits implementing the compensator provide the necessary open-loop gain. Regardless of the

variations of the sensor parameters, the closed-loop response remains flat and stable over a

much wider frequency range. Thus, the traditional tradeoff of mechanical sensitivity for larger

bandwidth and better defined gain and phase is unnecessary.

5.3 Mode Matching

Maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement afforded bymode-matching requires

the frequency matching error to be less than the reciprocal of the sense mode quality factor. For

example, a sense mode quality factor of 1000 requires less than 0.1% matching error. Process

tolerances and ambient variations limit the minimum matching error achievable with low-cost

manufacturing to about 2% [4], mandating resonance frequency calibration.
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One way to perform the calibration is to fully characterize the dependence of frequency

matching on physical parameters such as temperature and then use the data to calibrate the

sense resonance frequency at runtime. The high cost of fully characterizing the sensing element

at the factory puts this technique at odds with the cost constraints of MEMS gyroscope appli-

cations. The alternative approach is to continuously monitor sensor properties that vary with

frequencymatching. Previously proposed calibration schemes of this type determine frequency

matching by monitoring sensor properties such as gain and phase lag [1, 9]. Unfortunately,

those properties are not easily measurable when the sensing element is part of a force feed-

back loop. Since force feedback is imperative to ensure proper operation of a mode matched

gyroscope, we need to develop a way to measure the relevant sensor properties in a way that

is compatible with closed-loop sensing.

5.3.1 Estimating the Mismatch

Figure 5.9 models the dynamics of the sense axis as a lumped spring-mass-damper system.

The system from the force input to the displacement output has the transfer function

Hs(s) =
1

ms s2 + bs s + ks
(5.4)

where ms and bs are respectively the mass and damping factor, and ks is the variable stiffness
which we aim to observe and ultimately control. The task of mode-matching is to force ks to
approach the optimal stiffness ks,opt = ms𝜔

2
d at which the sense resonance frequency equals

the drive frequency. This requires the monitoring of the deviation of the actual stiffness from

the optimal value.

bs

ms
1

s
1

s
1Fs

Fs Hs(s) xs

ks

ks

xsxs xs+

−

−

Figure 5.9 Second-order sense dynamics with variable stiffness
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The feedback path of a stable closed-loop system determines the closed-loop response

provided that the open-loop gain is much greater than unity. We exploit this property to isolate

the characteristics of the sensing element from the rest of the feedback loop by choosing a cal-

ibration input that places only the sense dynamics in the feedback path. Figure 5.10 shows the

force feedback loop with the added calibration input. We have replaced the front-end and the

force transducer by position-to-voltage gain Kx−𝑣 and voltage-to-force gain K𝑣−f respectively.
The transfer function from the calibration input to the output assuming a high open-loop gain is

Gcal(s) ≈
1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣 Hs(s)
∝ 1

Hs(s)

≈ 1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
(ms s

2 + bs s + ks). (5.5)

The gain terms K𝑣−f and Kx−𝑣 affect only the static gain of Gcal(s) and not the location of the

complex zeros. Figure 5.11 compares the frequency responses of Hs(s) and Gcal(s). The notch
and 90∘ phase lead of Gcal(s) exactly mirror the peak and 90∘ phase lag of Hs(s) at resonance
making Gcal(s) an excellent, albeit inverse, proxy for Hs(s). In a sense, Gcal(s) is preferable
over Hs(s) because it avoids the high-Q poles in Hs(s) that severely limit the tracking

bandwidth of conventional open-loop sensing based frequency calibration techniques [9].

One possible way to use the calibration input to estimate the frequency mismatch is to mon-

itor the phase shift from the calibration input to the output using a pilot tone at the drive

frequency. Unfortunately, this approach is problematic because the tone would invariably inter-

fere with the Coriolis signal. We overcome this problem by using two pilot tones that are

referenced to the drive frequency and located outside the desired signal band with one tone

above and the other below the desired signal band. We adjust the tones to equalize their output
amplitudes when the drive and sense resonance frequencies match. If after the adjustment the

sense resonance frequency drifts higher (or lower) than the drive frequency, the amplitude of

the higher frequency tone becomes smaller (or larger) than that of the lower frequency tone.

Thus, the amplitude difference indicates the magnitude and direction of frequency mismatch.

Figure 5.12 illustrates this estimation principle.

+ + +

−

ks Cal. Signal (υcal)

Output (υo)
Coriolis
Force

Kυ−f

Kx−υHs(s) Hc(s)

Sense
Dynamics

Position
To Voltage

Compensator

Voltage
To Force

Figure 5.10 Force feedback loop with added calibration input. The sense dynamics are in the feedback

path with respect to the calibration input
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of the frequency responses of Hs(s) and Gcal(s)
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Figure 5.12 Frequency mismatch estimation principle. The dashed lines indicate |Gcal(j𝜔)|. (a) The
amplitudes match when the drive and sense frequencies match. The higher frequency tone becomes

(b) smaller when the sense resonance frequency drifts higher, and (c) larger when the sense resonance

frequency drifts lower
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If 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 are the input amplitudes and 𝜔1 and 𝜔2 are the angular frequencies of the tones,
then the responses at the output are

𝑣o1 =Gcal(j𝜔1)𝑣1

=
𝑣1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣

(
ks − ms𝜔

2
1

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝑣o1,I

+ j
𝑣1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
bs𝜔1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝑣o1,Q

(5.6)

and

𝑣o2 =Gcal(j𝜔2)𝑣2

=
𝑣2

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣

(
ks − ms𝜔

2
2

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝑣o2,I

+ j
𝑣2

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
bs𝜔2

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝑣o2,Q

. (5.7)

The in-phase terms 𝑣o1,I and 𝑣o2,I are useful since they are modulated by ks. The quadrature
terms 𝑣o1,Q and 𝑣o2,Q are useless and are rejected by synchronously demodulating the in-phase
terms. Their rejection makes this approach insensitive to damping factor variations to first
order. Another welcome feature of synchronous demodulation is that it preserves the signs
of the in-phase terms. This, combined with the phase inversion beyond the sense resonance
frequency, allows amplitude differencing to be realized by simply summing 𝑣o1,I and 𝑣o2,I.
Figure 5.13 shows the very simple realization of the estimator. Signals similar to the pilot

tones are used in the demodulation. The final error signal is

𝑣err = 𝑣o1,I + 𝑣o2,I

=
𝑣1 + 𝑣2
K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
estimator gain

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ks − ms

⎛⎜⎜⎝
𝜔2
1

1 + 𝑣2
𝑣1

+
𝜔2
2

1 + 𝑣1
𝑣2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

reference stiffness

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.8)

We adjust the pilot tone parameters as previously mentioned such that the reference stiffness
is equal to the optimal stiffness ks,opt. If we fix the tone frequencies to 𝜔1 = 𝜔d − 𝜔cal and
𝜔2 = 𝜔d + 𝜔cal, then the amplitudes must satisfy

𝑣2
𝑣1

=
2𝜔d − 𝜔cal
2𝜔d + 𝜔cal

. (5.9)

The unequal amplitudes account for the logarithmic nature of frequency behavior and the
asymmetry between the low and high frequency responses of Gcal(s). The constraint results in
an error signal that is exactly proportional to the difference between the actual stiffness and
the optimal stiffness, i.e. 𝑣err = Ke(ks − ks,opt) where Ke is the estimator gain.

5.3.2 Tuning Out the Mismatch

Figure 5.14 shows a simplified model of a balanced transverse comb electrostatic actuator. The
proof mass is grounded and the fixed electrodes are biased at Vtune. This actuator configuration
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Figure 5.13 Estimator realization and linearized model

Vtune

xs

Figure 5.14 Voltage tunable spring implemented by a balanced transverse comb electrostatic actuator

implements a voltage tunable spring in the transverse direction with stiffness [1]

ke = −
Ctune
x2g

V2
tune (5.10)

where xg and Ctune are respectively the gap and net capacitance between the proof mass and
the fixed electrodes in the transverse direction when the proof mass is undeflected. The voltage
tunable spring combines with other springs suspending the sense axis to yield the net stiffness

ks = km + ke

= km −
Ctune
x2g

V2
tune (5.11)

where km is the combined stiffness of the other springs consisting mainly of flextures and
parasitic springs from electrostatic force feedback and quadrature nulling. Since the tunable
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spring only softens ks, it is important to design the flextures to be stiffer than the optimal
stiffness by sufficient margin to accommodate force feedback and quadrature nulling induced
spring softening in addition to process and ambient variations.
The position sense electrodes are normally realized by transverse combs and thus can double

as tuning combs, eliminating the need for a set of electrodes dedicated to stiffness tuning only.
Time multiplexing position sensing and stiffness tuning at a sufficiently high rate is one way
to share the electrodes. In this case, the effective electrostatic stiffness is scaled by the duty
factor of the stiffness tuning phase. From the point of view of minimizing power dissipation,
however, a dedicated set of tuning combs is preferable to avoid the typically substantial power
penalty associated with charging and discharging the sense capacitors at a high rate.

5.3.3 Closing the Tuning Loop

The frequency mismatch estimator and voltage tunable spring comprise the necessary ele-
ments to implement automatic resonance frequency tuning. The only remaining element is a
controller to close the tuning loop. The controller should drive the frequency mismatch esti-
mate to zero and remain stable at all operating points. The square dependence of the tunable
stiffness on voltage results in signal dependent loop gain and must be taken into account in the
controller design. Figure 5.15 shows one way to implement the tuning loop. The loop includes
an explicit square-root function to counter the square dependence of stiffness on voltage. The
open-loop transfer function of the resulting linearized loop is

Gtune = Ke Vref
Ctune
x2g

Hf (s). (5.12)

A loop filter with infinite DC gain drives the mismatch to zero.
To simplify system implementation, the square-root may be omitted as shown in Figure 5.16

with the penalty that the loop will exhibit a nonlinear settling behavior. The uncompensated
square nonlinearity in the loop results in the small-signal open-loop transfer function

Gtune = 2 Ke Vtune
Ctune
x2g

Hf (s) (5.13)

which depends on the bias point Vtune.

ks,opt

υerr Vtune

(V*
tune)

2
V*

tuneCtune
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km Ke
++

+

−

−

Hf(s)
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Tunable
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Loop
Filter

sqrt(VrefVtune)

Figure 5.15 Tuning loop with nonlinearity compensation
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Figure 5.16 Tuning loop without nonlinearity compensation
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Figure 5.17 Possible spectra of pilot tones modulated by frequency mismatch. (a) Static mismatch

is fully recoverable. (b) Dynamic mismatch with variation bandwidth less than 𝜔cal is fully recover-

able. (c) Dynamic mismatch with variation bandwidth greater than 𝜔cal resulting in overlapping spectral

components is not fully recoverable

A fundamental property of the proposed estimator is that the mismatch information is mod-

ulated onto carriers at 𝜔d ± 𝜔cal. If the mismatch is not constant but time varying, then the

modulated signals occupy a non-zero bandwidth. Full recovery of the modulated information

is possible provided that their spectral components do not alias. Figure 5.17 illustrates the var-

ious possible cases. A unity gain or gain crossover frequency of much less than 𝜔cal allows the

loop filter, which can be a simple integrator, enough margin to provide adequate anti-aliasing

filtering at 𝜔cal to prevent aliasing and ensure proper loop operation. A higher-order loop
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filter could provide better attenuation, but the consequent increased phase lag would limit the

potential tracking bandwidth improvement. A tracking bandwidth of about 25 Hz or settling

time constant of about 6 ms is possible for 𝜔cal = 2𝜋 × 250 Hz.

5.3.4 Practical Considerations

We now turn to issues concerning practical signal synthesis, demodulation, and filtering, and

the effects of finite force feedback open-loop gain and potential interference from large inertial

forces.

5.3.4.1 Practical Signal Synthesis, Demodulation, and Filtering

As shown in Figure 5.18, an offset before the loop filter is indistinguishable from the actual

error signal and is consequently a source of systematic frequency offset. Digital implemen-

tation of calibration signal synthesis, demodulation, and loop filtering in the experimental

prototype avoids the substantial offsets that are possible in analog implementations.

Even with digital implementation, generating a calibration signal with the precise amplitude

ratio given by (5.9) is inconvenient. Using tones with equal amplitudes is far more convenient

and allows the calibration signal to be used directly for demodulation, leading to simpler sys-

tem implementation as shown in Figure 5.19. With 𝑣1 = 𝑣2 and the tone frequencies defined

previously, (5.8) becomes

𝑣err ∝ ks − ms(𝜔2
d + 𝜔2

cal) ≈ ks − ms𝜔
2
d

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 + 1

2

𝜔2
cal

𝜔2
d

⏟⏟⏟
offset

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

(5.14)
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Figure 5.18 Problem of calibration signal, demodulator, and loop filter offset. The lumped offset before

the loop filter appears as an equivalent stiffness offset
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Figure 5.19 Practical estimator with digitally synthesized equal amplitude tones and digitally imple-

mented demodulator and loop filter

where the approximation assumes that 𝜔cal ≪ 𝜔d and we have omitted the gain factor for sim-

plicity. Basically, using equal amplitudes introduces a frequency offset that forces the sense

resonance frequency to be slightly higher than the drive frequency. Fortunately, the error is neg-

ligible relative to signal bandwidth if the tones are located just outside the desired signal band

as the following example illustrates. A bandwidth of 50 Hz is typical in consumer and automo-

tive applications. Choosing 𝜔cal = 2𝜋 × 250 Hz places the pilot tones well outside the desired

signal band and, with a drive frequency of 15 kHz, results in an offset of 0.013% or 2 Hz.

5.3.4.2 Finite Force Feedback Open-Loop Gain

Since an arbitrarily high open-loop gain is difficult to attain in practice, it is useful to quantify

the impact of finite open-loop gain on estimator performance. With finite open-loop gain, the

transfer function from the calibration input to the output becomes

Gcal(s) =
(
1 − 1

1 + T(s)

)
1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣 Hs(s)
(5.15)

where T(s) = K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣 Hs(s)Hc(s) is the open loop transfer function, and the in-phase output
components become

𝑣o1,I =

(
1 −

ℜ
{
1 + T(j𝜔1)

}
|1 + T(j𝜔1)|2

)
𝑣1

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
(ks − ms𝜔

2
1
) (5.16)

and

𝑣o2,I =

(
1 −

ℜ
{
1 + T(j𝜔2)

}
|1 + T(j𝜔2)|2

)
𝑣2

K𝑣−f Kx−𝑣
(ks − ms𝜔

2
2
). (5.17)
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The imaginary part of T(j𝜔) causes a small portion of the damping term to appear in the
in-phase output components. We have neglected this effect for brevity since mode-matching
implies a high-Q resonance which, in turn, implies negligible damping.
It is evident from the above equations that finite open-loop gain introduces errors in the tone

amplitudes. Only a negligible estimator gain error arises if the amplitude errors in 𝑣o1,I and
𝑣o2,I match, otherwise a frequency offset also arises. Assuming a minimum open-loop gain of
Tmin, the worst case mismatch occurs when T(j𝜔1) = Tmin and T(j𝜔2) = −Tmin or vice versa.
In this case, the error signal is

𝑣err ∝ ks − ms

(
𝜔2
d +

2

Tmin

𝜔d𝜔cal

)
≈ ks − ms𝜔

2
d

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 + 1

Tmin

𝜔cal

𝜔d
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟

offset

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

. (5.18)

Fortunately, the offset is negligible for any reasonable open-loop gain. Continuing with the
previous example where 𝜔cal = 2𝜋 × 250 Hz, a minimum open-loop gain of 40 dB results in
a worst case offset of 0.017% or 2.5 Hz.

5.3.4.3 Interference from Large Inertial Forces

Since there is no filter to limit the bandwidth of Coriolis and other inertial forces that appear on
the sense axis, spectral components of those forces around𝜔d ± 𝜔cal can interfere with the pilot
tones and produce signal dependent frequency offset. The use of a tuning fork structure largely
rejects the linear acceleration component leaving the Coriolis acceleration component. In the
following analysis, we quantify the worst case error that the Coriolis acceleration component
can contribute.
The Coriolis acceleration can be expressed as

ac = 2 Ω ẋd + Ω̇ xd. (5.19)

The Ω̇ xd term captures an often neglected higher order effect that is important in the following
analysis. The worst case interference occurs when the angular rate is sinusoidally varying at
𝜔cal in which case the angular rate can be expressed as

Ω = Ω0 cos(𝜔calt + 𝜙Ω). (5.20)

where Ω0 is the amplitude and 𝜙Ω is the phase which can assume any value. If the drive axis
oscillates according to xd = xd0 cos(𝜔dt), then the Coriolis acceleration resulting from the
angular rate is

ac = −2 Ω0 𝜔d xd0 cos(𝜔calt + 𝜙Ω) sin(𝜔dt)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

2 Ω ẋd

− Ω0 𝜔cal xd0 sin(𝜔calt + 𝜙Ω) cos(𝜔dt)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Ω̇ xd

. (5.21)

The acceleration appears at the output of the force feedback loop scaled by ms∕K𝑣−f (see

Figure 5.10). The 2 Ω ẋd term dominates by far since it is multiplied by𝜔d while the Ω̇ xd term
is multiplied by the much smaller 𝜔cal. It is therefore important to generate the calibration and
demodulation signals by using a sinusoid at 𝜔cal to modulate the amplitude of a carrier that is
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in phasewith the drive displacement (and thus in quadraturewith the drive velocity) to enable
the rejection of the dominant 2 Ω ẋd term. After demodulation, the Ω̇ xd term remains and the

error signal becomes

𝑣err = Ke(ks − ms𝜔
2
d) −

ms

K𝑣−f
Ω0 𝜔cal xd0

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
worst case

. (5.22)

The consequent offset error is minimized by maximizing the estimator gain Ke which requires
the use of large amplitude pilot tones. The amplitudes can not be arbitrarily large, however,

since the resulting output signals must live within the force feedback loop’s limited output

range. As we have already seen in Figure 5.12, the output amplitudes of the tones vary sub-

stantially with frequency mismatch. Since the amplitudes at worst case frequency mismatch

can be substantially higher than with perfect matching, the amplitudes should be small enough

to avoid overloading the output during startup when the system has the worst case frequency

mismatch. As frequency matching improves, the amplitudes, and consequently the estimator

gain, may be increased to minimize the impact of Coriolis interference. It is important to recip-

rocally lower some other gain factor while increasing estimator gain to maintain an optimal

tracking bandwidth. If the pilot tones are maximized, then for full-scale Coriolis acceleration

sinusoidally varying at the worst frequency and with the worst phase, the resulting fractional

matching error is on the order of𝜔2
cal∕𝜔

2
d, which is similar to the magnitude of the error coming

from both finite force feedback open-loop gain and the use of equal amplitude tones.

5.4 Force Feedback

5.4.1 Mode-Matching Consideration

Figure 5.20 shows how to drive the proof mass and position sense electrodes during the force

feedback phase to realize differential actuation. The proof mass is grounded, and the top and

bottom electrodes are biased at Vbias and driven differential by the feedback voltage 𝑣fb. In
another approach, the top and bottom electrodes are biased at Vbias and −Vbias respectively
and the proof mass is driven by 𝑣fb. Both approaches produce similar results. However, the

first approach is preferable since it requires only one bias voltage. In any case, the feedback

Vbias

υfb xs

υfb

+
−

+
−

Figure 5.20 Schematic diagram of the sense combs doubling as differential actuator
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force applied on the proof mass for displacements that are small relative to the gap is [1]

Ffb = 2
Cs0
xg

Vbias

⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
K𝑣−f

𝑣fb + 2
Cs0
x2g

(
V2
bias + 𝑣2fb

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

signal dependent
stiffness

xs (5.23)

where xg is the nominal gap and Cs0 is the nominal sense capacitance between the proof mass

and each pair of connected electrodes. In addition to the desired voltage controlled force with

a voltage-to-force gain of K𝑣−f , the transducer produces an unwanted stiffness term that also

depends on the feedback voltage. During normal operation, the tuning loop forces the pilot

tones used for resonance frequency calibration to have equal amplitudes at the output of the

force feedback loop. Neglecting other signals that may be present and assuming that propor-

tional feedback is used, the output signal will be of the form cos[(𝜔d − 𝜔cal)t] − cos[(𝜔d +
𝜔cal)t] = 2 sin(𝜔calt) sin(𝜔dt). The feedback voltage is derived from the output and thus can

be expressed as 𝑣fb = |𝑣fb| sin(𝜔calt) sin(𝜔dt). The square of this voltage modulates the signal

dependent stiffness term resulting in spectral components at DC in addition to 2𝜔cal, 2𝜔d, and

2𝜔d ± 2𝜔cal. While the DC component will be removed by the tuning loop, the AC com-

ponents, all of which are beyond the tracking bandwidth of the tuning loop, will remain.

Additional signals in the output, the Coriolis force for example, exacerbate the problem. Left

unaddressed, the parasitic tuning of stiffness by the feedback voltage would result in about 1%

dynamic variation of the sense resonance in the experimental prototype.

Bang-bang control, a feedback control strategy in which the feedback voltage is restricted

to just two levels, say ±Vbias, overcomes this problem. With bang-bang control, the feedback

voltage toggles between Vbias and −Vbias in such a way that its time-average approximates the

feedback voltage under proportional control. The technique converts the dynamic frequency

variation into a static error since, regardless of the spectral content of the feedback voltage,

the square is constant, V2
bias. The resulting static error is removed by the tuning loop.

5.4.2 Preliminary System Architecture and Model for Stability Analysis

Figure 5.21 summarizes the preliminary system architecture. To realize the above mentioned

bang-bang control, a single-bit quantizer placed after the compensator restricts the feedback

voltage to just two levels resulting in an architecture akin to a ΣΔ modulator with the noise

shaping realized by the sensing element complemented by the compensator [10–15]. The

inherent analog-to-digital conversion obviates the need for a dedicated high-resolution

A/D following the output, and the single-bit output facilitates implementation of the

mode-matching algorithm by reducing the demodulator to a simple multiplexer that either

keeps or inverts the sign of the demodulation signal. The boxcar filter captures the behavior of

the power-efficient position-sensing front-end proposed in [16]. The impulse response of the

feedback DAC accounts for the time-multiplexing of force feedback onto the position sense

electrodes. The delay to the beginning of the pulse accounts for the time it takes the compen-

sator and quantizer to process the position signal and produce the next output. As required by

the mode-matching algorithm, a DAC for injecting the calibration signal is included.

A major design goal is ensuring that the system is stable in the sense that the digital output

is free of large limit cycles and is a faithful representation of the Coriolis force. The presence
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Figure 5.21 Preliminary system architecture. The time Trst + 2Tint accounts for the reset, error integra-
tion, and error and signal integration phases of position sensing

of the quantizer results in a complex system behavior that is hard to analyze directly. The

describing function model, a widely used approximation in which the nonlinear element is

replaced with a signal-dependent gain and an additive noise source [17], captures sufficient

detail of the nonlinear behavior under certain conditions to yield valuable insight into the

nature of instability in the modulator [18]. Figure 5.22 shows the describing function model for

evaluating the robustness of various compensation schemes. To further facilitate the analysis,

we have also replaced the electromechanical chain with its impulse invariant discrete-time

equivalent [19].

5.4.3 Accommodating Parasitic Resonances

While the linear model above does not identify sufficient conditions for stability, it has been

found via simulation that the lack of phase margin in the model is a sufficient condition for

instability. We use this powerful capability in the following analysis to evaluate the robustness

of various compensation schemes.

Although practical gyroscopes typically have countless resonancemodes across a wide range

of frequencies, we consider for simplicity a hypothetical sensor with only one parasitic reso-

nance at 300 kHz in addition to a main resonance at 15 kHz. Figure 5.23 shows the frequency

response of the sensor along with that of the discretized electromechanical chain for a sam-

pling rate of 480 kHz. Since collocated control ensures the presence of a phase restoring

anti-resonance between successive resonances, the continuous-time phase response does not
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Figure 5.23 Frequency responses of a sensor with a parasitic resonance at 300 kHz that aliases down

to 180 kHz with increased excess phase lag in the discretized frequency response

cross the−180∘ threshold. However, the parasitic resonance, being in the second Nyquist zone,
aliases down with a very large excess phase lag since signals in even Nyquist zones alias with

inverted phase. Unfortunately, increasing the sampling rate to bring all resonances below the

Nyquist frequency is both impractical and ineffective. It is impractical because the sense and

parasitic capacitances and the wiring resistance of real sensors impose time constants that limit

the maximum sampling rate. It is ineffective because the processing delay together with other

delays in the electromechanical chain introduce additional phase lag that pushes the discretized
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phase response well below −180∘ even in the absence of parasitic resonances. The very large

excess phase lag in the example is therefore a fairly common occurrence. We now evaluate

the abilities of various compensation schemes to accommodate parasitic resonances with such

excess phase lag.

5.4.3.1 Traditional Lead Compensation

Readout interfaces employing ΣΔ force feedback must reject the quantization noise in the

desired signal band to a very high degree to satisfy stringent resolution requirements. Because

the frequency shaping provided by the sensing element alone is always insufficient to reject

quantization noise to a level below that set by the position sense front-end [19], the widely

used second-order modulator, the architecture in which the sensing element is the sole provider

of frequency shaping and the compensator only supplies phase lead, always has a degraded

SNR. The degradation can be quite substantial, for example 20 dB in [15]. It is possible to

realize a second-order architecture that avoids the SNR degradation by using multi-bit rather

than single-bit quantization. Among the disadvantages of this approach are the difficulty of

applying the required multi-bit force-feedback in a way that is compatible with the previ-

ously mentioned bang-bang control, the increased complexity of the demodulator used by

the mode-matching algorithm, and the increased complexity of the decimator used to process

the oversampled multi-bit output. Additional frequency shaping provided by the compensator

in the fourth-order modulator reported in [14] eliminates the SNR degradation with minimal

added complexity. We consider only that fourth-order architecture since it preserves the SNR

improvements with only a very modest increase in the overall system complexity.

The compensator used in the fourth-order architecture is of the form

Hc(z) =
z + a
z

⏟⏟⏟
lead
comp.

z2 + b1z + b2
z2 + cz + 1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
frequency
shaping

. (5.24)

The pair of imaginary poles controlled by c provides the above mentioned frequency shaping,

and the pair of complex zeros controlled by b1 and b2 compensates the phase lag of the imag-

inary poles. The zero at a provides phase lead at high frequencies to compensate the phase

lag of the discretized system. The pole at the origin, unavoidable since a physically realizable

system cannot have more zeros than poles, unfortunately negates the phase lead provided by

the zero, limiting the available phase lead near the Nyquist frequency. Figure 5.24 shows the

resulting open-loop frequency response for typical coefficient values. As one might expect,

the system is stable without the parasitic resonance. With the parasitic resonance, however,

the system possesses three unity gain frequencies, the last of which is characterized by a large

negative phase margin. Unfortunately, the system cannot be stabilized by simply lowering the

overall gain since doing so introduces negative phase margin at a different frequency. Even

after lowering the gain to a point where the available in-band loop gain is far too low to be

useful, the system remains unstable. Lacking the large phase lead needed to accommodate

high-Q parasitic resonances, compensators of this kind are inadequate for practical vacuum

packaged gyroscopes.
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Figure 5.24 Open-loop frequency response of a fourth-order modulator with a parasitic resonance.

(a) The system is unstable since there is no phase margin at the third unity gain frequency. (b) Lowering

the gain introduces negative phase margin at a different frequency and therefore fails to stabilize the

system. The dashed lines indicate the ideal response

5.4.3.2 Positive Feedback Technique

A block whose output is simply the negative of the input is normally thought of as introducing

180∘ of phase lag at all frequencies. Equally valid is thinking of the block as introducing

180∘ of phase lead at all frequencies since e±j𝜋 = −1. The 180∘ of phase lead is free to be

exploited provided that the consequent positive feedback is handled with care. To prevent

the positive feedback from leading to instability, the open-loop DC gain must be set below

unity and a lag compensator must be included to provide adequate phase margin at the first

unity gain frequency. Note that we have expanded the definition of phase margin to mean
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the minimum margin to ±180∘, not just the traditionally used −180∘. An open-loop DC gain

below unity, effectively resulting in the absence of force feedback at DC, is permissible in this

application since the Coriolis force is away fromDC.With these adjustments and the inclusion

of frequency shaping, the form of the compensator becomes

Hc(z) = − z
z + a
⏟⏟⏟

lag
compensator

z2 + b1z + b2
z2 + cz + 1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
frequency
shaping

. (5.25)

The minus sign provides the automatic 180∘ of phase lead. The pole at a provides the above
mentioned phase margin at the first unity-gain frequency. The zero at the origin is added to can-

cel the phase lag contributed by the pole at high frequencies since potential parasitic resonances

at those frequencies, having substantial phase lag themselves, require no additional lag com-

pensation. In similarity to the previously considered compensator, the pair of complex zeros

compensates the phase lag of the pair of imaginary poles included to provide the necessary

frequency shaping. Figure 5.25 shows the resulting open-loop frequency response for typical

coefficient values. The compensator provides ample phase margins for the parasitic resonance.

Themargin at low frequencies, though small, is enough for stability. Figure 5.26 shows the root

locus of the system. Except for the real pole of the compensator which exits the unit circle for

open-loop DC gains greater than unity, all the closed loop poles stay within the unit circle at all

gains. Setting the open-loop DC gain below unity with some safety margin guarantees stability.

The guarantee of stability for all open-loop DC gains below unity implies that the modulator

will always recover from an overload condition since overload only reduces the open-loop DC

gain. With these assurances of stability, parasitic resonances can be safely neglected.

A major drawback of this compensation scheme is that the open-loop gain cannot be

increased arbitrarily by including yet additional imaginary pole pairs since the entire phase

space from +180∘ to −180∘ has already been consumed by the phase lag coming from the
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Figure 5.25 Open-loop response of the positive feedback compensated loop
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Figure 5.26 Root locus of the positive feedback compensated loop. The high frequency imaginary

poles are due to the parasitic resonance. One of the two pairs of low frequency imaginary poles comes

from the sensor. The other pair and the real pole come from the compensator

imaginary poles of the sensor and the compensator (see Figure 5.25). Since the accuracy of

the mode-matching algorithm depends on the open-loop gain at the pilot tone frequencies, it is

important to verify that the open-loop gain resulting from the use of this scheme is sufficient.

The maximum achievable open-loop gain at a frequency offset Δf from the drive frequency

is given by

Gmax =
d
4

(
fd
Δf

)2

(5.26)

where d is a correction factor with a typical value of 0.25 to account for the less than unity DC
gain and the in-band gain reduction coming from the real pole and pair of complex zeros of

the compensator. The achievable gain of 47 dB at a 250 Hz offset from 15 kHz surpasses the

open-loop gain requirement in the experimental prototype.

5.4.4 Positive Feedback Architecture

A practical positive feedback based ΣΔ architecture must be capable of forcing the open-loop

DC gain below unity and must be tolerant of potential offsets in the sensor. In this section, we

derive one such architecture.

5.4.4.1 Setting the Open-Loop DC Gain

Scaling the signal levels in the force feedback loop does nothing to the open-loop gain because

the quantizer gain simply adjusts to keep it constant. Since, as mentioned previously, the quan-

tizer gain is signal dependent, it is possible to force the DC gain below unity by injecting an

appropriate amount of dither before the quantizer. Since the input variance of the quantizer

increases while the output remains constant, the quantizer gain decreases, lowering with it
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the open-loop gain. A pseudo-random binary sequence is a good dither signal since it also

helps to remove the tonal behavior of the modulator and is easily generated using a linear

feedback shift register. The sequence does not degrade the overall interface noise floor since,

like the quantization noise, it appears at the output frequency-shaped by both the sensor and

the compensator. The dither signal can also be injected before the compensator, in which case

it is important to inject dither that has undergone frequency-shaping to make up for the loss

of frequency shaping by the compensator. Figure 5.27 shows the alternative solutions. In the

experimental prototype, the dither is injected before the compensator to reuse the DAC used

to inject the calibration signal.

In the interest of reducing analog complexity, the calibration signal can be band-pass ΣΔ
modulated, then injected using a coarse DAC as shown in Figure 5.28 since the consequent

truncation noise outside the desired signal band is acceptable. In fact, the truncation noise,

having been shaped away from the desired signal band, can double as the dither, obviating

the need for an additional frequency shaped dither. This, however, requires careful calibration

of the coarse DAC gain to ensure that the truncation noise provides just the right amount

of dithering. Because of the difficulty posed by MEMS and IC process tolerances, we avoid

this solution in the experimental prototype and instead add a frequency shaped dither signal

whose magnitude is digitally adjusted to the correct value, and reduce the truncation noise

so that the process variation of the coarse DAC gain results in only a minor variation in the
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Figure 5.27 Lowering quantizer gain by injecting (a) white dither before the quantizer, and (b) shaped

dither before the compensator
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Figure 5.28 Using a digital ΣΔ modulator to reduce the analog complexity of the DAC, with the trun-

cation noise doubling as dither
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total dither. Figure 5.29 shows this solution. The frequency shaped dither is realized by reusing
the ΣΔ modulator to Δ modulate a white dither signal whose variance is adjustable. Multi-bit
truncation is necessary here to achieve the above mentioned truncation noise reduction.
The modulator requires, at minimum, a second-order band-pass loop filter to provide noise

shaping equivalent to that provided by the compensator. An additional integrator, included
to reject dither and truncation noise at low frequencies, prevents the injection of too much
disturbance into the sensor at low frequencies where the force feedback loop gain is too low.
The form of the loop filter is thus

Hd(z) =
1

z − 1
⏟⏟⏟

low-
frequency
shaping

z2 + d1z + d2
z2 + cz + 1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
in-band
shaping

. (5.27)

where d1 and d2 control the pair of complex zeros that compensate the phase lag introduced
by the pair of imaginary poles. The frequency of the pair of imaginary poles is controlled by c
and therefore coincides with the frequency-shaping poles of the compensator. The loop filter
is implemented entirely in the forward path with feed-forward summation to minimize the
in-band input-to-output phase lag since the mode-matching algorithm employs synchronous
demodulation and is therefore sensitive to phase error.

5.4.4.2 Accommodating Sensor Offset

Due to fabrication tolerances and packaging stress, the sensor typically suffers from
non-idealities such as non-zero nominal displacement from the balanced position and mis-
match between the differential sense and parasitic capacitances. These non-idealities manifest
as a DC or slowly drifting offset that often exceeds the full-scale measurement range of the
sensor [11]. Having substantial loop gain at DC, traditional negative feedback loops easily
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accommodate the offset. The loss of feedback at DC in the positive feedback architecture

results in the accumulation of offset before the quantizer, resulting in the departure of the

quantizer gain from the desired value and consequent degraded operation. Fortunately, the

problem is easily solved by a slow regulation loop that subtracts out the offset before the

quantizer. Alternatively, the offset compensation signal can be applied before the compensator.

In this case, the signal is added rather than subtracted since the compensator already performs

sign inversion. Figure 5.30 shows the two possible solutions. Regulating the DC value of

the output of the quantizer is permissible in this application since the Coriolis force is away

from DC. We implement the second approach as shown in Figure 5.31 to reuse the already

available system blocks. With this, we arrive at a system architecture that minimizes analog

complexity while providing all the functions necessary for digital implementation of the

mode-matching algorithm. Above all, the architecture is robust against parasitic resonances.

5.4.4.3 System Design

Figure 5.32 shows the analytical model for design. Arriving at a fully optimized design is quite

challenging due to the nesting of the digital ΣΔ loop within the offset compensation loop, and

interaction of the electronic loops with the main electromechanical loop. To make the process

more tractable, we proceed incrementally starting with only the main electromechanical loop,

adding the other loops as we proceed. The following is a design procedure that has been found

to enable rapid specification of all coefficients. Of course, the analytical results must always

be verified and refined via simulation.

• Design the compensator to provide adequate phase margins for the discretized electrome-

chanical chain with Kq adjusted to provide about 6 dB of gain margin at DC. Over design

of phase margin should be avoided since it requires the complex zeros and real pole of the

compensator to move closer to the unit circle which penalizes the in-band gain.

• Design the digital ΣΔ modulator with the noise notches placed at both DC and the drive

frequency. The white dither should be nominally sized to dominate over the truncation noise

so that the process variation of the coarse DAC gain is easily accommodated by digitally

resizing the white dither as mentioned previously. The number of truncation levels is as yet

unimportant provided that it is enough to fully accommodate the truncation noise and dither.
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• Close the offset compensation loop and choose the product of the accumulator and coarse

DAC gainsKaKd . The overall open-loop transfer function with the loop broken immediately

after the quantizer (the spot marked by x in Figure 5.32) is

Gopen(z) = KqHc(z)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣Heq(z) −

⏞⏞⏞
KaKd
z − 1

KtHd(z)
1 + KtHd(z)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.28)

Figure 5.33 shows how increasing values of KaKd affect the overall open-loop response.

The offset compensation path introduces one more unity-gain point at low frequencies for

a total of three unity-gain frequencies (with parasitic resonances excluded). This additional

unity-gain frequency is critical since the phase also crosses over in that vicinity. Provided

that doing so does not adversely impact phase margin, the product of the gains should be

increased to maximize the bandwidth of the offset compensation loop to minimize the set-

tling time during startup.

• While keeping the product KaKd constant, determine the value of Kd that provides just the
right amount of dithering to force Kq to the value selected in the first step.

• Select the number of truncation levels that fully accommodates the calibration signal, the

dither, and the worst case offset compensation signal.
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The final step is verifying the overall system noise floor over the desired signal band taking

into account electronic noise, quantization noise, truncation noise, and the dither. The transfer

functions from the various noise inputs to the output are

NTFq(z) =
1

1 + Gopen(z)
(5.29)

NTFe(z) =
KqHc(z)

1 + Gopen(z)
(5.30)

NTFt(z) =
Kd

1 + KtHd(z)
KqHc(z)

1 + Gopen(z)
(5.31)

and

NTFd(z) =
KdKt

1 + KtHd(z)
KqHc(z)

1 + Gopen(z)
(5.32)

where NTFq(z) is for the quantization noise, NTFe(z) is for the electronic noise, NTFt(z) is
for the truncation noise, and NTFd(z) is for the dither. Figure 5.34 shows the components

of the output spectrum around the desired signal band for the experimental prototype and

sensor obtained by the process outlined above. Truncation noise has been lumped together

with the dither since they have the same shape. The intrinsic resolution of the front-end is

preserved within the desired signal band since the electronic noise dominates over the other

noise sources except for the Brownian noise, included for reference. The electronic noise is

slightly over designed to prevent degradation of the overall SNR when small mode-matching

errors exist.
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5.5 Experimental Prototype

The techniques developed in the previous sections have been applied towards the imple-
mentation of an experimental readout interface in a 0.35 μm CMOS process. The intended
sensor has a drive resonance frequency of about 15 kHz and a Brownian noise floor of

about 0.004∘∕s∕
√
Hz. The required bandwidth is 50 Hz (100 Hz double-sided). The oper-

ating frequency is locked to 32 times the sense element’s drive resonance frequency of
nominally 15 kHz.

5.5.1 Implementation

Figure 5.35 shows the overall interface. The sense/feedback switch time multiplexes the same
set of electrodes between position sensing and feedback to implement collocated sensing and
actuation. A digital estimator injects out-of-band pilot tones before the front-end to monitor
the mismatch between the drive and sense resonance frequencies. The estimate feeds into
an accumulator that generates a voltage used to electrostatically tune the sense resonance
frequency. Eleven bit precision is needed to achieve the required tuning accuracy. The DAC
is implemented with a 1-bit ΣΔ modulator followed by a switched-capacitor integrator that
serves as the accumulator and doubles as reconstruction filter. Leak and offset in the integrator
result in a systematic mode mismatch. A digital PI filter with infinite DC gain rejects this
error. The modulated calibration, dither, and offset compensation signals are applied using
a 3-bit DAC. By injecting them before rather than after the front-end amplifier, the large
displacements are subtracted before the amplifier. The resulting smaller signal sensed by the
front-end is advantageous for minimizing the adverse effects of jitter, drift, transconductance
variation, and differential pair nonlinearity. The following subsections elaborate on the circuit
details of key blocks.
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Figure 5.35 Interface block diagram
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5.5.1.1 Front-End and 3-Bit DAC

Figure 5.36 shows a schematic of the front-end with its timing diagram. The sense electrodes

are connected to feedback voltages through feedback switches (omitted) during the feedback

phase and to the front-end amplifier through the sense switches during the sense phase. The

output of the amplifier is connected directly to the following switched-capacitor filter through

the CDS switches during the two integration phases and reset to ground when the front-end

is inactive. The output of the 3-bit DAC is capacitively coupled to the input of the amplifier.

The coupling capacitor is only 70 fF, negligible compared to the 8 pF of combined sense and

parasitic capacitances.

Figure 5.37 shows the 3-bit DAC. It is shown as single-ended for simplicity, but the actual

implementation is differential. It consists of seven unit elements that, depending on the input

code, are connected to either ground or the proof mass node. When the pulse is applied on the
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Figure 5.38 Front-end OTA schematic diagram

proof mass, a voltage proportional to the capacitance imbalance between the sense capacitors,
together with a voltage dependent on the input code of the DAC, develops at the input of
the amplifier. The proof mass and DAC are excited by the same voltage pulse to keep the
displacement to voltage gain and the DAC gain ratiometric.
Figure 5.38 shows the transistor-level circuit diagram of the front-endOTA.A folded cascode

with PMOS inputs is chosen to enable an input common-mode level of Vss (since the sense
electrode are reset in preparation for position sensing). The double cascodes provide high
output impedance.

5.5.1.2 Compensator

The first step in implementing the compensator is the synthesis of the transfer function out of
only unit delay and gain elements. Figure 5.39 shows a realization that places the delays strate-
gically to minimize the settling path of the switched-capacitor integrator stages that ultimately
implement the compensator. The resulting transfer function is

Hc(z) = − z
z + a

z2 + b1z + b2
z2 + cz + 1

(5.33)

where

a = k1 − 1 (5.34)

b1 = k2 + k3 + k4 − 2 (5.35)

b2 = 1 − k3 (5.36)
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Figure 5.39 Synthesized compensator

and

c = k2 − 2. (5.37)

The above system of equations can be solved to find the gains that yield the desired com-

pensator coefficients. The gains should be rational to enable accurate realization by simple

capacitor ratios. This may require several iterations of the process of choosing the compensator

coefficients so that, while meeting the other design goals, they also result in easily realizable

gains.

Figure 5.40 shows the switched-capacitor circuit implementation of the compensator. Final

summation of the signals from the resonator and the feed forward paths is realized passively

to avoid additional power dissipation. The gain error introduced by the parasitic capacitances

at the summation node is unproblematic since the comparator following the filter is sensitive

only to the polarity of the signal. Input sampling capacitors are absent since the output current

of the front-end during the two correlated double sampling phases integrates directly onto the

integration capacitors of the first stage. The extra time during which the front-end is inactive

allows the amplifier stages to settle and the comparator to reach a bit decision. This extra time

is the source of the processing delay mentioned in the previous section. The amplifiers are one

fifth scale versions of the fully differential folded double cascode OTA used in the front-end.

The capacitor ratios are related to the gains above as follows:

k1 =
Cfb1
Cint1

(5.38)

k2 =
Cfb2
Cint2

Cs2
Cint3

(5.39)

k3 =
Cs1
Cint2

Cff2
Cff1

(5.40)

k4 =
Cs1
Cint2

Cs2
Cint3

Cs3
Cff1

(5.41)
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The gain of the front-end depends on the front-end OTA transconductance, the integration

time, and the load capacitor which, in this case, isCint1.Cint1 is chosen large enough to keep the
signal swing within the supply. In this design, Gm = 160 uS, Tint = 0.65 us, and Cint1 = 1 pF,

resulting in a front-end gain of about 40 dB. This gain is large enough that the noise of the

filter is negligible but is not too large that the OTA and sensor offsets exceed the output swing

of the first integrator. The values of the rest of the capacitors are chosen as a tradeoff between

matching, and power consumption while satisfying the ratios above.

5.5.2 Experimental Results

The interface was designed and fabricated in a 0.35 μm CMOS process and tested with the

gyroscope presented in [20]. Figure 5.41 shows an SEM of the sense element. Figure 5.42

shows the measured frequency response of the sense axis. Besides the main resonance near

15 kHz, many parasitic resonance modes can be found across a wide frequency range, the

major ones being around 95 kHz and 300 kHz. These modes, normally problematic for loops

employing traditional lead compensation, are easily accommodated by the positive feedback

compensation scheme.

Figure 5.43 shows a micrograph of the packaged sense element and readout ASIC. The

interface occupies an active area of 0.8 × 0.4 mm2 and consumes less than 1 mW from 3.3 V

and 12 V. The 12 V is used by the high-voltage switched-capacitor integrator (accumulator)

that generates the electrostatic tuning voltage. Approximately 20% of the power is dissipated

in the position sense front-end and 10% is dissipated in the switched-capacitor filter. Another

10% is dissipated in the high-voltage switched-capacitor integrator, and about 40% is due to

CV2 losses incurred in switching the proof mass and sense nodes of the sense element during

Figure 5.41 SEM of the sense element. The sense element consists of two mechanically coupled sens-

ing structures
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.42 Measured frequency response of the sense axis. (a) From 15 kHz to 95 kHz. (b) From

100 kHz to 450 kHz
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the various phases of each sampling period. Additional circuits (not included in the 1 mW) are

a conventional switched-capacitor charge integrator front-end and buffers to detect the drive

motion of the gyroscope. The digital blocks, including the digital ΣΔ modulators, the digital

PI filter, and the calibration signal synthesizer and demodulator, were implemented in a Xilinx

FPGA. The packaged gyroscope and readout ASIC were mounted on a test board that includes
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80 ms

Figure 5.46 Tune voltage during startup

regulators to provide stable supply voltages, potentiometers for bias current generation, and

buffers for driving the FPGA. The test board was mounted on a rate table to perform angular

rate measurements.

Figure 5.44 compares the measured output spectrum to the analytically predicted output

spectrum. The overall shape of the output spectrum is in good agreement with the prediction

of the describing function model. Figure 5.45 shows the output spectrum measured with and

without calibration in the presence of an angular rate sinusoidally varying at 25 Hz with an

amplitude of 5.3∘∕s. The sinusoidal rate signal appears amplitude modulated at the drive fre-

quency of 15.49 kHz. The spectral component coincident with the drive frequency is due to

Coriolis offset and quadrature error. The spectral components at about 250 Hz offset from

the drive frequency are the pilot tones. Calibration prevents the misplacement of the noise

notch inherent in the uncalibrated system. The in-band portion of the output spectrum indi-

cates a reduction of the noise floor from 0.04∘∕s∕
√
Hz when mode-matching is disabled to

0.004∘∕s∕
√
Hz when mode-matching is enabled.

Figure 5.46 shows the measured electrostatic tuning voltage during startup. The calibration

loop settles within 80 ms.

5.6 Summary

Matching the drive and sense resonance frequencies of a vibratory gyroscope enables sub-

stantial improvements in the power efficiency of the readout interface, but implies certain

architectural choices. We have presented the architecture and circuits used to exploit the sense

resonance to achieve more than 30 dB improvement in the Coriolis acceleration noise floor

over traditional solutions dissipating the same amount of power.

The system architecture developed here uses background calibration to match the drive and

sense resonance frequencies beyond fabrication tolerances to enable the full exploitation of
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the sense resonance. It uses force feedback to overcome challenges such as limited sense

bandwidth and poor scale factor stability brought about by mode-matching. It uses bang-bang

control to prevent the feedback voltage from inadvertently tuning the sense resonance, and uses

a positive feedback compensation technique to ensure that the force feedback loop remains sta-

ble and robust against the parasitic resonance modes of the sense element. The result is the first

experimentally verified 1 mW gyroscope readout interface with a 0.004∘∕s∕
√
Hz noise floor

over a 50 Hz band.
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6.1 Introduction

Electronic and in particular CMOS-based microarrays used for detection of biomolecules
such as DNA or proteins have gained huge interest in recent years since they promise to
provide advantages compared to state-of-the-art commercially available tools using optical
readout principles. Integration of the transducer together with signal-processing circuitry
in closest proximity on a solid-state chip supports signal integrity and thus translates into
robustness, leads to provision of signals in the same domain (i.e. electrically) as they are
further post-processed, and may open the way to decrease overall system costs and to increase
flexibility concerning application scenarios. In this chapter an overview of CMOS-based
microarrays is given from an engineer’s point of view, covering the general operation
principle of microarrays, functionalization techniques, and different detection principles.
Special emphasis is put on CMOS integration and the related processing issues, as well as on
CMOS circuit-design requirements. In the latter context, a number of examples published in
the literature are considered.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2, the basic operation principle as well as

applications of DNA microarrays are introduced. After that, in Section 6.3, functionalization
techniques – that is, techniques which merge chip and biomolecules and make a chip a bio
chip – are briefly discussed. Section 6.4 considers requirements and challenges related to
CMOS integration of specific bio-compatible materials demanded by the transducer principle.
Sections 6.5 and 6.6 comment on various readout techniques. There, Section 6.5 focuses on
electrochemical detection principles, required potentiostatic setup, and examples for related
readout circuitry, and Section 6.6 discusses different non-electrochemical techniques. A few
considerations on packaging and assembly are provided in Section 6.7, and in Section 6.8
summarizing remarks are given.
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6.2 Basic Operation Principle and Application of DNA Microarrays

Before focusing our discussion on DNAmicroarrays, we briefly review a few important micro-
biological terms and definitions.
The term genome is used as a synonym for the entirety of all genes of an organism. In

terms of classical genetics, a gene describes hereditary disposition; in terms of molecular
genetics – which is more suitable in our context – a gene is a functional intercept of the Des-
oxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). The DNA is a Nucleic Acid and carries – as all types of nucleic
acids do – the full genetic information. Besides DNA, which conserves and transfers the
genetic information by replication, a second important type of nucleic acids is represented by
the Ribonucleic Acid (RNA), which expresses the genetic information. Proteins are essential
for cell operation, provide significant contributions to the entire cell metabolism, and fulfill
various specific functions.
Within the context of this chapter, for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the discussion of

DNA microarrays. As far as electrical engineering and technology issues are concerned, all
statements concerning DNA microarrays can be applied to protein microarrays as well, since
related technical boundary conditions and engineering challenges apply in a similar way.
In the following, first a few important properties of DNA molecules are summarized. As

schematically depicted in Figure 6.1a, the DNA usually consists of a double strand with base
pairs in between the two single strands. The backbone of a single strand (Figure 6.1b) is a

chain of phosphor acid rests and pentoses. The bases of the base pairs of the double strand are
bound by the pentose complex.
DNA base pairs consist of four different bases (Figure 6.1c), Adenine, Guanine, Thymine,

andCytosine. These bases build complementary bindings, Adenine bindswith Thymine (A-T),
and Guanine with Cytosine (G-C). The mass of one such nucleotide pair is approximately
1.1 × 10−21 g.
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Figure 6.1 (a): Schematic plot of a DNA double helix with basic geometric parameters. (b): Chemical

structure of the backbone (of a single strand). (c): Chemical structure of the four DNA bases Adenine,

Guanine, Thymine, and Cytosine
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A number of characteristic geometrical parameters is shown in Figure 6.1a as well. More-
over, it is worth mentioning that the entire DNA molecule is negatively charged, and that the
length of the human DNA is of the order of 3.2 × 109 base pairs.
DNA microarrays using hybridization assays allow the investigation of a given sample con-

cerning the presence or absence or also the quantitative amount of specific user-defined DNA
sequences within this sample with high parallelism and high throughput [1–9]. In other words,
this means they are only capable of detecting what they are “taught” to detect. In order to avoid
any misunderstanding it should be noted that this approach must be clearly distinguished from
sequencing [10–13] techniques which are used to determine the order of the bases of unknown
DNA strands without any pre-information.
Today’s most important applications fields of microarray-base hybridization assays are

genome research, drug development, and medical diagnosis, whereas in particular the
latter area is believed to provide high growth rates in the future. Important parameters
which characterize DNA microarrays (and related assays) include the number of test sites,
sensitivity, dynamic range, and specificity. Depending on the particular application, the
relative importance of these parameters varies: for example, for the first two mentioned
application areas, usually high density arrays and high dynamic range are requested, whereas
for diagnostic applications often low to medium numbers of test sites are sufficient but high
specificity is demanded [1–9].
The basic setup and operation principle of DNA microarrays are schematically depicted in

Figure 6.2. The microarray itself is a slide or a chip typically made of glass, polymer material,
or silicon, with an active area in the order of square millimeters to square centimeters. Within
that area, single-stranded DNA receptor molecules, frequently referred to as probe molecules,
are immobilized at predefined positions (Figure 6.2a). They typically consist of 16–40 bases.
In Figures 6.2b’ and b’’, two different sites within an array are considered. For simplicity,

single strands with only five bases are depicted in this schematic illustration. The different
bases are sketched as different symbols. As shown in Figures 6.2c’ and c’’, during the
measurement phase, first the entire chip is flooded with a sample containing the ligand or
target molecules. Note that these molecules can be up to two orders of magnitude longer

species 2

species 1 (probe molecules)

species 3

match

mismatch

(a) (b’) (c’) (d’)

(b’’) (c’’) (d’’)

sensor area sensor area sensor area

sensor area sensor areasensor area

microarray

chip
species N

(probe molecules)

Figure 6.2 Schematic representation of the basic operation principle of DNAmicroarrays. (a) Microar-

ray chip with a number of test sites with different species of probe molecules. (b’) and (b’’): Two test

sites with different probe molecules. For simplicity, probe molecules are shown here with only five bases.

The different bases are schematically emphasized by different symbols. (c’), (c’’): Hybridization phase.

A sample containing target molecules to be detected is applied to the whole chip. Hybridization occurs

in the case of matching DNA strands (c’). In the case of mismatching molecules (c’’) chemical binding

does not occur. (d’), (d’’): Situation after washing step (see Plate 1)
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Figure 6.3 Entire operation chain of a DNA microarray

than the probe molecules. In the case of complementary sequences of probe and target

molecules, this match leads to hybridization (Figure 6.2c’). If probe and target molecules

mismatch (Figure 6.2c’’), this binding process does not occur. Finally, after a washing step,

double-stranded DNA is obtained at the positions with matching strands (Figure 6.2d’), and

single-stranded DNA remains at the mismatch sites (Figure 6.2d’’). Since the probe molecules

and their positions are known and well-defined, the amount of double-stranded DNA at a

respective position reveals the concentration of the related target in the sample. Optical and

electronic techniques to distinguish between sites with single- and double-stranded DNA or to

quantitatively evaluate the amount of double-stranded DNA are discussed later in this chapter.

The entire application chain of microarrays is schematically summarized in Figure 6.3:

Starting with a chip made of a solid-state material, this chip must first undergo a function-

alization procedure: In this process, single-stranded DNA probe molecules are immobilized

at the respective positions. After that, the functionalized chip has to be packaged. Note that

in the case of electronic or CMOS-based solutions this assembly step strongly differs from

standard CMOS packaging concepts, as the chip must have an electronic and a microfluidic

interface, and as the materials used for the latter interface must be compatible with biologic

requirements. As an alternative, functionalization and packaging may also be performed in

the opposite order. Then, the packaged and functionalized chip must be stored, as application

and operation of the chip is usually not directly performed after the former steps in this chain

are completed. As the chip already carries biological molecules, special care must be taken

concerning temperature and perhaps also humidity while storing it.

We now consider the second branch dealing with the sample to be investigated: Full blood

or other DNA carrying media cannot be applied directly but first has to undergo a sample

preparation phase. There, the DNA in the sample is isolated, cut, and in many cases the amount

of target material is also amplified by using specific biotechnological tools [14].

Chip and pre-processed samples then meet during the application phase (cf. Figures 6.2c

and d) in a reader unit which handles the sample, operates and reads out the chip. Finally, the

resulting data are interpreted using the methods and insights from the field of bioinformatics.
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6.3 Functionalization

For functionalization, various approaches are used. In Figure 6.4a the relationship is depicted

between different functionalization techniques and related probe molecule synthesis tech-

niques as a function of the amount of sites per chip. Using a corresponding horizontal axes to

Figure 6.4a, Figure 6.4b shows related DNA microarray application areas as a function of site

density. Considering the functionalization techniques mentioned in Figure 6.4a, today, the

two most important techniques are spotting of off-chip synthesized probe molecules [15, 16]

using microspotters and optically-controlled in-situ growth of probe molecules [17, 18]

directly on-chip.

Today’s microspotters are capable of handling volumes below 1 nl and realizing pitches

between the sites of the order of 100 μm. Thus, this technique is adequate for low- and

medium-density arrays which are frequently suggested for diagnostic applications.

Aiming for very high-density arrays (≥ 100, 000 sites) as, for example, used for drug devel-

opment purposes, in-situ growth is the only way to realize the requested number of sites

within a reasonable area. For this purpose, the market leader in microarrays, Affymetrix, uses a

lithography-based mask technique (to some extent similar to that known from the semiconduc-

tor manufacturing world). There, the probe molecules are synthesized base-by-base on-chip.

Ligation of a base at the strands under construction is triggered or blocked by the presence or

absence of light at the respective sites. Thus, the required mask count is approximately equal to

4 (= number of different bases, i.e. Adenine, Guanine, Thymine, andCytosine, respectively)×
length of the probe molecules (cf. Section 6.2).

Another technique for the low- and medium-density range suggested by Nanogen uses

off-chip synthesized probe molecules and directs these to their target positions by means of
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Figure 6.4 (a) Overview diagram showing the relationship between different functionalization tech-

niques and related probe molecule synthesis techniques as a function of the amount of sites per chip.

(b) Density-related DNA microarray application areas with the plots in (a) and (b) having corresponding

horizontal axes
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electrophoretic forces [19, 20]. For this purpose, some logic circuitry is needed to provide the

required voltages to electrodes located at the respective sensor sites.

Techniques have also been demonstrated for an electronically-controlled on-chip in-situ

synthesis [21, 22]. By means of CMOS circuitry, during the functionalization process elec-

trical signals are applied to the test sites equipped with noble metal electrodes controlling the

related biochemical reactions. Devices with more than 10,000 test sites have successfully been

demonstrated.

6.4 CMOS Integration

The interaction of solid-state CMOS chips with the wet world of biology usually requires intro-

duction of extra processing steps to extend a given standard CMOS technology to provide the

transducers, related materials, and a biocompatible passivation. For example, in the case of

electrochemical principles operated on CMOS chips – or in the case of chips using electroni-

cally controlled functionalization as discussed above – noble metal electrodes are demanded.

In particular, often gold is requested as this material provides a well-known and frequently used

system for electrochemical purposes. Processing of such materials directly within a CMOS

production line is often impossible, since they may cause contamination problems which have

a significant impact on performance and yield of the CMOS devices.

For that reason, the concept of CMOS post-processing must be applied. However, also in

that case care must be taken that post-processing does not deteriorate the performance of the

CMOS process and related devices, in particular when sensitive analog circuitry is realized.

An example is discussed in the following.

For the sensor principle discussed later in Section 6.5.1.2, interdigitated gold electrodes are

used as sensor elements for array chips for electronic DNA detection purposes. For this pur-

pose, a Ti/Pt/Au stack (50 nm / 50 nm / 300–500 nm) is deposited and structured using a lift-off

process [23]. The basic CMOS technology is a 5V n-well process with a minimum gate length

of 0.5 μm and an oxide thickness of 15 nm. The related process flow after CMOS passivation

with Si3N4 is schematically sketched in Figure 6.5; a photo of the fabricated sensor and a cross

section are given in Figure 6.6.

Simple test circuits are designed to be operated with sensor currents from 1 pA to 100 nA.

This current range is chosen due to related sensor specifications. The circuit consists of a

Al
CMOS

Etch nitride/oxide

Deposit Ti/TiN barrier, fill W

Etch Ti/TiN

Deposit & structure resist, deposit Ti / Pt/ Au

Ti/TiN 

W

Pt  Ti  Au
Lift-off

Au

Si3N4

SiO2

Figure 6.5 Schematic post-CMOS process flow used to provide interdigitated gold electrodes on

CMOS [23]
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Figure 6.6 SEM photographs of the extended CMOS technology used in [23]. (a): Cross section with

Au sensor electrodes and CMOS elements after the complete process run. Note that the nitride layer

on top of the sensor electrodes is only used for preparation purposes. (b): Bird view of a sensor with
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Figure 6.7 Error of current gain of the circuit shown in the inset as a function of the input test current

normalized to the gain at test current of 1 nA for different annealing options after gold processing

regulation loop to control the bias voltage of the electrodes, whose current is recorded and

amplified by a factor of approximately 100 using two current mirrors in series. The simplified

circuit diagram of one branch is shown in the inset of Figure 6.7 [23]. The circuit can be

characterized using a test/calibration input.

Figure 6.7 shows the measured gain as a function of the input current (average value

of all test sites from an array chip with 128 positions). Data are shown with and without

additional annealing steps after the gold process module is performed. If no annealing step is

applied, a severe deviation of the measured gain is obtained for input currents below 10 pA.

This effect coincides with an increase of the gate oxide interface state density, values above

2 × 1011 cm−2 are obtained (cf. Table 6.1). These excessive values translate into an increased
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inverse subthreshold slope of the transistors, worsened off-state characteristics, increased

junction-to-substrate or junction-to-well leakage currents [24], and thus deteriorate the

transfer characteristics for low currents. Application of forming gas annealing steps (N2,H2

at 400∘C∕350∘C, 30min) after gold processing significantly reduces the gate oxide interface

state density again and leads to reasonable transfer characteristics.

In addition to the CMOS process front-end parameters considered so far, the characteristics

of the gold electrodes with and without annealing must be investigated. Measured resistance

data of gold and top aluminum lines, and of the related via connections are given in Table 6.1.

The data without annealing step and with annealing at 350∘C are similar for all parameters. At

400∘C, a 20% increase of the gold resistance occurs. The SEM photos in Figure 6.8, moreover,

reveal that this increase at 400∘C coincides with a rearrangement of grains and deformations

within the gold layer. For the Au-process annealed at 350∘C, however, the SEM picture looks

the same as the photo obtained without annealing step. Consequently, annealing at 350∘C
is chosen as a process window where both CMOS frontend device and backend electrode

properties are optimized (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 Sheet resistance of gold and aluminum-2 lines, resistance of the related via connections,

and transistor gate oxide interface state density, without and with annealing steps at different tempe-

ratures after gold processing

square

resistance

Au lines

[mΩ/square]

resistance

via holes

(top Al to Au)

[mΩ]

square

resistance

top Al lines

[mΩ/square]

gate oxide

interface

state

density

[1/cm2]

overall

performance

evaluation

CMOS only (i.e.

without Au process)

– – – ∼1010 –

CMOS + Au process,

no anneal

48 370 79 ∼2 × 1011 (!) CMOS frontend

deterioration

CMOS + Au process,

N2/H2 anneal with

350∘C, 30 min

51 360 76 < 1010 good

CMOS + AU process,

N2/H2 anneal with

400∘C, 30 min

61(!) 340 74 < 2 × 109 sensor backend

deterioration

no annealing 350 °C, 30 min 400 °C, 30 min

1 μm
3 μm3 μm3 μm

Figure 6.8 SEM photos showing the Au sensor electrodes without and with annealing steps performed

at different temperatures after Au processing [23]
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6.5 Electrochemical Readout Techniques

Today’s most widely used, state-of-the-art, and commercially available DNAmicroarray read-

out technique is based on an optical detection principle [4, 5, 18]. As schematically depicted

in Figure 6.9, there the target molecules are labeled with fluorescence molecules before the

sample is applied to the chip. After hybridization and a subsequent washing step, the whole

chip is illuminated or scanned with monochromatic light with a wavelength matched to the

absorption profile of the marker molecules. A camera system with a blocking filter for the

excitation wavelength takes an image of the array chip. The amount of fluorescent light emit-

ted at a respective position reveals the amount of successful hybridization and double-stranded

DNA at this position.

The motivation to develop fully electronic readout techniques is driven by the idea to pro-

vide systems with increased user friendliness, decreased system cost, and increased flexibility

avoiding the relatively bulky and expensive optical readout equipment. This advantage is

believed to also (economically) open the way for applications in new areas such as diagnostics

and individualized medicine. In that context note that the chip price of a functionalized and

packaged device in the case of a fully electronic systemwill have a similar price as compared to

an optical chip; that is, the price of the naked chip alone does not decide on success or failure.

6.5.1 Detection Principles

Today, various electronic approaches have been suggested for DNA detection purposes. A

number of these techniques are described in this and in the following section. As a signifi-

cant number of electronic readout approaches uses electrochemical techniques [25], we treat

these techniques in this section. The following section then comments on non-electrochemical

approaches.

The family of electrochemical readout techniques can be further subdivided into three

groups:

• Labeling-based principles:
The DNA target molecules carry label molecules which enable and contribute to the elec-

trochemical reaction;

sensor area

filter

light
detector

fluorescence

light (λ2)

excitation

light (λ1)

fluorescence
marker
(“label”)

...
..

...

... ...
..

Figure 6.9 Schematic plot describing the principle of optical DNA detection (see Plate 2)
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• Quasi label-free principles:
The assay makes use of label molecules but a labeling step directly applied to the target

molecule is avoided;
• Label-free principles:

The use of label molecules is completely circumvented.

In the following, examples for each of these groups are provided. Themost classical methods
in the electrochemical domain are coulometry and cyclic voltammetry [25], which use the
same electrical setup (Section 6.5.1.1), and redox cycling (Section 6.5.1.2). Labeling-free and
so called quasi-label-free electrochemical approaches are briefly discussed in Sections 6.5.1.3

and 6.5.1.4, respectively. Finally, non-electrochemical methods, using or avoiding labels, are
considered in Sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, respectively.

6.5.1.1 Coulometry and Cyclic Voltammetry

The basic setup for both methods is schematically depicted in Figure 6.10a. It consists of a
three-electrode system with a potentiostat, whose output and input are connected to a counter
electrode and to a reference electrode, respectively. This potentiostatic setup is used to control
the potential of the electrolyte and keep it under defined conditions.
The working electrode is functionalized and carries the probe molecules. In the case of

successful hybridization target molecules are also present which are labeled with an electro-
chemically active marker molecule. If the potential of the working electrode is changed by a

suitable amount depending on the electrochemical system (in practice typically a few 100mV)
with respect to the reference potential, oxidation or reduction of the electrochemical labels and
a charge transition from label to electrode or vice versa are achieved.
In the case of coulometric approaches, under practical measurement configurations the total

amount of charge is measured through integration within a given timewindow. The total charge
achieved from the labels, Qlabel, amounts to

Qlabel = z × q × Dprobe × A𝑤e (6.1)

I(t)

V(t)

not functionalized
probe molecule

ELECTROLYTE

target molecule

potentiostat

working 
electrodes

V´(t)

(a) (b)

electrochemical

label molecule 

working

electrode

reference

electrode

counter

electrode

I1(t) In(t) ‒

+
‒

+

Figure 6.10 (a): Basic setup for detection systems based on Coulometric or Cyclic Voltammetry read-

out using a three-electrode configuration. (b): Electrically equivalent configuration suitable for array

operation with parallel readout
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with z being the amount of electrons per oxidation/reduction and label molecule (typically a

low integer number, frequently 1), q being the elementary charge (= 1.6 × 10−19 As), Dprobe
being the density of probe molecules on the test sites (typical values are (10 nm)−2 or slightly
below), and A𝑤e being the working electrode area, respectively. For example, for a circu-

lar electrode with 100 μm diameter and Dprobe = (10 nm)−2, Qlabel ≈ 12.6 pAs is obtained.

It is obvious that an electrically equivalent situation is achieved, if the potential change is not

applied to the working electrode but through the potentiostat (with inverted polarity as com-

pared to the setup in Figure 6.10a). This configuration is particularly advantageous in the case

of arrays with many working electrodes operated and read out in parallel [26]. The related

setup is shown in Figure 6.10b.

As the electrode-to-electrolyte interface acts as capacitance, whose capacitance in the case

of a blank electrode is given through the capacitance of the Helmholtz double-layer (of the

order of 10 … 40 μF∕cm2), as depicted in Figure 6.11 a displacement current occurs through

this interface when the electrode-to-electrolyte voltage is changed (a more detailed electrode

equivalent circuit is discussed in the context with Figure 6.17 in Section 6.5.2). This displace-

ment current also contributes to the final electrical measurement result and represents an offset

signal, whose integrated value translates into the charge

Qdouble−layer = Vstep × C′
𝑤e × A𝑤e (6.2)

with Vstep being the amplitude of the voltage step and C′
𝑤e the working electrode double-layer

capacitance per area, respectively. Calculating this value for a blank electrode with typical

values for Vstep (e.g. 200 … 250 mV) and the other parameters as given above, it is found that

this offset value is more than one order of magnitude bigger as the value calculated for Qlabel
in our example.

Consequently, this offset would significantly impact accuracy and reliability of the mea-

surement result. Thus, special biochemical procedures are applied to the electrode after the

immobilization process – for example, growing a dense meadow of “blocking molecules” in

between the linker molecules which bind the probe molecules to the electrode – which do not

hinder the charge transfer between label and electrode, but decrease the electrode capacitance

by a factor of the order 10 as compared to a non-biochemically post-processed electrode.

The twomethods, Coulometry and Cyclic Voltammetry, differ concerning the applied signals

and the related time scales. In the case of coulometric principles (Figures 6.12a and b), a rapid

voltage step (slew rate of order 1 V∕μs) of suitable magnitude and polarity is applied to the

e‒ e‒

working electrode

electrochemical
label molecule

electron transfer
from label

displacement
current through
double-layer
capacitance Cdl

ELECTRO-

LYTE

Cdl

Figure 6.11 Contributions to charge flow through working electrode from electrochemically active

label and double-layer capacitance
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Figure 6.12 (a) and (b): Integrated current as a function of time in the case of coulometric readout (a)

and signal applied to the electrode (b). Typical time scales of the entire time axes shown are of order

up to a few milliseconds, slew rates of the signal applied to the electrode of order 1V/μs. The bold line

in the upper plot represents the entire signal, whereas the dashed line depicts the contribution of the

parasitic electrode-to-electrolyte capacitance (displacement current, not to scale). (c) and (d): Measured

current as a function of voltage in the case of voltammetric readout (c) and signal applied to the electrode

as a function of time (d). Typical time scales of the entire time axis shown here are of order (tens of)

milliseconds up to seconds. The bold line in the upper plot represents the entire signal, whereas the dashed

line depicts the contribution of the parasitic electrode-to-electrolyte capacitance (displacement current)

electrode, and oxidation or reduction of the electrochemical labels and a charge transition from

label to electrode or vice versa are rapidly achieved. Charges originating from electrochemical

agents in the bulk liquid contribute later to the charge flow through the electrode as their time

constants are limited by diffusion processes in the bulk. The evaluated signal is usually the

integrated charge within a time window of the order of a few microseconds to maximally

milliseconds after the voltage step is applied.

In the case where the contribution from electrochemical agents in the bulk liquid is negli-

gible, cyclic voltammetry principles are applicable (Figure 6.12c and d). There, a triangular

voltage with frequencies from below 1Hz up to several 100Hz is applied and the electrode

current is measured. As electrochemical reactions do not occur at a sharp onset, the current

first increases after a certain voltage is reached until a maximum current is reached, and then

decreases again until the electrochemical reaction is complete and only the contribution from

the displacement current is still present (Figure 6.12c). Note that the current levels, that is,

both the current associated with the electrochemical reaction as well as the displacement cur-

rent, are proportional to the applied frequency, as the entire charge transfer (under condition

that base line and amplitude of the applied triangle signal are not changed) is a constant. As

a parameter, which is finally evaluated, frequently the difference of the two peak currents is

taken, whereas in practical cases the two peaks do not necessarily coincide on the voltage axis

as shown in the idealized plot in Figure 6.12c [25].

6.5.1.2 Redox-Cycling

The electrochemical redox-cycling principle [27–30] requires a four electrode system as

depicted in Figure 6.13. A single sensor (Figure 6.13a) consists of interdigitated noble-metal

(generator and collector) electrodes. Probe molecules are immobilized on both of them
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Figure 6.13 Schematic plot showing the redox-cycling sensor principle and the sensor layout (a): Sin-

gle sensor consisting of interdigitated gold electrodes and potentiostat circuit with counter and reference

electrodes. (b): Blow-up of a tilted sensor cross-section showing two neighboring working electrodes

after successful hybridization. For simplicity, probe and target molecule are only shown on one of the

electrodes.

(note that the blowup in Figure 6.13b shows DNA strands on one of these only for sim-

plicity). The target molecules in the sample are tagged by an enzyme label (e.g. Alkaline

Phosphatase). After hybridization and washing phases, another chemical substrate (e.g.

para-Aminophenylphosphate) is added to the sample electrolyte. The enzyme label, which

itself is not electrochemically active, cleaves the substrate so that now an electrochemically

active species (in our example: para-Aminophenol) is generated at those positions where

double-stranded DNA is available.

By applying simultaneously an oxidation and a reduction potential to the sensor electrodes

(typically of the order +∕− few 100mV with respect to the reference potential), this species

(example: para-Aminophenol) is oxidized (example: to Quinoneimine) at the one electrode,

and reduced to the former state at the other one. The activity of these electrochemically

redox-active compounds translates into an electron current at the electrodes.

As compared to principles where the electrochemically active molecule is directly linked to

the DNA target molecule this method allows provision of a higher amount of charge per sensor

site as this is not limited by the amount of available label molecules. Moreover, it produces a

quasi DC current, and electrode potentials remain at constant voltages during themeasurement,

so that displacement currents through the double-layer capacitance do not play a role here.

As a certain amount of the electrochemical players involved in this principle also diffuses

away from the respective site where they are generated, a potentiostatic setup is also applied

here to control the potential of the electrolyte.

Figure 6.14 shows measured data of two sites within an array, one with matching strands

and the other one with mismatching random sequences. While the substrate is pumped over

the chip (hatched area in Figure 6.14), the electrical current detected at the sensor electrodes

is a function of the contribution of the initial generation rate of the enzyme labels, and of the
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Figure 6.14 Measured redox-cycling sensor currents and their derivatives with respect to time for a

position withmatching strands and another position withmismatching random sequences within an array.

Sensor site diameter = 250 μm, electrode width and spacing = 1 μm

redox-cycling related contribution at the sensor electrodes. After a certain time an equilibrium

is achieved between the amount of electrochemically active species generated at a given site

with matching strands and the amount washed away due to the continuous flow on the chip,

so that the measured current increases no further.

As part of the electrochemically active species generated at a position with double-stranded

DNA is also pumped to positions without hybridized target strands, in this phase we also see

a certain amount of electrical current at such mismatch positions. This phenomenon can be

understood as electrochemical crosstalk.

For the final measurement (gray area in Figure 6.14, time frame between 40 and 50 s) the

pump is stopped. Now, the concentration of electrochemically active particles at a match posi-

tion can further increase without being washed away, while the amount of electrochemically

active particles at a mismatch position decreases due to diffusion processes. For that reason,

often the derivatives of the sensor currents with respect to the measurement time are evaluated

instead of the absolute values. As is clearly evident from the figure, concerning this parameter

a strong increase is found for the match positions while in the case of the mismatch position

not only a decrease but also a change of sign occurs. As can be seen in this example using

sensor site diameters of 250 μm and electrode widths and spacings of 1 μm, the parameters to

be electrically evaluated, that is, the currents of relevance and their related derivatives, are of

the order +∕− several tens of nA and +∕− a few nA/s, respectively.
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6.5.1.3 Quasi-Label-Free Electrochemical Approaches

In the case of Quasi-Label-Free approaches labeling of the target molecule is avoided. This

simplifies the biochemical process during the sample preparation phase (cf. Figure 6.3). It does

not mean, however, that the use of label molecules in the entire assay is generally avoided.

An example is given in the following [31, 32]: The assay schematically depicted in

Figure 6.15 makes use of intercalators. Such molecules are captured during the hybridization

phase in between double-stranded DNA, but do not bind to single strands. These intercalators

can be used as carriers of label molecules, so that double-stranded DNA can be electrochemi-

cally detected using one of the measurement methods shown before. Moreover, they can also

carry more than only one label molecule which allows provision of relatively high signals per

sensor area. A disadvantage of this method is that direct contact of humans to intercalators

poses a risk to health, so that security requirements are significantly higher in case such assays

are used.

6.5.1.4 Label-Free Electrochemical Readout

Figure 6.16 provides an example of a technique using cyclic voltammetry and a three-electrode

system as shown in Figure 6.10 while completely avoiding the use of label molecules [33]:

Here, a redox reaction takes place within an electropolymer (polypyrrole) covering the

working electrode. Hybridization and the related presence of double strands hinder the move-

ment of the chloride counter ions needed for this reaction and thus decrease the measured

redox current.
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Figure 6.15 Schematic description of the behavior of intercalator molecules in hybridization assays

for DNA detection [31, 32]
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Figure 6.16 Schematic principle of an electropolymer redox reaction whose strength is a function

of the amount of double-stranded DNA thus allowing completely label-free electrochemical DNA

detection [33]

6.5.2 Potentiometric Setup

As already mentioned before, a potentiostatic setup is necessary in all detection methods con-

sidered so far [25]. In this section we will thus discuss the specific boundary conditions and

requirements related to the operation of electronic DNA microarrays [34–36]. A few general

guidelines are derived for circuit design and implementation for our purposes.

Stability is of course absolutely mandatory. A simplified equivalent circuit of a potentiostat

operated in an array is shown in Figure 6.17. Each electrode is characterized by a capacitance,

a resistance, and an electrode-to-electrolyte voltage drop. Resistance and voltage drop1 depend

on electrolyte and material properties of the electrode, whereas the values of the capacitances

show a lower concentration dependence than the values of the resistances, and can be estimated

with an accuracy of about one decade. The electrolyte is characterized by a resistive and a

capacitive element as well, and the operational amplifier by standard opamp parameters such

as open loop gain, gain bandwidth, phase margin, input capacitance, and output resistance.

An evaluation of stability is achieved, if the closed loop is cut at the opamp input and a

transfer function using the above mentioned parameters is derived.

For this purpose it is in most cases sufficient to only consider the resistive components of

the electrolyte and the capacitive components of the electrodes. After some mathematics, and

1 A standard potentiostatic setup usually uses a reference electrode with negligible ion-concentration dependence
concerning the voltage drop between reference electrode and electrolyte such as an Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
In the case of assays where electrochemical concentrations do not vary much, however, CMOS-based arrays have
also been published, where working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode use the same material, e.g.
Au. As these electrodes do not fulfill the requirements of a “good” reference electrode with wide-range operating
capability concerning ion concentrations in the proximity of that electrode, they are frequently referred to as “quasi
reference electrodes”.
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Figure 6.17 Simplified equivalent circuit of a potentiostat operated in an array. For simplicity only one

working electrode is depicted, whereas in practice an entire ensemble of these distributed over the chip

must be considered [26, 36]

assuming an opamp with sufficient phase margin at unity-gain frequency (e.g. 70∘), we arrive
at the following recommendations:

• The resistance between reference and counter electrode should be small, in particular much

smaller than the resistance between reference and working electrodes.

• The counter electrode capacitance (driven by the potentiostat opamp) should bemuch bigger

than the capacitance of the working electrodes.

• Moreover, capacitance of reference and counter electrode should be much higher than the

opamp input capacitance.

Besides the standard CMOS circuit design parameters which determine the properties of

the opamp, we can tune all these parameters by means of physical design, that is, by choosing

adequate electrode areas and arrangements on the chip. A simple solution which provides the

above mentioned recommended ratios is schematically depicted in Figure 6.18. The ratios

of electrode-to-electrode resistances (through the electrolyte) and electrode capacitances are

obvious.

Requirements concerning accuracy and input offset voltage are in this context relaxed. In

order to understand this we consider Figure 6.19, where the strengths of an electrochemi-

cal reaction is schematically depicted as a function of the electrolyte-to-electrode voltage in

arbitrary units. For small voltages, a reaction is completely suppressed. While increasing the

voltage, we reach the onset of the target reaction, and after a further increase of this voltage, the

reaction is completed, so that a plateau level is reached again in this plot. Thus, a voltage used

in this context to guarantee a completely finalized reaction can be chosen up to a few tens ofmV

above the point of completed reaction. As the onset of a next electrochemical process occurs at

significantly higher voltage (in the case of every suitable electrochemical assay at least a few

100mV), a slight shift of the target operating point to higher or lower voltages is negligible.
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A similar argument applies to the required open-loop gain: since for the same reasons as

above a slight regulation error is acceptable, high open-loop gain (e.g. >> 60 dB) is not nec-

essarily required here.

Last but not least, slew rate and gain bandwidth (GBW) shall be considered. Here, the

requirements strongly depend on the related detection method. If, for example, a method with

relatively fast transients is applied (such as coulometry) also the potentiostat must provide high

slew rate and high GBW. On condition, however, that the detection method provides quasi DC

signals (e.g. redox-cycling) or has to handle low-frequencyAC signals only (e.g. cyclic voltam-

metry), also the related slew rate and gain-bandwidth requirements for the potentiostat opamp

are relaxed.

Published circuits for such purposes often use well-known opamp topologies, e.g. two-stage

opamps or opamps with AB output stage. If applicable concerning power consumption and

gain-bandwidth, also standard folded cascodes are used as they allow stability to be easily

achieved by simply operating them with large capacitive output loads. As the potentiostat

drives a usually large counter electrode this condition is automatically fulfilled.

6.5.3 Readout Circuitry

In this section, examples concerning circuit design aspects and suitable circuit topologies are

given for the detection methods discussed so far.

An obvious sensor site circuit for coulometric approaches is an in-sensor-site integrator

(Figure 6.20a). A smart solution – also providing a benefit for small pixel electrode pitches – is
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Figure 6.20 (a): Straight-forward solution for the design of electrochemical DNA arrays utilizing a

couloumetric detection principle. (b): Solution using a fully-differential opamp approach with common

mode input feedback regulation for readout of two sites [26]

used in an array with 384 pixels [26] fabricated on the basis of a 0.5 μm, 5V, 3M + 2P CMOS

technology extended by sensor electrodes made of gold.

The pixel circuit is shown in Figure 6.20b): During the measurement the working elec-

trodes are held at a constant potential (here: VCM) while the electrolyte voltage is changed

through the potentiostat. The fully-differential pixel integrator and the related opamp use an

input-referred common-mode feedback. This ensures that the working electrodes are held at

the requested values during the integration phase and during the readout phase. Moreover, the

voltages received at the two output nodes of the differential opamp have the same values as a

standard single-ended solution with one integrator for each electrode would provide.

The purpose of switch S3, connecting the working electrodes to VCM, is to fix their potential
at VCM during the readout phase. Moreover, it reduces the leakage current of switch S2 and

makes it signal independent. The integrator op-amp itself uses a folded-cascode topology with

approximately rail-to-rail output voltage swing.

Whereas the design discussed above carefully considers the effect of leakage in the pixel

circuit during sequential readout of all sites, direct in pixel analog-to-digital conversion and

digital data storing completely circumvents this problem. An example using a single-slope

ADC applied to a redox-cycling chip with 128 sensor sites is given in Figure 6.21 [30].

For simplicity, only one of the two branches (generator and collector) is shown in the dia-

gram. On the chip itself, a complimentary circuit is also used for the other branch. The voltage

of the sensor electrode is controlled by a regulation loop via an operational amplifier and source

follower transistor. A/D conversion is achieved by charging an integrating capacitor Cint by the

sensor current. When the switching level of the comparator is reached, a reset pulse is gener-

ated and the capacitor is discharged by transistor Mres again. This circuit translates the current

into a frequency which is approximately proportional to the sensor current and inversely pro-

portional to the switching threshold voltage and to the capacitance value of Cint. For example,

using a threshold of 1V and Cint = 140 fF, frequencies are obtained between 7Hz and 700 kHz
for a sensor current range from 10−12 A to 10−7A.
As the current obtained with the redox-cycling method provides a quasi-DC signal, the num-

ber of reset pulses within a given time window is counted with an in-sensor-site counter with
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applied on a CMOS-based microarray utilizing label-free cyclovoltammetric readout [33]

24 stages. For readout, the counter circuit is converted into a shift register by a control signal

and the A/D converted result is provided to the output of the chip.

This conversion principle and extensions of this principle have also been successfully applied

in further works focusing on biomedical array applications [37].

A further interesting approach with direct A/D conversion is used on a chip with 576 sensor

sites and 24 output channels for label-free cyclic voltammetry readout following the principle

explained in Figure 6.22 [33]. The chip fabricated uses a channel-wise first order delta-sigma

ADC and operates the sensor site electrodes as integration capacitance. A very high oversam-

pling ratio is achieved due to the slow nature of the electrochemical signals (frequency of

applied triangle voltage is of order 1Hz here, so that an effective number of bits is achieved

of approximately 11.
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6.6 Further Readout Techniques

In this section non-electrochemical methods are reviewed. Again, we first consider

labeling-based approaches and switch to completely label-free techniques later.

6.6.1 Labeling-Based Approaches

A number of approaches have been published using the idea of labeling the target molecules

with gold nanoparticles and applying a silver precipitation step after the hybridization

phase [38–40]. The basic idea is sketched in Figure 6.23: After the hybridization phase

(Figure 6.23a) silver is applied to the sample bulk volume. The gold particles present at the

sites with double-stranded DNA act as a seed layer for silver clusters which start to grow at

these positions (Figure 6.23b). After further precipitation, a dense silver carpet is formed at

the related positions (Figure 6.23c). However, as this carpet will further extend and eventually

also cover positions with a lower or zero amount of double-stranded DNA, all assays based

on this technique require consideration of the temporal development of the parameters chosen

to detect this silver layer extension.

In order to measure the silver carpet extension at the considered sites, various techniques

have been proposed:

• Conductivity measurement between electrodes separated by an isolating layer [38].

• AC parameter measurements between isolated electrodes [39].

• Optical attenuation (detected by a CMOS imager chip or in completely pure optical

setups) [40].

In the first case, the sensor site consists of a pair of noble metal electrodes electrically sepa-

rated from each other by an isolating layer in between the electrodes which is also the location

of probe molecule immobilization. During the precipitation phase, a conductive silver layer

sensor area sensor areasensor area

Ag 
precipitationprobe

target

Au bead

electrolyte

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.23 Schematic plot depicting the basic principle of detection methods based on gold bead

labeling and subsequent silver precipitation. (a): Hybridization phase; (b): Silver precipitation and start

of silver clusters growth; (c): Formation of a dense silver carpet after further precipitation
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between the electrodes is formed which leads to a sharp decrease of the ohmic resistance over
several orders of magnitude between the electrodes. As emphasized before, the discrimination
between match and mismatch requires the time behavior of this parameter to be considered.
Measurements reported in the literature apply silver enhancement times up to one hour, so that
precise time discrimination can be easily achieved.
In the second case, neighboring or interdigitated electrodes are used which are covered by

a dielectric. As the silver precipitation and the formation of a metallic layer at the interface of
this dielectric provides other electrical parameters as compared to a dielectric interface to the
electrolyte or to a functionalized area without silver layer, AC parameters such as impedance
change or other RF parameters can be evaluated here.
In the case of optical or semi-optical techniques, the entire chip is illuminated and the

decrease of the optical transmission through the active area is measured due to formation
of the silver layer. For this purpose, completely optical setups as well as CMOS chips with
photodiodes (similar to standard CMOS imager chips) are used.
Another labeling-based technique uses magnetic beads as markers of the target molecules

[41, 42]. There, the sensor sites must provide a device whose electrical parameters change
dependent on the presence of magnetic matter. Recently, CMOS arrays have been demon-
strated with integrated GMR sensors, whose resistance is read out [42].

6.6.2 Label-Free Approaches

The methods discussed here make direct use of electrical or physical properties of DNA or
other biomolecules.
The basic idea to detect hybridization dependent impedance changes has been investigated

by a number of research groups who also published about CMOS array chips designed for
this purpose (e.g. [43–45]). The basic idea is sketched in Figure 6.24. In many cases, the
simple lumped-element equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitor in parallel to a resistor
(whose value would be infinite in the ideal case) is sufficient. Various feasibility studies of this
method report hybridization-driven capacitance decreases. The capacitance – or the entire
impedance – can be measured between a noble metal electrode and the electrolyte, between
interdigitated electrodes, or also by using electrodes covered by a dielectric.
Whereas a number of design techniques and circuit topologies are known which allow us to

characterize capacitance and impedance with excellent accuracy, a certain disadvantage of this
method is that the achievement of proper results strongly depends on the quality of the layer of
immobilized molecules. If this layer is not sufficiently dense, for example, in the case where

hybridization

target

probe
C R C + ΔC R + ΔR

Figure 6.24 Schematic plot showing the basic idea behind impedance-based DNA detection
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it has a few pinholes, these areas may provide a contribution to the impedance of the entire

electrode whose impedance is significantly lower as compared to the portion of the electrode

with perfect functionalization. As a consequence, such pinholes may more or less shunt the

effect obtained on the entire well-functionalized portion of the electrode and thus decrease the

reliability of this method.

Gravimetric sensors consist of electro-mechanical oscillators. There, the oscillation

frequency depends on the electrical properties and on the mechanical properties, and in

particular also the mass of the resonator device. If additional mass is attached to their

surface – in our context through hybridization of DNA – the oscillation frequency decreases.

Note that this family of sensors is tolerant against pinholes in the receptor molecule layer, as

non-well-functionalized areas of the sensor interface simply do not contribute to the sensor’s

response but do not shunt the sensor’s signal as in the case of impedance related approaches.

A cantilever-based solution, as described in [46], fabricated by means of an extended CMOS

technology and applied to biomolecule detection is a representative of this class of sensors. The

gravimetric principle as such is known and has been successfully applied for a wide range of

other purposes as well, also using discrete and large-area quartzes with frequencies in theMHz

range. Following the Sauerbrey equation [47], the mass resolution increases in proportion to

the resonator frequency. Film bulk acoustic wave resonator (FBAR) technology (Figure 6.25)

provides thin-film piezoelectric devices whose frequency is in the low GHz range [48]. It is

thus a promising candidate for high sensitivity sensors.

Due to their high operation frequency, short distances between sensor and amplifying circuit

are a must. In the case where the FBAR technology cannot directly be fabricated on the same

chips as the CMOS technology used, flip-chip technology provides an acceptable solution [49].

An example is sketched in Figure 6.26. The FBAR itself consists of a piezoelectric AlN layer

sandwiched between two metal electrodes. In order to avoid a loss of acoustic energy into the

substrate, an acoustic Bragg mirror is formed by several layers (W, SiO2) with alternating low

and high acoustic impedances within the substrate.

An important challenge for the operation of such devices and the related design of a suit-

able oscillator is the reduction of the quality factor in fluids like water or electrolytes used

in related assays (Figure 6.27). The effect of the related mechanical attenuation is compara-

ble to the effect of ohmic resistances in the electrical domain. Thus, many circuits used for

piezo-oscillators are not applicable here as they rely on high quality factors as achieved in air.

Figure 6.28 presents an oscillator concept successfully applied for FBAR-in-water opera-

tion [49]. The FBAR is operated in a voltage-divider configuration in series with capacitance

C0. In the same figure, the transfer function of the FBAR – C0 voltage divider is depicted

revealing a 30∘ phase shift and a gain peak of −2 dB at resonance frequency. In order to meet
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the Barkhausen criterion for oscillation and to have a gain margin to consider possible device

parameter variations and their impact on the overall gain, the amplifier is designed to pro-

vide the remaining 330∘ and 5 dB gain. To precisely meet this gain – phase relationship at

resonance frequency in all process/temperature corners the amplifier is built as a Gm-C filter,

which is tunable by changing the transconductor bias current. The transfer function is process

independent but only relies on the matching of Gm1, Gm2, and Gm3, and C1 and C2.

6.7 Remarks on Packaging and Assembly

Packaging and assembly of electronic biochips require provision of a fluidic in addition to an

electrical interface which clearly differs from the boundary conditions and packaging concepts

known from the standard CMOS world. The solution must be reliable and should not be a

show-stopping cost driver.

Concerning in-package (micro-) fluidics, a number of requirements must be considered, such

as laminar flow and the avoidance of bubbles (or provision of bubble traps at predefined posi-

tions within the package). A detailed requirement catalogue will always depends on technical

details concerning detection method, assay, application, and so on.

A number of packaging proposals for such applications have already been discussed in the

literature. They range from assembly solutions for very simple open systems where PCBs

act as carrier for sealed CMOS chips and electrical interface to reader units (e.g. [44]), to

complex chip-card-like systems, in part not only providing an electrical and a fluidic interface

to the outer world but also carrying reservoirs with chemical compounds in dried form so

that sample preparation can, in addition, be completely performed within a single disposable

unit [22, 50].

6.8 Concluding Remarks and Outlook

In this chapter, a brief overview has been given of CMOS-based DNA microarrays. Extended

CMOS processing issues, various functionalization and detection techniques, related electrical

characteristics, and suitable circuit design approaches have been discussed in this context.

Summarizing today’s status, a number of approaches have been published and proven feasi-

ble. Commercial and technical success of pure electronic approaches require the entire system

(including assembly, packaging, storage, microfluidics, software, target application and related

assays) to be considered from the user’s point of view. Whereas today’s market is clearly

dominated by optical systems, commercialization and further development of electronic and

CMOS-based solutions as well as development of appropriate business models are on-going:

Although around the turn of the millennium and shortly after a number of publications on

CMOS-based biomolecule detection chips came from representatives from the semiconductor

industry, it has turned out that today the volume of CMOS chips behind many bio-sensing

or bio-interfacing applications is too small to translate into an attractive commercial scenario

for a company whose business is mainly based on selling processed silicon area. On the other

hand, a number of examples where CMOS devices interact with biology have also shown that

such applications indeed have the potential to create ethical and economical value, when driven

by system houses or specialized application-oriented companies. To name two prominent and

commercially available examples, for example, consider cochlea implants [51, 52] or devices
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for Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) [53, 54] where the volume of devices per year is clearly
below 100,000. Making use of foundries which also offer low volume production on the basis
of sufficiently advanced CMOS processes, and creating complete systems around such chips,
provision of CMOS-based bio-interfacing devices and systems as mentioned above has been
made available for the benefit of user and provider.
Thus today, similar scenarios are considered as a possible pathway to make CMOS-based

microarrays also commercially available and successful.
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CMOS Image Sensors
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Over the last decade, CMOS image-sensor technology made huge progress. Not only was the
imagers’ performance drastically improved, but also their commercial success boomed after
the introduction of mobile phones with an on-board camera. Many scientists and marketing
specialists predicted 15 years ago that CMOS image sensors were going to completely take
over from CCD imagers, in the same way as CCD imagers did in the mid 1980s when they
took over the imaging business from tubes [1].
Although CMOS has a strong position in imaging today, it did not rule out the business of

CCDs. On the other hand, the CMOS-push drastically increased the overall imaging market
due to the fact that CMOS image sensors created new applications areas and they boosted the
performance of CCD imagers as well.
This chapter describes the state-of-the-art of CMOS image sensors.

7.1 Impact of CMOS Scaling on Image Sensors

It is common knowledge that the scaling effects in CMOS technology allow the semiconductor
industry to make smaller devices. This rule holds for CMOS imaging applications as well.
Figure 7.1 gives an overview of CMOS imager data published at IEDM and ISSCC of the

last 15 years [2]. The bottom curve illustrates the CMOS scaling effects over the years, as
described by the ITRS roadmap [3]. The second curve shows the technology node used to
fabricate the reported CMOS image sensors, and the third curve illustrates the pixel size of the
same devices. It should be clear that:

• CMOS image sensors use a technology node that is lagging behind the technology nodes
of the ITRS. The reason for this is quite simple: very advanced CMOS processes used to
fabricate digital circuits are not imaging friendly (issues with large leakage current, low
light sensitivity, noise performance, … );
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imum dimension according to the ITRS Roadmap

• CMOS image sensor technology scales almost at the same pace as standard digital CMOS

processes do;

• Pixel dimension scales with the technology node used, and the ratio is about a factor of 20.

Shrinking the pixel size for CMOS image sensors is a very important driver for the overall

imaging business. It has a very large impact on various parameters of the complete camera

system. For instance, if the pixel pitch of a CMOS image sensor is equal to p, the scaling

factor for various parameters is (keeping the total pixel count unchanged):

pixel pitch ∼ p,
pixel area ∼ p2,
chip area ∼ p2,
chip cost ∼ p2,
energy to read the sensor ∼ p2,
lens volume ∼ p3,
camera volume ∼ p3,
camera weight ∼ p3.

From this list it will be clear that there is a very strong driving force to shrink the pixel size

as much as possible. Unfortunately, smaller pixels have a negative effect on the optical and

electrical performance of the camera. For instance, the proportionality of the pixel/camera

performance is:
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depth of field ∼ p1,
depth of focus ∼ p1,
signal-to-noise ∼ p2,
dynamic range ∼ p2,

and they all become worse.

The effects of the shrinkage of a pixel can be summarized as follows: as long as a camera

remains in its box, smaller pixels have only advantages. But once the camera is switched on,

a smaller pixel has only disadvantages.

The market for consumer applications is asking for smaller pixel sizes at the same time

that progress in CMOS technology is also offering the means to fabricate them. But as can

be concluded from the table above, smaller pixels result in a weaker performance. It is a real

challenge to improve the pixel design as well as the processing technology, at a pace that can

counteract the loss of performance as the pixels shrink.

7.2 CMOS Pixel Architectures

In principle a CMOS image sensor has a very similar architecture as a digital memory, see

Figure 7.2. It is composed of:

• an array of identical pixels, each having at least a photodiode and an addressing transistor,

the number of pixels ranging from 330,000 for VGA-size imagers, to 100M (or even more)

for professional applications;

• a Y-addressing or scan register to address the sensor line-by-line, by activating the in-pixel

addressing transistor;

• a X-addressing or scan register to address the pixels on one line, one after another;

• an output amplifier.

The structure of the pixels can be very simple: a combination of an n+-p photodiode and an

addressing transistor RS that acts as a switch, see Figure 7.3. The working principle can be

understood as follows [4]:

• At the start of an exposure the photodiode is reverse biased to a high voltage (e.g. 3.3V).

This reset action is performed by means of circuitry present on the column bus (not shown

in the figure). To allow the pixel to be reset, the row select (RS) needs to be active such that

the pixel is connected to the column bus. Once the pixel is reset, the exposure can start and

the RS switch will become inactive.

• During the exposure time, the n+-region (cathode) of the photodiode is left floating. Imping-

ing photonsmight get absorbed in the silicon and as a result of this action, electron-hole pairs

can be generated. The present electrical field across the junction of the photodiode will sep-

arate the two charge carriers. Electrons will move to the n+ side of the photodiode and the

hole will move to the p-substrate side of the photodiode. In this way, the reverse voltage

across the photodiode will decrease.
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Figure 7.3 Passive CMOS pixel based on one in-pixel transistor, RS, used as the row-selection switch

• At the end of the exposure time the remaining voltage across the diode is measured, and its

drop from the original value is ameasure for the amount of photons falling on the photodiode

during the exposure time. It should be clear that the measurement of the voltage across the

diode requires an activation of the RS switch.

• To allow a new exposure cycle, the photodiode is reset again.

This so-called passive pixel is characterized by a large fill factor (ratio of diode area and total

pixel area), but unfortunately, the pixel is suffering from a large noise level as well. The reasons

for this are:
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(a) the unavoidable presence of the kTC noise. kTC noise is introduced every time a capacitor
is charged or discharged through a resistor, and this is what is happening in the photodiode.
Every time the photodiode is being reset, its junction capacitance is charged to the reset
voltage and kTC noise is introduced [k : Boltzmann’s constant, T : absolute temperature,
C is the junction capacitance of the photodiode];

(b) the mismatch between the small pixel capacitance and the large vertical bus capacitance
will always result in relative low signal-voltage levels on the column bus, which are very
susceptible to signal-to-noise issues.

A major improvement in the noise performance of the pixels was obtained by the introduc-
tion of the active pixel concept [5–7]: every pixel gets its own in-pixel amplifier, being a
source-follower, see Figure 7.4. The pixel is composed out of the photodiode n+-p-substrate
junction, the reset transistor RST, and addressing or row-select transistor RS and the driver of
the source-follower SF (Figure 7.4). The current source of the source-follower is placed at the
end of the column bus. The working principle of the active pixel sensor is basically the same
as for the passive pixel sensor:

• The photodiode is reversely biased or reset by means of activating the RST switch.
• Impinging photons can be absorbed, which causes generation of electron-hole pairs. Under

influence of the electrical field across the junction of the photodiode, the charge carriers will
be separated and will move to the n+ side of the junction (for the electrons) or the p-substrate
(for the holes). Consequently, the reverse voltage across the photodiode will be decreased.

• At the end of the exposure time, the pixel is addressed (by activating the RS switch) and
the voltage change across the diode is measured by the source follower and “copied” on the
column bus.

Next, the photodiode is reset again by means of re-activating the RST switch. This concept of
active pixel sensor became very popular in the mid-1990s, it solved a lot of noise issues. Unfor-
tunately the kTC noise component, introduced by resetting the photodiode, still remained.
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Figure 7.4 Active CMOS pixel based on an in-pixel amplifier. The transistors RST and RS are used

for resetting and selection of the pixel
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Figure 7.5 PPD CMOS pixel based on an in-pixel amplifier in combination with a pinned photodiode.

RST, RS and TX are respectively the reset, row select and transfer transistor

To solve this kTC-noise issue, the so-called pinned photodiode pixel, also popular in CCD

image sensors, was introduced. The pinned-photodiode pixel has the great advantage to allow

Correlated-Double Sampling (CDS) to cancel the kTC noise of the reset action, 1∕f noise of
the source follower MOS transistor as well as the DC offset introduced by the source follower

[8]. CDS in CMOS image sensors was demonstrated for the first time with a photogate Active

Pixel Sensor or APS [9]. Having the CDS option in CMOS imagers like it was the case in

CCDs, was a real breakthrough in allowing CMOS imagers to achieve higher performance.

The pinned-photodiode APS (or PPD), shown in Figure 7.5, can be seen as a logical improve-

ment of the photogate APS, it combines the low-noise performance due to CDS with the high

light sensitivity and low dark current of a photodiode [10, 11].

At the right side of Figure 7.5, one can recognize exactly the same structure as in the active

pixel sensor. Although the structure is conceptually identical to the one shown in Figure 7.4, its

functionality is different. The right part of Figure 7.5 is now acting only as the readout part of

the pixel: the source-follower will sense the voltage on the n+ readout node, the latter is used

to convert a charge packet into a voltage. The photosensing part of the pixel is incorporated by

the (pinned) photodiode, being the p+-n-p-substrate structure at the left side of Figure 7.5. The
(pinned) photodiode is connected to the readout circuit by means of an extra transfer gate, TX.

With this pixel concept the light sensing part of the pixel (= photodiode) is separated from the

readout node.

The pinned photodiode is constructed by means of the sandwich p+-n−-p-substrate, with
both p-regions biased at ground potential and with the n-region fully depleted. This results in

a local potential maximum in the n-region (also called pinning voltage) that is fully and only

determined by the doping of the n-region and the depth of the n-p-substrate and p+-n junctions.
The pinned photodiode pixel operates as follows:

• Conversion into charge carriers of the incoming photons is done in the (pinned) photodiode.

The electron-hole pairs generated, will be separated by the electrical field present in the

n-region; electrons will be stored in this n-region, while the holes will move to the p+-layer
or the p-substrate.

• At the end of the exposure time, the n+ readout node is reset by the reset transistor RST.
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• Ameasurement of the output voltage after reset is done, this reference signal will contain the

DC-offset of the source follower, 1∕f noise of the source follower and kTC noise introduced

by the reset action. The value of this first measurement is stored on a first capacitor present

in the column circuitry.

• The photodiode is emptied by activating TX and transferring all charges from the photodiode

to the n+ readout node. The charge transfer is similar to the working principle of a CCD:

transporting the complete charge packet from the pinned photodiode towards the floating

diffusion.

• Next the charges contained in the pinned photodiode will be transferred to the readout node

by activating TX. If all charges are removed from the pinned photodiode, the original pin-

ning voltage of the pinned photodiode will be re-established.

• A measurement is done of the output voltage after transfer, this second signal will contain

the photon-generated signal, but on top of that also the DC-offset of the source follower, also

the 1∕f noise of the source follower and also the kTC noise introduced by the reset action.

This second measurement is stored on a second capacitor present in the column circuitry.

• The two measured values stored on the two capacitors are subtracted from each other in the

analog domain (using Correlated Double Sampling, CDS) [8], and the major noise sources

are cancelled out.

The completely depleted pinned-photodiode has several very attractive features:

• The kTC noise of the readout node can be completely cancelled by means of CDS.

• CDS has also a positive effect on the 1∕f noise of the source follower, as well as on its

residual off-set.

• The kTC noise of the photodiode itself is completely absent, because in the case of full

depletion, the photodiode is completely emptied. Therefore, for the pinned photodiode, kTC
noise does not exist.

• The light sensitivity is depending on the width of the depletion layer. Consequently, as

compared to a classical photodiode, this sensitivity will be higher, because the depletion

layer of a pinned-photodiode stretches almost to the Si-SiO2 interface.

• Because of the double junction (p+-n and n-p-substrate), the intrinsic charge-storage capac-
itance is higher, resulting in a larger dynamic range,

• The Si-SiO2 interface is perfectly shielded by the p
+ layer and keeps the interface fully filled

with holes, that makes the leakage or dark current extremely low.

Considering all these advantages, it will be clear that the pinned photodiode is the preferred

choice for CMOS image sensor pixels. Nearly all products on the market these days make use

of this pixel architecture, and it is the pinned photodiode that really boosted the introduction

of CMOS image sensors into commercial products. Apparently history is repeating itself: also

the CCD business really took off after the introduction of the pinned photodiode [12].

The active CMOS pixel with a pinned photodiode is implemented with four transistors and

five interconnections in each pixel. This “complicated” architecture results in a relatively low

fill factor. For that reason it is very hard to make pixels based on the PPD concept smaller than

2.5μm. The in-pixel periphery consumes too much space.

A solution for the latter problem can be found in the “shared-pixel” concept: several

neighbouring pixels share the same output circuitry [13, 14]. The basic idea is illustrated
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Figure 7.6 Shared pixel concept: 2 × 2 pinned photodiodes share the same in-pixel readout circuitry.

RST and RS are the reset and row-select transistor, further selection of the individual pixels is done by

means of the various transfer gates TX

in Figure 7.6: a group of 2 by 2 pixels have in common the source follower, the reset

transistor, the addressing transistor and the readout node. Next to the listed components, the

cluster of pixels has four pinned photodiodes and four transfer gates. The timing of pixels

becomes a bit more complicated, but the shared pixel architecture is now characterized by

eight interconnects and seven transistors, resulting in two interconnects and 1.75 transistors
per photodiode. The positive effect on the fill factor should be clear. The price one has

to pay for the shared pixel concept is an asymmetry in pixel design. The four individual

pinned-photodiodes of a cluster as shown in Figure 7.6 are no longer perfectly identical to

each other: within a square area, four pinned-photodiodes plus three transistors need to be
placed. This results in a fixed-pattern noise component that needs to be corrected during the

image-processing phase.

Lately reported image sensors with pixel sizes smaller than 2.5μm and even down to 1.0μm
are all based on the shared pixel concept with pinned photodiodes.

7.3 Photon Shot Noise

Image sensors are characterized by many different noise sources, which can be categorized in

temporal noise and spatial noise sources. Examples are:

• temporal noise: kTC noise, Johnson noise, flicker noise, RTS noise, dark current shot noise,

photon shot noise, power supply noise, phase noise, quantization noise, … ,

• spatial noise: dark fixed pattern, light fixed pattern, column fixed pattern, row fixed pattern,
defect pixels, dead and sick pixels, scratches, . . . .

It is not the purpose of this chapter to study all these noise sources, only one important

noise component will be discussed: the photon shot noise. This is the noise component due

to the statistical variation in the amount of photons impinging the sensor during the exposure
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time. The latter is a stochastical process that can be described by Poisson statistics. If a pixel

receives an amount of photons, equal to 𝜇ph during the exposure time, then this value 𝜇ph is
the average value, that is also characterized by a noise component with standard deviation 𝜎ph,
representing the photon shot noise. The relation between average value 𝜇ph and its associated
noise 𝜎ph, is given by:

𝜎ph =
√
𝜇ph. (7.1)

After absorption of the incoming photons into the silicon, the flux of 𝜇ph photons results in
𝜇e electrons in every pixel, characterized by a noise component 𝜎e, connected by the same

square root relation.

This ever-present photon shot noise component has a very interesting impact on the

signal-to-noise behavior of an imaging system: in the case of a perfect noise-free imager in a

perfect noise-free camera, the performance of the camera system is fully photon-shot-noise

limited. The maximum signal-to-noise ratio (S∕N)MAX is then given by:( S
N

)
MAX

=
𝜇e
𝜎e

=
𝜇e√
𝜇e

=
√
𝜇e, (7.2)

or, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio is equal to the square root out of the signal value! This

observation leads to an interesting rule of thumb: to make decent images for consumer appli-

cations, a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 40 dB or more is needed, translated by means of

the abovementioned formula into 10,000 electrons within every pixel. (This number tends to

slowly go down due to extensive image processing and image-noise removal.)

On one hand, while the CMOS technology is shrinking further down, allowing for smaller

pixels, the lower limit of the pixel size will no longer be determined by the minimum dimen-

sions set by the CMOS technology, but it will be determined by the amount of electrons that

can be stored in the pixel. On the other hand, a lower saturation level of electrons in a pixel

will always result in a lower signal-to-noise ratio, because in best-case situations, the photon

shot noise will be the dominant noise source.

7.4 Analog-to-Digital Converters for CMOS Image Sensors

It should be clear that in the era of digital imaging, most CMOS image sensors are provided

with an analog-to-digital converter allowing the output signal to be accessible in the digital

domain. Classical ADC architectures can be used in combination with the CMOS imager, for

example, flash converter, sigma-delta converter, successive approximation, single-slope ADC,

pipelined ADC, cyclic ADC, and so on. Only one particular architecture will be discussed

in this chapter: the single-slope ADC. This concept is very appealing in the case where the

CMOS imager is provided with an ADC for every column or even for every pixel. In particular,

column-parallel conversion has some very interesting advantages for high-speed applications.

Because in this case the sensor chip has as many ADCs as it has columns, and all these ADCs

work fully in parallel [15–17].

The basic working principle of the single-slope ADC is illustrated in Figure 7.7. The analog

input signal VIN that needs to be converted is compared to an analog ramp signal Vramp.A digi-

tal counter generates the latter. At the moment that the two voltages VIN and Vramp are equal to
each other, the comparator changes state and latches the counter value into a memory. The data
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Figure 7.7 Basic architecture of a column-parallel single-slope analog-to-digital converter

stored into the memory will be the digital value corresponding to the analog input voltage VIN .
In the case of column-parallel conversion, the imager has at every column a comparator and a
digital memory. The digital counter is common for all pixels on a single row.

After digitization, the output signal of the camera will have an extra quantization noise com-

ponent 𝜎ADC , equal to:

𝜎ADC =
VLSB√
12

, (7.3)

with VLSB being the analog voltage of the least significant bit.

In relation to the photon shot noise, an interesting observation can be made: the noise floor

in the output signal of an image sensor is always (best-case) determined by the photon shot

noise. The latter will be small for small output signals of the sensor, but it will be large for

large output signals of the sensor. In the case of a large output signal, the quantization error of

the ADC does not have to be as low as it should be for smaller output signals. This idea allows
an ADC converter with an adaptive quantization step: small for small signals, large for large

signals. This idea can be relatively easily implemented by means of the single-slope ADC.

In that case the ramp, generated originally by the digital counter, will be no longer linear

with respect to the time, but can have a piece-wise-linear approach as shown in Figure 7.8

[18]. Next to the ramp itself, in Figure 7.8 also the photon shot noise is indicated as well as the
quantization noise. It can be seen that when the quantization step is increased, the quantization

noise is increased as well. But as long as it stays well below the photon-shot noise, it will not

hamper the performance of the sensor. In this simple example (in which the quantization noise

is kept a factor of 2 below the photon-shot noise), the ADC is changing from a single-slope to

a so-called multi-slope ADC. In this way, its speed is increased by a factor of 3 without further

increasing its power consumption.
Another way of increasing the speed of the single-slope ADC is changing the concept to a

single-slope, multiple-ramp architecture. In this configuration, several ramps are running in

parallel, they all have the same slope, but they differ from each other by a DC off-set [19].

Before starting the conversion, a coarse ADC action is performed, to assign every column of
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Figure 7.8 Ramp voltage for the single slope (top) and multi slope (bottom) ADC, in relation to the

photon shot noise and quantization noise

the image sensor to a dedicated ramp. The coarse conversion is followed by a fine conversion

cycle, and at the end, both results are combined. In Figure 7.9, the multiple-ramp concept

is illustrated: at first the coarse action is taking place and its output is memorized in a 2-bit

memory cell (two bits in this example with four parallel ramps).

These two bits not only represent the most significant bits of the digital words, but they also

contain the information to which ramp the column needs to be assigned for the fine conversion.

During the latter, the four parallel ramps are offered to all columns, but every column is checked

against only one particular ramp. It should be clear that the increase in speed is about equal to

the number of parallel ramps (neglecting the time needed to perform the coarse ADC).

This example of implementing a single-slope, multiple-ramp architecture column-parallel

ADC greatly shows a key advantage of CMOS image sensors: implementation of additional

analog and digital circuitry on the same chip as the imaging core. In the mean time the noise

characteristics of the imager are taken into account to improve this on-chip circuitry as far as

speed and power consumption are concerned.
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Figure 7.9 Basic architecture of a column-parallel single-slope, multi-ramp analog-to-digital converter

7.5 Light Sensitivity

The main purpose of an image sensor is to convert the incoming light into a measurable out-
put signal. But with the shrinkage of the pixel size, light sensitivity is becoming an issue.
The conversion of the incoming photons into electron-hole pairs is automatically done by the
photo-electric effect of the silicon. Next, the electrons are separated from the holes bymeans of
the electric field in the photodiodes. Collected charge carriers will decrease the reverse-biased
diode voltage, and it is this decrease that can be measured. To make images of high quality
and/or to make images at very low light levels it is of crucial importance to catch and convert
as many as possible, not to say every, incoming photon. Unfortunately, the construction of the
pixels does not allow all photons impinging the pixel to be used. The main reasons for this
effect are:

• Part of the pixel is simply insensitive to incoming light, because part of the pixel will contain
the readout electronics. The concept of the pixel limits the light sensitive area in comparison
to the total pixel area (this ratio is also known as fill factor).

• Photons falling on the active pixel area not necessarily generate electron-hole pairs. The
photons can be reflected at the silicon interface, can be reflected at one of themany interfaces
in the multi-layered optical stack above the silicon, can be absorbed in one of these layers,
or the photons even can pass through the silicon without absorption.

• Not every electron-hole pair generated by a photon will be collected. Charge carriers can
recombine, or can get lost in the substrate.

Modern CMOS image-sensor technology has developed several techniques to overcome all
the aforementioned sensitivity issues. Examples of these techniques are:

• Microlenses that are put on top of every single pixel, made out of deep UV photo-
resist [20].
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• Inner-lenses that are realized by means of the right combination of SiO2 and Si3N4 layers

during the fabrication process [21].

• Wave or light guides placed on top of the pixels [22].

• Back-side illumination [23].

The back-side illumination is a method already applied for professional CCDs, but recently it

is introduced for small-pixel CMOS imagers as well. Bringing the photons from the backside

has the following advantages:

• Nearly 100% fill factor, resulting in a very high quantum efficiency.

• Very low optical stack, resulting in a lower angular dependency of the light sensitivity and

reduced optical cross-talk.

• The back-side (being the light sensitive part) can be processed fully independent of the

front-side (being the CMOS circuitry part).

But the back-side technique comes with a certain price: the silicon wafer needs to be thinned

down to just a few micrometers, the backside needs a very specific passivation technique, and

new packaging methods have to be developed. Despite all these issues, back-side illuminated

CMOS devices with pixels down to 1μm are available on the market. Figure 7.10 shows an

SEM cross section of such a back-side illuminated CMOS sensor with 1.65μm pixel size.

Starting from the bottom part of the Figure 7.10 [23], one can recognize:

• The fourth metal layer, which is chosen to be the power line. Because the light is coming

from the other side, the power line can be chosen thick and wide to prevent any voltage

drops.

• Three metal layers which are used as the interconnect of the former front side.

• The silicon substrate, which is thinned down to a handful of microns.

microlens

front-side metals

power line

silicon “bulk”

metal grid

colour filter

Figure 7.10 Cross section of a back-side illuminated CMOS image sensor. Reproduced by permission

of IEEE [23]
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• A metal grid used to prevent light falling “between” two color filter patches.

• The color filter array, although hardly visible, the cross section shows two different layers,

e.g. red and green, or blue and green.

• Ultimately at the top of the array of microlenses. It may be surprising to find microlenses on

top of a back-side illuminated sensor. But the microlenses have a double function: focusing

the incoming rays away from the region that is covered with the metal grid, and focusing

the incoming rays in the middle of the pixels to limit the crosstalk.

7.6 Dynamic Range

Another interesting issue that comes together with the pixel shrinkage is the reduction in

dynamic range. The dynamic range of an imager is the ability of the device to detect details

in high lights and low lights within the same image. In numbers, the dynamic range is defined

by the largest signal that can be detected (= saturation level) and the minimum signal that can

be detected (= noise floor in dark). But if the pixels get smaller, the amount of charge that can

be stored in a pixel is reduced as well, so is the dynamic range.

Today, there are several potential solutions being proposed in the literature. One of the very

first techniques implemented in products was the dual (or multiple) exposure. Every image is

composed by means of two (or more) full-resolution exposures: a short exposure to capture

the details in high lights and a long exposure to capture the details in low lights. Although

this technique suffers from motion artifacts, it is pretty easy to implement, because it does not

require any change in pixel design or lay-out.

Another approach can be found in the so-called LOFIC pixel design: Local Overflow with

an In-Pixel Capacitor. This pixel extends its charge handling capacitance by adding an extra

capacitor CS as can be seen in Figure 7.11 [24]. The normal photon conversion takes place in

the pinned photodiode, but in the case of a high light, the pinned photodiode will saturate and

electrons will overflow across the transfer transistor TX onto the floating diffusion CFD, and
if that capacitor is completely “filled”, further overflow can take place in CS through the TS

transistor. At the end of the exposure, first the charge stored on the CS and CFD capacitor is read

column bus

TX 

TS

RS

VDD

Cs

CFD

RST

Figure 7.11 LOFIC pixel: local overflow with an in-pixel capacitor
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out, next the floating diffusion is reset, the charge from the pinned photodiode is transferred and
read. So the complete readout cycle is composed out of two read cycles. The extra capacitor
serves as an extra storage capacitor in the image capture mode, and an extra capacitor in the
signal readout mode. The LOFIC pixel is able to extend the dynamic range by an extra 60 dB.
The concept of this LOFIC pixel nicely illustrates one of the key advantages of CMOS over

CCD imagers: the ability to integrate extra circuitry, even on pixel level. These kinds of solu-
tions are not possible in CCDs.

7.7 Global Shutter

Another great example of extra integrated circuitry in the pixel is the global shutter CMOS
pixel. Referring to Figure 7.2, it should be clear that the readout process of a CMOS image
sensor is done row wise: row after row the pixels are being addressed, readout and reset.
Every time the pixels are reset, a new exposure time start, every time the pixels are read,
the exposure time ends. This way of reading a sensor is being known as a sensor with a
rolling shutter. The drawback of the rolling shutter is the fact that the exposure time of every
line starts at a different point in time and ends at a different point in time. This results in
very annoying motion artifacts that are very difficult to compensate. For that reason a global
shutter was developed in CMOS: all pixels start the exposure at the same time, and all pixels
end the exposure at the same time, just like in a CCD. An example of such a global shutter
pixel CMOS pixel is shown in Figure 7.12 [25]. The pixel is based on the 4T concept with a
pinned photodiode. It works as follows:

• At the end of the exposure time, the floating diffusion nodes of all pixels are reset.
• The reset reference levels of all pixels are converted into a voltage by the floating diffusion

capacitances, these voltages are stored on C2 by activating switches VSAM1 and VSAM2.
• After closing switches VSAM2, the charges from all pinned photodiodes are transferred to

the floating diffusions and sampled on C1.
• Until this moment all pixels are operated fully in parallel, but from now on the readout is

done line by line.
• First the voltage on C2 is measured, this is the reference voltage after the pixels were reset.
• Next VSAM2 is made active, and the voltage on C1 is shared on C1 + C2, in this way the

video signal is measured.

GND

VDD

C1 C2

VTX VRST

VSAM1 VSAM2

VRS

VPC

Figure 7.12 Global shutter CMOS pixel with in-pixel storage of the reset and video signal
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Although the pixel is relatively complicated (two extra capacitors and four extra transistors),

this global shutter implementation has the advantage of allowing correlated double sampling

to cancel out the famous kTC noise.

7.8 Conclusion

CMOS image sensors made a huge technological progress over the last decade. The introduc-

tion of the pinned photodiode really boosted their success. Exploring the typical characteris-

tics, needs and requirements of the imaging application can result in very attractive circuits and

devices that increase the performance of the imagers. Because of the ever-shrinking dimen-

sions in CMOS technology, further integration on column level and even on pixel level can

make the imagers even smarter than they are already.
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8.1 Introduction

Neuromodulation aims to improve disease-state control with ongoing therapy adjustments that
enhance therapeutic response while minimizing clinician and patient burden. Innovation in
neuromodulation might be facilitated by modeling the interaction between device and the ner-
vous system in a dynamic control framework. While advances in sensing [1, 2], therapy deliv-
ery [3, 4], and understanding the pathophysiology of disease states [5–7] have already aimed
to improve device performance, dynamic control theory provides an alternative paradigm to
advance the field of neuromodulation. As illustrated in Figure 8.1, a classic control paradigm
consists of a “plant” (the nervous system), an actuator (neural stimulator), a sensor (clini-
cal data collector), and a state estimator (assessment by the clinician, patient, caregiver or an
automated algorithm). In this context, the actuator is any device or method that modulates the
activity of a functional group of neurons. We call these “stimulators” for simplicity. Within a
dynamic control framework, the detailed, desired function for each subcomponent is:

• Defining the patient’s desired “state” using objective (preferably quantitative) criteria
(Figure 8.1a). By “state”, we mean the disease-relevant clinical condition of the patient.
Some disease states are well correlated to biomarkers, such as the relationship between EKG
and myocardial infarction. Many neurological disease states do not have well-correlated
biomarkers and are difficult to discern, such as schizophrenia.

• Improving control through more sophisticated neurostimulation parameters (e.g., lead and
electrode selection, field steering, selective stimulation, stimulation frequencies, amplitude,
and pulse patterns). (Figure 8.1b).
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Figure 8.1 A dynamic control framework for analyzing neuromodulation systems. (a.) Desired neu-

rological state is the input reference signal, (b.) the neural stimulator is the actuator, (c.) the ner-

vous system is the plant, (d.) transducers and observations to collect clinical data are the sensors, and

(e.) patient assessment is the state estimator. In current clinical practice, the difference between a physi-

cian’s acute estimate of the patient state and the desired clinical state drives parameter changes in the

device, with adjustments often limited to sparsely-sampled measurements. A role of smart sensors is to

emulate and facilitate clinical judgment through quantitative measurements and algorithms

• Understanding and applying nervous-system disease pathophysiology as the foundation
for control strategies, for example, how stimulation parameters affect the desired state
(Figure 8.1c).

• Improving disease-state discernment by measuring relevant pathophysiological biomarkers
(Figure 8.1d) and estimating the patient state (Figure 8.1e).

Currently, most stimulators operate in a so-called open-loop fashion, requiring an operator to
change settings, such as voltage, frequency, or pulse width. In this case, clinical observations
and tests serve as sensors to generate the data used by physicians to assess the patient. In
practice, this is actually a closed-loop system, in which the clinician is the mechanism for
providing feedback. A schematic representation of the dynamic system from a clinical flow
perspective is shown in Figure 8.2. Merging combined biophysical sensors and state estimator
will be defined as the “smart sensor” in this context and for the applications discussed in this
chapter. The scope of “smart sensor” is illustrated both in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2.
When applying smart sensing technology, the control framework takes advantage of

well-understood dynamic-control principles that aim to be clinically relevant and provide
lessons for designing closed-loop neuromodulation systems. For example, enabling technolo-
gies should minimize time delay in the control loop by providing timely feedback and control
automation from sensing and state estimation. Controlling delay helps to maintain stability
by allowing the algorithm to respond at therapeutically relevant time scales: slow actuation
may lead to over-damping that may fail to provide therapy in time, while fast actuation may
lead to under-damping that risks driving system oscillation. It is also important to clearly
understand the sensing-actuation interaction and minimize the impact of direct feed-through
in the control loop, which might otherwise mask the observation of the true patient state.
Control systems might also account for non-linearities and time-dependencies to improve
performance during state transitions. Given the novelty of these designs, clinician oversight
is required to initially optimize control parameters to ensure appropriate use of the therapy
to obtain the desired clinical response without side effects. In practice, collaborations with
clinicians are essential in defining the algorithms that ensure the sensor is actually “smart.”
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Figure 8.2 Modeling clinical flow of a patient from a feedback perspective. The pathways can include

clinician and/or patient feedback-based observations, or be automated with embedded sensors and algo-

rithms. In practice, most neuromodulation devices today are closed-loop, but the clinician and patient

form the feedback mechanism. Technology can improve these systems through two modes. Mode 1 is the

improvement of existing feedback paths with enhanced sensing of biomarkers. Mode 2 is implementation

of a closed-loop system within the device. Both modes of operation employ smart sensing technology to

facilitate quantified observation of patient state. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

In the sections that follow these concepts are explored in more detail. Section 8.2 discusses

state-of-the-art challenges in each sub-block of a dynamic neural control framework from a
broad neuromodulation perspective. To provide additional context for physiological control,

Section 8.3 reviews early use cases from cardiac rhythm management that illustrate the appli-
cation of closed-loop control for therapy enhancement. Translating to the neurological space,

Section 8.4 presents a case study of control systemmethodologies employed in an implantable

spinal cord stimulator. The device combines inertial sensing, stimulation and state estima-
tion for real-time therapy titration based on a patient’s posture and activity level. Section 8.5

discusses the early investigational application of smart sensors to the design and prototyp-
ing of closed-loop neural systems based on direct measurement of neural network activity.

Section 8.6 briefly discusses the opportunity and challenges of extending these closed-loop
methodologies to the broader neuromodulation space.

8.2 Technical Considerations for Designing a Dynamic
Neural Control System

To be practical, the conceptual components of the feedback paradigm from Figures 8.1 and 8.2

must be consolidated in complete system, which often takes the form of a battery-powered,
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Figure 8.3 Mapping the abstracted feedback loops to a prototypical stimulator system. The key block

diagrams of a functional stimulator are highlighted to illustrate the required technology. Reprinted with

permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

chronically implantable device. This mapping drives several technical considerations for

designing a dynamic neural control system, including the application of smart sensing and

feedback algorithms. One design architecture concept is illustrated in Figure 8.3, where the

elements of the control loop are broken down into constituent parts for systematic analysis.

The first step is to identify the potential sources for the key sub-elements from a broad

neuromodulation perspective, which are then integrated together to form the complete system

in the final system.

Desired Physiological and/or Clinical State (Reference Signal): The desired state, analo-

gous to the reference signal in the control paradigm, represents the clinical outcome, which

the clinician would like to achieve with optimal therapy. For example, a patient with Parkin-

son’s disease might desire to be in the “on” state, meaning that symptoms are well controlled

with medications and/or deep brain stimulation (DBS). An epileptic patient may desire

homeostasis with no seizures (e.g., being free of the ictal neural state). For a chronic pain

patient, the desired state is pain-free, but this might also be a more nuanced state such as

presence of paresthesia in the affected dermatome. Precise definition of the desired state

undergoes continuous refinement, as increasingly sensitive and specific biomarkers are iden-

tified and developed. In addition, the desired state may vary between patients, and usually
changes over time for a given patient. Improved understanding of the mechanisms under-

lying neurological diseases should provide more objective measures for more accurately

defining the desired state.

Neural Stimulator (Actuator): Current neural stimulators, effectively electric pulse gen-

erators, have an associated set of configuration parameters known as the stimulation

settings (for example, frequency, amplitude, and pulse width; electrode anode/cathode;

number of active electrodes; bipolar or referential channel selection). At present, the

physiologic relationships between stimulation parameters and the nervous system are not

well understood, leading to parameter selection procedures that can be both cumbersome

and may not always optimize patient benefit. Increasingly complex therapy delivery
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paradigms, such as a greater number of electrodes [8] and wider parameter ranges, further

complicate parameter selection. Efficient, preferably automated, parameter/pulse shape

and pattern selection methods will be needed for optimal therapeutic benefit.

Therapy delivery and the electrode-tissue interface present another set of challenges.

Current neural stimulators and their associated electrodes are limited in their ability to selec-

tively activate specific neural elements and in how they affect neural electrical potentials.

The volume of tissue stimulated (stimulation volume) is imprecise compared to the scale of

neurons, and control over neural membrane potential is relatively coarse compared to phys-

iological control. Advances in electrode technology will potentially enable more specific

neural stimulation with field steering [8]. Microelectrodes are also a promising approach;

however, the long-term reliabilities are unknown. In the future, neural stimulators may use

cellular and genetic techniques that can selectively activate specific populations of neurons,

enabling more nuanced modulation of neural activity. Optogenetics, for example, is a tech-

nique that uses gene therapy to control neural electric potentials using specific frequencies

of light [5].

Nervous System (Plant): The representation and temporal dynamics of the disease state in the

nervous system, or plant, are important in understanding the relationship between the neural

stimulator and observed sensor data. However, dynamic system identification to describe the

nervous system and its non-linear relationship to therapy remains a formidable challenge.

Neural network models by Hahn and McIntyre [9] and Tass et al. [7] demonstrate examples

of using physiology-based representations to help describe the dynamic effects of neural

stimulation. Work by Holsheimer in the conventional spinal cord stimulation (SCS) field

is another example of understanding stimulation mechanisms for optimizing therapy, in

this case guiding stimulation for the desired activation of dorsal columns while avoiding

stimulation in the dorsal roots that might lead to unwanted sensory side effects or pain [10].

Improved understanding of the nervous system at the cellular and network levels and

increased computing power may improve the ability to characterize the plant and enable

robust and precise neural stimulation and state observation strategies.

Quantified Clinical and Physiological Data Collection (Sensors): Sensors are critical com-

ponents in the collection of physiological data from the patient. As sensors become smaller,

more economical, and power-efficient [30] it is more likely that sensor-specific disease states

can be defined. Chronic neural signals are a natural place to look for biomarkers of neuro-

logic diseases. Work in areas such as Parkinson’s disease indicates that the amplitude of

neural activity in the beta band (10–30Hz) in parts of the basal ganglia may be related to

the degree of movement dysfunction. In these patients, beta band amplitude has been esti-

mated to be in the order of 1 μVRMS in the local field potential (LFP) [1], which is more

than 100 times smaller than cardiac pacing signals. This poses significant technical chal-

lenges to developing sensors aimed at identifying these biomarkers and other important

signals [8]. Other bioelectrical areas of interest, such as impedance and ECG, may corre-

late to physiological effects of diseases such as stress and have been previously used in

closed-loop cardiac pacemakers. In addition to bioelectrical signals, it may be possible to

infer disease state information from other physiologic markers (for example, limb move-

ment, activity/posture, respirations) using sensors like inertial accelerometers, which are

becoming ubiquitous in modern commercial devices such as cell phones and personal digital

assistants.
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Clinical Assessment of the Patient State (State Estimator): In neuromodulation, we define

state estimation as the process of translating sensor information into an estimate of the

patient state. In most of today’s commercial neuromodulation systems, this estimation is

performed via clinician or patient observation, and the clinician or patient thenmakes adjust-

ments through the therapy programmer via telemetry as illustrated in Figure 8.2. With the

goal of making the system “smarter,” which in essence means to provide more information

and be more automated, engineers and researchers are working toward embedding the state

estimator with appropriate sensors to model and/or supplement clinical assessments. There

are many ways to perform state estimation including using physiologic models and machine

learning techniques (e.g., Kalman filters and support vector machines), each with their own

trade-offs.

Several goals and challenges are important to understand in order to achieve adequate

state estimation. First, sufficient information about the physiology and pathophysiology of

the target neural network is needed to understand the relationship between sensed biomark-

ers and the disease state. This understanding is fundamental to adequately capture the com-

plex relationships between sensor measurements and the desired patient state in order to

deliver optimal therapy. Second, the process of data collection and algorithm deployment

in the flow of patient care needs to be well characterized and committed to protocol for effi-

cient care. Third, limited understanding of the true patient state complicates the process of

state estimator validation and can confound algorithm validation in the clinic. A successful,

practical state estimator requires solutions for all of these aspects.

This section provided a brief overview of the considerations for designing a closed-loop neuro-

modulation system. To help provide additional context for this design paradigm,we now briefly

describe a few historical examples from cardiac rhythmmanagement devices that illustrate the

key concepts from a complete system perspective.

8.3 Predicate Therapy Devices Using Smart-Sensors in a Dynamic
Control Framework: Lessons Derived from Closed-Loop Cardiac
Pacemakers

An early example for the application of the dynamic control framework can be found in car-

diac devices used to treat bradycardia. The goal of this system can be thought of as setting

a patient-specific set point of hemodynamic output to consistently support daily activities. A

block diagram of the closed-loop bradycardia pacemaker is shown in Figure 8.4.

Initial pacemakers were open-loop designs that would provide roughly one pacing pulse

per second independent of the patient’s intrinsic heart rate or activity level. These open-loop

devices operated on a simple principle of supplying a guaranteed minimal pacing frequency,

enabled with the “clock” counter increasing until reaching a terminal count (time), which trig-

gered a pacing pulse and reset of the counter. The counter-based algorithm provided a set rate of

stimulation which could be adjusted manually through the level of the terminal count variable.

Note that this fixed-rate/amplitude pacing is quite similar in operation to state-of-the-art neu-

romodulation devices today. The pacemaker strategy was initially acceptable when the tech-

nology was introduced, due to the lack of better technology options. But it arguably resulted

in non-optimal performance due to lack of response to changes in hemodynamic demand,
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and unnecessary power usage when artificial pacing was not needed, resulting in accelerated

battery depletion.

Making the system “smarter” with sensing and algorithms: To overcome these shortcom-

ings, biophysical sensors and algorithms were combined and embedded within the pace-

maker to apply smart sensing techniques for dynamic pacing. As shown in Figure 8.4, these

sensors can be used for direct and indirect measurements of hemodynamic variables. The

direct version of the closed-loop system measures a distinct variable of the hemodynamic

function by sensing patient intrinsic heartbeats. As illustrated in Figure 8.5, when an intrinsic

heartbeat is present, the counter resets its state. This potentially allows for significant energy
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a heart pace and resets the counter. The terminal count setting determines the minimum pacing rate. Any

detected intrinsic heartbeats reset the counter without a pacing event, allowing for the heart to take over

whenever possible and extending battery life. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]
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savings in the device, assuming that the intrinsic heart rate is greater than the minimal level

determined by the terminal variable. The pacemaker fires only when the measured rate goes

below a minimal level required for hemodynamic support.

Making the systems even “smarter”: While suitable for episodic bradycardia, a shortcom-

ing of the previously mentioned system is that it does not compensate for the variable

hemodynamic demands of the patient (e.g., periods of exercise or extended rest). To address

this need, a sensor that correlates with hemodynamic demands was developed. While

several direct physiological signals were explored for this measurement (oxygenation

measurements, sympathetic drive, etc.), designers ultimately developed an activity sensor

based on a piezoelectric crystal mounted within the device. As illustrated conceptually in

Figure 8.6, as the patient’s activity varies, the terminal counter is dynamically adjusted

to fine-tune the pacing rate. The degree to which the terminal counter is sensitive to

activity is a clinician-selected value. Once set up and calibrated in clinic, the device works

autonomously for the patient.

Considerations for “direct” and “indirect” measurements of physiological signals: This
brief overview of pacemaker systems provides two key observations for engineers to con-

sider when designing closed-loop devices: first, adaptive stimulation titration has the poten-

tial to provide more desirable actuation of the body’s processes, and second, “indirect”

measurements that strongly correlate with physiological variables can sometimes be suf-

ficient for improving efficacy. The later point is especially important within the context of

robust manufacturing and high reliability, where more sophisticated sensor systems might

be challenged. This observation motivates one point-of-view for analyzing smart sensor

systems – considering whether the measurement is an “indirect” measure of underlying

physiology based strongly on correlation, or a “direct” measurement of physiological activ-

ity. In reality physiological measurements are not always easily partitioned, and the defi-

nition is obviously subject to interpretation, but it does highlight variations in strategy that

might be useful to the system designer, as the next few sections will show.
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Figure 8.6 Rate-responsive pacing. The terminal count setting still determines the minimum pacing

rate, but is now set dynamically by monitoring the activity of the patient. This allows for the pacing

system to provide more variable hemodynamic settings that are appropriate to the immediate needs of

the patient. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]
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8.4 The Application of “Indirect” Smart Sensing Methods:
A Case Study of Posture Responsive Spinal Cord Stimulation
for Chronic Pain

8.4.1 Overview of the Posture Responsive Control System

Conventional spinal cord stimulation (SCS) systems provide patients with a programmer to

manually adjust stimulation during the course of the day to maintain desired effect, often

described as paresthesia, which is believed to be central to the mechanism by which SCS

systems alleviate pain in current systems [19]. Analogous to the pacemaker example above,

recent work demonstrates that a component of the dynamics of pain and paresthesia can be

variable in some patients with changes in posture and activity [19].

Based on these observations, position-adaptive stimulation is a new therapy modality that

augments manual control with the capability to adjust stimulation intensity automatically. This

feature is based on sensed body position and activity using an accelerometer, coupled with an

algorithm for titrating stimulation based on inertial state. The goal is to maintain effective and

consistent therapy based on what is deemed as most beneficial for a given patient’s needs. In

one approach, this method is implemented as a feed-forward algorithm that maps stimulation

parameters to detected inertial state. The key elements to consider in the design of this system

can be developed within the framework of a dynamic control system for spinal cord neural

modulation, applying smart sensor architectures. In particular, we now describe several of the

key technical blocks described previously in Figure 8.3, and their application for this problem.

8.4.2 The Design Challenge: Defining the Desired Patient State

As discussed earlier, a key design input for constructing a closed-loop system is defining the

driving target for the system. One of the goals of neurostimulation is to obtain maximal selec-

tive activation or silencing of neural structures that will lead to clinical benefit while avoiding

those structures that result in side effects [11, 12]. In spinal cord stimulation, it is thought

that dorsal column and dorsal root fibers are primarily engaged during stimulation. Dorsal

column fibers contain mostly nerves transmitting sensory information from the periphery to

the brain. Stimulation of dorsal column fibers results in paresthesia that is detectable by the

patient over several dermatomes rostral to the stimulating cathode location. In contrast, dorsal

roots may contain nerves that not only transmit sensory information, but also fibers involved

in motor reflex and pain pathways; stimulation of the dorsal roots could be problematic for the

patient. Thus, it is generally thought that neural stimulation should target the dorsal columns

while avoiding overstimulation of the dorsal roots, in order to achieve widespread paresthesia

targeted to the patient’s pain area(s) while minimizing motor activation and uncomfortable

sensations (dysesthesia). Selectivity of dorsal column fibers over dorsal root fibers may be

achieved by precise control of the electric field and stimulation parameters.

Pain patterns and intensities as well as stimulation effects can vary outside of the clinic

on a daily or hourly basis because of changes in posture and other variables. Specifically,

the amplitude and/or energy for stimulation when the patient is lying down is significantly

lower compared with standing or sitting with a mean difference in the range of 11–35%

[16–19]. The spinal cord moves within the subarachnoid space with changes in posture which

result in variations in the distance between the stimulating electrodes (placed outside the
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Figure 8.7 Abstracted model for dCSF variations in lead-spinal cord positions due to posture.

Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

subarachnoid space) and the target neurons as shown conceptually in Figure 8.7 [20]. Largely
attributed to the effects of gravity, the spinal cord moves closer to the electrodes in a supine
position and moves farther away from the electrodes in the prone position. The distance
between the electrodes and the spinal cord is primarily determined by the thickness of the
dorsal cerebrospinal fluid (dCSF). The variations in dCSF with vertebral level as well as with
position result in variations in the amplitudes required for effective stimulation [16, 21–25].
Intuitively, larger amplitudes will be required to activate fibers as dCSF increases. Individual
differences in anatomy or spine dynamics can also affect these parameters and may vary
considerably from patient to patient.
This observation can be understood from a first-principles analysis of the bioelectrical sys-

tem. In spinal cord stimulation, the amplitude range for a patient is generally titrated between
the perception threshold and discomfort threshold. The perception threshold is the lowest
amplitude at which a paresthesia sensation may be detected by the patient. As described above,
a confounding issue in SCS is that the titrated therapy varies as the patient’s posture and activ-
ity vary. The principle understanding of this variability comes from modeling the threshold of
neuronal processes as a function of electrode position. The current required for a neuron to
reach depolarization threshold (Ith) is proportional to the square of the distance of the neuron
from the electrode (r) and can be described by the current-distance relationship:

Ith = I0 + kr2 (8.1)

where I0 is the offset and k is the slope, and a symmetrical cylinder is assumed for the axon
[13, 14]. The value of k for the activation of central nervous system neurons can vary between
100 μA∕mm2 to 4000 μA∕mm2 using 0.2ms pulses [13]. The clinical outcome of this pro-
cess is that as the amplitude increases past the perception threshold, the patient perceives an
increased intensity of the paresthesia and an expansion of the areas of stimulation-induced
paresthesia. Eventually, the amplitude will be great enough to reach the discomfort threshold,
which is the amplitude that results in intolerable side effects, such as abnormal movements,
pain, or unpleasant sensations (e.g., shocking or jolting). The range between the perception
threshold and the discomfort threshold is known as the usage range or therapeutic range.
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A typical ratio between the discomfort and perception thresholds varies between 1.4 and 1.7,
but may be as high as 2.8 when using a transverse tripole configuration [10, 15]. A larger
difference between the discomfort and perception thresholds is preferred in order to ensure
flexibility for amplitude titration [11].
Computer models can also be employed to achieve a clearer understanding of how dCSF

changes impact the volume of tissue activation that is desired for effective therapy. These
models have shown that given a fixed location of stimulation electrodes, the intensity of the
electric field at the level of the dorsal columns decreases as dCSF increases [25]. As posited in
Equation 8.1, an increase in dCSF results in a decrease in the activating of a dorsal column fiber
and an increase in dorsal root activation. Thus, constant amplitude stimulation will generate
variations in the activation of dorsal column and dorsal root fibers as patient position is varied
(Figure 8.8a). The net outcome is a patient-perceived paresthesia intensity shift. To compensate
for this, the stimulus amplitude must vary as the dCSF varies. The model would suggest that
the amplitude decrease needed between the supine and standing dCSF values was 47%, corre-
sponding to the similar trend in clinical data as reported in the published literature [16, 18, 19].
A key question is whether impedance fluctuations are the primary driver of variable

activation patterns. If so, this would imply that we can compensate for posture fluctuations by
simply employing a constant current stimulation source. Returning to the computer model,
simulations with constant current stimulation predict that changes in the electrode impedance
would not vary significantly with dCSF. The computer model predicts that electrode
impedance changed less than 0.3% as dCSF was varied from 3.6mm to 5.8mm. Thus cord
movement within the subarachnoid space has a very modest effect on electrode impedance.
This is because most of the impedance is determined by: the electrical conductivity and
thickness of the encapsulation layer surrounding an electrode, and the electrical conductivity
of the tissue medium near the electrodes, including the dura and fat [22, 27, 28]. The lack
of variation in impedance with varying dCSF values can also be attributed to the highly
conductive CSF, which results in 80–90% of the stimulation current flowing through the CSF.
Therefore, spinal cord movement within this highly conductive medium has little impact on
impedance [22, 25, 29]. The non-significant differences in impedance as a function of patient
position have also been confirmed in clinical studies [18, 19]. Therefore, constant current is
not thought to be a solution for this posture related problem.
The relationship between patient posture and spinal cord position does motivate another

approach towards an automated solution, using principles that build upon concepts described
earlier. By adding a posture-responsive feedback system we can provide dynamic titration to
potentially compensate for variations in the dCSF variable. One such algorithm that adapts
the stimulation amplitude, in response to changes in patient position, has already been shown
in clinic [19]. The required enabling technologies for realizing this system in-vivo include a
sensor as the embedded position detector and a control algorithm for therapy titration within
the device, which, when combined, fulfill the desired embodiment of a “smart” physiological
sensor. Devices with the capability to automatically adapt stimulation amplitudes with patient
position may provide more consistent volumes of tissue activation (Figure 8.8a).

8.4.3 The Physical Sensor: Three Axis Accelerometer

The key design input for SCS adjusted to position is to measure the appropriate variable
for dynamic therapy titration. As discussed in the modeling of neural stimulation, the
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Figure 8.8 Neural activation patterns generated by SCS at varying dCSF values (3.6, 4.7, and 5.8mm)

using modeling. (a) Illustration of the activation area in the dorsal column with constant amplitude stim-

ulation. (b) Illustration of the activation area in the dorsal column with varying amplitude stimulation.

(c) Column chart for constant amplitude stimulation with varying dCSF. (d) Column chart for varying

amplitude stimulation with varying dCSF. Both column charts present the dorsal column recruitment

area (DC area in mm2, left) and stimulus amplitude (volts, right) as a function of dCSF. Reprinted with

permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

measurement of impedance is not an ideal information source for countering postural effects.

What is needed is a measurement tool that captures the dynamic variation in the distance

between the electrode and the spinal cord. While direct biophysical measurements using

techniques such as ultrasound or light scattering off of the spinal cord might suffice, they

are not currently practical due to technical limitations like power dissipation and component

integration on the lead. An indirect but highly correlative measurement can be obtained with
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a three-axis accelerometer. The inertial measurements yielded from the accelerometer could

provide both posture and activity levels in the reference frame of the patient in real time,
allowing for titration of therapy as needed. Similar to activity measures previously discussed

for pacemakers, a three-axis accelerometer provides a highly correlative signal to the variable
of interest while being practical for implantation and manufacturing.

The hardware subsystem in the posture-responsive control system enables physiological
inertial sensing and classification to be embedded in the implanted device. The subsystem

consists of a three-axis micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) accelerometer sensor, micropower
sensing interface, and a general purpose microcontroller; together they form the smart sensing

subsystem within the implant. The MEMS sensor and interface detect inertial signals, while
the microcontroller performs the classification of postures and runs the control algorithm for

appropriately adapting stimulation.
The design of the inertial sensor leverages state-of-the-art technologies used in commercial

applications. This leverage ensures high reliability using well established manufacturing prin-
ciples. The MEMS element is a surface micro machined three-axis accelerometer, which is

designed to survive shocks in excess of 10,000G while still resolving motion of 1/100 g. Mov-
ing fingers on the MEMS element are inter-digitated between fixed fingers to form a variable

capacitor. The capacitance then varies based on the orientation of the sensor with respect to
gravity and/or patient motion [35]. As shown in Figure 8.9, the MEMS sensor and interface

circuit are interconnected with wirebonds. The interface circuit transduces the capacitance
independently for each of the x, y, and z axis sensors to a continuous time analog voltage sig-

nal, which is then converted to a digital data stream by the microcontroller. The sensitivity and
offset of the sensor are trimmed at the time of manufacturing and the trim codes are stored in

the device in non-volatile memory [30]. The next section provides key details on the actual
interface strategy.

8.4.4 Design Details of the Three-Axis Accelerometer

8.4.4.1 Architecture Strategy

The motion sensor uses dynamic offset compensation (DOC) techniques to achieve low noise
at low frequencies. The sensor contains two major blocks: a passive MEMS accelerometer

and an interface application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The MEMS sensor is a passive

Passive, Surface
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Sensor

Medtronic
Capacitance
ASIC 0.8 μm
Technology
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Xout
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Figure 8.9 Inertial sensing detail: Acceleration sensor with MEMS sensor on the left, and custom

integrated circuit for sensing on the right. Physical connections are shown in the photograph on the

right. The final sensor is encapsulated for manufacturing. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref:

2987780851019)
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surface micro-machined accelerometer, with a sensitivity of 1 fF/g, differential. Given the

parasitics shunting the system and typical clocking voltages, the output voltage from the sen-

sor is 1mV/g, and a resolution requirement of < 5mg requires 5 μV of front-end stability in

a 0.1Hz to 10Hz bandwidth. This level of stability could be achievable with large area tran-

sistors, but our space constraints limited us to smaller geometry transistors that had excessive

1/f noise. Since the capacitive MEMS sensor requires AC excitation for readout, correlated

double sampling (CDS) techniques were implemented to suppress the interface 1∕f noise.

8.4.4.2 Interface Circuit Overview

A 0.8 um complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) ASIC was designed to pro-

vide the self-contained interface necessary for reliable precision sensing [12]. The ASIC con-

tains both the sense interface circuit for capacitive pick-off, as well as the supporting cir-

cuitry such as references, non-volatile memory for offset and sensitivity trims, and clock state

machines. To suppress the offset and 1∕f noise imperfections in the interface circuit, correlated

double-sampling (CDS) techniques were applied to the front end [32]. The choice of CDS over

chopper stabilization (CHS) was driven by the need to low-pass filter the motion signal on the

chip, and CDS architectures are more amenable to sampled-data circuit architectures [33].

The sensor interface chain is designed to transduce small capacitive deflections into an ana-

log output signal with sufficient noise margin for posture and activity applications. Referring

to Figure 8.10 for the circuit and clocking scheme, the sensor interface node is reset during a

reduced interval of the master clock, phaseΦ1’, while the preamp output demodulation capac-

itor, CS, is tied to the reference (ground). Opening Φ1’ switches early enough in the Φ1 cycle

allows for the charge injection error, the kT∕C noise from the sensor interface, DC offset and

1∕f noise from the amplifier to be sampled onto the demodulation capacitor during the last

half ofΦ1 [34]. Without rejection of the input kT∕C noise, this noise source could easily limit

overall system performance at the 500Hz system clock, with no margin for sensor contribu-

tions. During Φ2, the sensor is excited and the amplifier drives the difference voltage arising

from motion across the sampling capacitor into the output sample and hold integrator. The

bandwidth of the preamplifier and the series resistor on CS were scaled to limit the aliasing of

noise into the signal band due to the sampling of the CDS architecture. A feedback capacitor,

Cfb, provides a counter charge that sets the gain on the output of the sample and hold, as well

as biasing the output node nominal setpoint at a user-supplied reference “Vref∕2.” Analyzing
the complete chain, the net gain through the signal chain is set by

Vout
g

= 2Vref
ΔC
gCtot

Ao

CS

Cfb

, (8.2)

where Vref is the supply voltage for ratiometric operation, C is the sensor capacitance, Ctot is

the total shunt capacitance seen at amplifier input, Ao is 50, ΔC∕g∕Ctot is 0.5 × 10−3∕g, and
CS∕Cfb is 1.5. The net gain is trimmed to 100mV/g at 1.8V by adjustment of CS.

8.4.4.3 Results Summary for the CDS-Based Accelerometer

The complete three-axis accelerometer was prototyped and eventually qualified for human

use; typical design performance results are summarized in Table 8.1. The sensitivity, noise, and
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Figure 8.10 The correlated double sampler with staged reset on the sense node. By allowing for the

reset charge injection and noise to be sampled on the sampling capacitor, kT/C noise and injection drift

are suppressed from the measurement. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780851019)

Table 8.1 Key CDS accelerometer results

Specification Value Units/Comments

Supply Voltage 1.7 to 2.2V

Supply Current 1.05 μA
Sensitivity(untrimmed) 125mV/g

Noise (X, Y channel) 3.5mg rms 0.1Hz to 10Hz

Noise (Z channel) 5mg rms 0.1Hz to 10Hz

Nonlinearity < 1% Harmonic Distortion

Operating Temperature Range 20∘C to 45∘C Offset < 0.25 g
Power < 2 μW

Functional Range −20∘C to 105∘C Part Responsive

Shock Survival > 10000 g
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non-linearitymet the expectations fromSpectreRF simulation and theoretical calculations. The
accelerometer noise performance for a given power usage is the primary design metric. Refer-
encing [35], a noise efficiency figure-of-merit was defined for a generalized capacitive sensor
to judge the relative merit of this design. Using this metric, the CDS architecture described
here represents the state-of-the-art for low voltage micropower capacitive sensing and meets
the needs for a chronic physiological motion sensor.

8.4.5 Making the Sensor “Smart” with State Estimation: The Position
Detection Algorithm and Titration Algorithm

The next step in the design process is to translate raw acceleration measurements into a mean-
ingful posture and activity estimation to enable titration of stimulation. This translation is
achieved in partitioned stages of classification and adaptive stimulation control. First, the
microcontroller samples the analog outputs from the accelerometer. The firmware embedded
in the microcontroller then performs additional low-pass filtering and data processing to deter-
mine posture orientation and activity level. Based on orientation and rules for adaptation, the
algorithm sends adjustments to the host therapy controller. This partitioned strategy isolates
the sensing and stimulation algorithms to ensure the novel posture detection algorithm does
not impact the delivery of therapy established in predicate devices.
The sensed posture and/or activity states are defined with regions of interest that can map to

discrete therapy programs available in the host therapy processor. Initial estimates of patient
position are determined empirically. The patient assumes each of the supine, lying on right
side, lying on left side, prone, and upright positions and the mean tri-axial accelerations of the
patient in the each of these positions, denoted as vectors VS, VR, VL, and VUP respectively, are
measured. These initial posture estimates are referred to as orientation vectors. Examples are
provided here for clarity.

(a) Detecting upright The upright posture geometry, Figure 8.11(a), resembles a cone that is
centered on the upright orientation vector (VUP) with a subtend angle of ΘUP. If the angle
between the real-time accelerometer vector, denoted posture trend vector, and the angle of
VUP is smaller thanΘUP then the patient is classified in the upright position. The parameter
ΘUP can be tailored to the individual.

(b) Detecting lying down (supine, on right side, on left side, or prone) The geometry of
lying positions is illustrated in Figure 8.11(b). If the angle between the posture trend vec-
tor and the angle of VUP is greater than ΘLD then the patient is classified as in a lying
posture. The specific lying down posture (supine, on right side, on left side, or prone) is
determined by the position with the minimum angle between the real-time accelerometer
vector and one of VS, VR, VL, and VP. VP is the mean acceleration vector in the prone posi-
tion determined analytically by VP = −VS . The parameter ΘLD can also be tailored to the
individual.

(c) Transition zone hysteresis The transition zone, Figure 8.11(c), is the region between the
upright cone and the lying region. This region provides hysteresis to prevent the detected
positions from dithering between upright and lying when the patient is slightly reclined or
rocking on the edge of the upright cone. If the patient is reclining or rocking on the edge of
the upright cone, then the upright position is detected. In this case, lying is detected if and
only if the posture trend vector passes beyond the transition zone into the lying region.
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(c)

Allows hysteresis if
patient is rocking on
edge of cone (no
amplitude change)
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(b)

Vup

Lying Down

⊝LD

Figure 8.11 Determination of posture. (a). Determination of the upright cone for classification.

(b). Determination of the lying cone for classification. (c). Consideration for hysteresis during transitions.

Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

(d) Detecting activityThe posture detection algorithm also detects when a patient is upright +
mobile (active), based on the upright cone geometry Figure 8.11(a). Upright +mobile

detection incorporates intensity levels and time components. A patient must first be upright

prior to being classified as upright +mobile. After being detected as upright, the patient

will be classified as upright +mobile if they are above a programmable intensity level for

more than approximately 30 seconds.

(e) Objective patient data Since patient position and activity can be detected, this technology
enables the collection of objective patient physical activity data, including the time spent

lying down, upright, or mobile as well as statistics on the types, frequency, and duration

of position changes. The technology also enables the collection of the number, duration,

and intensity of activity episodes. Clinicians can then objectively track how their patient’s

behavior evolves over time as part of standard chronic pain management, and subjectively

assess the amount of patient relief in these positions to assess efficacy of the algorithm.

8.4.6 “Closing the Loop”: Mapping Inertial-Information to Stimulation
Parameters for Posture-Based Adaptive Therapy

The design of the closed-loop therapy system is achieved bymapping inertial signals of posture

and activity to the appropriate stimulation parameter, with the goal of automatically maintain-

ing a constant volume of tissue activation as the patient performs activities of daily living. The

high-level system flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 8.12. A position detection algorithm

detects the supine, lying on right side, lying on left side, prone, and upright (sit/stand) positions

as well as when the patient is mobile (e.g., walking). Each therapy program can be assigned

to a unique therapy amplitude per position or mobility category and per clinician guidance.

The position adaptive stimulation system also has a learning feedback loop triggered

manually by the patient controller. Manual adjustments associated with a specific position

or mobility category will update the therapeutic amplitude in the memory of the position

adaptive controller. Thus, the system can associate the desired therapy pattern to maintain
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Figure 8.12 Spinal cord stimulation feedback control for a spinal cord stimulator. Reprinted with per-

mission from John Wiley & Sons [1]

paresthesia based on patient feedback, and provides a level of automation in on-going

stimulation titration.

This architecture is embodied in the RestoreSensor® system, which is the first responsive

neuromodulation device CE-marked and FDA-approved for treatment of a neurological dis-

order. The design of this system illustrates the key principles of designing an “indirect” smart

sensor and integrating it into a neurological implant, using correlates of inertial sensing to

map to desired stimulation parameters. The next section discusses how more direct sensing

methods might also be used in the future to expand on these techniques.

8.5 Direct Sensing of Neural States: A Case Study in Smart Sensors
for Measurement of Neural States and Enablement of Closed-Loop
Neural Systems

As understanding of the mechanisms underlying neurological diseases continues to improve,

there is increasing interest for investigating and dynamically modulating nervous system
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activity to improve therapy outcomes for various neurological diseases, with the goal of

eventually realizing a closed-loop therapeutic system. The objectives in closed-loop neural

modulation include more effective disease control, responsive therapy adjustment, and

minimizing both clinical and patient burden.

A key next step in developing smart sensor technology is to realize more direct sensing of

neural states to fulfill unmet clinical needs. One of the principal methods to achieve this direct

observation is by increasing understanding of the neural mechanisms that underlie disease.

We are generally focused on observing the network effects of diseases, which are believed to

be represented in local field potentials (LFPs) [36–44]. LFPs may contain key information

about functional behavior of networks that correlates with disease symptoms, as a biomarker.

Sensing distinct fluctuations of LFPs in the spectral content of the signal has typically been

performed while stimulation is off (passive system identification). Observing the system in the

presence of stimulation may not only increase the available information in-vivo, but may also

reveal novel neural activity patterns that are not present in the absence of stimulation (active

system identification). This could improve the understanding of how therapy works or uncover

specific biomarkers of various diseases previously hidden by stimulation. These data could also

be useful for validating animal and computer models of neurologic disease, in which chronic

physiological data in a natural setting are currently not available, and for improving neural

stimulation paradigms by using neural response during stimulation as an objective biomarker

for therapy.

To maximize the utility of the smart sensor, we want to ensure we can sense neural activity in

the presence of stimulation. For example, in Parkinson’s disease, growing evidence suggests

a role for activity in the beta band in the basal ganglia as a biomarker for the severity of the

disease and the efficacy of therapy [36–41]. Beta band activity during stimulation could poten-

tially be used to measure the effects of therapy and monitor disease progression. Ultimately,

it may be possible to close the loop by using the instantaneous neural response to stimulation

as a signal to change therapy. Similarly, clinical research in epilepsy has been limited by the

inability to continuously measure seizure-related neural activity due to stimulation [42–44].

Concurrent stimulation and neural sensing may not only enable accurate seizure count infor-

mation, but also help minimize temporal delay between seizure detection and adaptation of

the stimulation. Recent clinical trial data indicate that this approach reduced seizure frequency

[74], however, it is unclear if “closed loop” stimulation therapy ismore effective then open loop

stimulation [75]. Maintaining sensing during stimulation to illuminate the dynamics of neu-

ral networks, rather than simply blanking the signal chain during stimulation and eliminating

the data, could also be useful in closed-loop neural systems. Finally, concurrent sensing and

stimulation may provide an avenue for improving the performance of brain-machine interface

(BMI) technologies by enabling sensory feedback directly to neural structures. One example

is by providing neural stimulation that emulates tactile feedback might enhance the chronic

performance of these systems [50].

The primary challenge of concurrent sensing and stimulation is the fact that the stimula-

tion amplitude is typically 100 dB to 120 dB (five to six orders of magnitude) larger than

the relevant underlying neural activity, thereby making it difficult to isolate neural signals

due to amplifier saturation, non-linearities, downmodulation, and aliasing. Furthermore, cur-

rent neuromodulation therapies often deliver stimulation continuously over a wide frequency

range, from less than one hundred to several hundred Hertz or greater, making signal discrim-

ination and channel blanking difficult. Several groups have been investigating simultaneous
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sensing and stimulation, and precise temporal and spatial resolution down to the scale of single

action potentials has been demonstrated [45–49]. Since our work is aimed at chronic implanta-

tion, our sensing architecture was optimized for identification of emerging neurologic disease

biomarkers without consuming power that would compromise implant longevity.

This section of the chapter describes the design and validation of a bidirectional

brain-machine-interface (BMI) with the capability for concurrent sensing and stimulation.

The design provides a case study of smart sensing techniques applied to direct observations

of the nervous system through electrical measurement, including modeling of a complete

closed-loop dynamic system in-vivo. [76] provides a detailed overview of these methods. At

the time of this writing, the technology is still investigational in nature, and not commercially

available.

8.5.1 Implantable Bidirectional Brain-Machine-Interface
System Design

8.5.1.1 Overall Electrical System Architecture

The overall system architecture of the bi-directional BMI is depicted in Figure 8.13. The pro-

totype is built on an existing neurostimulator architecture to leverage proven technology that

is viable for chronic implantation. To extract information from the brain, a custom designed

Brain Activity Sensing Interface IC (BASIC) is added for sensing neural activity. Connections

from the sense and stimulation electronics to electrodes are made through a set of switch matri-

ces and isolation-protection circuitry at the header block of the device; electrode combinations

are then attached at this block for flexible BMI architectures. In addition, the custom three-axis

accelerometer from the prior case study is included to provide sensing for posture and activity.

Sensed signals are passed to a microprocessor for performing control and algorithms. Interac-

tions between the original neurostimulator and the algorithm microprocessor are established

by an interrupt vector and I2C port similar to the indirect inertial system described earlier. A

static random access memory (SRAM) module is included for recording events and general

data logging. The telemetry subsystem allows for new algorithms to be downloaded into the

device and data to be uploaded to an external data logger. The rest of this section highlights

the major design features of the BMI architecture.
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Figure 8.13 Electrical system block diagram for an implantable BMI. Reprinted with permission from

IEEE (Ref: 2987780190113)
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8.5.1.2 Sensing Strategy and BMI Sensing Architecture

The choice of neural recording strategy is a balance between information content and technical

feasibility. While single-cell recordings and EEG data are viable for many applications, a good

balance of trade-offs for our application is provided by the recording and analysis of local field

potentials (LFPs). LFPs generally represent the ensemble activity of an in vivo neural popu-

lation around the electrode and are believed to be more chronically robust [51]. In addition,

LFPs encode highly meaningful data for neurological disease [36], and they are emerging as

a viable candidate for BMI applications [51]. Current theories of neuroscience are proposing

that LFPs encode network activity from ensembles of neural networks. Network rhythms are

believed to encode the binding of brain areas as they perform computations; building on this

theme, neurological disease is believed to arise in part from perturbations of these spectral

fluctuations, and provide a “spectral fingerprint” of disease states [70]. In our opinion, LFPs

represent the best balance between current technological limitations of electrode systems and

meaningful biomarkers correlatedwith pathological neural activity, especially when restricting

the discussion on electrodes available for current neuromodulation devices [52]. In addition,

the concept of a spectral fingerprint for disease motivates our approach to designing the smart

sensor.

High signal resolution and low system power consumption, which are essential for an

implantable BMI, are difficult to achieve even for LFPs with moderate frequency content.

However, the band power fluctuations in LFPs are generally at least an order of magnitude

slower than the frequencies at which they are encoded. This motivates a BASIC architecture

that directly extracts energy in key neuronal bands and tracks the relatively slow power

fluctuations prior to digitization and algorithmic analysis, similar to the spectral processing

paradigm of AM demodulation to extract the audio signal from a high-frequency carrier

signal prior to complex processing [52, 66].

The BASIC analog preprocessing block extracts bandpower at key physiological frequencies

from LFPs with an architecture that is flexible, low-noise, and power efficient. As described

in [52], the signal chain of the BASIC implements a short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

by using a modified chopper-amplification scheme. This architecture provides both gain and

spectral estimation with power efficient processing. The BMI sensing interface includes four

sense channels that are implemented on the BASIC, which can be configured as power sensing

channels over a broad range of spectral bands from DC to 500Hz. Two of the four channels

can be configured for recording 200/400/800Hz-sampled time domain waveforms. The power

channels can sense from the same electrodes to extract multiple spectral bands simultaneously

at the same site to help characterize the spectral fingerprints associated with brain states. The

following section describes the details of the BASIC interface amplifier.

8.5.2 Design Overview of a Chopper Stabilized EEG Instrumentation
Amplifier

8.5.2.1 Architecture Strategy

Dynamic offset cancellation (DOC) techniques exist to address excess low frequency noise,

but are challenging in low power design [32, 33]. When choosing between Chopping Stabi-

lization (CHS) and correlated double sampling (CDS) for a neural amplifier, CHS is generally
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more attractive since it does not cause significant aliasing of noise and thereby has the low-

est theoretical noise. Given the potential for low noise, CHS has been explored for a variety

of biomedical applications [53–55]. At low power, however, finite bandwidth in the chopper

signal chain can create problems. In particular, the amplifier limited settling time creates even

harmonics that lead to distortion and sensitivity errors. Techniques to eliminate distortion are

available, but often result in excess current and signal path complexity [53].

The chopper architecture presented here circumvents issues of distortion using feedback;

details of the design were previously published in [55]. The goal of this CHS architecture is

to overcome chopper amplifier dynamic limitations by combining AC feedback and chopping

at only low-impedance nodes within the signal path. Figure 8.14 illustrates the time domain

behavior of the concept. After an input step, the up-modulated error signal passes through

the chopper stabilized transconductor and is integrated as a baseband signal. The integrator’s

output is then up-modulated and fed back through a scaled shunt path until the error signal is

eliminated. By enforcing chopping at only low-impedance nodes and using baseband integra-

tion, the settling constraints are relaxed and harmonic distortion is suppressed.

The use of AC feedback also yields benefits for sensitivity accuracy. Since the signal flow is

now AC, gain can be set through ratios of on-chip capacitors, providing excellent sensitivity

tolerance. The net sensitivity error is then set by differences in the settling time-constants in

the input and feedback paths. Scaling of the chop frequency and/or balancing of the settling

time suppresses second harmonics to relatively insignificant levels.
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Figure 8.14 Feedback of up-modulated signal significantly suppresses distortion and increases head-

room. The use of AC feedback allows for signals to be scaled by on-chip capacitors, and the signal

chain implements switching at low impedance nodes. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref:

2987780427485)
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A final architectural benefit of AC feedback is that it allows for larger front-end gain

by pre-filtering the up-modulated offset. At the output, the residual AC offset signal is

πf3 dbAoVoff∕(2fchop), where f3 db is the low-pass corner frequency of the feedback loop, Ao is
the net gain, and fchop is the chop frequency. Offset filtering allows more gain to be placed

in the front-end amplifier, suppressing sensitivity to second-stage imperfections. The next
section provides a detailed overview of the CHS amplifier prototype.

8.5.2.2 Micropower Mixer-Amplifier

The core element of the CHS instrumentation amplifier is the “mixer-amplifier.” As described

in the previous section, the constraint of chopping (modulating) at low-impedance nodes can

be achieved by modifying a folded-cascode amplifier [55], which also allows the currents
to be partitioned to minimize noise. Referencing Figure 8.15, the folded-cascode architecture

requires only two additional sets of switches: the first at the source of Bias N2, demodulates the
desired AC signal and upmodulates front-end offsets, while the second is embedded within the

self-biased cascode to up-modulate the errors from M8/M9. Source degeneration of M6/M7

and Bias N2 attenuates offsets and excess noise. The output of the transconductance stage is at
baseband, allowing the integrator to both compensate the feedback loop and filter upmodulated
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Figure 8.15 Adding modulation switches to a classical folded-cascode amplifier provides the core of

the chopper-stabilized amplifier. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780427485)
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offsets and noise. Input and feedback structures are added to this mixer-amplifier to achieve

the desired signal processing.

8.5.2.3 Time-Domain Amplification: Feedback Strategy for Sensitivity
and High-Pass Filtering

The amplifier design can perform in two modes of operation: time-domain amplification and

spectral processing mode. In the time-domain mode of operation, the gain and filtering charac-
teristics of the instrumentation amplifier are set by adding continuous-time switched capacitor
networks around the mixer-amplifier. Referencing Figure 8.16, the input differential voltage
is up-modulated by cross-coupled switches to the input capacitors, Ci, providing a differential
input to the mixer-amplifier. This approach yields high common-mode rejection in the mea-
surement band and allows for rail-to-rail input swing. To provide both AC modulation and a
set-point for the single-ended output, the voltage to Cfb is switched between the mixer output
and a user-supplied reference potential, Vref . A second shunt feedback loop sets the high-pass

characteristic for the amplifier. This high-pass was initially implemented monolithically for
both high-accuracy and ease of filter corner adjustment through digital control. A key attribute
of the high-pass integrator is that it samples the signal after amplification and low-pass filtering,
thereby minimizing the net aliasing from this sampled-data feedback architecture. Alternative

schemes for high-pass filtering include passive front-end filtering, which can be beneficial for
some modes of operation as we will see.

8.5.2.4 Spectral Estimation: Hardware Strategy for Approximating
the Short-Time Fourier Transform

Neural Signal Processing: Spectral Analysis and Chopping Strategy
The other mode of BASIC operation is spectral extraction of biomarkers directly from the
LFP. Analog preprocessing is used to extract key biomarker information from the neural field
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Figure 8.16 Simplified circuit implementation of an instrumentation amplifier suitable for implantable

EEG recordings. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780427485)
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potential prior to digitization to minimize power usage. To achieve this function, the signal
chain must extract the energy from a specified band defined by the band-center, 𝛿, with a
bandwidth about 𝛿Z defined by fBW.Because the science of field potentials is rapidly evolving,
we would like to maintain the most flexibility in setting both 𝛿 and fBW.
The followingmathematical treatment for spectral analysis helps to support our circuit archi-

tecture. The spectral density of the desired signal is derived from the conjugate product of the
Fourier transform, which includes a windowing function𝑤(t) that embeds the bandwidth, fBW.

𝜙(f ) =
X(f )∗X(f )

2π
,

where X(f ) = ∫
∞

−∞
x(t)𝑤(t)e−j2πftdt. (8.3)

Expanding the spectral power 𝜙(f ) using Euler’s identity, we see that the net signal energy
can be represented by the superposition of two orthogonal signal sources, in-phase and quadra-
ture (90∘ out-of-phase),

𝜙(f ) =
||||∫ ∞

−∞
x (t)𝑤(t)[cos(2πft)] dt

||||
2

+
||||∫ ∞

−∞
x (t)𝑤(t)[sin(2πft)] dt

||||
2

(8.4)

Both terms ought to be considered since the phase relationship between the in-vivo neural
circuit and the interface IC are not correlated. Note that this is the same phase ambiguity
encountered and dealt with by an incoherent AM communication system.
Equations 8.3 and 8.4 motivate the design of our analog signal chain for flexible spectral

analysis. Alongwith significantly amplifying the signals, one needs tomultiply the input neural
signal by a sine and cosine term at the band-center (𝛿 = 2πf ) window or equivalently set the
effective bandwidth, square the signals, and then add them together with a final low-pass filter
prior to digitization. Arguably, the most challenging portion is a pure multiplication of the
neural signal x(t) with the tone at 𝛿. By a minor manipulation of the chopper amplifier design
previously discussed [55, 56], we can achieve both robust amplification and spectral extraction
that is both highly flexible and robust to process variationswith acceptable power consumption,
modest noise penalty, and minimal addition of silicon area.

Spectral Extraction Architecture Design
Chopper stabilization is a well-known noise-eliminating and power efficient architecture for
amplifying low-frequency neural signals in micropower biomedical applications [55–57]. As
previously discussed in [58], chopper stabilized amplifiers can be adapted to provide wide
dynamic range, high-Q filters. The key design difference from [56] is the offset of clock fre-
quencies within the chopper amplifier to re-center a targeted signal band to DC in a manner
similar to superheterodyne AM receivers [59]. As shown at node VA in Figure 8.17, we use an
equivalent modulation strategy to classic chopper stabilization such that the initial Fclk mod-
ulation frequency places the signal well above the excess low frequency noise corners (1∕f ,
popcorn noise) [32].
After amplification, as a diversion from the classical chopper, demodulation is performed

with a second clock of frequency, Fclk2 = Fclk + 𝛿 that is shifted from the first clock by the
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Figure 8.17 Concept of merging heterodyning and chopper stabilization for flexible pass-band selec-

tion. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780715658)

desired band-center. The frequency convolution of the modulated signal with the second clock

re-centers the neural signal initially at 𝛿 to dc and 2𝛿 at the node VB. Since the biomarkers are

encoded as low frequency fluctuations of the spectral power, we filter out the 2𝛿 component

with an on-chip low-pass filter with a bandwidth defined as fBW∕2; signals on either side of 𝛿
are folded into the passband at VOUT. The heterodyning chopper suppresses harmonics as the

square of the harmonic order, to yield a net transfer function of

Vout(f ) =
4

π2
∑
n_odd

1

n2
Vin(f + 𝛿n) cos(𝜑), (8.5)

where n denotes the harmonic order, and 𝜙 is the phase between the 𝛿 clock and the field

potential input.

To first order, the proposed chopper heterodynes the frequency content of the signal by the

clock separation, 𝛿, with a scale factor of 4∕π2. The robustness of this design comes from

the same features that make heterodyning attractive for AM radio applications – the center

frequency is set by a programmable clock difference, which is relatively simple to synthe-

size on-chip, while the bandwidth and effective Q are set independently by a programmable

low-pass filter. Additional odd harmonics do fold in, but fall off proportionally with order.

The operation shown in Equation 8.3 is implemented on the BASIC, as shown in Figure 8.18,

with parallel in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) paths, using clocks derived from a master at twice

the chopper frequency. As shown in the block diagram of the signal chain in Figure 8.18,

the final power extraction is achieved with the superposition of the squared in-phase and
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quadrature signals, yielding a transfer function for the entire signal chain of

VEEG_Po𝑤er(f ) ∝

[
4

π2
∑
n_odd

1

n2
Vin (f + 𝛿 ⋅ n)

]2

, (8.6)

The residual sensitivity to odd harmonics is not a major concern in our application because

the signal power in the cortical circuits generally falls off with a 1∕f law [60]. This means

that the net measured power of the neuronal signals at the third harmonic is effectively down

by 48 dB, hence maintaining an acceptable selectivity to the pertinent band. For applications

that require better harmonic attenuation, a notched clock strategy to suppress higher-order

harmonic content [61] can be implemented.

Overall Chopper Modulation Strategy
Several chopper modulation techniques are actually required to achieve microvolt signal res-

olution with the NPIC’s spectral analysis strategy. The total signal chain with modulation is

detailed in Figure 8.18. As discussed in the previous section, the “core” chopper modulation,

with two clocks separated by 𝛿, provides the mechanism for selecting the band of interest.

Although this does achieve the necessary frequency heterodyning, two practical issues remain.
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The first issue is that the residual offsets in the core chopper can be on the order of several

microvolts. The problem with this residual offset is that it is superimposed on the signal of

interest, which causes significant signal perturbations in the output signal as the phase of the

biomarker beats against the 𝛿 clock. To fix this problem, we implemented a “nested” chopper

switch set [62, 63] before the first chopper amplifier, and after the programmable gain amplifier

(PGA). The small residual offsets are then up-modulated and filtered out using the fBW∕2
selection filter. The nested loop runs nominally at Fclk∕64, 128Hz, to minimize residual charge

injection offset, but fast enough tominimize perturbations to low-frequency dynamics [62, 63].

Note that since the PGA is also embedded in the loop, its residual 1∕f noise and offset is also
suppressed at the lower rate. The use of the passive low-pass architecture in the fBW∕2-selection
block minimizes additional contributions of offset to the signal chain after the nested chopper.

The second issue is that residual offsets in the output multiplier blocks create an intermodu-

lation product that also creates significant distortion when trying to resolve microvolt signals.

The use of a low-frequency chopper prior to multiplication corrects that issue; note that since

the multiplier squares the signal, we do not require a subsequent explicit down-modulation

block, the offset just creates a stable offset that can be trimmed out. Recent work has used

similar techniques to stabilize a broad range of multiplication circuits and mixers [64].

8.5.2.5 Results Summary for the CHS BMI Sensing Amplifier

In summary, the CHS BASIC amplifier architecture developed here has many key advantages

for sensing neural activity. The use of continuous-time modulation of input and feedback sig-

nals provides high gain accuracy and linearity through use of on-chip capacitors. In addition,

the switching of the input between two capacitors provides high common-mode rejection ratio

(CMRR) and rail-to-rail common-mode input swing which is important for stimulation sys-

tems. The use of continuous time techniques throughout the design yields low noise due to

minimal aliasing of signals or kT∕C sources. Finally, the use of heterodyning switching tech-

niques in the chopper amplifier allows for estimation of the short-time Fourier transform in a

power efficient way.

The CHS BASIC amplifier design was prototyped in a 0.8 μm process. The prototype results

met design expectations from theoretical calculations and SpectreRF simulations; the results

are summarized in Table 8.2. The primary goal of this design was achieving low noise in

the LFP signal band between 0.5Hz and 100Hz. To gauge the relative merit of the design

compared to others in the recent literature, we used the noise efficiency factor described in

[65]. The value of 3.6 for the diagnostic LFP design is one of the lowest published to date

and is achieved by the elimination of excess 1∕f noise at low frequencies. The use of spectral

Table 8.2 System performance summary

Minimal Detectable Signal Power < (0.5 μVrms)2
Noise Spectral Density (Time Domain) 150 nV∕

√
Hz

Bandpower Center Frequency (𝛿) dc to 500Hz, programmable

Bandwidth of Spectral Estimate 1Hz to 20Hz, programmable

BASIC + Classifier Algorithm Power 25 μW (typical)
Real-time Wireless Uplink Capability 11.7 kbps @ 175 kHz (ISM)
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processing does modestly impact the signal-to-noise floor of the system, but this is deemed an

acceptable trade-off for benefits in system-level power consumption, as will be discussed in

the use conditions.

Recent work has built on the core principles explored in this brain interface IC. The appli-

cation space to include cardiac sensing and detection has been extended [71], and [72] has

improved the input impedance using positive feedback loops. Additional prototyping technol-

ogy work is focused on developing this front-end interface into a complete epilepsy seizure

detection system [73].

8.5.2.6 Making the BMI Interface Smart: Signal Processing and Algorithm
Architecture

While the BASIC processes and amplifies neural signals, it requires the addition of classifiers

to identify key brain states in order to truly make it a smart sensor. The challenge of process-

ing signals is balancing power consumption, flexibility and performance. Since biomarkers of

interest have already had their spectral power extracted by the BASIC STFT and the spec-

tral power changes vary slowly compared to the LFP frequencies that encode the biomarkers,

sampling and processing can be done at sampling rates on the order of Hz. This allows for a

system partition, as illustrated in Figure 8.19, of analog pre-processing to extract key informa-

tion and reduce dynamic range, while running complex digital algorithms at slow clock rates.

This partition generally results in an acceptable power budget for a chronically implantable

device; similar “neuromorphic” principles are discussed in [66] for a range of applications,

including cochlear implants and retinal prosthesis.

Given the unknown nature of an “ideal” neurological feedback strategy, it is imperative that

the system is highly configurable. In this case study, the microprocessor controls the BASIC

chip via control registers, enabling adjustments to gain, STFT parameters for spectral esti-

mation, and electrode connectivity through telemetry and algorithm control. To maximize

flexibility, algorithms can always be adjusted via telemeterized firmware updates.

The algorithm running in the processor is used to appropriately classify the signal and esti-

mate patient state. This allows the BMI to actuate stimulation therapy appropriately and/or

BASIC senses LFP &
extracts spectral energy

Sample BASIC
power channel <

5 Hz for algorithm 

Analog Sensing 
Signal Process & Algorithm

Implemented in Microprocessor

Adaptive and
personalized
algorithm for
stimulation

LFP

X =
x1

x2

⎤
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎣

f(X) > 0

Figure 8.19 Partitioning for signal processing and algorithms. Reprinted with permission from IEEE

(Ref: 2987780190113)
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measure key diagnostics. Recent research is suggesting that patient-specific algorithms can be

useful for improving the sensitivity and specificity of this classification. Clinician-supervised
machine learning is a good way to accomplish a patient-personalized algorithm, and this sys-
tem is designed to enable this patient-specific definition in a power-efficient way [67]. As the

merging of the BASIC and detection algorithms is critical to the design of a “smart sensor” for
brain state detection, the concept will be developed more fully in the closed-loop validation
example exploring thalamo-cortical circuits in the ovine brain.

8.5.3 Exploration of Neural Smart Sensing in the Brain:
Prototype Testing in an Animal Models

8.5.3.1 Bi-Directional BMI System Features

Referring to the electrical system architecture in Figure 8.13, several other key blocks are
included in the device for system operation. For actuating the neural network, an existing
Medtronic neurostimulator is employed in the system for stimulation therapy, which also

serves as a platform for the overall bi-directional BMI system. The device communicates
through a wireless telemetry link for system configuration, algorithm programming, and
data uplink. A 1MB SRAM is included on the platform for recording algorithm-defined or

externally-generated events, time-domain waveforms, and general data logging. The data can
be downloaded through the wireless link for analysis and investigation at 11.7 kbps using the
175 kHz ISM band.

8.5.3.2 System Integration

A complete implantable BMI system was prototyped using established, state-of-the-art, med-
ical device technology. The prototype system is shown with a cutaway window in Figure 8.20.

The BASIC is fabricated using a 0.8 μm CMOS process and stacked on the SRAM to provide
a module with small form-factor. The electrode-interconnect and algorithm processor are in

Three-axis Accelerometer

BASIC + SRAM Stack

Bi-directional BMI System
with Neurostimulator

Research Device

Research Hybrid
(Sense + Alg + Stim)

BASIC Processor

Algorithm μProcessor

Figure 8.20 Prototype implantable bi-directional BMI system with key elements shown in device.

Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780190113) (see Plate 3)
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close proximity to maintain signal integrity. The right side of Figure 8.20 is a close-up of the
side of the hybrid board containing the new sensing and algorithm electronics. The other side

(not pictured) contains the stimulation electronics. This device has complete bi-directional
BMI functionality and is suitable for chronic preclinical research.

8.5.3.3 General System Characterization

The prototype system including implantable circuits, electrodes and telemetry was tested in
a saline tank with recorded patient data. The BASIC was verified to consume 10 μA from a
2V supply, achieving a signal resolution of < 1 μVRMS for a 5Hz power spectral estimation
of two channels of operation (one/hemisphere). The linear support vector classification algo-
rithm drew an additional 5 μW to classify signals in real-time with 1 s estimation updates. In

addition to demonstrating basic BMI functionality, the system was also verified to withstand
ESD, electrocautery and defibrillation, which is critical for a robust and practical BMI sys-
tem. The performance is summarized in Table 8.3, which gives a representative snapshot of a
state-of-the-art, bidirectional BMI with smart sensing capability.

8.5.3.4 Practical Considerations for Smart Sensing: Controlling
Stimulation-Sense Interactions

As highlighted in the introduction, a significant challenge in combining sensing and stimula-
tion in a bi-directional BMI is dealing with signal contamination. The signals we are interested
in sensing are in the order of microvolts, while the signals we are introducing (the stimulation)
are in the order of volts. The extraction of a biomarker that is six orders of magnitude lower
than therapeutic stimulation is a significant challenge.
Several methods are employed in the prototype to allow for simultaneous sensing and stimu-

lation. One method is simply to have separate leads for each function; but this comes at the cost
of increased surgical complexity, and we often want to measure activity in the vicinity of our

stimulation target. For simultaneous sensing and stimulation from the same lead, careful place-
ment of the leads and sense-stimulation configuration can take advantage of the reciprocity
theorem of electromagnetism. Stated mathematically, we attempt to design the electrode and
anatomical approach such that

𝜙A − 𝜙B =
−→
EAB • I

−→
d

IAB
→ 0 (8.7)

Intuitively, we can think of this mathematical relationship imposing a symmetry constraint
on the sense-stimulation configuration. Figure 8.21 shows an example where the sensing dipole
(A ↔ B) is placed symmetrically about a unipolar stimulation electrode (C ↔ D)with far-field
return. Figure 8.22 shows how the electrodes are connected to the device.When the dipole from
therapy stimulation is orthogonal to the biomarker sensing vector, our chances for extracting
a signal are greatly increased as the problem is now one of classical common-mode rejection.

Another key method employed in all electrode configurations is to take advantage of the
spectral filtering properties of the BASIC. In particular, the architecture of the BASIC is capa-
ble of rejecting signals that are out of its tuned band. Saturation is avoided by filtering the
signal before significant gain is applied as part of the STFT processing. This allows for the
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Table 8.3 Summary of key performance specifications related to the sensing blocks, embedded

algorithms, stimulation, and telemetry for the bi-directional BMI. Note that the stimulation sub-system

has capabilities consistent with existing commercial-based designs

LFP/ECoG Sensing Inertial Sensor (Extensible)

Operating Power

Dissipation (Time

Domain)

100 μW∕channel Operating Power

(3-axis

measurement)

2 μW

Operating Power

Dissipation (Spectral

Mode)

5 μW∕channel Inertial Algorithm

Power

Dissipation

25 μW

Function mode Time domain/

Bandpower

Sensitivity 125mV/g (.01 g/LSB)

MUX, channels available

PC Dual Lead Implant

System

Assumed

Input mux allows

12− > 4 DOF down

selection of best

channels for upload

Dynamic Range +∕ − 5 g

(Falls, footsteps, high

impact activity)

Minimal Detectable

Signal

<1 μVRMS Noise (X,Y axis) 3.5mgRMS (0.1Hz to

10Hz)

Spot Noise Spectral

Density

150 nV∕
√
Hz Noise (Z axis) 5mgRMS (0.1Hz to10Hz)

Bandpower Center

Frequency

dc to 500Hz Nonlinearity <1%

Bandwidth of Spectral

Estimate

1Hz to 20Hz Shock Survival >10, 000 g

CMRR/PSRR >80 dB Telemetry
High Pass Corners 0.5Hz to 8Hz Physical Layer Established 175 kHz

(ISM)

Data Capacity 4 DOF/preprocessed

Training Mode 2 DOF/ raw high data rate

Input Range (Stim

compliance)

>+∕ − 10V Memory Buffer (Monitoring Diagnostics)
SRAM 8Mb

Embedded Algorithm Characteristics
Algorithm Power 5 μW∕channel (typical) Stimulation Capability
Algorithm Type

(Embedded)

Support Vector

Machine (Linear

kernel, 4DOF)

Stimulation

Channels

8 for bilateral (4/lead)

(unipolar/bipolar)

Algorithm Upgrade

Capability

In-vivo through

telemetry and

embedded

bootloader

Stimulation

Parametrics

Predicate Approved

(Activa PC)

possibility of delivering stimulation therapy in one spectral band and sensing in another at the

same time through the same lead but not the same electrode. This constraint is compatible with

many deep brain stimulation (DBS) systems which have biomarkers well separated spectrally

from therapy stimulation and sensing dipoles bounding a unipolar-driven stimulation target.

These techniques show promise for simultaneous stimulation and sensing of the same neural

circuit, establishing feasibility for real-time adaptive therapy titration.
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Figure 8.21 Diagram of lead placement and stimulation configuration exploiting the reciprocity rela-

tionship. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780190113)
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The concepts described here for enabling the system to perform sensing during the delivery

of stimulation were tested in a saline tank model. Figure 8.22 shows the results from a test

where 145Hz stimulation was delivered between contact 1 and the neurostimulator. A 24-Hz

signal, representing typical 𝛽 band biomarkers, with 10 μVPP amplitude was injected into

the tank and sensed across contacts 0 and 2 using the BASIC. This was compared to results

obtained using the same stimulation but no test signal. The separation of the two curves indi-

cates a promising ability to sense during delivery of stimulation, especially since significant

clinical therapy is delivered using 5V of amplitude or less.

8.5.3.5 Defining Smart Sensing for the Brain: Applying Subject-Specific Algorithms
and Classification for Estimating Brain States

The intent of building this prototype bi-directional BMI is to provide a platform for research

that is adaptable to a number of neurological disorders. As mentioned earlier when motivating

the design of the BASIC and the smart sensing strategy, the common thread for these disorders

is that biomarkers are believed to be encoded in LFPs as distinct fluctuations in the frequency

spectrum [36, 52]. With appropriate lead placement and BASIC tuning, it might be possible to

differentiate neural states and use this information for diagnostics and/or therapy titration.

For example, Figure 8.23 shows a spectrogram of LFP data collected from a Parkinson’s

patient’s DBS leads; note the high correlation between energy in the beta band and the patho-

logical symptoms associated with the disorder [36; data courtesy of Abosch and Ince, Uni-

versity of Minnesota]. In the “off state,” the patient is showing symptoms of not being on

medication (L-dopa) and has issues with initiating and executing motion, and there is signif-

icant energy in the beta band. When the L-dopa takes effect around the ten-minute mark, the

beta band energy subsides and the patient’s symptoms are greatly diminished.

The generation of a smart sensor involves detection of these signals with the BASIC ampli-

fier and subsequently classifying them appropriately into an estimated brain state. Figure 8.24

shows how these spectral data have the potential to classify the patient’s clinical state in
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real-time with high sensitivity and specificity, applying support vector classification on the

prototype controller “trained” with a supervised learning process similar to that described in

[67]. The classified states are then fed to the therapy/diagnostic prototype controller to explore

stimulator therapy settings using algorithms or to provide a clinician feedback based on quan-

titative diagnostics. The next section demonstrates this concept in-vivo in an animal model for

exploring thalamo-cortical circuits relevant to epilepsy.

8.5.4 Demonstrating the Concepts of Smart Sensing in the Brain:
Real-Time Brain-State Estimation and Stimulation Titration

The research tool described thus far was tested in a chronically implanted ovine model for

exploring neural circuits relevant to seizures. In this experiment, seizure-like neural activities

are induced by using proper stimulation parameters in the normal ovine model. The goal of the

system validation protocol was to demonstrate that the smart sensor design principles described

in this chapter are effective in a representative intended use application. The validation was

performed in a series of protocols with increasing complexity and with the intention to:

• demonstrate the ability to measure disease-related neural data in a biological environment

in the presence and absence of therapeutic levels of stimulation;

• demonstrate the ability to automatically detect a desired neural state in the presence and

absence of stimulation using a multi-dimensional embedded algorithm embodied in the

“user-defined event detector”; and

• for extensibility purposes, demonstrate the ability to change stimulation parameters in

real-time, based on neural state in real-time and based on the detection state of the

embedded algorithm.
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Together, this protocol demonstrates all the key principles of a smart sensor for estimating

brain states using a complex feedback loop with the nervous system.

8.5.4.1 Methods: Chronic Ovine Model to Collect Data

To demonstrate validation, the research system was chronically implanted in a large ovine

seizure model. The study was conducted under an IACUC-approved protocol. Following anes-

thesia, 1.5T MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) results were collected and transferred to a

surgical planning station. Trajectories for a unilateral anterior nucleus (AN) of thalamus DBS

lead (Medtronic model 3389) and unilateral hippocampus (HC) lead (Medtronic model 3387)

were planned, and the leads were implanted using a frameless stereotactic system (NexFrame

from Medtronic, Inc.). Once lead placement was confirmed based upon electrophysiological

measures, Medtronic model 37083 extensions were connected to the DBS leads, tunneled to a

post-scapular pocket, and connected to the chronically implantable device. Figure 8.25 illus-

trates the overall system placement and setup. Following closure of all incisions, anesthesia

was discontinued, and the animal was transferred to surgical recovery.

Following a two-week recovery period, stimulation and recording sessions were conducted

on a weekly basis for approximately two-hour periods with the animal resting in a sling.

To reflect more relevant neurological dynamics, the sheep was not anesthetized during these

sessions. The coincident response to stimulation in the hippocampus and thalamus was charac-

terized by sensing during a sequence of no stimulation, and then slowly increasing amplitudes

to 3.5V in either target. The electrode contacts for concurrent sensing and stimulation were

selected to minimize stimulation distortion. The frequency of stimulation was fixed at 120Hz

based on empirical measurements to minimize aliasing in the beta band. The pulse width

was set to 90 μs. While it did not necessarily cause a seizure, approximately half of stim-

ulations above 2.5V correlated with seizure-like activity, enabling this model to generate a

useful validation signal for the system. The maximal amplitude was set by the onset of behav-

ioral side effects at this frequency. During most of the data collection, the stimulation duration

was 30 seconds. For the closed-loop data collection, stimulation was dependent on classifier

output. After completion of the session, data was downloaded and digital spectral analysis
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was performed off-line to confirm the results. Between sessions, data were collected at timed

intervals using the embedded loop recorder with the animal freely moving in its own living

environment and downloaded at the following monitor session.

8.5.4.2 Results: Validating the Device Maintains Meaningful Sensing during
Stimulation

One of the key challenges for the system was ensuring that observations do not represent

stimulation artifacts. The presence of after-discharges, seizure-like activity after stimulation,

on approximately half of the stimulations above 2.5V in the HC served as a useful validation

signal. Since after-discharges had a magnitude of approximately 20 μVrms to 30 μVrms, the
underlying seizure activity that preceded them was obscured during stimulation periods in the

time domain. However, evidence of seizure-like activity could be observed using frequency

domain analysis. Figure 8.26 shows evidence of the putative seizure beginning approximately

7 seconds after the onset of HC stimulation. This activity is not an interference of stimulation,

since it does not appear on all stimulation periods. The second stimulation pattern did not

induce a seizure, and it serves as a control for the performance sensing channel characteristics

in the presence of large stimulation inputs.

The seizure-like activity in the HC was centered at approximately 20Hz with multiple stim-

ulation interferences outside the signal band. Note that those stimulation inferences are high-Q

with fixed frequencies in the spectrogram; therefore, they can be readily distinguished from
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real neural activity. These frequency bands were then used to perform real time detection

through “training” a support vector machine to differentiate states, including a measure of

the stimulation interference as an input.

8.5.4.3 Validating Algorithm Detection During Stimulation

Seizure activity was detected using power bands corresponding to the seizure (beta band) and

stimulation (̃80 Hz) to train the linear discriminant classifier embedded in the device. This

detector, on the back-end microprocessor, processed estimations at 5Hz after extraction of the

spectral bands in the BASIC. Note that simply tuning to the frequency of stimulation would

saturate the channel, so 80Hz was selected to take the stimulation artifact into account with-

out saturation. Linear discriminant coefficients were determined in a four-step process using

supervised machine “learning” and support vector machines.

• In the first step, time-domain information was collected from all electrode combinations

to determine the pair that was most correlated with seizure-like activity. As shown in

Figure 8.26, activity in the 5Hz to 20Hz band corresponded to the putative seizure,

whereas activity in the 40Hz band was dominated by stimulation.

• In the second step, the device was programmed to measure these bands of interest to serve

as the raw data for algorithm development using the heterodyning mode of the sensing

channel. This was a necessary step due to the scale differences in power estimation between

the power channel extraction using the device and off-line digital signal processing of the

time-domain signal.

• In the third step, coefficients for a linear discriminant function were calculated with an

off-line support vector machine algorithm using the power channel as the independent

variables, and true seizures determined from time domain as the dependent variable. True

seizures were defined as a period of high beta band activity.

• In the last step, the linear discriminant coefficients were uploaded onto the device for

real-time seizure classification.

When viewing spectrograms derived from time-domain data containing stimulation artifact,

horizontal lines are related to the simulation and/or sampling the signal in the presence of

stimulation. When the stimulation engine turns on or off, a brief broadband dose of energy is

sent through the sensing circuitry. This causes a vertical line to appear in the spectrogram. True

physiological biomarkers generally do not have these vertical or horizontal properties and can

therefore be distinguished from these artifacts.

Figure 8.27 shows how the extracted power data were divided into putative seizure and

non-seizure classes. The x-axis represents sensed stimulation power and the y-axis represents

beta power. A 2D classifier is needed because using the seizure band alone does not adequately

separate the seizure/no-stimulation condition from a no-seizure/stimulation condition based on

spectral leakage of stimulation into the beta band.

The detection algorithm was tested chronically in-vivo. The linear discriminant coefficients

were kept constant for five weeks after being uploaded to the device without any appreciable

loss of seizure detection performance. Figure 8.28 shows the results of the seizure detection

at a representative monitor. The seizure is detected during the stimulation period and persists

several seconds after stimulation has ended. The algorithm performs well against time-domain
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output when the stimulation is off. During stimulation, the embedded algorithm still maintains

the capability to detect seizure onset, which cannot be readily observed in time-domain. The

physiological response to stimulation is still present and measureable in the prototype system,

providing critical observations to the effect of stimulation. This response is often blanked out

by existing implantable research systems, which do not have the capability to sense in the

presence of stimulation.

8.5.4.4 Validating Closed-Loop Operation: Real-Time Stimulation Titration
Conditional on Classifier Detection

To explore the extensibility of the device for future closed-loop use cases, our last validation

step was to use the sensing and classification processes to change stimulation in real time
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based on the measured state of the neural network. This was accomplished by coupling the

output of the linear discriminant to the stimulation control of the device. The device was pro-

grammed to shut off stimulation when the linear discriminant triggered detection indicative

of seizure induction. This experiment is an investigational prototype of an algorithm concept

that might eventually be applied as a closed-loop hippocampal stimulator for the treatment

of epilepsy, where stimulation putatively suppresses seizures and the system would mitigate

the risk of unnecessary stimulation by monitoring for induced seizures and taking appropriate

action.

The linear discriminant graph of Figure 8.29 shows the onset of a seizure. Seizure detection

occurs during a stimulation period and cannot be identified in the time domain graph. Though

the onset of seizure cannot be visualized in the time-domain graph, it is seen in frequency

domain as activity in 5Hz to 20Hz. Figure 8.29 also shows that the onset of seizure activa-

tion was detected by the linear discriminant leading to an immediate shutoff of the stimulation

during the second stimulation period. This contrasts with the first stimulation period, acting

as a self-control, in which there was no seizure, therefore, no detection and the 30 second

stimulation timed out rather than being terminated by the linear discriminant. This demon-

stration illustrates all key components of the investigational system design working to enable

dynamic closed-loop operation concurrent with stimulation: sensing in the presence of stimu-

lation, embedded detector operation, and the ability to titrate the stimulator.

Although tempting to conclude that immediate cessation of stimulation helped to suppress

the after discharge, compared to Figure 8.26, more data collection is required to build up the

statistical basis for this initial observation.

8.5.4.5 Discussion: The Potential of Smart Sensing for Advancing
Therapeutic Neural Systems

The ability to sense neural activity and stimulate neural tissue is a fundamental need in the

study and treatment of neurological disease. In this case study, we have validated the smart
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Figure 8.29 Closed-loop seizure detection and stimulation termination. The top graph shows the power

in the two bands of interest. Trace (a) in the second graph shows the output of the discriminant. The

detection is circled. Trace (b) is a metric of distance to the detection boundary. The third and fourth traces

are similar to Figure 8.26 and show the time and frequency domain traces. Reprinted with permission

from IEEE (Ref: 2987780619986) (see Plate 7)

sensing prototype ability to perform concurrent neural stimulation and sensing, embedded

event detection using user-defined parameters, and the extensibility for closed loop operation.

Why might this be useful?

A major challenge in applying a smart neural sensing system is the ability to concurrently

sense, properly interpret the sensing signal and apply therapeutic stimulation of the nervous

system. This ability is important in order to increase the amount of useful neural data, minimize

time delays in responding to biomarkers, and investigate biomarkers and neural circuit dynam-

ics that may only be present in neural signals during stimulation. This is particularly important

in therapies where stimulation is on for the majority of the time, such as in movement disorder

therapies, and a closed-loop feedback control strategy might require monitoring of brain states

and accurate algorithm control in the presence of stimulation. The challenge of simultaneous

sensing and stimulation primarily arises from the feedforward effect of stimulation, which
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is up to six orders of magnitude greater than the desired neural signal. Though some of this

feedforward effect can be minimized using hardware design, residual stimulation interference

remains due to the constraints of practical implantable systems. These include imbalances in

the biological interface and power limitations.

In the validation work we have described in this case study, we have taken a systematic

approach to mitigate the impact of stimulation artifacts on sensing and algorithm performance.

The solution is not a targeted single-element resolution method, but instead relies on managing

sense-stimulation interactions throughout the signal chain. These methods include symmetric

sensing across the stimulation electrode, careful selection of stimulation parameters, and use

of well-designed algorithms to account for stimulation effects.

The methods do enforce modest constraints on the system, such as symmetry of sensing

around stimulation electrodes and frequency spacing between physiological biomarkers and

stimulation. In addition, our design focuses on spectral LFP processing and does not trans-

fer easily to time-domain, spike-based processing. However, these constraints are generally

acceptable in several applications found in movement disorders, epilepsy, and brain-machine

interfacing for prosthesis, where potentially useful biomarkers appear to be represented as

fluctuations in frequency spectrum.

To ensure that the methods are potentially translational and not just theoretical, the prototype

system was validated in a chronic implant in an ovine over a period of more than one year.

During this time, the system was used to measure seizure activity from the HC, automatically

detect seizure activity using a classification algorithm, and change stimulation based on the

classification algorithm output. In this application, the desired signal magnitude was in the

order of 10 μVrms.Biomarkers in other neurological disease states, such as Parkinson’s disease,

may require signal resolution in the order of 1 μVrms.Validation of these low-level signals still
depends primarily on bench measurements.

While our benchtop tests have demonstrated signal resolution below 1 μVrms, further work
will be needed to validate this performance in-vivo. Furthermore, some disease state biomark-

ers, such as tremors associated with Parkinson’s disease, may not be reflected in the neural

data available, motivating the use of the system accelerometer sensor in the future to capture

important aspects of the patient assessment.

The core features of the prototype smart-sensing-enabled device validated in this work form

a rich basis for optimization of stimulation therapies based on observing the physiology of

neural systems. Ultimately, through a deeper understanding of neural processing, physiology,

and disease mechanisms, tools enabled with smart sensing have the potential to help better

optimize neuromodulation therapies.

8.6 Future Trends and Opportunities for Smart Sensing
in the Nervous System

This chapter posited the use of smart sensors in biomedical systems as a key enabler of

closed-loop systems. While smart sensors have a strong historical foundation in cardiac

systems, the ability to chronically perform sensing and patient state estimation using neural

and non-neural biomarkers is relatively novel. Smart sensing and algorithm systems allow the

study of the nervous system through a dynamic control framework. This framework facilitates

research into neurological diseases as well as more sophisticated therapies. Ultimately, it
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may be possible to perform continuous patient state monitoring, estimation of state, and

stimulation titration with the potential for shorter time delays; improved patient outcomes;

and reduced patient and clinician burden. As devices with more sensing features come on-line

[31, 66, 67] the opportunities might grow even larger.

The pathway to achieving closed-loop neuromodulation, however, will require a new look at

the way devices are designed. Specifically, the design will not necessarily be a simple mapping

of cardiac pacemakers to the neuromodulation space. As illustrated in Figure 8.30, architec-

tural similarities do exist between the two systems. These include smart sensing strategies for

direct monitoring of biophysical state through biopotential measurements and indirect mea-

surements through sensors like the accelerometer. These sensors may measure and feedback

parameters like position and movement or more direct symptom output, such as tremor ampli-

tude or distribution in the body. These signals and algorithms can then be used to provide

therapy through a control management algorithm.

The differences between the cardiac and nervous systems do require nuanced changes in

feedback approach. Examples of differences include the varied signal characteristics from both

the biopotential and inertial sensors; the signals are orders of magnitude different in amplitude

(millivolts in cardiac potentials, μvolts in neural potentials) and/or different in signal cod-

ing (time-domain in pacemakers, time-frequency in neural stimulators). Stimulation rates are

also significantly different; while cardiac signals are easily resolved from pacing artifacts with

channel blanking, neural signals and stimulation often overlap temporally and require alterna-

tive filtering approaches like spectral analyses. In addition, the risk of false positives and false

negatives are quite different between these therapies in terms of patient outcome.

We explored two case studies that help draw these principles out. In particular, we intro-

duced the notion of both indirect and direct smart sensors of signals relevant for neurological

treatments. While not entirely distinct, indirect sensors rely primarily on correlations of a mea-

surement to an underlying process, while direct sensors attempt to make more of an immediate

measure of key state variables. Each sensor type has a potential role in emerging treatment

systems. Taken together, they will help enable us to initiate the era of closed-loop systems

designed for the treatment of neurological disease.
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Figure 8.30 Mapping pacemaker architectures to neuromodulation systems. Designers must be mind-

ful of the similarities and differences between the cardiac and nervous system to avoid oversimplifying

the mapping of existing architectures to future therapies
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9.1 Introduction

The continuously decreasing power consumption of silicon-based electronics has enabled a

broad range of battery-powered handheld, wearable and even implantable devices. Spanning

six orders of magnitude, the typical power consumptions of a variety of electronic devices are

listed in Table 9.1, together with their corresponding energy autonomy.

All these devices need a compact, low-cost and lightweight energy source, which enables the

desired portability and energy autonomy. Nowadays, batteries represent the dominant energy

source for the devices listed in Table 9.1 and alike. Despite the fact that the energy density

of batteries has increased by a factor of 3 during the past 15 years, their presence in many

cases has a large impact on, or even dominates, the overall dimension and operational cost

of devices. For this reason, alternative energy sources have become the focus of worldwide

research and development. One possibility is to replace batteries with energy-storage systems

featuring higher energy density, e.g., miniaturized fuel cells [1]. A second approach consists

of supplying the required energy to the device in a wireless mode. This solution, already used

for radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, can be extended to more power-hungry devices

but requires dedicated transmission infrastructures. A third method is to harvest energy from

the ambient by converting, for example, waste heat, vibration/motion energy, or RF radiation

into electricity.

Among the different approaches, the energy-harvesting technology is widely considered

as the enabling factor for the development of wireless-sensor networks. Wireless-sensor net-

works are generally made up of a large number of small, low-cost sensor nodes working in
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Table 9.1 Power consumption and energy autonomy of battery-operated

electronic devices

Device Type Power Consumption Energy Autonomy

Smartphone 1W 8 hours

MP3 player 50mW 15 hours

Hearing Aid 1mW 5 days

Wireless Sensor Node∗ 100 μW Lifetime

Cardiac Pacemaker 50 μW 7 years

Quartz watch 5 μW 5 years

∗when powered by energy harvester and energy storage device.

Reproduced by permission of Elsevier

Sensor

Front
End DSP

Micropower System

microcontroller

Radio

Figure 9.1 Schematic representation of the components in a typical WSN

collaboration to collect data and transmit them to a base station via a wireless link. They are

poised to bring about a huge impact in sectors like health care, machinery, transportation and

energy, and so on.

As schematically illustrated in Figure 9.1, a typical wireless-sensor node (WSN) consists of

micropower module, sensor/actuator, front-end processing unit, digital-signal processor and

radio. The average power consumption of a WSN has been estimated to vary between 1 μW
and 20 μW in recent works [2, 3]. The power consumption strongly depends on the complexity

of the measured physical effect, the application algorithm and the transmission frequency.

Experimental results show that 90 μW is sufficient to drive a pulse oximeter sensor, to process

data and to transmit them at an interval of 15 seconds [4]. In another example, 10 μW turns out

to be sufficient for the measurement and transmission of temperature every 5 seconds [5]. The

value of 100 μW reported in Table 9.1 is therefore representative of those relatively complex

sensor nodes, deployed in systems operating at a relatively high data rate. Additionally, in

the foreseeable future, the power consumption will further decrease thanks to the incessant

advancement in low-power and ultra-low-power circuit design.

In many cases, wireless-sensor networks are intended to operate for a period of years.

Because of the large number of sensor nodes and their small dimension, replacing depleted

batteries is either unpractical or simply not feasible. Installing an enlarged battery to ensure
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energy autonomy leads to increased system volume and higher cost. The combination of an

energy harvester with a small-sized rechargeable battery (or an energy-storage system, like a

supercapacitor) is the best approach to deliver energy autonomy of the network throughout its
entire lifetime. For instance, if the power consumption of a WSN is approximately 100 μW,
the lifetime of a primary battery is expected to be only a few months [5]. In contrast, the

combination of a rechargeable battery and an energy harvester with an output power of
100 μW is able to realize energy autonomy for the whole lifetime.

Nevertheless, abolishing the energy-storage system altogether is not an option in most cases.

As shown in Figure 9.2, the peak current flowing through the wireless transceiver during trans-
mit and receive operation exceeds what can be achieved by using the energy harvester alone.

Furthermore, buffering is also desired to guarantee continuous operation during times with

no power generated. Depending on the specific application, the energy-storage system can be
either a battery or a capacitor.

Table 9.2 summarizes the source power and harvested power by using different energy har-

vesting technologies. It suggests that energy harvesters can deliver an output power between
10 μW and 1mW. Such an output power is already sufficient to drive the low-power and

ultra-low-power devices, particularly when duty cycling is switched on.

With regard to successful implementation of harvesting devices, three determining factors
have been identified:

• The price of the harvesting device has to be reduced relative to the price of a completeWSN.

• The output power delivered should be sufficient to sustain the desired functionality of the
WSN.

• Power consumption of the WSN has to be minimized via the use of ultra-low-power opti-

mization techniques and technology breakthroughs.

The cost consideration is clearly related to the targeted application. For example, in the

case of infrastructure monitoring for predictive maintenance, the price of an individual WSN
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Figure 9.2 A typical scenario of the power consumption of a WSN. Since the power consumption does

not fully match the output power of the energy harvester, an energy buffer and power management IC in

between are necessary. Reproduced by permission of Elsevier
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Table 9.2 Characteristics of various energy harvesting technologies [6]

Source Source power Harvested power

Ambient Light
Indoor

Outdoor

Vibration/motion∗

Human

0.1mW/cm2

100mW/cm2

0.5m@1Hz

1m∕s2@50Hz

10 μW∕cm2

10mW/cm2

4 μW∕cm2

Vibration/motion∗

Industrial

1m@5Hz

10m∕s2@1 kHz

100 μW∕cm2

Thermal Energy
Human

Industrial

20mW∕cm2

100mW∕cm2

30 μW∕cm2

1mW∕cm2 to

10mW∕cm2

RF Cell phone 0.3 μW∕cm2 0.1 μW∕cm2

∗Depending on source, either expressed in amplitude or acceleration at a

certain frequency.

Reproduced by permission of Elsevier

can be relatively high, because the accumulated cost reduction is far greater than the initial

investment. Condition monitoring of infrastructures is also exactly the field where the first

energy harvesters have appeared on the market. On the other hand, for most other applica-

tions, current-harvesting technologies are still far too expensive. A possible route to cheaper

harvesting devices is to use micromachining technology for manufacturing. The devices can

thus be fabricated on a wafer basis in a batch mode, thereby significantly lowering the cost.

Nevertheless, reducing the size of a harvesting device affects not only the cost but also the

output power.

Thanks to the widespread interest from academia and industry, energy harvesting is expected

to be significantly improved in the coming years. In such a context, this chapter focuses on

the micromachined energy harvesting devices and the energy storage devices. Four types of

energy harvesters are covered in the following sections: those based on temperature difference,

vibration/motion RF radiation and PV, with attention being paid mainly to the basic principles

and the implementation by using micromachining technology. We start with a discussion of

the characteristics of batteries and supercaps (in general referred to as energy storage systems,

ESS). The reason is that this will enable us to understand how the voltage output of the energy

harvester matches with an ESS. This gap is bridged by power management, which we will

discuss only very briefly at the end of each section.

9.2 Energy Storage Systems

9.2.1 Introduction

Energy storage systems (ESS) are frequently used in tandemwith energy harvesting devices for

several reasons. First, theymay be required as an energy backup to ensure a stable power supply

at moments when the energy harvester delivers a less than desired output power. A second

function is to serve as energy buffer: many wireless sensors consume relatively high peak

mailto:0.5m@1Hz
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currents during transmit and receive operations while the continuous background consumption

is much lower (Figure 9.2). These sensors benefit from the incorporation of an ESS, which is

recharged continuously by an energy harvester. This ESS subsequently delivers the high peak

currents. A third field of application for ESS is in sensor devices where the ESS itself serves

as the main energy source.

All these functions impose different requirements on the ESS. For an energy backup, a

rechargeable ESS needs to have a relatively high capacity to deliver long-term autonomy.

Its capacity is usually higher than that of an energy buffer but still lower in comparison to

an energy source. Furthermore, it should have a relatively low self-discharge rate, because

the charge often has to be stored for a long period of time. For an ESS employed as energy

buffer, a high peak current is frequently drawn while the energy storage time can be relatively

short. When an ESS is used as the main energy source, its capacity needs to be high and its

self-discharge rate low. However, the ESS is not necessarily a rechargeable system in this case.

There are three main types of micro scale ESS: supercapacitors, micro-batteries (typically

Li-ion) and solid-state thin-film batteries. Their typical characteristics are compared in

Table 9.3. For a specific application, the choice of an ESS is determined by the matching

between the total requirements of the sensor system and the capabilities of the ESS. In the

next section, the basic principles of supercapacitors, micro-batteries and solid-state batteries

are described in the context of smart sensor systems.

9.2.2 Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors, often referred to as electrochemical capacitors or electrochemical

double-layer capacitors (EDLC), consist of two electrodes, an electrolyte and a separa-

tor (Figure 9.3(a)) [7]. When the electrodes become charged due to an externally applied

voltage, the charge carriers in the electrolyte (ions) will compensate for this by accumulating

at the interface of the electrolyte with the electrodes. This effect is the formation of an electro-

chemical double-layer, which is the basic charge storage mechanism for supercapacitors. The

number of ions that can accumulate at the surface of the electrodes is highly dependent on the

surface area of these electrodes. The capacity of a supercapacitor, and thus the energy stored

in it, are therefore directly related to the active surface area of its electrodes. To increase

the capacity of the supercapacitors, high surface area materials, like activated carbon, are

Table 9.3 Typical characteristics of three types of ESS [6]

Supercapacitor Battery

Li-ion Thin film

Operating voltage (V) 1.25 3–3.7 3.7

Energy density (Wh/L) 6 435 <50

Specific energy (Wh/kg) 1.5 211 <1

Self-discharge rate

(%/month) at 20∘C
100 0.1–1 0.1–1

Cycle life (cycles) >10, 000 2000 >1000

Temperature range (∘C) −40 to 65 −20 to 50 −20 to 70

Reproduced by permission of Elsevier
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commonly used as the electrodes. One should, however, realize that a porous electrode with
pores smaller than the ions in the electrolyte is not useful to increase the capacity.
The voltage of a supercapacitor is linearly related to its state of charge. Themaximumvoltage

below which a supercapacitor remains stable is determined by the electrochemical stability of
the electrolyte. The upper voltage is limited to around 1.2V, when an aqueous electrolyte is
used. In comparison, supercapacitors with an organic electrolyte are available with a voltage
level up to 3 V.
Supercapacitors are especially useful to serve as energy buffer. Because neither electro-

chemical reaction nor charge transfer from the electrodes to the electrolyte is involved, the
supercapacitor can operate very fast and deliver high current pulses. However, the energy den-
sity is relatively low while the self-discharge rate is high. Therefore, supercapacitors are less
suitable for application as either backup energy source or primary energy source, where a
relatively large amount of energy needs to be stored for a long period of time.

9.2.3 Lithium-Ion Batteries

Similar to supercapacitors, lithium-ion batteries consist of two electrodes, an electrolyte and a
separator (Figure 9.3(b)) [7]. The electrolyte is in this case a lithium-containing non-aqueous
liquid. The frequently used materials for the positive and negative electrodes are lithium cobalt
oxide (LiCoO2) and graphitic carbon, respectively. The charge storage mechanism is, however,
slightly more complicated than for supercapacitors. It is based on not only charge separation in
the electrolyte, but also on electrochemical reactions taking place at the electrodes. When the
battery is charged, lithium is released from LiCoO2, following the chemical reaction below:

LiCoO2

Charge
−−−−−−→←−−−−−−
Discharge

Li1−xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe− 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 (9.1)
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Figure 9.3 Schematic overview of (a) a supercapacitor and (b) a Li-ion battery
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For one unit of LiCoO2, 0.5 lithium ions can be released (1 lithium ion per 2 LiCoO2 units).

The lithium ions that are made available during this reaction are transported through the elec-

trolyte to the negative electrode, referred to as the anode. The chemical reaction taking place

at this anode follows:

C6 + zLi+ + ze−
Charge

−−−−−−→←−−−−−−
Discharge

LizC6 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 (9.2)

Typically, one lithium ion is stored per six carbon atoms. When the battery is discharged,

the direction of these reactions is reversed.

Contrary to the case of supercapacitors, it is not the surface area of the electrodes but the

amount of material and therefore the volume of the electrodes that determines the capacity of

Li-ion batteries. Therefore, much higher volumetric energy densities can be obtained. How-

ever, the maximum current that can be drawn from a battery is generally lower than that from

a supercapacitor, because the chemical reactions and the charge transfer processes are much

slower than double-layer effects.

Unlike supercapacitors, the open-cell voltage of a battery is only loosely dependent on the

state of charge. This is mainly because the electrochemical potential of the redox reactions

(9.1) and (9.2) is well defined. A typical Li-ion battery based on the reactions (9.1) and (9.2)

has an open-cell voltage around 3.7V. In practice, the voltage under discharging conditionswill

be somewhat lower, because of the internal resistance of the battery and limitations inside the

electrodes. The processes that increase the resistance are associated with, for example, mass

transfer and reaction rate kinetics. These influences on the battery voltage are all dependent

on the current. Therefore, applying higher currents will result in a lower voltage. Batteries

operated at higher currents will as a result also deliver a lower energy. On the other hand, all

these effects that decrease the discharging voltage and the energy will result in a higher voltage

and energy required for charging, leading to an energetically less efficient battery [8].

A crucial part of battery design is the packaging: lithium is for example very reactive with

water, oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which are all major constituents of ambient air.

Therefore, Li-ion batteries should be well encapsulated. Several designs of packaging are

possible. For macro-scale batteries, this often includes metallic cylindrical cells or prismatic

cells. The volume of the packaging is in this case very small compared to the volume of the

active electrode materials. Therefore, relatively high energy densities can be obtained. For

micro-batteries, the electrodes and electrolyte are miniaturized and placed into a button cell

or laminated sheets of plastics and metals. The relative volume of the packaging is thus much

larger and the energy density of the battery will be significantly lower than for macro-scale bat-

teries. However, the energy density of these micro-batteries is generally still higher than that of

supercapacitors. Moreover, the self-discharge rate is much lower than that of supercapacitors,

which makes micro-batteries more suitable as energy backup or primary energy source.

Micro-batteries cannot deliver high peak currents because of their relatively large internal

impedance. Some authors therefore suggest the use of a hybrid system that combines a battery

with a supercapacitor [9, 10]. It was indeed demonstrated that such a hybrid system is more

capable of delivering high peak currents. It should, however, also be noted that a price has to be

paid for this peak current increase: the volume of the energy storage (battery + supercapacitor)
will increase significantly, with a factor varying from 1.5 up to 10. Much effort is therefore

invested in the decrease of the impedance of (micro-) batteries.
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9.2.4 Thin-Film Lithium-Ion Batteries

Thin-film lithium-ion batteries are a special case of Li-ion batteries. Their operating princi-

ple is essentially the same as that of liquid-electrolyte batteries. However, the electrodes and

electrolyte are in the form of solid thin films with thicknesses in the order of μm. These films

are usually deposited on a substrate of silicon, glass or some polymer material and the stack

is encapsulated by a sealing material, as illustrated in Figure 9.4a.

The thickness of the electrolyte is much smaller than that of conventional batteries. A

thin-film battery contains a solid electrolyte layer which is typically 1 μm thick, while the

separator in a conventional battery normally has a thickness of ∼ 20 μm. This fact means

that the volumetric energy density of a thin-film battery can in theory be higher than that

of a conventional battery of the same size. However, because the substrate (packaging) of

thin film batteries is relatively thick, this benefit is generally lost. A second advantage of the

solid electrolyte system is that the absence of organic liquid electrolytes eliminates the risk

of leakage and therefore allows a wider range of applications. The solid electrolyte is also

more stable at higher temperatures, widening the range of applications and increasing the

flexibility of process steps in the device manufacturing. On the other hand, solid electrolytes

have a disadvantage. They generally have a lower ionic conductivity than liquid electrolytes,

which induces a larger voltage drop due to the ionic transport within the solid electrolyte.

To solve this problem, several research groups have proposed an approach using 3D thin-film

batteries. The aim for these 3D batteries is to increase the surface area of the positive and neg-

ative electrode, without increasing the footprint area of the battery. This can be achieved, for

example, by using a microporous substrate or a first electrode with a 3D structure. A schematic

example of such a 3D battery can be observed in Figure 9.4(b). In this image it can be observed

that the size of the battery remains the same while the effective area of the battery stack (pos-

itive electrode / solid electrolyte / negative electrode) increases. When the same current (A) is

applied to a 3D battery, the current density (A∕cm2) inside the battery stack is lower. Thus, the
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Figure 9.4 Schematic representation of a thin-film battery in a planar (a) and 3D (b) geometry
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voltage drop will become lower accordingly. The increased battery voltage will result in an

increased energy density (i.e. voltage × current × time∕volume) for a 3D battery compared to

an equivalent battery with a planar configuration. Moreover, a larger surface area also provides

the possibility to have a larger electrode volume. The capacity will then be higher, resulting in

an even further increased energy density [11].

9.2.5 Energy Storage Applications

For successful applications of ESS in smart sensor devices, several important issues need to

be properly addressed. First, the power requirements, including energy, voltage, autonomy,

life time, and so on, need to be considered. These technical requirements have been addressed

in the previous sections. However, other requirements also play an important role. One is the

shape of the ESS, particularly with regard to the size limitations. For example, button cells are

a standard shape of batteries and capacitors. Despite a relatively small size, they may not be

suitable for applications where a very small thickness is required. For this purpose, laminated

sheet-batteries or thin film batteries are more suitable. These batteries cover a generally larger

area than button cells, but are less than 1mm thick and therefore can be more easily incor-

porated into smart packaging or smart cards. Additionally, because foil-based batteries can be

made flexible, they can be integrated onto bendable surfaces. This fact leads to a less restricted

system design. Some examples of the shapes of ESS are given in Figure 9.5.

A very important aspect regarding the use of ESS in smart sensor systems is the end-of-life

disposal and recyclability. In the European Union, there are no general rules for supercapaci-

tors. Generally, these devices, together with the device they power, fall under theWEEE (Waste

Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive. This directive rules that the amount of several

substances, like lead, mercury and cadmium, must be very low andmoreover, manufacturers or

importers of the devices are required to ensure proper recycling schemes for these devices [12].

Batteries fall under another directive and their recycling is promoted by the European Union.

Manufacturers or importers are required to have a return schedule for batteries. Moreover, bat-

teries should be installed in electronic systems in such a way that they can be readily removed.

There are, however, some exceptions to this rule when “for safety, performance, medical or

data integrity reasons, continuity of power supply is necessary” and “a permanent connection

between the appliance and the battery” is required [13].

Battery related laws in the US are enacted to ensure that certain metals are recovered from

electronic waste and to stimulate recycling of single-use and rechargeable batteries [14]. These

laws are, however, less stringent than their European counterparts.

Figure 9.5 Various form factors of ESS. From left to right: laminated foil battery, button cell, prismatic

cell and printed thin-film battery
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For applications of ESS, one should therefore not only look at the technical requirements

but also remain informed about the development of directives and laws in the countries where

the device will be used.

9.3 Thermoelectric Energy Harvesting

9.3.1 Introduction

The term thermoelectric effect in general encompasses three different but related physical

phenomena: the Seebeck effect, the Peltier effect and the Thomson effect. Initially, interest in
the thermoelectric effects was driven by the intention to exploit the Seebeck effect for power

generation. Nevertheless, only after the 1950s when a handful of high quality semiconductor

materials had been characterized, were a variety ofmodern thermoelectric devices realized suc-

cessfully. An example is the radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG), which converts the

heat dissipated from radioactive isotopes into electricity. The RTGs, made of high-temperature

resistant silicon germanium (SiGe) alloys, could operate unattended for more than 20 years

in the Voyager I spacecraft [15]. Recently, the potential of using the thermoelectric effect for

waste heat recovery has been gradually acknowledged by the industry. A German car manufac-

turer, BMWAG, has deployed commercial thermoelectric generator (TEG)module in between

the exhaust gas pipeline and the cooling fluid pipeline [16]. An output power of about 200W

has been recuperated in the benchmarking test drive at 130 km/h.

The Seebeck effect relates to the generation of an electrical potential difference within con-

ducting materials, either metal or semiconductor, which are subject to a temperature difference

[15]. It is essentially an electrical effect caused by a temperature difference. With regard to

an isolated conducting material, the aforementioned phenomenon is referred to as the abso-

lute Seebeck effect (ASE), as schematically illustrated in Figure 9.6(a). The absolute Seebeck

coefficient (𝛼) at a given temperature is thus defined as the sensitivity of the absolute See-

beck voltage VSA to the temperature change. In other words, this coefficient is mathematically

expressed as 𝛼 = dVSA∕dT . Because the gradient of the potential difference can be the same

as or opposite to the existing temperature gradient, the sign of 𝛼, normally denoted in μV∕K,
can be either positive or negative.

The most frequent way of exploiting the Seebeck effect is to form a thermocouple by electri-

cally connecting two dissimilar conductors at one set of their terminals. When a temperature

difference is present between the closed and the open end of the thermocouple, a voltage is

+ −

Absolute Seebeck voltage VSA

Hot end Hot endCold end

(a) (b)

+ −

Relative Seebeck voltage VSR

Cold end Cold end

A B

Figure 9.6 Schematic illustration of (a) absolute Seebeck voltageVSA in an isolated conductingmaterial

under a temperature difference; (b) relative Seebeck voltage VSR generated in a thermocouple consisting

of two dissimilar conducting materials, A and B, under a temperature difference
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built up across the unpaired terminals of the open end, as described in Figure 9.6(b). The

resulting voltage is dubbed as the relative Seebeck voltage. Similar to 𝛼, the relative Seebeck
coefficient, 𝛼AB, is defined as 𝛼AB = dVSR∕dT . For a thermocouple made up of two dissimilar

conducting materials A and B, its 𝛼AB is then expressed as 𝛼AB = 𝛼A–𝛼B,where 𝛼A and 𝛼B are

the absolute Seebeck coefficients for material A and B, respectively. Hence, to obtain a large

𝛼AB, the two conducting materials are required to have absolute Seebeck coefficients with the

opposite signs. Because both 𝛼 and 𝛼AB denote the Seebeck coefficient of conducting mate-

rials, albeit in different contexts, hereafter they are not differentiated explicitly and generally

written only as the Seebeck coefficient. So is the case for the Seebeck voltage.

9.3.2 State-of-the-Art

Thermoelectric energy harvesting is based on a number of serially connected thermocouples

subject to a common temperature difference. The generated Seebeck voltage can thus drive

an electrical current through an external load connected to the open ends of the thermocouple

chain. Hence, the heat flow through the thermocouples is converted into electricity. Compared

to the other methods for recuperating energy from the ambient, thermoelectric energy har-

vesting offers a unique set of advantages, such as wide applicability on different objects, high

mechanical robustness thanks to lack of moving parts, and uninterrupted operation irrespective

of the weather condition.

Along with the progress in MEMS technology, the miniaturization of TEGs has become

realistic in the past decade. Among the developed devices, there exists a large variation in

terms of device geometry, scale of integration, choice of materials and fabrication method.

Nevertheless, according to the orientation of thermocouple relative to the substrate, be it a

silicon substrate or a flexible polymer foil, most of the miniaturized TEGs can be divided into

two categories: in-plane devices, in which the thermocouple legs are parallel to the substrate,

and cross-plane devices, in which the thermocouple legs are perpendicular to the substrate.

The schematic configurations are shown in Figure 9.7. Because the cross-plane devices have

been fabricated by using both thick film and thin film technologies, this category is then further

divided into two subtypes according to the used fabrication method.

n-type material

n-type materialp-type material

p-type material

Substrate

(a) (b)

Substrate
Metal

interconnect

Metal

interconnect

Figure 9.7 Schematic configuration of a thermocouple in (a) in-plane TEG device; and (b) cross-plane

TEG device (see Plate 8)
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In-plane TEG In-plane TEGs are mostly made of antimony (Sb), bismuth (Bi) or bismuth
telluride (BiTe) by electroplating or sputtering on polymer foils, such as Kapton foil [17–19].
Polymer foils are preferred as the substrate for several reasons: first, they typically have a low
thermal conductivity, for example, 0.12W/m/K, which makes the heat loss through the poly-
mer foils less pronounced; second, they have a thermal expansion coefficient, for example,
20 × 10−6K−1, similar to those of the thermoelectric materials; third, they are a low-cost sub-
strate material [18]. One common feature of the in-plane TEGs is the relatively large geometry
of thermocouples, for example, tens of μm for width and hundreds of μm or even several mm
for length, thus allowing the use of technically adequate but low-cost fabrication methods,
such as screen printing, as opposed to the conventional MEMS microfabrication technologies.
Thanks to the structural flexibility of polymer foils, the in-plane TEGs can be coiled up into
a spiral shape in such a way that the resulted device can be erected in a self-standing manner.
Illustrated in Figure 9.8(a), this scheme leads to more thermocouples per unit footprint area
[17]. Another advantage of the in-plane TEGs is the high aspect ratio of the thermocouples,
because the thermocouple geometry is free from restrictions, like the maximum thickness of
thin film deposition and the depth-of-focus in the contact photolithography. Consequently, the
thermal resistance of each thermocouple is significantly increased. In the meantime, the con-
tact resistance between thermoelectric materials and metal interconnect is reduced because
of the usually large contact area. The main disadvantage is the poor thermal contact between
thermocouple junctions and the heat source or heat sink [17]. This issue can be alleviated by
applying thermal interface materials (TIMs), like various types of thermal grease. A second
drawback is the thermal shunting effect of polymer foils, which are thermally parallel to the
thermocouples. Methods to deal with this drawback include the adoption of an even thinner
polymer foil or, in a better case, the peeling-off of polymer foil partially or even completely.
Some in-plane TEGs are fabricated on Si substrate instead of polymer foils. Imec/Holst

Centre has succeeded in delivering a series of in-plane TEGs, among which one type con-
sists of only free-standing poly-Si or poly-SiGe thermocouples, as schematically shown in
Figure 9.8(b) [20]. Although it is a challenging task to remove the complete supporting layers
underneath the thin film thermocouples, this has been accomplished by fine tuning the stress
in the thin film stack. One potential assembly scheme for boosting the output performance

n-type material

p-type material
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Si3N4

(a) (b)
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+
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Figure 9.8 Schematic configuration of (a) a coiled-up in-plane TEG made on polymer foil [17] (Cour-

tesy of Weber, Reproduced by permission of Elsevier); and (b) a free-standing poly-SiGe in-plane TEG

made on Si substrate [20]. With kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media B.V. (see

Plate 9)
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is to bundle several in-plane thermopile chips on the same substrate by erecting them and

connecting them electrically in series. As another example, IMTEK has developed an in-plane

TEG device based on n-type poly-Si and aluminum (Al) on a membrane of thin film SiO2,
which behaves as a structural support but a thermal shunting path as well [21].

Table 9.4 compares various in-plane TEG devices covered in this section. Both the output

voltage and the output power are normalized to the temperature difference and the area for

the ease of comparison. This table shows that the in-plane TEG devices usually have a rela-

tively high output voltage but in the meantime suffer from a low output power. This is mainly

attributed to the large internal electrical resistances.

Cross-plane thick film TEG Cross-plane thick film TEGs are characterized by film thickness

ranging from tens of μm to hundreds of μm. Thermocouples made of such a thick film are

usually fabricated by electroplating in a predefined mould, conventional mechanical machin-

ing or even manual manipulation. Therefore, the dimensions of thermocouples are relatively

large, particularly when compared to those of cross-plane thin film TEGs described in the next

section. For instance, each thermocouple leg in the TEG device developed by Seiko measures

80 μm × 80 μm × 600 μm, as shown in Figure 9.9 [22]. Cross-plane thick film TEGs usually

contain only a limited number of thermocouples, mostly not larger than 200. This fact, in com-

bination with the non-optimized thermoelectric properties of BiTe compound, determines the

moderate output voltage frequently observed in the devices of this category.

Table 9.5 lists the technical details of the cross-plane thick film TEGs found in literature.

Note that those parameters not explicitly given in the references are extracted from graphs or

figures if possible. Typical for cross-plane thick film TEGs, the output voltage is usually at

mV level per unit temperature difference.

On the other hand, the output power can reach μWlevel for the same device. This is attributed

to the usually low internal electrical resistance, given the relatively large geometries and con-

tact areas with metal interconnect. For instance, the internal electrical resistance of the BiTe

TEG device made by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is only 12Ω ∼ 30Ω [23].

Cross-plane thin film TEG Cross-plane thin film TEGs are usually made of poly-Si or

poly-SiGe by resorting to thin film MEMS technology. Fabricated in a batch process, thin

Table 9.4 Comparison of various in-plane TEG devices

Institution D.T.S. [18] TU Dresden [19] Holst Centre [20] IMTEK [21]

Substrate polyimide epoxy Si substrate Si substrate

Material BiTe Sb-Bi Poly-Si / SiGe Poly-Si - Al

Fabrication Sputtering Electroplating Thin film deposition Thin film deposition

Geometry 50 μmwide 40 μmwide 100 μm long 120 μm long

Total number of

thermocouples

2250 93 278 7500

Output voltage

(mV∕K∕cm2)
310 N/A 390∗ 166

Output power

(μW∕K2∕cm2)
0.087 N/A 0.01 1.37 × 10−3

∗With the assumption of chip standing on sidewall
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Figure 9.9 SEM photo of the thermocouples in the TEG developed by Seiko (Courtesy of Kishi [22]).

Each thermocouple leg measures 80 μm × 80 μm × 600 μm. Reproduced by permission of IEEE

Table 9.5 Comparison of various cross-plane thick film TEG devices

Institution Seiko [22] JPL [23] Micropelt [24] ETH [25]

Substrate Si Si Si Si

Material BiTe BiTe BiTe BiTe

Fabrication Hot pressing Electroplating Sputtering Electroplating

Geometry∗ 600 μm in height 60 μm in diameter 20 μm in height 210 μm in diameter

Total number of

thermocouples

104 126 540 99

Output voltage 0.52V∕K∕cm2 0.2 ∼ 0.5V∕K∕cm2 0.98V∕K∕cm2 N/A

Output power 27 μW∕K2∕cm2 0.016 ∼ 0.1 μW∕K2∕cm2 114 μW∕K2∕cm2 0.25 μW∕K2∕cm2

∗Note that not all the structural parameters have been reported in the literature.

film TEGs can potentially be made at a relatively low unit cost. Because of the thin film

technology, this type of TEGs also consumes less raw thermoelectric materials, some of which

are becoming increasingly expensive. Compared to the other types of TEGs, cross-plane

thin film ones are distinctly characterized by small feature size, down to several μm, and
meanwhile a large number of thermocouples, from several thousand to tens of thousands,

as illustrated in Figure 9.10. For instance, the TEG developed by Infineon has integrated

about 15,000 thermocouples within a chip area of only about 6mm2 [26]. A large number of

thermocouples, connected electrically in series, help to boost the open-circuit output voltage

per unit temperature difference for unit chip area. However, the combination of a small feature

size and a long chain brings about the problem of a large internal electrical resistance, which

originates from both the serial interconnection and the more pronounced issue of contact

resistance. For example, the TEG developed by A ∗ STAR, when scaled to 1 cm2, has an

internal electrical resistance of 52.8MΩ, in which 23MΩ is attributed to the contact between

poly-Si and metal [27]. Another knock-on effect is the usually low thermal resistance for

TEGs of this category, as indicated by the small fraction of temperature difference falling
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Figure 9.10 SEM photos of (a) cross-section of an individual thermocouple in the TEG developed by

Infineon (Courtesy of Strasser [26], Reproduced by permission of Elsevier); the Si substrate is undercut

to create a cavity underneath the thermocouples for improved thermal isolation, and (b) top view of

thermocouples in the TEG developed by A ∗ STAR (Courtesy of Xie [27]); p- and n-type thermocouple

legs are arranged in meandering shape
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Figure 9.11 SEM photos of (a) planar thermocouples [28], Reproduced by permission of Elsevier;

and (b) thermocouples fabricated on a 6-μm-high topography (Courtesy of Su [29], © IOP Publishing.

Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing). Both are developed by imec/Holst Centre

along the thermocouples in the characterization of A ∗ STAR TEG [27]. The main reason for

this phenomenon is that all the thermocouples are connected thermally in parallel, resulting

in a much lower total thermal resistance.

To fully leverage the advantage of thin film TEGs, one needs to maximize the thermal

resistance of an individual thermocouple and meanwhile reduce the internal electrical resis-

tance, particularly the contact resistance between semiconductor material and metal. Recently,

Imec/Holst Centre has successfully developed a micromachined thermopile consisting of high

topography thermocouples, which has a thermal resistance increased by almost a factor of

10 compared to the planar thermocouples of previous generation [28, 29]. The juxtaposition

of two generations in Figure 9.11 clearly shows the advancement of technology. Table 9.6

compares various cross-plane thin film TEG devices covered in this section.
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Table 9.6 Comparison of various cross-plane thin film TEG devices

Institution Infineon [26] A ∗ STAR [27] Holst Centre [28] Holst Centre [29]

Substrate Si substrate Si substrate Si substrate Si substrate

Material Poly-Si / SiGe Poly-Si Poly-SiGe Poly-Si / SiGe

Fabrication Thin film

deposition

Thin film

deposition

Thin film

deposition

Thin film

deposition

Geometry (μm2) 49 × 10.9 16 × 5 30 × 16 34 × 10

Total number 15872 31536 2700 1500

Output voltage

(V∕K∕cm2)

2.2 0.125 2.08 10.32

Output power

(μW∕K2∕cm2)

0.035 7.8 × 10−5 0.006 0.047

9.3.3 Conversion Efficiency

In general, the conversion efficiency of a TEG is determined by two aspects: the available

temperature difference and the material properties. Mathematically, the conversion efficiency

is expressed as

𝜂 =
Th − Tc
Th

⋅
M − 1

M + Tc∕Th
≈
Th − Tc
Tc

⋅ (M − 1), andM =
√
1 + ZT , (9.3)

where Th and Tc respectively indicate the temperature of hot side and cold side,M is a material

factor, and ZT is the material figure-of-merit. Furthermore, ZT is usually defined as

ZT = 𝛼2T
𝜌𝜅

(9.4)

where 𝛼 is the Seebeck coefficient, 𝜌 is the electrical resistivity, 𝜅 is the thermal conductivity,

and T is the absolute temperature.

9.3.4 Power Management

As some thermal harvesters generate very low voltages, associated powermanagement focused

on low-voltage startup. The circuit reported in [30], can start working from an input voltage

of 0.13V and is designed to transfer approximately 2mW. The control power is as high as

0.4mW, but in view of the milliWatts generated by the harvester, this is acceptable. A power

management circuit for two sources of power was presented by [31]. It is able to convert

thermally harvested power and RF power. For thermal power management, an integrated boost

converter with an external inductor was used. The circuit consumes 70 μW and can transfer

approximately 1mW.

In 2008, a power management circuit for very low power application was demonstrated [32],

followed by an improved version later [33] realized in a standard 0.35 μm CMOS technology

that can handle up to 1mW and still has a very low power consumption. The conversion prin-

ciple is optimized to the characteristics of the TEG. It contains a charge pump with capacitors
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Figure 9.12 Calculation and measurement results for a system connected to a TEG: (a) system effi-

ciency (Pfb is the power consumed by the feedback circuit), (b) number of stages M and switching

frequency f ([32]. Reproduced by permission of IEEE)

of 2.45 nF and a maximum of eight stages. The total area is 59mm2. The measured overall

system efficiency, number of stagesM and switching frequency f for a TEGwith an impedance

of 11 kΩ ohm are plotted in Figure 9.12. The circuit starts up at 0.6V open circuit voltage of

the TEG. The measured peak efficiency is 70%.

9.3.5 Conclusion

In order to develop thermoelectric energy harvesting, especially under a limited temperature

difference, one would need to deal with two fronts. The first is device design aimed at an

increased temperature difference falling along the thermocouples. In the presence of parasitic

serial thermal resistors, only part of the overall temperature difference can fall along the ther-

mocouples. The second is to optimize the thermoelectric materials to eventually achieve a high

figure-of-merit ZT . As to the cross-plane thin film TEGs with small feature size, one should

not ignore the influence of the contact resistance between semiconductor material and metal.

With decreasing contact area, the contact resistance tends to play a more important role in the

determination of the internal electrical resistance.

9.4 Vibration and Motion Energy Harvesting

9.4.1 Introduction

Mechanical vibrations or motions are existing almost everywhere and therefore are attractive

energy sources for generating electrical power. Self-powered electronic wristwatches based

on an eccentric mass are well-known commercial examples [34]. With the recent development

in low-power portable electronics, a renewal of interest has been observed for miniaturized

vibration energy harvesters. These devices convert mechanical energy into electrical energy

through electromechanical transducers. The most commonly implemented transduction

mechanisms are electromagnetic [35, 36], electrostatic [37–39] and piezoelectric conversion
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[40–44]. Alternative transduction methods, such as magnetostriction [45], also exist but
remain largely marginal.
Motion-driven generators generally fall into two distinct categories: those equipped with an

electromechanical transducer rigidly connected to a source of vibration/motion and those using
inertial forces acting on a movable proof mass for exciting the transducer. The former type
of harvesters is often denoted as strain-based energy harvesters. This type of device allows a
relatively large amount of energy to be extracted easily. Moreover, several applications focused
on human body applications have already been commercialized. The best known example is
the energy harvesting shoe [46, 47]. The output power generated by these shoes exceeds a few
watts, large enough to supply power to many sorts of applications.
However, most of the strain-based energy harvesters are bulky and require the design of

resilient transducers. Therefore, they do not fulfill the requirements of wireless-sensor net-
works, which is the main targeted application for the harvesting principles presented in this
chapter. On the other hand, miniaturized inertial energy harvesters can be realized by MEMS
technology, which allows large-scale manufacturing at a low cost. The fabricated devices are
protected by dedicated packaging to withstand harsh mechanical conditions.
Wireless-sensor networks have a huge potential for bothmachinery and human body applica-

tions. Tire-pressure monitoring systems [48] and patient-health monitoring [49] are respective
examples of these applications. The characteristics of the vibrations differ markedly in these
two environments. Based on experimental results, Roundy concluded that the vibrations occur-
ring in the vicinity of various machineries, including cars, have dominant components between
60Hz and 200Hz with the acceleration amplitude ranging from 10−2ms−2 to 101 ms−2 [50].
On the human body, von Büren determined that the dominant frequencies of the observed
motions are below 5Hz [51]. Given the large difference between the ranges of frequencies,
distinct designs of inertial vibration energy harvesters are required for wireless applications
deployed on machines and human body, respectively.
For machine applications, the classical design of inertial harvesters is based on a resonant

scheme. Namely, the mechanical element of the transducer consists of a resonator, which is
excited in one of its resonant modes to deliver a maximum output power. The low frequencies
associated with the human body require different approaches, which are based on non-linear
and non-resonant principles, such as up-conversion of the frequency or impacts. The two dif-
ferent approaches are discussed hereafter in separate sections.

9.4.2 Machine Environment: Resonant Systems

Resonant vibration harvesters are by far the most widely investigated in the literature.
Fine-machined versions are the earliest emerging commercial devices [52, 53] while micro-
machined versions on the other hand are less mature but offer cost effective production
methods. Their power levels are to be raised and reliability needs to be improved. Most of
miniaturized energy harvesters (≈1 cm3) provide power in the range of tens to hundreds of
microwatts. The resonance frequencies of these systems are typically tens or hundreds of
hertz. An overview of the performances of existing inertial harvesters can be found in [54, 55].
In the following, the general principles of inertial energy harvesting are first described. A

short discussion about the three main types of electromechanical transducers is then presented.
Examples of existing devices are also given. In the end, the optimization of the output power
generated with inertial harvesters is elaborated.
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Figure 9.13 Generic lumped model of a resonant inertial vibration energy harvester

General principles The general principle of a resonant inertial vibration harvester can be

understood through the lumpedmodel given in Figure 9.13. The mechanical resonator is repre-

sented here by a seismic massm connected to the package by a suspension element of stiffness

k. Parasitic dissipations are introduced by the presence of a damper with damping D𝑣. The
package is subject to a vibration Z(t) so that, due to the inertia, the mass undergoes a rela-

tive displacement z(t) with respect to its equilibrium position. The mass m is connected to an

electromechanical transducer which extracts part of the kinetic energy carried by the mass and

transfers it into an electrical load circuit. The latter can be the powered application or an energy

storage system.

In the frame of reference attached to the package, the differential equation governing the

dynamics of the system can be written as:

m
d2z
dt2

+ D𝑣
dz
dt

+ kz + F = −md2Z
dt2

(9.5)

where F is the force developed by the transducer to counteract the displacement of the seismic

mass. The harvested energy can be obtained by computing the work done by F.
In a first approximation, the association between the electromechanical transducer and the

load circuit is represented by a viscous damperDe, inducing a force proportional to the velocity
of the seismic mass. In the electrical domain, the viscous damper is equivalent to an electrical

resistor. The harvested power P is equal to the power dissipated in De. In case of a sinusoidal

input vibration Z(t) = Z0 sin(𝜔t) and assuming steady state operation, P can be expressed in

the frequency domain as:

P = 1

2
De𝜔

2|z(𝜔)|2 (9.6)

in which the dash superscript indicates the complex transform of the corresponding variable.

Equation (9.6) is maximized when the frequency of the input vibration 𝜔 equals the

resonance frequency of the mechanical system 𝜔0 =
√
(k∕m) and moreover De = D𝑣. The

corresponding maximum output power is expressed as:

Pmax =
1

8
m𝜔3

0
QmZ

2
0

(9.7)

in which the mechanical quality factor of the system Qm is equal to m𝜔0∕D𝑣.
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The frequency 𝜔 and amplitude Z0 of the input vibration are the primary parameters under
consideration for maximizing the produced power. These parameters are dictated by the
vibration source. Next, the seismic mass m and the mechanical quality factor Qm should be
maximized as Pmax increases proportionally with them. Note that non-physical results are
obtained from Equation (9.7) when the parasitic damping is ignored. Namely whenQm reaches
infinity, the produced power is infinitely large. In this case, some physical constraints, such as
a maximum allowed displacement, are violated and eventually Equation (9.7) does not hold.
In practice, the electromechanical transducer not only acts as a purely dissipative element but

also exhibits reactive and/or inductive behavior. Additionally, it can have non-linear character-
istics. Irrespective of the non-linear effects, the expression given in Equation (9.7) represents
the theoretical limit for the attainable output power. As shown in the next section, reaching
this theoretical limit requires a proper design.

Transduction mechanisms

• Electrostatic transduction
Electrostatic transducers are based on an electrical capacitor with a moveable electrode
that can be displaced by the seismic mass. For a linear load circuitry, the motion of the
moveable electrode can generate an electrical power only if the capacitor is biased by an
external voltage V0 or by a built-in charge Q0 (electret based devices).

MEMS electrostatic harvesters are often made in comb drive structures, such as the one
depicted in Figure 9.14 [37]. They allow a large variation of the capacitance per unit dis-
placement of the seismic mass. The device shown in Figure 9.14 is realized with a stack
of two wafers. The first wafer contains the electrical polarization source, which is made of
an electret, that is, the electrostatic equivalent of a permanent magnet. The second wafer
containing the variable capacitor is then bonded onto the first one. Process development
is currently ongoing to deal with the remaining technical issues, mainly related to the sta-
bility in time of the electret. It is predicted that the output power generated by the fully
fledged device can reach several tens of μWwhen accelerations in the range of 10ms−2 are
considered.

• Piezoelectric transduction
In piezoelectric materials, the barycentres of the positive and negative electrical charges
in a crystal cell do not exactly coincide with each other when the cell is deformed. This
mismatching results in an electrical polarization of the cell. The deformation-dependent
polarization can be used to pump charges from conductors connected to the surface of the
piezoelectric material.
Most piezoelectric energy harvesters are based on bending mechanical elements, that is,

beams or membranes, as they allow resonance at a frequency ranging from tens to hundreds
of Hz. This frequency range can match the dominant frequencies of ambient vibrations [50].
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) compounds are the most commonly used piezoelectric mate-
rial in energy harvesters. Aluminum nitride (AlN) has recently gained more interest because
of its standard sputter deposition technique. In terms of output power, energy harvesters
based on PZT and AlN have equivalent performance.
An example of AlN-based MEMS harvester is given in Figure 9.15. It is constructed

on a stack of three wafers. The top and bottom wafer act as a primary package while the
transducer itself is processed on the middle wafer. These devices generate an output power
between 10 and 100 μW∕g2 at their resonance frequencies, which fall into the range between
300 and 1000 Hz.
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Figure 9.15 (a) Schematic design and (b) photo of a MEMS piezoelectric vibration energy harvester

based on aluminum nitride (Courtesy of Elfrink [56], © IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission of

IOP Publishing) (see Plate 10)
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• Electromagnetic transduction
Electromagnetic transducers make use of the electromotive force induced by a varying mag-

netic flux through a conductive coil according to Faraday’s law of induction. For energy

harvesters, the source of magnetic flux B is often obtained with a permanent magnet. The

motion of the seismic mass attached to either the coil or magnet induces the variation of

magnetic flux necessary to generate a current in the coil.

An example of electromagnetic harvester is given in Figure 9.16. In this system, the coil

is fixed while an NdFeB magnet is attached to a cantilever-shaped vibrating structure. The

device resonates at 52Hz and generates 46 μW at 0.06 g.

Optimization of the generated power Sterken developed linearized models of the described

transducers [58], which are valid for small displacements of the seismic mass. From these

models, it is possible to derive a closed form expression of the power dissipated into an exter-

nal load resistor R. The expression of the harvested power can be written in the same way

for the three transduction mechanisms described above. It can furthermore be shown that the

maximum Pm of the power is attained when the frequency of the sinusoidal input vibration

𝜔 is equal to the resonance frequency of the mechanical resonator 𝜔0. Moreover, the resistor

should match the absolute value of the electrical impedance of the harvester. The expression

of Pm is given in Equation (9.8):

Pm =
m𝜔3

0
Z2
0
Qm

4

1

1 +
√

1 + 1

K4Q4
m

(9.8)

whereK represents the effective electromechanical coupling factor of the harvester. It relates to

the amount of mechanical energy converted into electrical energy during an oscillation cycle.

For optimal power generation, the product K2Qm should be maximized to reach the theoretical

limit given in Equation (9.7).

As discussed for the simplified model, the frequency 𝜔 and amplitude Z0 of the input

vibration and the seismic mass m are the primary parameters under consideration for power
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Figure 9.16 Electromagnetic energy harvester based on NdFeB magnets (Courtesy of Beeby [57],

© IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing)
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generation. Qm should also be increased by limiting the parasitic dissipations. Lowering the
undesired damping due to pressure can be realized by using vacuum packaging [59]. On the
other hand, minimizing the parasitic dissipations due to structural and anchor losses remains
a complex engineering task.
In addition, the effective electromechanical coupling factor K should also be increased to

deliver an optimum output power. K can be expressed in terms of the material properties and
the system geometries. Based on a set of slightly different notations, this has been carried
out respectively for electrostatic and electromagnetic harvesters in [58]. For electrostatic har-
vesters,K is optimized bymaximizing the polarization voltage and the variation of capacitance
per unit displacement of the seismic mass (comb drives design are used for this reason). In case
of harvesters based on electromagnetic transduction, coils with low self-inductance are essen-
tial and the variation of magnetic flux through the coil per unit displacement of the seismic
mass should be maximized. For piezoelectric composite bending structures, K is optimized
by using materials having large piezoelectric constants and by implementing a specific ratio
between the thickness of the support material and that of the piezoelectric material [60]. Shown
in [61], K can range from 0.05 for AlN based MEMS harvesters to 0.3 for ceramic PZT based
benders. This fact suggests that the ceramic PZT based benders are better suited for energy
harvesting. This is however not the case, as the quality factor of these devices are much smaller
than those of AlN based MEMS harvesters. Quality factors in the range of several hundred till
several thousand can be obtained with MEMS fabricated piezoelectric harvesters [59] while
Qm is typically below 100 for ceramic PZT based benders.
In terms of power generation, the three transduction mechanisms are equivalent, if the same

set of K and Qm is assumed. However, this conclusion does not hold when the manufacturing
technology is taken into consideration. For the relatively large devices fabricated by conven-
tional machining, the electromagnetic transduction is generally preferred as the corresponding
manufacturing process is cheap and well established. This is not the case for miniaturized
devices manufactured by MEMS technologies. Magnetic materials are problematic from the
perspective of integration into a process flow compatible with silicon based technologies. The
design of micromachined coils is not straightforward, either. In this aspect, electrostatic and
piezoelectric systems (based on IC processing compatible materials, such as aluminum nitride)
are more convenient. Typically, the mass m of such MEMS harvesters is in the range of tens
and hundreds of mg and their resonance angular frequency 𝜔0 between 500 and 10000 rad.s

−1.
Commonly encountered values of K and Qm have already been mentioned above.

9.4.3 Human Environment: Non-Resonant Systems

The aforementioned resonant harvesters can be adapted to the vibration at a relatively high
frequency, for example, in a machine environment. In the case of the human body, the observed
motions are characterized by low frequencies and high amplitude. It may not be obvious to
design small-sized devices resonating at such low frequencies. Furthermore, the amplitude
of the external motion is typically larger than the allowed displacement of the proof mass.
Therefore, alternative design making use of the non-linear principles should be developed.
Rotational rather than linear internal motion of the seismic mass is adapted for the low fre-

quency input motion. The most notable example is the self-winding automatic wristwatch.
An analysis of the possible operating modes and power limits of rotating mass generators is
presented in [62].
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Targeting at low frequencies, Miao proposed the system based on electrostatic transduction

depicted in Figure 9.17(a) [63]. The harvester structure is very similar to that of the resonant

devices previously discussed. Namely, it is made up of a proof mass, which also constitutes

the movable plate of a variable capacitor, connected to a package by elastic suspensions. The

operating principle is nevertheless different. In Figure 9.17, a charge or voltage source is used

to charge the fixed electrode, to which the proof mass is initially stuck as the result. The proof

mass remains in this position until the inertial force induced by the external acceleration over-

comes the electrostatic attraction. As soon as the equilibrium is lost, the proof mass is released.

Due to the displacement, the movable electrode performs work against the electrostatic force,

leading to an accumulation of electrical charges. These charges are extracted when the proof

mass reaches contact pads, which are located on the opposite side of the device. The first pro-

totype of this configuration with a volume of 0.6 cm3 delivered about 4 μW, when excited by

a sinusoidal acceleration of 1 g at the frequency of 30Hz. With this concept, the output power

can be further increased and moreover even lower frequencies can be reached.

Several “up-conversion” principles of low input frequencies have also been proposed. As

exhibited in Figure 9.17(b), Kulah described a device made of a large ferromagnetic mass
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Figure 9.17 Examples of inertial harvesters for human body applications: (a) Courtesy of Mitcheson

[63], with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media B.V; (b) Courtesy of Kulah [64],

Reproduced by permission of IEEE; (c) and (d) from [66], © IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission

of IOP Publishing
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attached to a package by soft polymer suspensions [64]. This allows a system design that

can resonate with low frequency environmental vibrations. In an effort to boost the harvested

energy, a non-linear energy extraction mechanism is implemented. High resonance frequency

cantilevers, which support a coil and a small metallic mass, are devised close to the large

ferromagnetic mass. When the large mass oscillates, it alternatively captures and releases the

cantilevers which afterwards undergo free vibrations. As the coils on top also undergo a varying

magnetic field, electrical currents are thus induced. AMEMS prototype was recently manufac-

tured but no complete characterization of output power has been presented [65]. As indicated

in the preliminary measurement results, the proposed concept outperforms the conventional

approaches in terms of power density. Another type of harvesters that can be adapted for human

body applications is the impact based system. An example is given in Figure 9.17(c) and (d)

[66]. It is made of a frame containing a guiding channel for a free sliding metallic missile.

Two piezoelectric cantilevers are attached onto the periphery of the frame so that when the

frame is shaken, the missile occasionally impinges on the piezoelectric benders. A prototype

of this device with a volume of about 14 cm3 delivered 50 μW when rotating at an angular

speed of over 180∘ per second. The output power is increased by a factor 12 when the system
was forcefully shaken (approx. 9.7Hz and 10 cm amplitude).

9.4.4 Power Management

When harvesting vibration energy, an AC voltage is generated. Therefore, the input voltage

of the power management system can also be negative. As most types of load cannot handle

negative voltages, the circuit has to perform rectification and also an adjustment of the

DC-level of the voltage. In the seminal work by Shenck and Paradiso [67] a complete power

management system was presented. Rectification is performed by a regular diode bridge

which was suitable given the high voltages generated. A linear regulator was used for voltage

regulation which leads to a low efficiency for the DC–DC-converter. The control circuit

consumes only 15 μA. The power output can be further optimized by doing a joint mechanical

and electrical system optimization.

For a piezoelectrical system, The synchronous, switched harvesting with inductor (SSHI)

technique reported by Guyomar et al. in [68] introduced the key advance of using a switched

inductor to flip the charge on the capacitor twice per cycle. Since the extra charge does not have

to be drawn from an external supply, the losses can be minimal – limited primarily by the finite

Q of the path containing the inductor. They actively modify the voltage on the piezoelectric

capacitance, meaning the charge from the current source is forced into a higher voltage, cor-

responding to increased work being done and correspondingly, an increase in the electrical

damping and output power. Gains have been reported between 2 and 10. A more elaborate

discussion on power management for piezo electric harvesting can be found here [69].

9.4.5 Summary

Mechanical vibrations are present in many environments where applications for wireless-

sensors networks can be found. They constitute then an interesting source of energy that can

be converted into electricity for powering the nodes of the networks. The electromechanical

conversion can be implemented through piezoelectric, electromagnetic and electrostatic trans-

ducers. When machine environments are considered, the typical frequencies of the existing
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vibrations are in the range of tens to hundreds of Hz. Harvesters based on an inertial design

are adapted to these types of situations. MEMS fabricated inertial harvesters with a total size

of a few cm3 allows generating tens and hundreds of microwatts in machine environment,

which is sufficient to power simple sensors. The inertial designs are, however, not adapted to

the human body environment, where the typical frequencies of the encountered vibrations are

below 10Hz. In this case, alternative designs based on non-linear principles are necessary.

9.5 Far-Field RF Energy Harvesting

9.5.1 Introduction

In an environment where temperature gradient, vibration or ambient light cannot be used for

energy harvesting, we can employ microwave power transmission (MPT). MPT can be used

for directly powering a sensor node or for charging a battery or capacitor at a distance that,

in turn, powers the WSN. The intercepted power of a wirelessly transmitted signal is pro-

portional to the size of the collecting aperture. A substantial class of miniature, autonomous

sensors is characterized by extremely low power consumption and/or low duty cycles, for

example, temperature sensors, presence detectors. Therefore, the realization of miniature radio

frequency (RF) energy harvesting devices – having a relatively small collecting aperture – has

become feasible.

The history of far-field wireless power transmission by radio waves (excluding near-contact

inductive or magnetic resonance power transfer [70]) dates back to the experiments of Heinrich

Hertz in the 1880s. Hertz conducted his experiments to proveMaxwell’s theory of electromag-

netics [70]. The modern history of wireless power transmission started with the experiments

performed byBrown in the 1960s, resulting in amicrowave-poweredmodel helicopter [70, 71].

These experiments paved theway for Glaser to propose the Solar Power Satellite (SPS) concept

[72, 73]. According to the SPS concept, the solar energy in space is collected and subsequently

converted into RF energy, which is then beamed to the Earth and eventually converted into elec-

trical energy [70, 72–77]. The SPS concept offers an alternative energy source for the future.

Due to the termination of SPS efforts in the United States, the 1980s and 1990s showed

scarce activity in the field of free-space power transmission [76]. Since 2000, interest in the

field is growing again, as can be observed in Figure 9.18.

This interest is partly initiated by the introduction of Short-Range Devices, focusing on the

available Industry, Science and Medical (ISM) frequency bands around 0.9GHz, 2.4GHz,

5.8GHz and higher. For these frequencies, the wavelengths become sufficiently short for the

realization of miniature wireless products, occupying typical volumes of one to a few cm3.An
RF power supply for such a system consists of an antenna (having dimensions in the order of a

quarter to half a wavelength) coupled to a high-frequency rectifying circuit. The combination

of a rectifying circuit and an antenna is commonly denoted as a rectenna.

9.5.2 General principle

A general RF-harvesting system – including the source – is schematically depicted in

Figure 9.19.
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Figure 9.19 General RF-harvesting system

From the left to the right, we encounter a microwave source connected to a transmit antenna

followed by the free space being bridged by electromagnetic waves. Then we continue with

the RF harvester that consists of a receive antenna, an impedance and filtering network, a

rectification circuit and a load. In some cases, a low-pass filter is inserted between the recti-

fication circuit and the load. In the following, we will discuss the elements of the system and

the components of the RF harvester.

Friis Transmission Equation The reason for including the microwave source, transmit

antenna and free space into the system shown in Figure 9.19 is to illustrate the effect of

far-field free space transmission and, more specifically, the power spreading with distance

from the source. The far-field of an antenna is defined as the region at a sufficiently large

distance away from the antenna such that the electromagnetic field behaves locally as a

Transverse Electro Magnetic (TEM) wave. The power distribution in the far-field is a function

of direction only, not of distance; the power amplitude of course is.
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For a two-antenna system, like the one formed by the second, third and fourth block from the

left in Figure 9.19, the received power PR may be expressed as a function of the transmitted

power PT by [78]:

PR = PT
GTGR𝜆

2

(4π)2r2
(9.9)

where GT and GR are the gain of the transmit antenna and the receive antenna respectively1,

𝜆 is the wavelength used2 and r is the distance between the two antennas.

Equation (9.9) is valid only for antennas positioned in each other’s far-field regions. The

far-field region of an antenna rff is related to its physical dimensions and the wavelength used

[78]:

rff ≥ 2D2

𝜆
(9.10)

where D is the largest dimension of the antenna. For 𝜆 = 0.125m (f = 2.40GHz), (PR∕PT ) is
plotted in Figure 9.20 as a function of r for different values of G.
Figure 9.20 clearly shows the quadratic decay of the received power with an increasing dis-

tance and the partial compensation for this decay by choosing a higher antenna gain. The

figure shows that in practical situations only a small amount of power will be available. It is

thus evident that this RF power should be converted into usable DC power as efficiently as

possible.
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Figure 9.20 Received power, normalized to transmitted power as a function of distance for 𝜆 =
0.125m. The curves start at distances equal to the far-field condition (Equation 9.10)

1 Gain is a figure-of-merit characterizing how much power is radiated or received at maximum compared to a hypo-
thetical uniform radiating or receiving antenna.
2 Wavelength 𝜆 and frequency f are related through the speed of light: c = 𝜆f .
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Impedance and Filtering Network To maximize the RF-to-DC power transfer, the receive
antenna needs to be impedance matched to the rectifying circuit. Next to the power transfer
maximization, the impedance transformation network in Figure 9.19 also serves the purpose
of filtering out higher harmonic frequency components. The rectifying circuit consists of one
or more non-linear elements, for example, Schottky diodes, which will generate signals at
multiples of the operational frequency. The impedancematching and filtering network prevents
these signals from being reradiated by the receive antenna of the RF harvester. If we do not
use standard antennas (i.e. having a 50Ω input impedance) but have the possibility to design
dedicated antennas, conjugately matched to the rectifying circuit, we can omit the impedance
transformation and the filtering network.

Conjugate Matching Due to the conjugate matching, the RF-to-DC power transformation is
maximized. Higher harmonic frequency components are mismatched to the antenna and thus
will not be radiated. Omitting the impedance transformation and the filtering network has
shown to increase the power transfer efficiency from 40% to 52% at a 0 dBm RF input power
level3 [79]. Models for designing antennas having a complex input impedance can be found
in [80].

9.5.3 Analysis and Design

The design procedure for a conjugately matched RF harvester is as following:

• Decide on the frequency to be used. Necessary considerations include the use of ISM fre-
quencies, the maximum allowed transmit power4 and the size of the receive antenna that is
directly related to the wavelength used.

• Determine the RF input impedance of the rectifying circuit.
• Design an antenna having an input impedance that is equal to the complex conjugate of the

value found in the previous step. Use for example for the design of the antenna.

For designing the RF harvester, we need to be able to analyze the components of the har-
vester. The analysis tools for the antenna can be found in [80]. Here, we will briefly discuss the
analysis of the rectifying circuit. The analysis is complicated by the fact that we are dealing
with non-linear elements subject to both RF and DC analysis.

RFAnalysis The most commonly used and also least complicated rectifier circuit consists of a
single Schottky diode. A Schottky diode is capable of switching in the GHz frequency regime.
The equivalent circuit of a loaded rectifier, employing a single packaged Schottky diode, is
shown in Figure 9.21.
In this circuit, Vg is the high-frequency source, having an internal resistance Rg. The diode

is modeled as an ideal diode d having a series resistance Rs and a voltage-dependent junction
capacitance Cj. Cp and Lp are the parasitic capacitance and inductance due to the packaging.
All these values can be found in the diode’s data sheet. The diode is loaded with a parallel
circuit consisting of a capacitor CL and a resistor RL.

3 dBm denotes power relative to 1mW expressed in dB. So, 0 dBm equals 1mW, −10 dBm equals 0.1mW, etc.
4 International and national regulations in general do not specify PT but the product of PT and GT which is known as
the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP = PTGT ).
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Figure 9.21 The equivalent circuit of a loaded rectifier, employing a single packaged Schottky diode

The circuit shown in Figure 9.21 can be analyzed in the time domain by using an adaptive

step-size Runge-Kutta method [81]. Next, the results are Fourier-transformed to the frequency

domain to obtain the input impedance and the DC output voltage. However, due to the different

time constants of the system (period of the source and time constant of the load), the solving

method may become unstable.5

To overcome this problem, we can separate RF and DC analysis by enlarging the value of the

user-supplied capacitor CL. The effect is that for RF signals the capacitor will act as a short

circuit and the Runge-Kutta time-marching algorithm now becomes a very efficient way to

analyze the equivalent circuit.

DCAnalysisWith the RF and DC analysis separated by virtue of the load capacitorCL,we can
now obtain the DC output voltage through an analysis by applying the Ritz-Galérkin averaging

method [82]. This results in the following relation between the output voltage V0 and the

available incident power Pinc:

I0
( q

nkT

√
8RgPinc

)
=
(
1 +

V0

RLIs

)
e

(
1+

Rg+Rs
RL

)
q
nkT

V0
(9.11)

where I0(x) is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind having argument x,
n is the diode’s ideality factor, q is the electron charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the

temperature denoted in Kelvin and Is is the diode’s saturation current.
6

When attached to an antenna, Pinc is equal to PR, where PR can be calculated using

Equation (9.9) and where the source resistance is equal to the real part of the antenna input

impedance.

9.5.4 Application

Instead of a single diode, a dual diode in voltage doubler configuration can be employed to

(approximately) double the output voltage. The doubling circuit is schematically shown in

Figure 9.22.

5 The differential equations describing the system become ‘stiff’.
6 The output voltage in Eq. (9.11) is frequency-independent, which is true in practice for a load capacitor CL > 0.1 μF
in the frequency range 0.1GHz < f < 2.5GHz, acting as a short circuit.
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Figure 9.22 Two diodes in a voltage doubling configuration

Figure 9.23 Wirelessly-powered wall clock employing eight rectenna elements with voltage doubler

rectifying circuits [79, 80]. Reproduced by permission of Wiley

For RF signals, the capacitors behave as short circuits and the equivalent circuit is that of an

anti-parallel diode pair. The input impedance of the voltage doubler is thus half of that of the

single diode rectifier. For DC signals, the capacitors behave as open circuits and the equivalent

circuit now consists of two DC sources, that is, the diodes, in series connection. The output

voltage is thus twice that of the single diode. In reality, the halving of the RF input impedance

is correct but the doubling of the DC output voltage is too rough an approximation. The real

output voltage will be a bit lower, especially for higher input powers.

A rectenna element has been designed and realized wherein a dedicated microstrip patch

antenna is conjugately matched to the voltage doubling circuit. Eight of these elements have

been arranged in a series connection for wirelessly powering a 1.5V electric wall clock at a

distance up to 6m from a 2.45GHz transmitter, transmitting an EIRP of approximately 3W

[79, 80]. The prototype clock is shown in Figure 9.23.
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Since noDC toDC voltage boost converter was applied, eight rectenna elements were used in
a series connection to deliver the required minimum 1.2V. The voltage requirement dominated
the power requirement (a few microwatts) for this application.

9.6 Photovoltaic

Photovoltaic cells convert incoming photons into electricity. Outdoor they are an obvious
energy source for self-powered systems. Efficiencies range from 5% to 30%, depending on the
material used. Indoor the illumination levels are much lower (10 μW∕cm2 to 100 μW∕cm2)
and photovoltaic cells generate a surface power density similar or slightly larger than that
of the harvesters described above. As photovoltaic technology is well developed and many
reviews have been published (e.g. [83]) it will not be discussed here. Indoor use requires a
fine-tuning of the cell design to the different spectral composition of the light and the lower
level of illumination [84].
Depending on the indoor illumination level and the installed location as well as the orienta-

tion of the solar cell, the output power of an amorphous silicon solar cell can vary from less
than a few μW∕cm2 up to hundreds of μW∕cm2 [85]. To manage the variation in both the
illumination and panel size, a power-management circuit that is able to efficiently handle a
wide range of input power is necessary. A solar cell can be modeled as a light-controlled cur-
rent source in parallel with a diode. Its output current is determined by the output voltage in
an exponential relation. At one point, the solar cell reaches its maximum power point (MPP).
This MPP can be tracked by tuning either the output voltage or the load impedance [86].
In [87] an IC is reported consisting of an inductive boost converter targeting solar cells at

indoor conditions. The converter bridges a solar cell array and an energy storage system (ESS),
which can be either a Li-ion battery or a super-capacitor. The efficiency of the converter with-
out MPPT was measured under various conditions, as shown in Figure 9.24. The converter is
able to convert input power from 5 μW up to 10mW. The measured peak efficiency is around
87%. The whole control circuit consumes a static current of 0.65 μA from the battery when not
converting power.While converting minimal power (5 μW) andmaximum power (10mW), the
current consumption is 0.8 μA and 2.1 μA, respectively.

9.7 Summary and Future Trends

9.7.1 Summary

This chapter is dedicated to the state-of-the-art in the miniaturized energy harvesters and
energy storage devices, the combination of which are widely considered as a feasible solu-
tion to address the rapidly growing need of autonomy for wireless-sensor network. Made up
of an array of wireless connected WSNs, wireless-sensor networks are poised to bring about
a huge impact in a variety of sectors. Its development trend towards further miniaturization,
larger scale and longer autonomy hasmade the batteries, the traditional power supply, obsolete.
Moreover, with the observed continuous technological advancement, the power consumption
of electronic components has been and will be, in the foreseeable future, steadily decreasing
to such a level that the energy harvesters can suffice.
Within such a context, various types of energy harvesting and storage devices have attracted

intensive interest from both academia and industry. The eventual market acceptance of energy
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Reproduced by permission of IEEE

harvesting technology hinges on further cost reduction, which can be approached by using

MEMS technology. In this chapter, the general principle and the state-of-the-art are elaborated

with regard to three types of energy harvesters, namely those based on temperature difference,

vibration/motion and RF transfer. Given the necessity of using energy storage systems, an

overview is subsequently presented with respect to the supercapacitors, the micro-batteries

and the solid-state thin-film batteries.

Based on the Seebeck effect, the thermoelectric generators are mostly made of semicon-

ductor materials, like SiGe or BiTe, on Si substrate or polymer foils. Several frequently

used device configurations are presented with their respective MEMS embodiments. The

output performance is determined by both the temperature difference and the overall material

properties.

Motion-driven energy harvesters generally fall into two categories: resonant and non-

resonant system. Used mostly in the machinery environment, the devices in the former

category can be realized by using electrostatic, piezoelectric or electromagnetic transduction

mechanisms. Devices in the latter category are frequently employed to deal with low

frequency and large amplitude found in human body applications.

RF energy harvesters with rectennas provide an interesting alternative, particularly in an

environment which other energy harvestingmethods cannot properly address. A generic model

for RF energy harvester is established and used to analyze the relevant technical aspects, for

example, Friis transmission equation and conjugate matching. The design procedure for a con-

jugately matched harvester is proposed.
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To achieve energy autonomy, energy storage devices are often needed as an energy backup,

an energy buffer or even the main energy source. The targeted applications have distinct

requirements, for example, large capacity, low self-discharge or high peak current. The choice

of ESS should be relevant to not only the technical requirements but also legal aspects.

One should keep in mind that the choice of energy harvesters and energy storage devices

should be approached at a system level. Namely, by choosing a smart combination of energy

harvesters, energy storage devices and sensor devices, the use of energy-hungry components

can be minimized while the overall efficiency can be optimized.

9.7.2 Future Trends

Further development of the thermoelectric energy harvesting is faced with the challenge of

increasingly expensive BiTe material, due to its limited availability and the use of tellurium

in solar cells. This fact calls for the development of low-cost thermoelectric materials with

an improved figure-of-merit ZT . A range of low-cost thermoelectric materials, for example,

Heusler compounds, skutterudites and clathrates, have been investigated. Moreover, having

shown a significantly reduced thermal conductivity, various nanostructured low-dimensional

materials, such as nanowires and superlattices, have become more popular particularly in the

academia.

To develop commercial applications of vibration energy harvester, additional efforts towards

the development of dedicated power conditioning electronics is ongoing [88]. The design of

new concepts for low frequency or broadband vibrations has also become an active subject.

The reliability of MEMS based devices needs to be investigated. For piezoelectric MEMS

devices, the development of high performances thin film materials is a hot topic as well.

Given the proved feasibility of realizing miniature rectennas for sensors, current research is

aimed at integrating rectennas into wireless autonomous sensors. The rectennas will be used

for charging batteries or capacitors. Using the same antenna both for energy harvesting and

for data communication is necessary to keep the sensor small. Additionally, the integration of

energy harvesting antenna, communication antenna and battery is currently being evaluated.

Energy storage systems still have a large space for further improvement and exploration.

The development and application of new electrode materials can help to increase the energy

density. Next, an optimized packaging can also enhance the energy density of supercapacitors

and batteries. A large part of the volume of an energy storage device is nowadays occupied

by the inactive parts, like substrate, barrier, packaging and other materials that do not directly

fulfill an active role in energy storage.
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Plate 2 (Figure 6.9) Schematic plot describing the principle of optical DNA detection
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Plate 3 (Figure 8.20) Prototype implantable bi-directional BMI system with key elements shown in

device. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780190113)
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Plate 4 (Figure 8.23) Spectrogram of LFP data collected from Parkinson’s patient. Reprinted with

permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780190113)
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Plate 5 (Figure 8.26) Time-domain and spectrogram of two consecutive HC stimulation periods.

The first stimulation block resulted in an after-discharge whereas the second stimulation block did not.

Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780619986)
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used to develop the algorithm. Reprinted with permission from IEEE (Ref: 2987780619986)
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the power in the two bands of interest. The second graph shows the output of the discriminant in red.
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[17] (Courtesy of Weber, Reproduced by permission of Elsevier); and (b) a free-standing poly-SiGe in-

plane TEG made on Si substrate [20]. With kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media
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Plate 10 (Figure 9.15) (a) Schematic design and (b) photo of a MEMS piezoelectric vibration energy

harvester based on aluminum nitride (Courtesy of Elfrink [56], © IOP Publishing. Reproduced by per-

mission of IOP Publishing.)
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